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1.1 Executive Summary  

This document describes the Generic Enablers in the Interface to Networks & Devices 
chapter, their basic functionality and their interaction. These Generic Enablers form the core 
business framework of the FI-WARE platform by supporting the business functionality for 
commercializing services.  

The functionality of the frame work is illustrated with several abstract use case diagrams, 
which show how the individual GE can be used to construct a domain-specific application 
environment and system architecture. Each GE Open Specification is first described on a 
generic level, describing the functional and non-functional properties and is supplemented by 
a number of specifications according to the interface protocols, API and data formats.  
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1.2 About This Document  

FI-WARE GE Open Specifications describe the open specifications linked to Generic 
Enablers GEs of the FI-WARE project (and their corresponding components) being 
developed in one particular chapter.  

GE Open Specifications contain relevant information for users of FI-WARE to consume 
related GE implementations and/or to build compliant products which can work as alternative 
implementations of GEs developed in FI-WARE. The later may even replace a GE 
implementation developed in FI-WARE within a particular FI-WARE instance. GE Open 
Specifications typically include, but not necessarily are limited to, information such as:  

 Description of the scope, behavior and intended use of the GE  

 Terminology, definitions and abbreviations to clarify the meanings of the specification  

 Signature and behavior of operations linked to APIs (Application Programming 
Interfaces) that the GE should export. Signature may be specified in a particular 
language binding or through a RESTful interface.  

 Description of protocols that support interoperability with other GE or third party 
products  

 Description of non-functional features  

1.3 Intended Audience  

The document targets interested parties in architecture and API design, implementation and 
usage of FI-WARE Generic Enablers from the FI-WARE project.  

1.4 Chapter Context  

The overall ambition of the Security Architecture of FI-WARE is to demonstrate that the 
Vision of an Internet that is "secure by design" is becoming reality. Based on achievements 
to date and/or to come in the short-term (both from a technological but also a standardization 
perspective) we will show that "secure by design" is possible for the most important core 
(basic) and shared (generic) security functionalities as anticipated by the FI-WARE project 
and in accordance with the requirements of external stakeholders and users such as the FI 
PPP Use Case projects. The “secure by design” concept will, therefore, address both the 
security properties of the FI-WARE platform itself and the applications that will be built on top 
of it.  

In this section the foreseen high-level functional architecture is described, introducing the 
main modules and their expected relationships, then depicting the most important modules in 
detail along with their main functionalities.  

The high level architecture is formed by four main modules: Security monitoring mechanisms 
(M1), a set of General Core Security Mechanisms (e.g. Identity Management and Privacy 
solutions) (M2), Context-Based Security and Compliance (M3) where an enhanced version of 
USDL for security will support the matching of security goals with available security services 
while addressing compliance management, and a set of universally discoverable Optional 
Generic Security Services (M4) that will be instantiated at runtime and can be dynamically 
reconfigured (triggered by M3) based on the needs of specific scenarios.  
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The overall security plane of the FI-WARE architecture will interlink with practically all its 
functional modules. In order to simplify the description of these links subsequently the main 
components as well as their technical relationships with only the Application and Service 
Ecosystem and Delivery Framework and FI PPP Use Case projects are depicted:  

The core general security mechanisms for the FI-WARE project will be provided by M2, 
including support for Identity Management, Authentication Authorization and Access, and 
Privacy. M3 will provide the required language and tools for describing services in the FI and 
their security needs. Where specific scenarios will require optional generic security services 
these can be consumed on a basis of what is provided by M4. A key architectural 
assumption is that security services may fail. Security monitoring mechanisms as provided 
by M1 may detect deviations with respect to the expected behaviour and signal this to M3 to 
take action (e.g. invoke alternative security services or trigger countermeasures if under 
attack).  

FI-WARE GEs to be developed and/or integrated as part of the Security chapter will 
materialize the (Security) Reference Architecture sketched in Figure below. This Reference 
Architecture comprises:  

 A component able to dynamically invoke and compose security services to answer 
related security needs while dealing with constraints which may apply (e.g. 
regulatory).  

 A set of GEs for a number of shared security concerns (i.e. identity and access 
management as well as privacy and auditing) that are considered core and therefore 
present in any FI-WARE Instance.  

 A set of optional Security GEs to address current and future requests from concrete 
Usage Areas.  

 An advanced security monitoring system that covers the whole spectrum from 
acquisition of events up to display, going through analysis but also going beyond 
thanks to a digital forensic tool and assisted decision support in case of cyber attacks.  
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FI-WARE High Level Security Architecture 

More information on the Security Chapter and FI-WARE in general can be found within the 
following pages:  

http://wiki.fi-ware.eu  

The Architecture of Security in FI-WARE  

Materializing Security in FI-WARE  

1.5 Structure of this Document  

The document is generated out of a set of documents provided in the public FI-WARE wiki. 
For the current version of the documents, please visit the public wiki at http://wiki.fi-ware.eu/  

The following resources were used to generate this document:  

D.8.1.2 FI-WARE GE Open Specifications front page  

FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.SecurityMonitoring  

Security-Monitoring_Generic_Enabler_API_Specification  

Security-Monitoring: Mulval Attack Path Engine Open API Specification  

Security-Monitoring: Mulval Attack Path Engine Web Application Open API 
Specification  

Security-Monitoring: Scored Attack Paths Open API Specification  

http://wiki.fi-ware.eu/
http://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Security_Architecture
http://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Materializing_Security_in_FI-WARE
http://wiki.fi-ware.eu/
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.SecurityMonitoring
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Security-Monitoring_Generic_Enabler_API_Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Security-Monitoring:_Mulval_Attack_Path_Engine_Open_API_Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Security-Monitoring:_Mulval_Attack_Path_Engine_Web_Application_Open_API_Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Security-Monitoring:_Mulval_Attack_Path_Engine_Web_Application_Open_API_Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Security-Monitoring:_Scored_Attack_Paths_Open_API_Specification
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Security-Monitoring:_Remediation_Open_API_Specification  

Security-Monitoring: Service Level SIEM Open API Specification  

Security-Monitoring: IoT Fuzzer Open API Specification  

Security-Monitoring: Android Vulnerability Assessment Open API Specification  

FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.IdentityManagement  

Identity Management Generic Enabler API Specification  

FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Privacy_Generic_Enabler  

Privacy_Open_RESTful_API_Specification  

FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Data_Handling_Generic_Enabler  

FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.DataHandlingGE.Open RESTful API 
Specification  

FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Access_Control_Generic_Enabler  

FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.AccessControlGE.Authorization.Open RESTful 
API Specification  

FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Context-based security & compliance  

FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Context-basedSecurity&Compliance.Open 
RESTful API Specification  

FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Optional_Security_Enablers.DBAnonymizer  

FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.DBAnonymizer.Open RESTful API Specification  

FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Optional_Security_Enablers.SecureStorageServ
ice  

Secure Storage Service Optional GE Open API Specification  

FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Optional_Security_Enablers.ContentBasedSecu
rity  

FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Optional Security 
Enablers.ContentBasedSecurity.Open RESTful API Specification  

FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Optional_Security_Enablers.MalwareDetectionS
ervice  

Malware Detection Service Open API Specification  

FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Optional_Security_Enablers.AndroidFlowMonito
ring  

Android Flow Monitoring Open Specification  

 

FI-WARE Open Specifications Legal Notice  

Open Specifications Interim Legal Notice  

1.6 Typographical Conventions  

Starting with October 2012 the FI-WARE project improved the quality and streamlined the 
submission process for deliverables, generated out of the public and private FI-WARE wiki. 

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Security-Monitoring:_Remediation_Open_API_Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Security-Monitoring:_Service_Level_SIEM_Open_API_Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Security-Monitoring:_IoT_Fuzzer_Open_API_Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Security-Monitoring:_Android_Vulnerability_Assessment_Open_API_Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.IdentityManagement
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Identity_Management_Generic_Enabler_API_Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Privacy_Generic_Enabler
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Privacy_Open_RESTful_API_Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Data_Handling_Generic_Enabler
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.DataHandlingGE.Open_RESTful_API_Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.DataHandlingGE.Open_RESTful_API_Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Access_Control_Generic_Enabler
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.AccessControlGE.Authorization.Open_RESTful_API_Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.AccessControlGE.Authorization.Open_RESTful_API_Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Context-based_security_%26_compliance
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Context-basedSecurity%26Compliance.Open_RESTful_API_Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Context-basedSecurity%26Compliance.Open_RESTful_API_Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Optional_Security_Enablers.DBAnonymizer
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.DBAnonymizer.Open_RESTful_API_Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Optional_Security_Enablers.SecureStorageService
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Optional_Security_Enablers.SecureStorageService
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Secure_Storage_Service_Optional_GE_Open_API_Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Optional_Security_Enablers.ContentBasedSecurity
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Optional_Security_Enablers.ContentBasedSecurity
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Optional_Security_Enablers.ContentBasedSecurity.Open_RESTful_API_Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Optional_Security_Enablers.ContentBasedSecurity.Open_RESTful_API_Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Optional_Security_Enablers.MalwareDetectionService
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Optional_Security_Enablers.MalwareDetectionService
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Malware_Detection_Service_Open_API_Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Optional_Security_Enablers.AndroidFlowMonitoring
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Optional_Security_Enablers.AndroidFlowMonitoring
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Android_Flow_Monitoring_Open_Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_Open_Specifications_Legal_Notice
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Open_Specifications_Interim_Legal_Notice
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The project is currently working on the migration of as many deliverables as possible towards 
the new system.  

This document is rendered with semi-automatic scripts out of a MediaWiki system operated 
by the FI-WARE consortium.  

1.6.1 Links within this document  

The links within this document point towards the wiki where the content was rendered from. 
You can browse these links in order to find the "current" status of the particular content.  

Due to technical reasons part of the links contained in the deliverables generated from wiki 
pages cannot be rendered to fully working links. This happens for instance when a wiki page 
references a section within the same wiki page (but there are other cases). In such scenarios 
we preserve a link for readability purposes but this points to an explanatory page, not the 
original target page.  

In such cases where you find links that do not actually point to the original location, we 
encourage you to visit the source pages to get all the source information in its original form. 
Most of the links are however correct and this impacts a small fraction of those in our 
deliverables.  

1.6.2 Figures  

Figures are mainly inserted within the wiki as the following one:  

 

[[Image:....|size|alignment|Caption]] 

Only if the wiki-page uses this format, the related caption is applied on the printed document. 
As currently this format is not used consistently within the wiki, please understand that the 
rendered pages have different caption layouts and different caption formats in general. Due 
to technical reasons the caption can't be numbered automatically.  

1.6.3 Sample software code  

Sample API-calls may be inserted like the following one.  

 

http://[SERVER_URL]?filter=name:Simth*&index=20&limit=10 

1.7 Acknowledgements  

The following partners contributed to this deliverable: THALES, NSN,DT,ATOS SAP, 
IBM,INRIA, FT-ORANGE  

1.8 Keyword list  

FI-WARE, PPP, Architecture Board, Steering Board, Roadmap, Reference Architecture, 
Generic Enabler, Open Specifications, I2ND, Cloud, IoT, Data/Context Management, 
Applications/Services Ecosystem, Delivery Framework , Security, Developers Community 
and Tools , ICT, es.Internet, Latin American Platforms, Cloud Edge, Cloud Proxy.  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php?title=THALES&action=edit&redlink=1
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/NSN
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/DT
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/ATOS
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/SAP
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/IBM
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/INRIA
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php?title=FT-ORANGE&action=edit&redlink=1
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2 FIWARE OpenSpecification Security 
SecurityMonitoring 

You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

Name  FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Security_Monitoring  

Chapter  Security,  

Catalogue-Link to 
Implementation  Security Monitoring  

Owner  THALES, Daniel Gidoin  

 

 

2.1 Preface  

Within this document you find a self-contained open specification of a FI-WARE generic 
enabler, please consult as well the FI-WARE_Product_Vision, the website on http://www.fi-
ware.eu and similar pages in order to understand the complete context of the FI-WARE 
project.  

2.2 Copyright 

Copyright © 2012-2013 by THALES  

2.3 Legal Notice 

Please check the following Legal Notice to understand the rights to use these specifications.  

2.4 Overview 

The Security Monitoring GE is part of the overall Security Management System in FI-WARE 
and as such is part of each and every FI-WARE instance. The target users are: FI-WARE 
Instance Providers and FI-WARE Application/Service Providers.  

Security monitoring is the first step towards understanding the real security state of a future 
internet environment and, hence, towards realizing the execution of services with desired 
security behaviour and detection of potential attacks or non-authorized usage.  

This generic enabler deals with the security monitoring and beyond, up to pro-active cyber-
security i.e. protection of “assets” at large. It allows to assess the real security state of a 
future internet environment and, hence, towards realizing the execution of services with 
desired security behaviour and detection of potential attacks or non-authorized usage.  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.SecurityMonitoring
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Category:Security
http://catalogue.fi-ware.eu/node/316
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php?title=THALES&action=edit&redlink=1
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php?title=Daniel_Gidoin&action=edit&redlink=1
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_Product_Vision
http://www.fi-ware.eu/
http://www.fi-ware.eu/
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_Open_Specification_Legal_Notice_(implicit_patents_license)
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The main concerns of Security Monitoring are:  

1. Detect vulnerabilities and identify risks 
2. Score vulnerabilities impact and assess risks 
3. Analyze events to correlate and detect threats and attacks 
4. Treat risks and propose counter-measures 
5. Visualize result alarms and residual risks in order to allow efficient monitoring from the 
security perspective.  

2.5 Basic Concepts 

2.5.1 MulVAL Attack Paths Engine 

To determine the security impact that software vulnerabilities have on a particular network, 
one must consider interactions among multiple network elements. For a vulnerability analysis 
tool to be useful in practice, the model used in the analysis must be able to automatically 
integrate formal vulnerability specifications from heterogeneous vulnerability sources.  

The MulVAL Attack Paths Engine is an end-to-end framework and reasoning system that 
conducts multihost, multistage vulnerability analysis on a network. The MulVAL Attack Paths 
Engine adopts Datalog (a query and rule language for deductive databases) as the modeling 
language for the elements in the analysis (bug specification, configuration description, 
reasoning rules, operating-system permission and privilege model, etc.). It has leveraged 
existing vulnerability-database and scanning tools by expressing their output in Datalog to 
feed the MulVAL Attack Paths Engine.  

The inputs to the MulVAL Attack Paths Engine’s analysis are:  

 Advisories: What vulnerabilities have been reported and do they exist on my 
machines?  

 Host configuration: What software and services are running on my hosts, and how 
are they configured?  

 Network configuration: How are my network routers and firewalls configured?  

 Principals: Who are the users of my network?  

 Interaction: What is the model of how all these components interact?  

 Policy: What accesses do I want to allow?  
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The current MulVAL Attack Paths Engine data model relies on the exploit range (local or 
remote) and the privilege escalation consequence data that are stored in NIST NVD. The 
figure below shows the Attack Paths Engine chain with inputs and outputs. The colour codes 
are the same as for the previous figure. The metrics have references to critical paths, 
obtained from Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS), which is a universal open and 
standardized method for rating IT vulnerabilities. .  

 

The MulVAL Attack Paths Engine uses Datalog (a subset of Prolog) to produce logical attack 
graphs. It takes as input a set of first-order logical configuration predicates and produces the 
corresponding attack graph. These configuration predicates include network specific security 
policies, binding information and vulnerability data gathered from vulnerability databases. 
The MulVAL Attack Paths Engine identifies possible policy violations through logical 
inference.  

Attack graph presents a qualitative view of security discrepancies:  

 It shows what attacks are possible, but does not tell you how bad the problem is.  
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 It captures the interactions among all attack possibilities in your system.  

CVSS provides a quantitative property of individual vulnerabilities:  

 It tells you how bad an individual vulnerability could be.  

 But it does not tell you how bad it may be in your system.  

The idea is to use CVSS to produce a component metric, i.e. a numeric measure on the 
conditional probability of success of an attack step. The MulVAL Attack Paths Engine 
aggregates the probabilities over the attack-graph structure to provide a cumulative metric, 
i.e. the probability of attacker success in your system. Suppose there is a “dedicated 
attacker” who will try all possible ways to attack your system. If one path fails, he will try 
another. The cumulative metric is the probability that he can succeed in at least one path.  

2.5.2 Service Level SIEM 

Limitations of current SIEM (Security Information and Event Management) systems are 
mainly in line with performance and scalability leading to the inability to process vast 
amounts of diverse data in a short amount of time. Next generation of SIEM solutions should 
overcome these performance limitations of its predecessors allowing in this way to monitor 
more systems, to process more complex rules or even to correlate events at different layers. 
To achieve the above commented goals, the SIEM to be included in FI-WARE will 
incorporate a high performance parallel correlation engine that will improve drastically the 
correlation capabilities of the current SIEM solutions available in the market. In the context of 
FI WARE this high performance correlation engine will be built on top of the OSSIM (Open 
Source Security Information Management - http://www.ossim.net) however integration with 
other tools, such as Prelude or Sentinel, could be considered.  

 

 
High performance correlation engine 

http://www.ossim.net/
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2.5.3 Scored Attack Paths 

The risk and impact scoring (hereinafter simply referred to as ’scoring’) is composed of two 
components:  

1. Risk scoring  

Risk scoring provides a numerical estimation on the risk associated to the entity under 
scrutiny. A score can represent either a probability, or a derivative value obtained from a set 
of probability values. Formal definitions of scores provided in the literature can be resumed 
as follows: Given an exploit e, and a condition c, the individual score p(e) stands for the 
intrinsic likelihood of an exploit e being executed, given that all the conditions required for 
executing e in the given attack graph are already satisfied. The cumulative score P(e) and 
P(c) measures the overall likelihood that an attacker can successfully reach and execute the 
exploit e (or satisfy the condition c).  

2. Impact scoring  

Impact scoring offers an assessment of the extent to which processes and security policies 
are impacted when a given IT asset target has been compromised. The impact may have 
different meanings based on the context and metrics employed during the computation of the 
impact score:  

 1. Confidentiality,  

 2. Integrity,  

 3. Availability,  

 4. Authorization,  

 5. Authentication,  

 6. Accountability,  

 7. Implemented controls for assessing a threat’s severity.  

Note that while risk scoring process targets three entities, i.e. (i)all vertices, (ii)an attack path, 
and (iii)an attack graph, impact scoring concerns only (ii) and (iii).  

 
In this section we provide a description of the different categories of scores that are 
considered when assessing the risk and impact values required in the remediation process.  

1. Individual and cumulative vertex scores  

Examples of such scores are given in the following Figure, on the right of each vertex of the 
attack graph. As already mentioned, these types of scores are indeed probabilities, their 
values always being comprised between 0 and 1.  

 
Partial view of a MulVAL attack graph. 

2 Attack path score  
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The score of an attack path is a derivative of the individual and cumulative scores of the 
vertices that exist in a given attack path. Despite the fact that an attack path is mainly defined 
by the target vertex, the score of an attack path is attached to the latter as a whole. This 
category of scoring is employed during the selection of the remediation alternative. A 
schematic view of scoring an attack path is provided in the following Figure.  

 
Attack path scoring process. 
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2.5.4 Botnet Tracking System 

The NXDOMAIN-based Analysis focuses on the detection of «domain flux botnets», where 
the C&C domain names are frequently changed in order to escape from classical block-lists 
like the ones provided by DNSBL (Domain Name System Blacklists). This analysis relies on 
the observation of the behaviour of such botnets, and the way the bots try to locate their C&C 
servers. In order to find the domain name attached to the C&C server, the bots will request 
several domain names first, determined by more or less complex Domain Generating 
Algorithms (DGA): time-based, pseudorandom characters, dictionary based generation, etc. 
At a given time, such algorithms will generate a list of possible domain names to request, 
amongst them only one or few will be effectively reserved by the botmaster.  

Because only few domain names are really associated to an IP address, bots will generate 
several DNS requests - answered by DNS errors - until finding an active domain. The target 
of the proposed solution is to detect abnormal error rates in order to identify and track the 
underlying botnet. Advantages of such approach is that:  

 The DNS error traffic represents only a small portion of the whole DNS flow, thus 
ensuring a better scalability of our approach, a faster detection and a “less intrusive” 
analysis for the end-users.  

 The DNS errors present a very limited meaning by themselves. Such analysis 
would not allow users’ profiling, and limit in that way the privacy impact.  

 The DNS error traffic presents a very high dispersion compared to the successful 
traffic. As for example, there will be a huge number of users doing requests to 
www.orange.com, while the probability for a user to request the non-existing domain 
whzejdqmvnt.dynserv.com is very low. Such characteristic makes DNS errors traffic 
easier to analyse in order to detect abnormal behaviours.  

2.5.5 IoT Fuzzer 

Fuzzing is a software testing technique that involves providing valid, invalid, unexpected or 
random information as input of an application. The program will then react to these inputs, 
reporting exceptions or crashes, failing in the normal behavior or keeping the normal flow, 
and the way the program reacts is monitored. The goal of the technique is to find unexpected 
scenarios that lead to situations which escape the normal flow and produce an unexpected 
behavior, in a highly automated, cost effective manner.  

In the case of Internet of Things devices, the target application is either the protocol 
implementations or the applications that reside on a remote device; so, the IoT Fuzzer will 
work by sending messages through the network to the target device, in order to test its 
behavior.  

6LoWPAN is the acronym of IPv6 over Low power Wireless Personal Area Networks, it's also 
the name of the IETF working group in charge of the protocol specification.  

The 6LoWPAN working group has defined an encapsulation and header compression 
mechanism that defines a set of compression/decompression rules taking advantage of the 
most common messages sent through a typical wireless sensor network, and exploiting 
some features of the underlying layer, IEEE 802.15.4, and the upper layer, IPv6. 
Furthermore, duplication of information is avoided, allowing the protocol to send really short 
messages, and in this way, helping the device to save energy. The protocol also defines 
some special rules to fragment long IPv6 messages, being able, in this way, to work over link 
layers that support shorter packets than it requires.  
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Note on interaction between the Fuzzer and the IoT Work Package 

The Protocol Adapter GE provides an adaptation layer between the Gateway and IoT 
devices, for devices that include an IP stack and support the CoAP protocol (from the IETF 
"CoRE" group), and the IoT Work Package concentrates on the application layer, and relies 
on existing standards for the lower network layers.  

6LoWPAN & RPL are simply two of these standards, that allow to communicate with IoT 
devices using IPv6, and they are also being defined by the IETF (by the "6lowpan" and "roll" 
groups).  

Hence, there is then no conflict between this GE and the IoT Work Package, as they don't 
target the same layers.  

The Fuzzer can be used as-is by Use Cases that decide to deploy devices that use the 
6LoWPAN stack, and it can support any protocol for which a Scapy module exists, like the 
ZigBee protocol stack.  

In the event Use Cases decide to adopt other standards, and have an interest in the Fuzzer, 
the possibility to implement the necessary modules can also be considered.  

2.5.6 Android Vulnerability Assessment Tool 

The Android Vulnerability Assessment Tool is an OVAL (Open Vulnerability and Assessment 
Language) interpreter for Android devices.  

The OVAL standard includes:  

 a vulnerability definition schema, that allows to represent a vulnerability in terms of 
system configuration, version and state that allow said vulnerability to be exploited;  

 a system characteristics schema, that allows to analyse the system, retrieve its 
current state and compare it to the one described in the definition;  

 a result schema, that allows to report the outcome of the analysis.  

2.5.7 Remediation 

The decision making support provides tools to security operators for proposing cost-sensitive 
remediations to attack paths.  

The attack paths are shown to a security operator, ordered by their scores, which allow to 
easily understand the severity of the consequences of the attack paths. To calculate 
remediation (Figure 6) to the chosen attack path, the tool first extracts the necessary 
information from the attack path to be corrected. Then, it computes several lists of 
remediations that could reduce / cut this attack path. Finally, it estimates the cost of each list 
of remediations and proposes all the lists of remediations, ordered by cost, to security 
operators. Operators can choose one remediation list and, thanks to the remediation 
validation, check whether or not the system is more secure after the application of this 
remediation.  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.ArchitectureDescription.IoT.Gateway.ProtocolAdapter
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Figure 6: Remediation process. 

 
To compute remediations, a remediation database is needed. It will be external to the GE, as 
the vulnerability database. This database makes a connection between vulnerabilities (for 
example thanks to a Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures identifier - CVE ID) and a 
possible adapted remediation. Several types of remediation could be used, for example a 
patch (it corrects a vulnerability) or a signature of known attacks (it prevents the exploitation 
of a vulnerability). To build the remediation database, information about patches can be 
extracted from publicly available Security Advisories (for example, coming from CERT-EU or 
the National Vulnerability Database). Information about signatures and the related 
vulnerability could be extracted from the signatures database that contains the CVE ID. The 
last type of remediation provided by the remediation tool can not be stored in the remediation 
database, because it is a topological remediation. This remediation is providing firewall rules 
that can prevent the intrusion of the attacker.  

To sort the list of remediations, a cost function is applied to compute an estimate cost of 
each list. This cost contains two main components: operational costs and impact costs. The 
operational costs represent the costs caused by the deployment of the remediations (length 
of the deployment, maintenance costs, tests costs…) whereas the impact costs represents 
the negative impact (side effects) that could happen following a remediation deployment.  

2.5.8 Visualization framework 

Systems that monitor the security of a network, such as network probes as part of an 
Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS), can generate a large amount of data. It is generally 
agreed that one of the most effective ways in which large volumes of data are presented to a 
human is by the use of visual analytics techniques. The INTERSECTION Visualisation 
Framework aims to enable large quantities of data to be presented to users in ways that aid 
their understanding of it. It is a flexible framework that allows the easy combination of 
multiple sources of data and enables the easy combination of third party and bespoke 
visualisations. The Visualisation Framework, business-oriented, allows the user to choose 
which data is visualised and which visualisation techniques are used.  

In addition, it is extensible, allowing the addition of new data sources, data processing and 
visualisations. The design of the system is built around the concept of web-based mash-ups, 
which combine content from multiple sources into an integrated experience, and rich Internet 
applications (RIA) have a similar set of features and functionality to desktop applications.  

The functionality of the Visualisation Framework can loosely be considered in two parts: the 
Data Broker, which collates and manages data; and the Visualisation Web Application, which 
provides and controls the visualisation. The Visualisation Framework’s Data Broker 
interfaces with the various data sources to collect data. This can be achieved via a message 
queue, through accessing an external database or via some other means, depending on the 
source of this data. Data routes are created, as required, between the various data sources 
and end points. In all cases, the end points are adapters that transform incoming data into a 
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common form, used throughout the visualisation component. Data is also stored in the 
visualisation database to allow a user to review historical as well as current data.  

The Visualisation Web Application provides a number of key functions:  

 Serves up pages to a user allowing them to set-up and interact with visualisations.  

 Provides access to locally stored visualisations and facilitate the use of third party 
visualisations through the Internet.  

 A conduit between data held on the server and the user who is accessing the visual 
analytics system from a web-browser.  

 Allows the user to choose, configure and map data to visualisation axes as 
required.  

 

 

2.6 Security Monitoring Architecture 

We detail in the following the interactions between the components of the Security Monitoring 
Architecture, as well as their respective connections to the FI-WARE framework. We start by 
the three blocks composing the input for the Heterogeneous Event Normalization Service. 
The aim of this service is to normalize heterogeneous events so that they can be processed 
by the Service oriented SIEM. In order to be correlated by the SIEM, the events must be 
pertinent for the risk analysis.  

Events into the front of this service are:  

1. Context-Based Security & Compliance violation events, from GE provided by ATOS and 
SAP in WP8 
2. Secure Storage Service events from GE provided by TCS in WP8. 
3. Cloud, Internet of Things and Interface-to-networks events from GE provided in WP4, 
WP5 and WP7.  
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As for the Heterogeneous Event Normalization Service itself, it is part of WP8 and provides 
inputs for Service-level SIEM, Forensics Framework, and eventually Complex-Event 
Processing in Data/Context Management of WP6.  

The Service-level SIEM provides its results directly to the Visualization Framework. 
Complex-Event Processing on the other hand, serves as input for both the Forensics and 
Visualization Frameworks. It can be deduces that the CEP can potentially be bypassed. The 
Security Monitoring enabler is intended to be used to assess compliance to the security 
requirements of Business Framework for the Applications and Services Ecosystem and 
Delivery (WP3). Security Monitoring employs the Complex Event Processing from 
Data/Context Management (WP6). Attack Paths Engine in Security Monitoring utilizes the 
Vulnerability Collections from Cloud/IOT/I2ND, the Vulnerabilities Database (NVD), and the 
Configuration Management Database (CMDB) in WP4, the latter being also involved. From 
the internal viewpoint of Security Monitoring, the Attack Paths Engine includes in its entries 
the Vulnerability Scanners operating on the network, and the Fuzzer block for assessing the 
applications’ security. Business-oriented Vulnerability requires as input the Configuration 
Management Database (CMDB) in WP4, and the vulnerability scoring it provides is employed 
by the Attack Path Engine, along with the other inputs of the latter. By combining the input 
from the Botnet Tracking System with the one from the Attack Paths Engine, the Counter-
Measures App yields the proposed output to the Visualization Framework for further 
monitoring and decision-making purposes.  

The decision making support will aim to provide some help to the security operator by 
proposing several possible countermeasures / remediation that could be deployed in the 
monitored system / services. To facilitate the decision making processes, assets contribute 
to early warning of harmful events, for the detection of suspicious behaviour, for correlation 
of heterogeneous security events and for the computation of critical attack paths. In addition, 
the man-machine interfaces ensure that solutions are effectively designed for end-users, 
providing them with increased efficiency. This would include advanced visualisation 
techniques to provide a more complete picture to handle complex situations efficiently.  

Finally, a digital forensics for evidence consist to develop capabilities to trace illegal activity 
in cyberspace back to its origin. Correlating events provides the means to support the search 
for evidence process. Timeframe analysis will can be useful in determining when events 
occurred. For this, we can review the time and data contained in the file system metadata, 
linking error logs, connections logs, security events, alarms and files of interest to the 
timeframes relevant to the investigation.  

The Security monitoring GE Chapter meets the requirements of ISO 27001 (to see 4.2 
Establishing and managing the ISMS).  

Among others things, it provides an answer to paragraph “c” (...Identify a risk assessment 
methodology that is suited to the ISMS), to paragraph “d” (identify the risks); paragraph “e” 
(Analyse and evaluate the risks); to paragraph “f” (Identify and evaluate options for the 
treatment of risks) and to paragraph “g” (Select control objectives and controls for the 
treatment of risks.)  

In conclusion, the security monitoring enabler is composed of the following functionalities:  

 Normalization of heterogeneous events and correlation. This 

functionality covers the normalization and correlation of massive and 
heterogeneous security events.  

 Risk analysis. Considering the threat profiles and the related system 

vulnerabilities, a risk profile is built for each threat, containing qualitative 
values which measure the impact of the outcome of threats to the 
organization.  
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 Decision making support. Countermeasures can be selected in order to 

mitigate the risks, for instance implementing new security practices within the 
organization, or taking the actions necessary to maintain the existing security 
practices or fixing the identified vulnerabilities.  

 Digital forensics for evidence. it deals with the acquisition of data from a 

source, the analysis of the data and extraction of evidence, and the 
preservation and presentation of the evidence. The digital evidence is 
intended to facilitate the reconstruction of events found to be malevolent or 
helping to anticipate unauthorized actions.  

 Visualization and reporting. It will provide a dynamic, intuitive and role-

based User System Interface for the various stakeholders to use in order to 
understand the current security situation, to make decisions, and to take 
appropriate actions.  

The GE as envisaged will address security monitoring and beyond, up to pro-active cyber-
security i.e. protection of “assets” at large. The figure below provides a high-level initial 
architectural sketch of the Security Monitoring GE as envisaged in FI-WARE.  

 

 

2.7 Basic Design Principles 

2.7.1.1 MulVAL Attack Paths Engine 

To determine the security impact software vulnerabilities have on a FIWARE architecture 
instantiation, one must consider interactions among multiple network components. The 
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model used in the vulnerability analysis is able to automatically integrate formal vulnerability 
specifications from the bug-reporting community, but also from various vulnerability 
databases, specific to cloud hosting, the internet of things, l2N.. Also, the analysis is able to 
scale to networks with thousands of machines.  

To achieve these two goals, the MulVAL Attack paths Engine, composed of an end-to-end 
framework and a reasoning system, conducts multihost, multistage vulnerability analysis on a 
FIWARE architecture. The MulVAL Attack Paths Engine adopts Datalog as the modeling 
language for the elements in the analysis (bug specification, configuration description, 
reasoning rules, operating-system permission and privilege model, etc.). It easily leverage 
existing vulnerability-databases and scanning tools by expressing their output in Datalog and 
feeding it to the Attack Path reasoning engine.  

The reasoning engine consists of a collection of Datalog rules that captures the operating 
system behavior and the interaction of various components in the network. Thus integrating 
information from the bug-reporting community and off-the-shelf scanning tools in the 
reasoning model is straightforward. Reasoning rules specify semantics of different kinds of 
exploits, compromise propagation, and multihop network access. The rules are carefully 
designed so that information about specific vulnerabilities are factored out into the data 
generated from OVAL (Open Vulnerability and Assessment Language - MITRE) and ICAT 
(Categorization of Attacks Toolkit-NIST ). The interaction rules characterize general attack 
methodologies (such as “Trojan Horse client program”), not specific vulnerabilities. Thus the 
rules do not need to be changed frequently, even if new vulnerabilities are reported 
frequently.  

The MulVAL Attack paths Engine uses an exploit dependency graph to represent the pre and 
post conditions for exploits. Then a graph search algorithm can “string” individual exploits 
and find attack paths involving multiple vulnerabilities. This algorithm is adopted in 
Topological Vulnerability Analysis (TVA), a framework that combines an exploit knowledge 
base with a remote network vulnerability scanner to analyze exploit sequences leading to 
attack goals. Compared with a graph data structure, Datalog provides a declarative 
specification for the reasoning logic, making it easier to review and augment the reasoning 
engine when necessary.  

The reasoning engine scales well with the size of the network. Once all the information is 
collected, the analysis can be performed in seconds for networks with thousands of 
machines.  

2.7.1.2 Service Level SIEM 

A SIEM or Security Information and Event Management solution is a technology that 
provides real-time analysis of security events, aggregating data from many sources and 
providing the ability to consolidate and correlate monitored data to generate reports and 
alerts. A conventional SIEM deployment is mainly composed of four elements:  

1. Sensors: deployed in the networks to monitor network activity. They usually include 
the low level detectors and monitors that passively collect data looking for patterns 
but also, they can include active scanners that try to compile information about node 
vulnerabilities or agents which could receive data from other hosts of this network.  

2. Management Server: this component is in charge of the main processing activities 
such as normalizing, prioritizing, collecting, risk assessment and correlating engines.  

3. Database: where all events and information configuration for the management of 
the system are stored.  
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4. Front-end: where the operator can visualize the status of the system and configure 
the SIEM.  

 
SIEM main elements 

From a functional point of view, the Service Level SIEM stack could be illustrated as showed 
in the next figure, where also the bypass of the OSSIM correlation engine with the high-
performance correlation engine running in a Storm cluster is depicted.  
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OSSIM SIEM functional view 

The OSSIM agent receives normalized event. Standardised events contain the following 
fields:  

 type: Type of event, Detector or Monitor.  

 date: date on which the event is received from the device.  

 sensor: IP address of the sensor generating the event  

 plugin_id: Identifier of the type of event generated  

 plugin_sid: Class of event within the type specified in plugin_id  

 priority: Possible deprecated (agent can't decide priority, just server)  

 protocol: Three types of protocol are permitted in these events. Should a 
different one reach the server, the event will be rejected:: TCP, UDP or ICMP  

 src_ip: IP which the device generating the original event identifies as the 
source of this event  

 src_port: Source port  

 dst_ip: IP which the device generating the original event identifies as the 
destination of this event  

 dst_port: Destination port  

 log: Event data that the specific plugin considers as part of the log and 
which is not accommodated in the other fields. Due to the Userdata* fields, it 
is used increasingly less.  

 data: Normally stores the event payload, although the plugin may use this 
field for anything else  
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 username: User who has generated the event or user with whom it is 
identifying, mainly used in HIDS events  

 password: Password used in an event  

 filename: File used in an event, mainly used in HIDS events  

 userdata1: These fields can be defined by the user from the plugin. They 
can contain any alphanumeric information, and on choosing one or another, 
the type of display they have in the event viewer will change. Up to 9 fields 
can be defined for each plugin.  

 userdata2  

 …  

 userdata9  

2.7.1.3 Scored Attack Paths 

In order to score attack paths, the design of Scored Attack Paths is such that it requires the 
following data input:  

1. Attack graph with cumulative vertex scores.  

The main input element that the scoring process requires is the initial attack graph, along 
with individual and cumulative scores. Such an attack graph is provided by MulVAL Attack 
Paths Engine. It should be noted that while CVSS scores may also be used, it is 
nevertheless mandatory for the scoring process to utilize the risk scores that are calculated 
based on the configuration of the attack graph.  

2. Process-IT ressource linkage information  

The initial data that is necessary for assessing the impact score is the list of processes that 
are linked to the IT resource that is assumed to be compromised. This are provided by the 
chain Topological Data Extraction, Repository Model, CMDB.  

3. Enumeration of impact metrics and values.  

Once the Process-IT ressource linkage information is obtained, the impact metrics, as well 
as values for each metric, are required for the calculation of the impact score. Impact metrics 
may differ in interval values, type (either qualitative, or quantitative), and semantic meaning, 
yet these metrics cannot be subsumed by risk score values, and will commonly be provided 
by the organization in which the remediation tool is used. Since qualitative metrics can be 
converted to quantitative ones, the Scored Attack Paths assumes that all metrics are 
qualitative by default.  

2.7.1.4 IoT Fuzzer 

The IoT Fuzzer is built around the following principles:  

 the fuzzer engine itself uses the Scapy packet manipulation framework, to ease the 
process of packet analysis and creation;  

 the fuzzing process is driven by scenarios written in XML, that define sequences of 
exchanged packets:  

o outgoing messages defined in these scenarios will be altered by the 
fuzzing algorithms before being sent;  
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o upon reception of the related response, it will be checked against the one 
defined in the scenario, to determine whether the tested device behaved 
properly;  

 to be able to inject crafted 6LowPAN packets onto the network, it uses an Atmel 
RZUSBstick (a 802.15.4 USB dongle) running a modified version of the Contiki OS 
that allows the hardware to relay packets without altering them.  

2.7.1.5 Android Vulnerability Assessment Tool 

 The Vulnerability Assessment Tool is an Android application that mostly behaves 
as an Android Service:  

o most of the time, it stays idle in the background, listening to system 
events;  

o it periodically polls a remote OVAL definition database, using a web 
service.  

 Only when one of those two activities detect changes, does the Vulnerability 
Manager become active:  

o when it detects that one or more OVAL definition needs to be tested, it 
invokes the OVAL checker;  

o the OVAL checker then interprets the definition, tries to match it against 
the current system configuration and state, and sends back a report;  

o the Vulnerability Manager then writes the report to the Internal Result 
Database and goes back to sleep.  

 The Analysis Reporting System only gets active when it needs to send some 
reports to a remote database, through a second web service.  

2.7.1.6 Remediation 

To compute the appropriate remediations and the hosts on which they can be deployed, the 
decision making support uses several techniques, according to the type of remediation. For 
the patches, thanks to the information contained in the MulVAL attack path, it is very simple 
to know on which machine the patch must be deployed to correct the vulnerability (it is in the 
same node: the leaf containing the vulnerability information).  

But it is less simple for the deployment of snort or firewall rules, because the attacker 
packets route must be known to determine on which machine the remediation can be 
deployed. To know the route of the packets of the attacker, the topological information is 
used to recreate a simulated topology. With this route, the remediation tool just has to 
propose the remediation on the hosts containing a firewall or an intrusion prevention system, 
according to the type of remediation.  

The topological information and a dependency graph are also used to estimate the impact 
costs of the remediation, especially for firewall rules deployment. Indeed, the system has to 
know which service(s) will be interrupted in order to compute these costs. To know that, all 
the dependencies, that are present in the dependency graph are checked in a simulated 
topology containing the remediation and are compared to the topology without remediation. If 
a service is disrupted due to the remediation, the corresponding cost is added to the 
remediation impact costs. The operational costs depend mainly of the type of remediation 
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and on costs parameters that must be provided by the security operators, but their 
calculation is quite easy once this information is known.  

2.7.1.7 Visualization framework 

 Decoupling of data from visualisations. A fundamental principle is that the data is 
stored in common formats to allow any visualisation to work with the data and to allow 
each visualisation to work with multiple / different data sets. This requires input data 
to be formatted in a suitable way to allow this (e.g. identification and location of 
common fields with other data). New data types can be accommodated, perhaps 
requiring some minor modifications to the Service. However, highly structured data, 
and particularly XML formats are preferred.  

 Real-time input. The Service is designed to receive data in real time, and is 
particularly suited for publish-subscribe architectures.  

 

 

2.8 Re-utilised Technologies/Specifications  

2.8.1 Attack Path Engine 

The Attack Path Engine uses the report of vulnerability scanners. Scanners can run 
asynchronously on each host and which adapts existing tools such as OVAL to a great 
extent—and an analyzer, run on one host whenever new information arrives from the 
scanners.  

An OVAL scanner takes such formalized vulnerability definitions and tests a machine for 
vulnerable software. The result is converted into Datalog clauses like the following:  

vulExists(webServer, ’CAN-2002-0392’, httpd).  

Namely, the scanner identified a vulnerability with CVE id CAN-2002-0392 on machine 
webServer. The vulnerability involved the server program httpd. However, the effect of the 
vulnerability—how it can be exploited and what is the consequence — is not formalized in 
OVAL. NVD the vulnerability database developed by the National Institute of Standards and 
Technology (NIST), provides the information about a vulnerability’s effect through CVSS 
Impact metrics. The relevant information is converted from CVSS into Datalog clauses such 
as:  

vulProperty(’CAN-2002-0392’, remoteExploit,privilegeEscalation.  

The Attack Path Engine models elements in Datalog. The model elements are recorded as 
Datalog facts. The Attack Path Engine requires all Datalog facts to be defined prior to 
performing any analysis. Missing or incorrect facts will result in a misleading analysis of the 
system being modelled. The following table shows the elements modelled by the Attack Path 
Engine and their Datalog fact statements sorted by the DAP layer to which they belong.  
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How the Attack Path Engine Datalog facts interrelate is recorded as Datalog reasoning rules 
that are shown in the following table.  
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With the occurrence of new vulnerabilities, assessment of their security impact on the 
network is important in choosing the right countermeasures: patch and reboot, reconfigure a 
firewall, dismount a file-server partition, and so on.  

The next figure show the sequence diagram with the interaction beetwen thhe other 
components:  

 
 
Vulnerability Data Interface Description  

-<definition class="vulnerability" id="oval:org.mitre.oval:def:99" version="4">  

 -<metadata> 

   -<title> 

     IE v6.0 Content Disposition/Type Arbitrary Code Execution 

    </title> 

-<affected family="windows">  

  <platform>Microsoft Windows 2000</platform> 

  <product>Microsoft Internet Explorer</product> 

</affected> <reference ref_id="CVE-2002-0193" ref_url="http://cve.mitre.org/cgi-
bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2002-0193" source="CVE"/> -<description>  

  Microsoft Internet Explorer 5.01 and 6.0 allow remote attackers to 

execute arbitrary code via malformed Content-Disposition and  

http://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2002-0193
http://cve.mitre.org/cgi-bin/cvename.cgi?name=CVE-2002-0193
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Content-Type header fields that cause the application for the 

spoofed file type to pass the file back to the operating system for 

handling rather than raise an error message, aka the first variant 

of the "Content Disposition" vulnerability. 

</description>< 

-oval_repository>  

 -<dates> 

   -<submitted date="2004-01-27T05:00:00.000-04:00"> 

      <contributor organization="The MITRE Corporation">Andrew 

Buttner</contributor> 

    </submitted> 

   -<modified comment="modified wrt-222 - changed pattern match" 

date="2005-03-07T05:00:00.000-04:00"> 

     <contributor organization="The MITRE Corporation">Christine 

Walzer</contributor> 

    </modified> 

    <status_change date="2005-03-09T05:00:00.000-

04:00">INTERIM</status_change> 

    <status_change date="2005-03-29T05:00:00.000-

04:00">ACCEPTED</status_change> 

   -<modified comment="Changed IE registry test to wrt-18" 

date="2005-09-20T04:00:00.000-04:00"> 

       <contributor organization="The MITRE Corporation">Christine 

Walzer</contributor> 

    </modified> 

    <status_change date="2005-09-21T01:27:00.000-

04:00">INTERIM</status_change> 

    <status_change date="2005-10-12T05:49:00.000-

04:00">ACCEPTED</status_change> 

   -<modified comment="Added negate=true attribute to criteria sub-

block to fix conversion error from OVAL 4.2 to OVAL 5.0" date="2006-

07-03T12:56:00.000-04:00"> 

     <contributor organization="The MITRE Corporation">Matthew 

Wojcik</contributor> 

   </modified> 

   <status_change date="2006-07-03T12:56:00.000-

04:00">INTERIM</status_change> 

   <status_change date="2006-09-27T12:29:41.221-

04:00">ACCEPTED</status_change> 

  -<modified comment="Multiple corrections and update to POSIX 

compatibility for ste:2878" date="2010-11-29T16:13:00.904-05:00"> 
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     <contributor organization="G2, Inc.">Shane 

Shaffer</contributor> 

   </modified> 

   <status_change date="2010-11-29T16:14:04.414-

05:00">INTERIM</status_change> 

    </dates><status>INTERIM</status></oval_repository> 

</metadata><criteria comment="Software section" 

operator="AND"><criterion comment="the version of mshtml.dll is less 

than 6.0.2716.2200" negate="false" 

test_ref="oval:org.mitre.oval:tst:3086"/><criterion comment="the 

patch q321232 is installed (Installed Components key)" negate="true" 

test_ref="oval:org.mitre.oval:tst:3119"/><criterion comment="the 

patch q323759 is installed (Installed Components key)" negate="true" 

test_ref="oval:org.mitre.oval:tst:3118"/><criterion comment="the 

patch q328970 is installed (Installed Components key)" negate="true" 

test_ref="oval:org.mitre.oval:tst:3117"/><criterion comment="the 

patch q324929 is installed (Installed Components key)" negate="true" 

test_ref="oval:org.mitre.oval:tst:3116"/><criterion comment="the 

patch q810847 is installed (Installed Components key)" negate="true" 

test_ref="oval:org.mitre.oval:tst:3115"/><criterion comment="the 

patch q813489 is installed (Installed Components key)" negate="true" 

test_ref="oval:org.mitre.oval:tst:3114"/><criterion comment="the 

patch q818529 is installed (Installed Components key)" negate="true" 

test_ref="oval:org.mitre.oval:tst:3113"/><criterion comment="the 

patch q822925 is installed (Installed Components key)" negate="true" 

test_ref="oval:org.mitre.oval:tst:3112"/><criterion comment="the 

patch q828750 is installed (Installed Components key)" negate="true" 

test_ref="oval:org.mitre.oval:tst:3111"/><criterion comment="the 

patch q824145 is installed (Installed Components key)" negate="true" 

test_ref="oval:org.mitre.oval:tst:3110"/><criteria comment="Windows 

2000 Service Pack 4 (or later) is installed" negate="true" 

operator="AND"><criterion comment="Windows 2000 is installed" 

negate="false" test_ref="oval:org.mitre.oval:tst:3085"/><criterion 

comment="SP4 or later Installed" negate="false" 

test_ref="oval:org.mitre.oval:tst:3073"/></criteria><criterion 

comment="Internet Explorer 6 is installed" negate="false" 

test_ref="oval:org.mitre.oval:tst:3090"/></criteria>  

> 

Topological Data Network Interface Description  

< 

 The reachability input is like "hacl(HOST1, HOST2, Protocol, 

Port)", where "hacl" means "host access control list".  

> 

2.8.2 Service Level SIEM 

In the Service Level SIEM have been integrated the following existent technologies and 
specifications:  
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 Open Source OSSIM SIEM (http://www.ossim.net)  

The Service Level SIEM included in the FI-WARE Security Monitoring GE is built on top of 
OSSIM (Open Source Security Information Management), one of the most widely used Open 
Source SIEM. It provides the core engine with standard features in a SIEM such as:  

 Collect security events from security components, sensors and service 
events and normalize them.  

 Produce event filtering, event aggregation, event masking and analyze 
dependencies between events.  

 Analysis of correlated events to detect security risk and attacks at 
network-level (for example port scanning or accesses by brute force attack).  

 Visualization of events and alarms in a Dashboard.  

 Open Source Storm distributed real-time computation system (http://storm-

project.net/)  

The event filtering and correlation processes included in the Service Level SIEM are 
packaged as topologies to be run in a Storm cluster. Storm provides real-time computation of 
a large volume of data in a scalable, distributed and fault-tolerant way.  

 Event Processing Language (EPL)  

The Event Processing Language (EPL) is the language used in the Service Level SIEM to 
perform complex event processing. It allows the user to define with a quite simple and clear 
language based on SQL syntax a pattern of incoming events to detect in the correlation 
process. Furthermore, EPL is a declarative language suitable for dealing with high frequency 
time-based event data in the Service Level SIEM.  

2.8.3 Scored Attack Paths 

Scored Attack Paths utilizes the following technologies:  

 Berkeley XML Database  

The Berkeley DB XML database specializes in the storage of XML documents, supporting 
XQuery via XQilla. It is implemented as an additional layer on top of (a legacy version of) 
Berkeley DB and the Xerces library.  

 JDOM  

JDOM is an open source Java-based document object model for XML that was designed 
specifically for the Java platform in order to exploit its language features.  

 Apache Commons  

Commons Math is a library of lightweight, self-contained mathematics and statistics 
components addressing the most common problems not available in the Java programming 
language or Commons Lang.  

Attack graph data interface description  

<attack_graph> 

 <arcs> 

 <arc> 

 <src>4</src> 

http://www.ossim.net/
http://storm-project.net/
http://storm-project.net/
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 <dst>5</dst> 

 </arc> 

<arc> 

 <src>3</src> 

 <dst>4</dst> 

 </arc> 

<arc> 

 <src>9</src> 

 <dst>10</dst> 

 </arc> 

<arc> 

 <src>8</src> 

 <dst>9</dst> 

 </arc> 

<arc> 

 <src>8</src> 

 <dst>14</dst> 

 </arc> 

</arcs> 

 <src>8</src> 

 <dst>15</dst> 

 </arc> 

<arc> 

<vertices> 

<vertex> 

 <id>49</id> 

 <fact>hacl('172.17.5.51','172.17.5.51',tcp,'80')</fact> 

 <metric>1</metric> 

 <type>LEAF</type> 

 </vertex> 

<vertex> 

 <id>50</id> 

 <fact>RULE 4 (multi-hop access)</fact> 

 <metric>1</metric> 

 <type>AND</type> 

 </vertex> 
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<vertex> 

 <id>51</id> 

 <fact>RULE 5 (direct network access)</fact> 

 <metric>1</metric> 

 <type>AND</type> 

 </vertex> 

<vertex> 

 <id>52</id> 

 <fact>hacl(internet,'172.17.5.51',tcp,'80')</fact> 

 <metric>1</metric> 

 <type>LEAF</type> 

 </vertex> 

<vertex> 

 <id>53</id> 

 

<fact>networkServiceInfo('172.17.5.51',http_server,tcp,'80',someUser

)</fact> 

 <metric>1</metric> 

 <type>LEAF</type> 

 </vertex> 

<vertex> 

 <id>54</id> 

 <fact>cvss('CVE-2010-2068',l)</fact> 

 <metric>1</metric> 

 <type>LEAF</type> 

 </vertex> 

 </vertices> 

</attack_graph> 

2.8.4 Botnet Tracking System 

Before the analysis we need to anonymize the IP addresses of the c lients in order to 
preserve their privacy using a reversible hash function. Because some errors can be directly 
associated to misconfigured software, a first step is to filter the error traffic using the following 
criteria:  

 Only the DNS domain names longer than 6 characters are proceeded, as short 
domain names have been exhausted by generic web sites and cannot therefore be 
used for domain flux;  
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 All the requests made on non-existing Top Level Domain (TLD) like ’.home’ and 
’.local’ (mostly linked to Apple Bonjour protocol) and ’.arpa’ (reverse lookup which is 
rarely implemented) are discarded;  

representing the 3rd most popular TLD on the L root server. Such filters are therefore useful 
more for performance reasons than for algorithm issues. Once the NX error traffic is 
expurgated from those generic errors, we build up a bipartite graph establishing the relations 
between failed queries of non existing domains and clients. Such graph allows us to identify 
communities of users with strong connectivity, i.e. doing similar errors in a short time frame. 
A cyclic analysis (every 60 seconds) is then made on the identified sub-graphs in order to 
compute a Malware Probability Factor (MPF) for each erroneous domain.  

2.8.5 IoT Fuzzer 

The fuzzer communicates with IoT devices, through a 802.15.4 network interface connected 
to the fuzzing platform, which must be in range of the devices, and must be capable of 
relaying raw Link Layer frames.  

The fuzzer is driven by XML scenarios that define the sequence of packets to be sent, and 
how the fuzzed system is expected to reply to these packets.  

 

2.8.6 Android Vulnerability Assessment Tool 

The Android Vulnerability Assessment Tool is an Android client application that connects to 
two different web services.  

The web services are Java servlets meant to be run on the Apache Tomcat server, and are 
supported by MySQL databases.  
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2.8.7 Remediation 

The decision-making support interacts mainly with three components: the Scored Attack 
Paths, the MulVAL Attack Graphs Engine, the Topological Data Extraction, and the 
Visualisation Framework. To these are added all the information from other components, that 
are required for the Remediation computational purposes.  

The interactions between the Scored Attack Paths and the remediation are necessary 
because attack paths are the starting point of the remediation process. Security operators 
need to select an attack path to remediate in the list provided by the Scored Attack Paths. On 
the other hand, the attack path engine is also useful to validate the remediations selected by 
the security operators. This feedback is necessary to compare the security state of the 
system before and after deploying a remediation.  

The interactions between the remediation tool and the topological data extraction are 
necessary because the network topology (hosts, routes, deployed firewall rules…) is 
necessary to compute the topological related remediation (attack signature deployment and 
firewall rules). The remediation tool provides also a mean to apply automatically some of the 
remediations chosen by the security operators. To do that, this tool needs to change some 
parameters (for example add a firewall rule) in the topological data extraction.  

That is why the decision making support provides the following interfaces:  

 An internal interface with the ‘Scored Attack Paths’ to receive the attack paths to be 
reduced.  

 An external interface to send back the remediations selected by security operators 
to the Attack Path Engine, that allows to validate this remediation.  

 An internal interface with the Topological Data Extraction to get the network 
topology  
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 An external interface with the Topological Data Extraction to apply some of the 
remediations selected and validated by security operators  

 A GUI, interacting with the Visualisation Framework, to allow security operators to 
select attack path to correct, browse remediations and there estimated cost, select a 
list of remediations to deploy and, when necessary, to validate this list.  

2.8.8 Visualization framework 

The Visualisation Framework offers a visualisation service that allows users to visualise data 
from multiple network components. The user accesses the visualisation service through a 
standard web-browser connected to the web-application server using some network 
connection. The user will experience a single integrated application showing multiple 
visualisations. Behind the scenes, the browser will compliment the information from the 
visualisation server with data and functionality directly from the Internet.  

Users of the framework will follow a similar pattern of creating, interacting with, modifying and 
eventually removing visualisations. There are therefore the three main interactions between 
users and the Visualisation Framework: adding a new visualisation; modifying an existing 
visualisation; removing a visualisation.  

Add new visualisation enables a user to view a new visualisation. The user selects the 
visualisation and data type from a list of available options. External visualisations that 
support the existing data formats can also be added. The user can customise the 
visualisation, e.g. by choosing the size of the window. A sequence diagram for the interaction 
is shown in Figure 2.  
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Modify visualisation enables a user to modify an existing visualisation. The user can change 
the type of data displayed, the size of the window, how often the visualisation is updated. 
The interactions for modifying a visualisation are shown in the sequence diagram in Figure 3.  
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Remove visualisation enables a user to remove a window containing a visualisation from the 
display. A sequence diagram for the interaction is shown in Figure 4.  
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2.9 Detailed Specifications 

Following is a list of Open Specifications linked to this Generic Enabler. Specifications 
labeled as "PRELIMINARY" are considered stable but subject to minor changes derived from 
lessons learned during last interactions of the development of a first reference 
implementation planned for the current Major Release of FI-WARE. Specifications labeled as 
"DRAFT" are planned for future Major Releases of FI-WARE but they are provided for the 
sake of future users.  

2.9.1.1 Open API Specifications 

Security Monitoring Generic Enabler APIs are under construction. The following initial 
functionalities are available since September 2012:  

 Attack graph engine conducting multi-host, multistage vulnerability analysis on a 
network and showing what attacks are possible. This functionality is included in the 
Risk Analysis Service;  

o Security-Monitoring Mulval Attack Path Engine API Specification 
(PRELIMINARY)  

 Security Information and Event Management tool based on a set of defined assets 
such as hosts, networks, groups and services.This functionality is included in the 
Event Correlation Service;  

o Security-Monitoring:_Service_Level_SIEM_Open_API_Specification  

 IoT Fuzzer tool assessing the robustness of IoT devices;  

o Security-Monitoring: IoT Fuzzer Open API Specification  

 Android Vulnerability Assessment tool testing the presence of known vulnerabilities.  

o Security-Monitoring: Android Vulnerability Assessment Open API 
Specification  

2.10 Terms and definitions  

This section comprises a summary of terms and definitions introduced during the previous 
sections. It intends to establish a vocabulary that will be help to carry out discussions 
internally and with third parties (e.g., Use Case projects in the EU FP7 Future Internet PPP). 
For a summary of terms and definitions managed at overall FI-WARE level, please refer to 
FIWARE Global Terms and Definitions  

 CVE. Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures is a dictionary of publicly known 

information about security vulnerabilities and exposures.  
 Event. A software message indicating an observable or an extraordinary occurrence.  
 IDS. Intrusion Detection System.  
 Sensor. Devices deployed to monitor network activity. They usually include the low 

level detectors and monitors that passively collect data but they can also include 
active scanners.  

 SIEM. Security Information and Event Management is a technology that provides 

real-time analysis of security alerts. It aggregates data from many sources, providing 
the ability to consolidate monitored data to notify immediates issues.  

 

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Security-Monitoring_Mulval_Attack_Path_Engine_API_Specification_(PRELIMINARY)
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Security-Monitoring_Mulval_Attack_Path_Engine_API_Specification_(PRELIMINARY)
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Security-Monitoring:_Service_Level_SIEM_Open_API_Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Security-Monitoring:_IoT_Fuzzer_Open_API_Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Security-Monitoring:_Android_Vulnerability_Assessment_Open_API_Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Security-Monitoring:_Android_Vulnerability_Assessment_Open_API_Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.Glossary.Global
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3 Security-
Monitoring_Generic_Enabler_API_Specification 

You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

3.1 Introduction to Security Monitoring OpenSpecification  

The Security Monitoring Generic Enabler consists of a set of services.  

This is the service of event correlation and escalating alerts to security stakeholders, the 
service of risk level assessment and of attack paths search, the service dedicated to decision 
making support and to risk reduction measures, the user-oriented security visualization 
service user and the technical digital forensics for evidence. This service will leverage the 
experience gained from past attacks.  

Security Monitoring Generic Enabler APIs are under construction. They will address each of 
the services presented.  

Mulval-Attack-Path-Engine (see Security-Monitoring: Mulval Attack Path Engine) is included 
in the service for assessing the level of risk and search for ways of attack. This functionality 
is dedicated to search the paths of attack and to anticipate their progress.  

OSSIM-SIEM (see Security-Monitoring:_Service_Level_SIEM_Open_API_Specification) is 
included in the service of event correlation and escalating alerts to security stakeholders. 
This functionality is dedicated to the Security Information and Event Management (SIEM).  

Mulval-Attack-Path-Engine and OSSIM-SIEM come about from assets selected to compose 
the Security Monitoring Generic Enabler.  

That is why some paragraphs on the calling syntax of Security Monitoring Generic enabler 
under construction are not applicable to this particular functionality. However it is the subject 
of a testbed scenario and can be evaluated by users.  

Please check the FI-WARE Open Specifications Legal Notice to understand the rights to use 
FI-WARE Open Specifications.  

 Security-Monitoring: Mulval Attack Path Engine Open API Specification  

 Security-Monitoring:_Scored_Attack_Paths_Open_API_Specification  

 Security-Monitoring:_Remediation_Open_API_Specification  

 Security-Monitoring: Service Level SIEM Open API Specification  

 Security-Monitoring: IoT Fuzzer Open API Specification  

 Security-Monitoring: Android Vulnerability Assessment Open API Specification  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Security-Monitoring_Generic_Enabler_API_Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Security-Monitoring:_Mulval_Attack_Path_Engine
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Security-Monitoring:_Service_Level_SIEM_Open_API_Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_Open_Specifications_Legal_Notice
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Security-Monitoring:_Mulval_Attack_Path_Engine_Open_API_Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Security-Monitoring:_Scored_Attack_Paths_Open_API_Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Security-Monitoring:_Remediation_Open_API_Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Security-Monitoring:_Service_Level_SIEM_Open_API_Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Security-Monitoring:_IoT_Fuzzer_Open_API_Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Security-Monitoring:_Android_Vulnerability_Assessment_Open_API_Specification
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4 Security-Monitoring: Mulval Attack Path Engine 
Open API Specification 

You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

4.1 Introduction to the Mulval Attack Path Engine API  

4.1.1 Mulval Attack Path Engine API Core  

This document provides a description of the available interface and presents adapters 
used by the MulVAL Attack Path Engine to import data files. The adapter transforms 
the data file to internal data in order to provide reporting and decision support in the 
context of the security monitoring G.E.  

 

Figure 1: principle of Mulval API The MulVAL Attack Path Engine API can be seen as a 
module. This module needs input to be processed and compute the results with certain 
available options. We can summarize as: Input: file required by the engine Engine: offers 
certain flexibility (options) of attack path computation Output: data file which can be 
consumed by the reporting, visualization and decision support components.  

4.1.2 Intended Audience  

This document is addressed both software architects and developers, and the operators of 
MulVAL Attack Path Engine.  

4.1.3 API Change History  

This version of the Mulval Attack Path API Guide replaces and obsoletes all previous 
versions. The most recent changes are described in the table below:  

Revision Date  Changes Summary  

August, 2012   V1.0, first release  

Janauary, 
2012  

 V1.1 release  

 Nessus scanner supported  

 Attack path generated from the file exported by the Nessus scanner.  

...   ...  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Security-Monitoring:%20Mulval%20Attack%20Path%20Engine%20Open%20API%20Specification
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4.1.4 How to Read This Document  

Along the document, some special notations are applied to differentiate some special words 
or concepts. The following list summarizes these special notations:  

 A bold, mono-spaced font is used to represent a module.  

 An italic font is used to represent an example  

4.1.5 Additional Resources  

The attack path engine is an innovative way to assess security risk. The current API is 
provided in summary version. Academics publications regarding attack paths are available 
through the following links:  

 
all references can found here  

MulVAL: A logic-based network security analyzer. Xinming Ou, Sudhakar Govindavajhala, 
and Andrew W. Appel. In 14th USENIX Security Symposium, Baltimore, Maryland, U.S.A., 
August 2005.  

 

A logic-programming approach to network security analysis. Xinming Ou. PhD dissertation, 
Princeton University, 2005.  

 
A scalable approach to attack graph generation. Xinming Ou, Wayne F. Boyer, and Miles A. 
McQueen. In 13th ACM Conference on Computer and Communications Security (CCS 
2006), Alexandria, VA, U.S.A., October 2006.  

 
Googling attack graphs. Reginald Sawilla and Xinming Ou. Technical report, Defence R & D 
Canada -- Ottawa. TM 2007-205, September 2007.  

From attack graphs to automated configuration management - an iterative approach. John 
Homer, Xinming Ou, and Miles A. McQueen. Technical report, Kansas State University, 
Computing and Information Sciences Department. January 2008.  

 
Improving attack graph visualization through data reduction and attack grouping. John 
Homer, Ashok Varikuti, Xinming Ou, and Miles A. McQueen. In 5th International Workshop 
on Visualization for Cyber Security (VizSEC 2008), Cambridge, MA, U.S.A., September 
2008.  

Identifying critical attack assets in dependency attack graphs. Reginald Sawilla and Xinming 
Ou. In 13th European Symposium on Research in Computer Security (ESORICS 2008), 
Malaga, Spain, October 2008. The extended version.  

 
SAT-solving approaches to context-aware enterprise network security management. John 
Homer and Xinming Ou, In IEEE JSAC Special Issue on Network Infrastructure 
Configuration, Vol. 27, No. 3, April 2009. Preprint  

 
Techniques for enterprise network security metrics. Anoop Singhal and Xinming Ou. 
Proceedings of the 5th Annual Workshop on Cyber Security and Information Intelligence 

http://people.cis.ksu.edu/~xou/mulval/
http://people.cis.ksu.edu/~xou/publications/mulval_sec05.pdf
http://www.cs.princeton.edu/research/techreps/TR-735-05
http://people.cis.ksu.edu/~xou/publications/ccs06.pdf
http://people.cis.ksu.edu/~xou/publications/drdc07.pdf
http://people.cis.ksu.edu/~xou/publications/tr_ou_0108.pdf
http://people.cis.ksu.edu/~xou/publications/vizsec08.pdf
http://people.cis.ksu.edu/~xou/publications/esorics08.pdf
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/stamp/stamp.jsp?tp=&arnumber=4808475&isnumber=4808465
http://portal.acm.org/ft_gateway.cfm?id=1558636&type=pdf&coll=&dl=GUIDE&CFID=45135294&CFTOKEN=40204937
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Research: Cyber Security and Information Intelligence Challenges and Strategies (CSIIRW) , 
Extended Abstract, April, 2009.  

A host-based security assessment architecture for industrial control systems. Abhishek 
Rakshit and Xinming Ou. 2nd International Symposium on Resilient Control Systems 
(ISRCS), Idaho Falls, ID, USA, August 2009.  

A sound and practical approach to quantifying security risk in enterprise networks. John 
Homer, Xinming Ou, and David Schmidt. Technical report, Kansas State University, 
Computing and Information Sciences Department. August 2009.  

 
Uncertainty and risk management in cyber situational awareness. Jason Li, Xinming Ou, and 
Raj Rajagopalan. In Sushil Jajodia et al., editor, Cyber Situational Awareness: Issues and 
Research , chapter 4. Springer, Nov. 2009.  

An empirical approach to modeling uncertainty in intrusion analysis. Xinming Ou, S. Raj 
Rajagopalan, and Sakthiyuvaraja Sakthivelmurugan. Annual Computer Security Applications 
Conference (ACSAC), Honolulu, Hawaii, USA, Dec 2009.  

4.2 General Mulval Attack Path API Information 

The Mulval Attack Path engine is an orchestration of chained modules. A module can be an 
adapter, core attack graph computation, attack path visualization or metrics analysis.  

 

Figure 2: Orchestration of chained modules.  

The attack path engine is composed of four modules:  

 1. Adapters  
 2. Core Attack Graph Computation  
 3. Metrics analysis  

http://people.cis.ksu.edu/~xou/publications/isrcs09.pdf
http://people.cis.ksu.edu/~xou/publications/tr_homer_0809.pdf
http://www.springerlink.com/content/p635000q276q55g6/?p=57418757dc2e496fa341e10abdd922fb&pi=3
http://www.acsac.org/2009/openconf/modules/request.php?module=oc_program&action=summary.php&id=238
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 4. Attack Path visualization  

4.2.1 Adapters 

What are adapters?  

The adapters convert / transform the input data files to the internal information which is 
required by the engine. Regarding of the interface attack path engine in input, the input data 
files are:  

1. NVD database  

2. Vulnerability scanners (OVAL and NESSUS)  

NVD database can be obtained directly from NIST. After getting these XML files, the adapter 
parsers them and stores them to the local MySQL database.  

A NVD example is provided in figure bellow.  

 

OVAL result is obtained by using an OVAL scanner. In our case, we use the OVAL 
interpreter which can be downloaded at  

http://sourceforge.net/projects/ovaldi/  

The OVAL Interpreter scan the “vulnerable host” and provides a result on xml file. Bellow is 
an example of OVAL result:  

http://sourceforge.net/projects/ovaldi/
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NESSUS result is obtained by using NESSUS scanner. The NESSUS scanner scans the set 
of IP addresses and offers an export option in order to export the result to xml format.  

Example of NESSUS result  
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4.2.2 Core Attack Graph Computation 

This module is the core computation. It uses the input files (OVAL or NESSUS scanner) 
transformed previously by the adapters and combines these input files with the local MySQL 
database in order to get more information about the vulnerability. The core computation is 
handled with the ProLog rules.  

4.2.3 Attack Path Visualization 

The attack path visualization is the result of the core computation which can be rendered 
under different formats: XML, PDF, text file.  

Bellow is an example under XML format.  
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Bellow is an example under PDF format.  
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Bellow an example under Text format.  

 

4.2.4 Metrics Analysis 

The metrics analysis uses the CVSS scoring. This score is contained in each vulnerability 
definition. We have included a quantitative risk assessment algorithm.  
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5 Security-Monitoring: Mulval Attack Path Engine 
Web Application Open API Specification 

You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

5.1 Introduction to the Mulval Attack Path Engine Web 
Application API  

5.1.1 Mulval Attack Path Engine Web Application API Core  

This document provides a description of the available interface and presents adapters 
used by the MulVAL Attack Path Engine to import data files. The adapter transforms 
the data file to internal data in order to provide reporting and decision support in the 
context of the security monitoring G.E.  

 

Figure 1: principle of Mulval API  

As this part is based on the Mulval Attack path engine, you can relate to Mulval Attack Path 
Engine Open API Specification for more information about the core functions of this tool.  

Here is the link to this topic Security-
Monitoring:_Mulval_Attack_Path_Engine_Open_API_Specification_(PRELIMINARY)  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Security-Monitoring:%20Mulval%20Attack%20Path%20Engine%20Web%20Application%20Open%20API%20Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Security-Monitoring:_Mulval_Attack_Path_Engine_Open_API_Specification_(PRELIMINARY)
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Security-Monitoring:_Mulval_Attack_Path_Engine_Open_API_Specification_(PRELIMINARY)
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Figure 2: principle of Mulval Attack path engine web application  

The web application part is based on the core functions of Mulval. Then, we developped an 
intelligence which can connect directly to the powerful functions of Mulval. This capacity of 
the direct connection is called connector.  

5.1.2 Intended Audience  

This document is addressed both software architects and developers, and the operators of 
MulVAL Attack Path Engine.  

5.1.3 API Change History  

This version of the Mulval Attack Path API Guide replaces and obsoletes all previous 
versions. The most recent changes are described in the table below:  

Revision 
Date  

Changes Summary  

August, 2012   V1.0, first release  

January, 2012  
 V1.1 release  

 Nessus scanner supported  
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 Attack path generated from the file exported by the Nessus scanner.  

January, 2013  
 V1.2 Thales release for FI-WARE  

 Attack Graph Generation on the Web  

 ...  
 

5.1.4 How to Read This Document  

Along the document, some special notations are applied to differentiate some special words 
or concepts. The following list summarizes these special notations:  

 A bold, mono-spaced font is used to represent a module.  

 An italic font is used to represent an example  

5.1.5 Additional Resources  

In term of architecture design, the connector takes place greatly inside it. Connector means 
that permits to connect with others in order to link them together. We can give some 
references which described the connector's principle.  

Trilogy of connectors: Basis principles and connector design explanation, Hardcover, 
authors: Robert Mroczkowski, Romain Jugy, Alexander Gerfer  

Concerning web application, it's now something best known from every body. We just give 
you a refence on which that we use to develop this additional application.  

Application Developer's Guide [[1]]  

5.2 General Mulval Attack Path Web Application API 
Information 

As previously described, the web application part is based on the Mulval core function. Our 
objectif is to pull Mulval usage through a mainstream protocol. It means that all users can 
connect easily to our application via web browser and generate the graph directly from this 
place.  

Here is an overview of the attack path engine web application.  

http://tomcat.apache.org/tomcat-7.0-doc/appdev/
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Figure 3: Overview of Mulval attack path engine web application  

The Mulval Attack Path engine core functions are already depited at:  

 
It remains to define the web application functions. This web application is composed of four 
components:  

 1. Connector'  

 2. Web Application'  

 3. Visualization of Attack Graph on the Web browser  

 4. Analisis  

5.2.1 Connector 

The connector used for this web application is a technology solution for connecting web 
application server and core functions of Mulval attack path engine.  
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5.2.2 Web Application 

A web application is an application that is accessed by users over a network such as the 
Internet or an intranet. This development will help the users to connect to the Mulval attack 
path engine directly from the web browser.  

For more information, you can get it from the wikipedia : [[2]]  

5.2.3 Visualization of Attack Graph on the Web browser  

For this part, you can get details information directly on the user's guide at:  

https://forge.fi-
ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Security_Monitoring_/_MulVAL_Attack_Path
s_Engine_Web_Application_-_User_and_Programmers_Guide  

5.2.4 Analysis 

The Mulval core functions offer metrics analysis uses the CVSS scoring. This score is 
contained in each vulnerability definition. We have included a quantitative risk assessment 
algorithm.  

Now we also offer new functions of analysis which are described at:  

Scored Attack Paths Open API Specification [[Security-
Monitoring:_Scored_Attack_Paths_Open_API_Specification_(PRELIMINARY)]  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_application
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Security_Monitoring_/_MulVAL_Attack_Paths_Engine_Web_Application_-_User_and_Programmers_Guide
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Security_Monitoring_/_MulVAL_Attack_Paths_Engine_Web_Application_-_User_and_Programmers_Guide
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Security_Monitoring_/_MulVAL_Attack_Paths_Engine_Web_Application_-_User_and_Programmers_Guide
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6 Security-Monitoring: Scored Attack Paths Open 
API Specification 

You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

6.1 Introduction to the Scored Attack Paths API  

6.1.1 Scored Attack Paths API Core  

This document provides a description of the available interface and presents adapters 
used by the Scored Attack Paths Application  

 

 

Scoring process 

 
Scored Attack Paths the metrics provided by the MulVAL Attack Paths Engine, as well as 
business process impact metrics that may optionally be provided by the user. Based on the 
Attack Graph provided by the Mulval Attack Paths Engine, and the individual scores of each 
step, the objective is to yield the possible attack paths, along with a score associated to each 
one of the paths.  

The considered attack paths that will be included in the list are selected based on the target 
node selected in the attack graph. The score of each path reflects the risk associated to the 
path as a whole, based on the individual scores of each step that have been previously 
calculated by the MulVAL Attack Paths Engine.  

Additionally to the risk score metric, the score of each path will include a second scoring 
component that will account for the impact on the processes linked to the IT resource(s) 
being either (i) solely at the target node of the attack path, or (ii) on the attack path.  

The main idea of scoring attack paths (Figure 4) is to consider paths independently from one 
another, as opposed to the approach of the MulVAL Attack Paths Engine, scores of 
individual scores, the latter being computed by taking into account all the connections 
existing in the attack graph.  

6.1.2 Intended Audience  

This document is addressed both software architects and developers, and the operators of 
the Scored Attack Paths Application.  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Security-Monitoring:%20Scored%20Attack%20Paths%20Open%20API%20Specification
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6.1.3 API Change History  

This version of the Scored Attack Paths API Guide replaces and makes obsolete all previous 
versions. The most recent changes are described in the table below:  

Revision Date  Changes Summary  

June, 2013   V2.0, second release  

April, 2013   V1.0, first release  

6.1.4 How to Read This Document  

Along the document, some special notations are applied to differentiate some special words 
or concepts. The following list summarizes these special notations:  

 A bold, mono-spaced font is used to represent a module.  

 An italic font is used to represent an example  

6.1.5 Additional Resources  

6.2 General Scored Attack Paths API Information 

To interact with the Scored Attack Paths application, a REST API has also been created. 
Here is a description of the features provided by this API.  

6.2.1 Loading of business impact metric data from an XML file  

This function is necessary to load the business process impact metrics.  

 URL: /attack_paths/initialize  

 Return format: Http code 200 if the loading has been successful else return the 
errors  

 

6.2.2 Loading of the attack graph 

Function used to get the whole attack graph. It is imperative to launch successfully this 
function before all the functions below.  

 URL: /attack_paths/attack_graph/  

 Return format: XML : The Attack graph in MulVAL output format  

6.2.3 List all attack paths 

Function used to get a list of all the attack paths  

 URL: /attack_paths/list  
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 Return format: XML : The list of attack paths in XML  

6.2.4 Provide the score of the attack graph 

Function used to provide the overall score for an attack graph.  

 URL: /attack_paths/{id}/  

 Return format: Displayed result: An attack graph, along with the displayed score.  
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7 Security-
Monitoring:_Remediation_Open_API_Specificatio
n 

You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

7.1 Introduction to the Remediation API  

7.1.1 Remediation API Core  

This document provides a description of the available interface and presents adapters used 
by the Remediation Application  

The remediation application allows a security operator to list all the attack paths present in a 
system and to select one and remediate it. More details about this process can be found in 
FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.SecurityMonitoring#Remediation. The REST API 
proposes identical functionalities without using the WEB UI.  

7.1.2 Intended Audience  

This document is addressed both software architects and developers, and the operators of 
the Remediation Application.  

7.1.3 API Change History  

This version of the Mulval Attack Path API Guide replaces and obsoletes all previous 
versions. The most recent changes are described in the table below:  

Revision Date  Changes Summary  

April, 2013   V1.0, first release  

7.1.4 How to Read This Document  

Along the document, some special notations are applied to differentiate some special words 
or concepts. The following list summarizes these special notations:  

 A bold, mono-spaced font is used to represent a module.  

 An italic font is used to represent an example  

7.1.5 Additional Resources  

7.2 General Remediation API Information 

To interact with the remediation application, a REST API has also been created. Here is a 
description of the features provided by this API.  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Security-Monitoring:_Remediation_Open_API_Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.SecurityMonitoring#Remediation
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7.2.1 Loading of topological data from the CMDB and generate the attack 

graph 

This function is necessary to load the attack graph and attack paths information. It is 
imperative to launch successfully this function before all the functions below.  

 URL: /attack_paths/initialize  

 Return format: Http code 200 if the loading has been successful else return the 
errors  

7.2.2 Get the attack graph 

Function used to get the whole attack graph.  

 URL: /attack_paths/attack_graph/  

 Return format: XML : The Attack graph in MulVAL output format  

7.2.3 List all attack paths 

Function used to get a list of all the attack paths  

 URL: /attack_paths/list  

 Return format: XML : The list of attack paths in XML  

7.2.4 Get the attack path {id} 

Function used to get a chosen attack path.  

 URL: /attack_paths/{id}/  

 Return format: XML : A ranked attack path in XML  

7.2.5 Get the remediations for attack path {id}  

Function used to get the remediation to a chosen attack path.  

 URL: /attack_paths/{id}/remediations  

 Return format: XML : Get the possible remediations for the attack path {id} sorted 
by estimated cost  
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8 Security-Monitoring: Service Level SIEM Open 
API Specification 

You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

8.1 Introduction to the Service Level SIEM Open 
Specifications  

Please check the Legal Notice to understand the rights to use FI-WARE Open Specifications.  

8.1.1 Service Level SIEM API Core  

A Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) solution is a technology that provides 
real-time analysis of security events, aggregating data from many sources and providing the 
ability to consolidate and correlated monitored data to generate reports and alerts. OSSIM 
(Open Source Security Information Management - http://www.ossim.net), developed and 
maintained by AlientVault (http://www.alientvault.com), is one of the most widely used Open 
Source SIEM. The Service Level SIEM (SLS) component included in the Security Monitoring 
GE is build on top of the open source OSSIM SIEM v4.0. But to overcome its performance 
limitations and to allow the processing of more complex rules and correlate events at 
different layers, the Service Level SIEM integrate that OSSIM core engine so the events 
already normalized go to a Storm cluster where several processes has been included in a 
running topology for correlation in a parallel and distributed manner. The following picture 
summarizes the Service Level SIEM architecture:  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Security-Monitoring:%20Service%20Level%20SIEM%20Open%20API%20Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_Open_Specification_Legal_Notice_(implicit_patents_license)
http://www.ossim.net/
http://www.alientvault.com/
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Service Level SIEM Architecture 

This page provides a description of the Service Level SIEM specifications with the collection 
functionality (collection methods and plugins) heritated from OSSIM and the processes 
included in the Storm topology that makes it possible the high-performance correlation 
engine.  

8.1.2 Intended Audience  

This specification is addressed for both software developers and service providers that will 
need advanced monitoring features in their environments.  

The Security Monitoring GE will include a Service Level SIEM component based on the open 
source OSSIM SIEM (Security Information and Event management) that will overcome its 
limitations with a high performance correlation engine.  

8.1.3 API Change History  

The most recent changes are described in the table below:  

Revision Date  Changes Summary  

April 2012   Initial version  
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September 2012   Reviewed initial version  

April 2013   Second version  

8.1.4 How to Read This Document  

The following list summarizes these special notations.  

 A bold, mono-spaced font is used to represent code or logical entities, 
e.g., HTTP method (GET, PUT, POST, DELETE).  

 An italic font is used to represent document titles or some other kind of 
special text, e.g., URI.  

 The variables are represented between brackets, e.g. {id} and in italic 
font. When the reader find it, can change it by any value.  

For a description of some terms used along this document, see the Architecture Description 
document.  

8.1.5 Additional Resources  

Additional information about OSSIM SIEM open source solution can be found on the official 
OSSIM - AlienVault Technical Documentation Web Page:  

http://communities.alienvault.com/community/documentation.html  

Additional information about Storm distributed and fault-tolerant realtime computation can be 
found on: http://storm-project.net/  

Additional information about how to create your own complex rules and plugins to detect 
attacks can be found in Service Level SIEM User and Programmers Guide.  

8.2 General Service Level SIEM Specification Information 

8.2.1 Event Collection 

Collection is one of the first things required in a SIEM. Data collection is firstly done as a 
result of the Agents installed in Sensors. Each server can receive data from different 
sources, but data collection is only possible from:  

 Agents: These are the main sources for incoming events.  

 Other Server: This is only possible in multi-level architecture.  

In the FI-WARE context, the OSSIM SIEM core will receive events coming from the 
Heterogeneous event normalization service  component included in the Security 

Monitoring GE. Consequently. Our main goal here is to describe the specification of the 
OSSIM agents which collect the incoming events to be proccessed by the SIEM.  

http://communities.alienvault.com/community/documentation.html
http://storm-project.net/
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Security_Monitoring_/_Service_Level_SIEM_-_User_and_Programmers_Guide
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8.2.1.1 Agents 

The OSSIM agents are the components responsible for collecting all the data sent by the 
various devices existing on the network, in order to subsequently send it to the OSSIM server 
in a standardized way.  

The agents are installed on the sensor machines, normally one per machine although it is 
possible to install more than one if necessary. This will normally only occur in multi-level 
environments, where one machine with several agents can be sending information to various 
different servers, each from different devices.  

The way in which the agent receives the data (which will then be converted into events for 
OSSIM) that it is going to send to the server is by means of reading a log file in most cases. 
The ports to which the agent is connected are:  

 

Port 
number  

Use  

40001  Normally the port of the OSSIM server to which they are connected  

3306  DB port to which it is connected for monitor requests  

41000  
Port where the AgentOSSIM_Spout process in the Storm cluster will receive 
normalized ossim events for its correlation  

These ports can be configured in the file /etc/ossim/agent/config.cfg. The port that is the 
input to the Storm cluster must be the same configured in the 
{Storm_install_dir}/conf/ServiceLevelSIEM.conf  

Each of the events received by the OSSIM server has always been processed beforehand by 
an agent in order to standardize them. The point of standardizing events prior to sending 
them to the server is so that the latter can deal with these events equally and so that storage 
and processing is simpler and more coherent.  

For any device from which one wishes to collect data a plugin has to have been created 

beforehand so that OSSIM is capable of processing it. This is achieved thanks to the creation 
of a plugin which basically consists of a series of regular expressions and a list that allows 
the event type being produced to be unambiguously identified, including Reliability 
evaluations.  

8.2.1.2 Plugins 

Plugins are each of the elements defined in the Agent to analyze and standardize the 
information from a device. Once this has been standardized it is passed to the remaining 
functionalities of the Agent in order to be sent to the OSSIM server in the form of an event.  

In OSSIM there are two types of plugins:  

 Detectors: Their job is to read from the logs that store the devices and to 

standardize them so that the Agent can send them to the OSSIM server. Detector 
plugins passively read a file, socket or process and send events upon pattern-
matching lines.  
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 Monitors: These plugins will receive a question from the OSSIM server and send it 

to the corresponding tool; then as they obtain the reply let the server know whether it 
agrees or not with what it has asked. Sample monitor plugins would be:  

 Nmap: It receives a monitor request, launches an nmap scan against a 
specific host:port pair and returns a message stating the open/filtered/closed 
status of the requested pair.  

 OSSIM C/A: After receiving a Compromise or Attack status request the 
agent watches for those values inside the OSSIM database, returning and 
event after having reached it or after the timeout expires.  

 Tcptrack: OSSIM Server asks these agents for specific TCP session 
information such as duration and bytes sent/received.  

 
In general, each of the plugins can read and send data from a specific device identified by its 
plugin_id and each event type belonging to that plugin is identified as its plugin_sid.  

The plugins consist of two basic files, one with its configuration, and another with the 
information that the OSSIM server needs in order to correlate the events subsequently. In 
order to create a new plugin, it will only be necessary to create these two files as specified in 
the documentation. One of the most important parts is to create the regular expression which 
must correspond to the one in the log file of the device for which we are creating the plugin. 
Both the server and the plugin have to agree on what each plugin_id and plugin_sid of each 
event means; both files are therefore inseparable and it is essential to have both in order for 
the plugin to work.  

In the Service Level SIEM a new plugin called "fiware.cfg" has been created to normalize 
events coming from FI-WARE Generic Enablers. More information about this plugin can be 
found in the Service Level SIEM User and Programmers Guide.  

 

8.3 Collection Methods 

There are several ways of collecting information in OSSIM and it is important to know which 
ones will be used in order to configure the agents and the plugins required to proccess the 
incoming data. The most common ways are:  

 Syslog  

The device from which the logs wish to be extracted can inject information directly 
into the syslog of an OSSIM sensor. An agent will be active in this sensor to read 
from this syslog, and will standardize the events so that they can be sent to the server 
on which it depends.  

 SNMP  

An agent can receive events in SNMP format. Anyway, in order to receive them from 
any device, it will be necessary to install in the sensor which is going to receive the 
data, additional software to establish the connection and make the sensor be able to 
understand this protocol. This software is available on SNMP Sourceforge web site.  

 Log Files  

In the same way as with Syslog and SNMP, an agent can be configured in order to 
read from any log file once a dedicated plugin has been configured for this purpose.  

 Osiris: Unix HIDS  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Security_Monitoring_/_Service_Level_SIEM_-_User_and_Programmers_Guide
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Osiris is a Host Integrity Monitoring System that periodically monitors one or more 
UNIX hosts for change. It maintains detailed logs of changes to the file system, user 
and group lists, resident kernel modules, etc.  

It is possible to define both an agent and a plugin to extract information from UNIX 
machines by accessing Osiris stored information.  

 Snare: Collecting from Windows  

Snare is the method OSSIM uses to extract information from a windows box. Each 
Windows host with snare agent installed must be able to send UDP port 514 data 
towards an OSSIM sensor. Then Windows events are normalized into the OSSIM 
nomenclature and sent to the ossim-server.  

 FW1LogGrabber: Collecting from Checkpoint FW-1  

It is also possible, by installing in the sensor machine some additional software 
(available as part of Checkpoints OPSEC API) to download the logs from the 
Checkpoint FW-1. These logs, once downloaded and stored in the sensor hard drive, 
will be read from a plugin, exactly equal as the other plugins in the Agent.  

 
In the Service Level SIEM, the Syslog collection method is used to receive events coming 

from FI-WARE Generic Enablers in order to be processed and correlated.  

 

8.4 SIEM Event Description 

OSSIM defines four types of events that are recognized by the server:  

 Normalized event  

 Mac event  

 OS event  

 Service event  

The events received will be treated in a different way depending on the type of data. Plugins 
should parse events from different sources to these standardized ones, typically to the first of 
them as the other three are dedicated for special situations. Consequently, any developer 
who wants to implement a new plugin in compliance with the SIEM provided by the FI-WARE 
Security Monitoring GE should take into consideration this event description.  

In the Service Level SIEM, only OSSIM normalized event are considered for its parsing 

and later correlation to generate alarms. The fields of which the standardized event consists 
are detailed in the table below:  

 

Field name  Description  

Type  Type of event: detector or monitor  

Date  Date on which the event is received from the device  

Sensor  IP address of the sensor generating the event  
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Interface  Deprecated  

Plugin_id  Identifier of the type of event generated  

Plugin_sid  Class of event within the type specified in plugin_id  

Priority  Deprecated  

Protocol  Three types of protocol are permitted: TCP, UDP, ICMP  

Src_ip  
IP which the device generating the original event identifies as the source of this 
event  

Src_port  Source port  

Dst_ip  
Ip which the device generating the original event identifies as the destination of 
this event  

Dst_port  Destination port  

Log  
Event data that the specific plugin considers as part of the log and which is not 
accommodated in the other fields. Due to the Userdata fields, it is used 
increasingly less  

Data  
Normally stores the event payload, although the plugin may use this field for 
anything else  

Username  
User who has generated the event or user with whom it is identifying mainly 
used in HIDS events  

Password  Password used in an event (HIDS events)  

Filename  File used in an event, mainly used in HIDS  

Userdata 1 
to 9  

These fields can be defined by the user from the plugin. They can contain any 
alphanumeric information, and on choosing one or another, the type of display 
they have in the event viewer will change. Up to 9 fields can be defined for each 
plugin  

 

8.4.1 High-performance Event Processing 

Once the events have been collected and normalized by the OSSIM Agents they must be 
filtered and processed. In order to overcome OSSIM limitations in performance, the Service 
Level SIEM developed in FI-WARE integrate the filter and correlation processes in a Storm 
Cluster.  
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Storm (http://storm-project.net/) is a free and open source distributed realtime computation 
system that allows processing the events in a scalable, distributed and fault-tolerant way. It is 
based on two main concepts: Storm cluster and Storm topologies.  

8.4.1.1 Storm cluster  

A Storm cluster is basically a set of nodes (hosts) where the processing tasks are distributed 
according to a predefined role. There are two types of nodes:  

 Master node: it runs a daemon called Nimbus. This process is responsible for 

distributing code around the cluster, assigning tasks to machines and monitoring for 
failures.  

 Worker nodes: each worker node runs a daemon called Supervisor. This process 

listens for work assigned to its machine and starts and stops worker processes as 
necessary based on the tasks the master node has assigned to it.  

The Nimbus and Supervisor daemons are fail-fast and stateless and for that reason the 
coordination between them and the state information is maintained through a Zookeeper 
Cluster (http://zookeeper.apache.org/). So, in case any of them is shutdown, it is 
automatically started maintaining the cluster stable. Furthermore, the Zookeeper servers will 
be executed under a supervisory process such as daemontools (http://cr.yp.to/daemontools) 
to ensure that if the process does exit abnormally, it will automatically be restarted and will 
quickly rejoin to the cluster.  

Each worker executes a subset of what is called topology. A topology in Storm's terminology 

is a graph of computation. It consists of a set of data sources (spout) and data operations 
(bolts) connected with stream grouping. Each node (spout/bolt) in a topology contains 
processing logic and links between nodes (stream grouping) indicate how data should be 
passed around between nodes. Consequently, there are two types of nodes or abstractions 
in a topology:  

 Spout: it is a source of streams in the topology (for example, reading data from a 

file or listening for incoming data in port). It provides the interface to make this 
process reliable, ensuring to resend a tuple (which is an ordered list of data items) in 
case Storm fails to process it.  

 Bolt: it is responsible for all the data processing (from filtering to joins, 

aggregations, reading and writing to files or databases, etc) that takes place in the 
topology. A bolt consumes any number of input streams (from a spout or other bolt) 
and produce new output streams (emit tuples to another bolt).  

A stream in Storm is an unbounded sequence of tuples. Spouts and bolts have interfaces 

that must be implemented to run an application specific logic. The Spouts are the processes 
that generate the input tuples (for example listening in a port for incoming events or reading 
lines from a file) and the Bolts are processes that transform those streams and generate 
other ones depending on the specific logic of the running application. Depending the 
complexity of the stream transformation, it can be necessary to have multiples spouts and 
bolts and the network of them will be packaged into a specific "topology" to be run in the 
Storm cluster.  
A stream grouping tells a topology how to send tuples among sets of bolt's task. It is 

important to remark that spouts and bolts will be executed in parallel as many tasks across 
the cluster. Consequently, the flow of streams between them must be correctly configured to 
guarantee fully message processing according the application logic. There are several built-
in stream groupings included in Storm but the two main used in the Service Level SIEM are:  

 Shuffle grouping: in this case, tuples are randomly distributed across the bolt's 

tasks in a way such that each bolt is guaranteed to get an equal number of tuples.  

http://storm-project.net/
http://zookeeper.apache.org/
http://cr.yp.to/daemontools
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 Fields grouping: in this case, the stream is partitioned by the fields specified in the 

grouping. For example, if the stream is grouped by the "user-id" field, tuples with the 
same "user-id" will always go to the same task, but tuples with different "user-id" may 
go to different tasks.  

Finally, we could summarize the following advantages of running the Service Level SIEM as 
a topology in a Storm cluster:  

 Guaranteed message processing: each tuple coming off the OSSIM agents will be 
fully processed in a distributed manner. Storm provides the capability to track the tree 
of messages that a tuple triggers in an efficient way so in case of any failure, the tuple 
can be resent from the spout.  

 Robust process management with the use of Storm, Zookeeper and Supervisor 
running together.  

 Fault detection and automatic reassignment: tasks in a running topology heartbeat 
to Nimbus to indicate that they are running smoothly. Nimbus monitors heartbeats 
and will reassign tasks that have timed out. Additionally, all the tasks throughout the 
cluster that were sending messages to the failed tasks quickly reconnect to the new 
location of the tasks.  

 Efficient message passing: messages are passed directly between tasks using 
ZeroMQ without intermediate queuing.  

More information about Storm can be found in its official page http://storm-project.net/  

8.4.1.2 Service Level SIEM Topology  

In order to run the Service Level SIEM in a Storm cluster to have high-performance and be 
able of processing and correlating pattern of events from a more complex and business 
perspective, the following topology has been defined:  

 
Service Level SIEM Topology 

 AgentOSSIMSpout  

This spout is listening in a predefined port (41000/tcp by default) for events coming from the 
OSSIM Agents. These events will be already normalized to the ossim event format. This 
Spout emits tuples with only a field called 'ossimEvent' that includes the event sent by the 
ossim-agent. The listening port can be configured in the conf/ServiceLevelSIEM.conf file.  

 GE_FilterBolt  

This bolt process will make a first event preprocessing detecting the FI-WARE GE that 
generated them. With this purpose, the userdata1 field in the ossim event must include the 

http://storm-project.net/
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name of the device that generated it. This process receives the output from the 
AgentOSSIMSpout and emits tuples with two fields: "FIWARE_GE" and "event".  

 PRRS_FilterBolt  

At this step of the topology it is possible to have different bolt processes depending on the 
event processing or filtering required by each FI-WARE GE that sent the events. Like an 
example, the PRRS_FilterBolt is implemented to process events coming from the Context-
based Security & Compliance GE. This bolt process included in the Storm cluster (with 
parallelism configurable by file) uses an eventSchema file to create output tuples only with 
the relevant fields for the correlation. The conf/schemas/eventSchema file includes a line that 
starts with the name of the Generic Enabler (for example "PRRS:") and then a list separated 
by commas of pairs: <ossim_field>=<output_field>. The ossim fields are recovered from the 
"event" field received in the incoming tuples and the output fields are the one emitted by this 
process to the following one in the topology. This bolt is connected to the previous 
GE_FilterBolt with a "fields grouping" through the first field "FIWARE_GE" so all the events 
coming from a same Generic Enabler can be correlated.  

 CorrelationBolt  

This bolt is the process included in the Service Level SIEM topology that will perform the 
correlation of the tuples emitted by the previous filter bolt that contains only the relevant 
fields for the specific FI-WARE GE. In the case of the events coming from the Context-based 
Security & Compliance GE, they arrive with a field grouping based on the field 
"securitySpecs", but this is configurable depending on the event source. The language 
chosen for the correlation that will arise alarms from a business perspective in this Service 
Level SIEM topology is the Event Processing Language (EPL). For this reason, the Esper 

(http://esper.codehaus.org/) libraries are used in this correlation bolt process.  
 DBWriterBolt  

This bolt process included in the Service Level SIEM topology is the one in charge of writing 
the alarms received from the correlation bolt into the OSSIM Database. The database 
information is read from the conf/ServiceLevelSIEM.conf file. In this case, a Shuffle Grouping 
is used because each tuple received from whatever correlation bolt represents an alarm to 
be written immediately in the database to be available for the Visualization Framework. In the 
current implementation, these alarms are stored in the OSSIM database in a table called 
sls_alarm with the following fields:  

Field name  Description  

sls_alarm_id  It is the primary key that identifies the alarm generated  

rule_id  
It identifies the type of alarm. All available type of alarms are stored in a table 
called sls_rule  

msg  Short description of the alarm  

timestamp  Timestamp when the alarm was stored in the database  

firstEvent_id  

Identifier of the first event included in the pattern that generated the alarm. The 
information about this event (for example timestamp, source_ip, destination_ip, 
etc.) is stored in the table Event with all the other events received by the OSSIM 
Agents.  

lastEvent_id  Identifier of the last event included in the pattern that generated the alarm. The 
information about this event (for example timestamp, source_ip, destination_ip, 

http://esper.codehaus.org/
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etc.) is stored in the table Event with all the other events received by the OSSIM 
Agents.  

In order to make it more flexible, an alarmScheme file is used to define the list of fields to be 
recovered from the tuples received from the Correlation Bolts. This file includes the list of 
those fields separated by commas. For example:  

 

AlarmID, AlarmMSG, FirstEvent, LastEvent 

Besides, the file sqlsAlarmsDB.conf is used to define the list of SQL commands to interact 

with the database. Currently it includes the following one:  

 

SQLInsertSLSAlarm = INSERT INTO sls_alarm (rule_id, msg, timestamp, 

firstEvent_id, lastEvent_id) values ({0},''{1}'',now(),0x{2},0x{3}); 

 

8.4.1.3 Service Level Correlation Rules 

The language chosen for the correlation rules that will arise alarms from a business 
perspective in this Service Level SIEM topology is the Event Processing Language (EPL). 
This language is quite simple because it is similar to the well-known SQL in the use of the 
select and where clause. But it also allows expressing rich event conditions or patterns, 
correlation and time windows. The EPL statements, variables and the correlation rules that 
will trigger alarms are defined through the following configuration files that will be used by the 
correlation bolt process included in the topology:  

 EPLVariables.conf  

This file is used to define variables to be used in the EPL statements. They depends on the 
correlation to be performed to arise alarms from a service level or bussiness perspective. 
Each line represents a variable and it is composed by three parts separated by comas: 
<variable_name, variable_type, variable_value> For example:  

 

var_timeout,integer,10 

AlarmMSG,string,FI-WARE additional security level compromised in 

client environment 

 EPLStatements.conf  

This file is used to define statements in EPL language to be used in the correlation process. 
It is important to remark that these statements will not generate alarms in the correlation 
process. They will be used for example to define the objects (events) to be used in a pattern 
of events in the correlation rule. They can be also used to define variables (instead the 
EPLVariables.conf file) or any other EPL statement required for the correlation. For example:  

 

insert into PRRSEventA select * from filterBolt_default where 

(FIWARE_GE = "prrs") and (status = "non-compliance") 

insert into PRRSEventB select * from filterBolt_default where 

(FIWARE_GE = "prrs") and (status = "undeployed") 
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insert into PRRSEventC select * from filterBolt_default where 

(FIWARE_GE = "prrs") and (status = "not-found") 

insert into PRRSEventD select * from filterBolt_default where 

(FIWARE_GE = "prrs") and (status = "deployed") 

 ServiceLevelSIEM.conf  

The Service Level SIEM configuration file includes a parameter to defined the correlation rule 
that will generate the alarm. This statement will have asocciated a listener in the correlation 
process what means that when the condition included in it happens, a tuple will be emitted to 
the following process in the Service Level SIEM topology to write that alarm in the database.  

 

correlation_rule = select AlarmID, AlarmMSG, a.event_id as 

FirstEvent, c.event_id as LastEvent from pattern [every 

(a=PRRSEventA) -> b=PRRSEventB(client_ip=a.client_ip and 

sec_enabler=a.sec_ 

enabler) -> c=PRRSEventC(client_ip=a.client_ip and 

securitySpecs=a.securitySpecs) where timer:within(var_timeout sec)] 

In our example this correlation rule is a pattern of events but it could have any other condition 
depending on the client and the alarm to be generated. It will use the variables and 
statements defined in files indicated in the EPLVariables and EPLStatements parameters, 
respectively.  

The parameters alarmMSGToEmit, alarmIDToEmit, eventToEmit1 and eventToEmit2 are the 
name of the fields that will be emitted by the correlation process. Those names can be 
modified depending on the correlation rule defined but they must be the same included in the 
alarmSchema file used by the DBWriteBolt process.  

More information about the EPL language can be found in: 
http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E13157_01/wlevs/docs30/epl_guide/overview.html  

http://docs.oracle.com/cd/E13157_01/wlevs/docs30/epl_guide/overview.html
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9 Security-Monitoring: IoT Fuzzer Open API 
Specification 

You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

9.1 Introduction to the IoT Fuzzer API Specification  

9.1.1 IoT Fuzzer Open Specification Core  

The IoT Fuzzer Open Specification defines a XML document format describing scenarios 
used by the fuzzer, including templates of sent packets, modifications applied to them, and 
expected responses from the fuzzed device.  

9.1.2 Intended Audience  

This specification is intended for both software developers and reimplementers of this GE. 
For the former, this document provides a full specification of how to define XML scenarios 
usable with the IoT Fuzzer. For the latter, this specification provides a full specification of 
how to reimplement the fuzzer in a way compatible with existing scenarios.  

9.1.3 API Change History  

This version of the IoT Fuzzer Open Specification Guide replaces and obsoletes all previous 
versions. The most recent changes are described in the table below:  

Revision Date  Changes Summary  

Apr 22, 2013   Initial Release  

9.1.4 Additional Resources  

You can download the most current version of this document from the FIWARE specification 
website at Security-Monitoring: IoT Fuzzer Open API Specification. For more details about 
the IoT Fuzzer that this specification is based upon, please refer to High Level Description. 
Related documents, including an Architectural Description, are available at the same site.  

9.2 General IoT Fuzzer Open Specification Information  

9.2.1 Data Types  

9.2.1.1 The "scenario" Tag  

The root of a scenario definition is the scenario tag, which can have the following attributes:  

Attribute  Type  Description  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Security-Monitoring:%20IoT%20Fuzzer%20%20Open%20API%20Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Security-Monitoring:_IoT_Fuzzer_Open_API_Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.ArchitectureDescription.Security.Security_Monitoring
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name  string  The name of the scenario  

ignore_router_advertisement  boolean  
Can be set to true, to prevent Neighbor Discovery 
Protocol messages from perturbing the tests  

Additionally, the scenario tag can have the following children:  
 the send tag, which describes a point of the scenario when packet that has to be 

forged locally, then sent to the fuzzed device;  
 the recv tag, which describes a point of the scenario when a packet is expected to 

be received from the fuzzed device, and the fields to check for correctness.  

9.2.1.2 The "send" Tag  

The send tag can have the following attributes:  

Attribute  Type  Description  

name  string  The name of the scenario  

message  string  
The packet template to use; the value of the message attribute is the 

identifier of a message defined in the message.py module  

payload  string  
The packet template to use; the value of the payload attribute is the 

packet content, encoded in hexadecimal  

packet_type  string  

The type of the packet; can take two different values:  

 6lowpan means that the packet will be sent to the air "raw", without 
alteration, by the RZUSBstick  

 ipv6 means that the RZUSBstick will apply 6LoWPAN header 

compression before sending the packet to the air  

Note that the message and payload are mutually exclusive: only one of them should be 

present in a tag.  
Finally, the send tag can have children of field type, that allow to alter the packet template.  

9.2.1.3 The "recv" Tag  

The recv tag can have the following attributes:  

Attribute  Type  Description  

optional  boolean  
When set to true, the reception of this packet is not mandatory, and the 
test will not fail in the case that the timeout is reached  

timeout  integer  The timeout value for this specific packet  

Finally, the send tag can have children of two types:  
 the test tag is used to test the value of a particular protocol field;  
 the calc tag is used to store the value of a particular protocol field in a scenario 

variable.  

9.2.1.4 The "field" Tag  

The field tag is used inside send tags, and indicates how the packet template shall be 

modified before it is sent to the RZUSBstick. It can contain the following attributes:  
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Attribute  Type  Description  

layer  string  
The name of the layer containing the field; this MUST be the name of a 
Scapy module  

name  string  
The name of the field; this MUST be the name of one attribute inside the 
Scapy module defined by the layer attribute  

type  string  

The type of the field; it can take several values:  

 string: the value vill be applied directly to the template  
 int: the value will be cast to an int, then applied to the template  
 random: the value will be randomized using Scapy mechanism  
 console: the value will be replaced with a positional command line 

argument (defined using the '-a' command line parameter of 
6LowFuzzer's executor.py)  

 variable: the value will be replaced with the value of a scenario 

variable  

value  string  

The value to assign to the field, its interpretation depends of the field type:  

 string or int: the value will be applied directly  
 console: the value should represent a positional argument, in shell-

like syntax, and start at '$1'  

value_from  string  
The name of the variable to get the value from, in case the type of the field 
is variable  

Note that random and console types no not use the value attribute, and that only the 
variable type uses the value_from attribute.  

9.2.1.5 The "test" Tag  

The test tag is used inside recv tags, and indicates how a specific packet field must be 

tested, against a reference value:  

Attribute  Type  Description  

layer  string  
The name of the layer containing the field; this MUST be the name of a 
Scapy module  

field  string  
The name of the field; this MUST be the name of one attribute inside the 
Scapy module defined by the layer attribute  

compare  string  

The operation to use for comparing the field value and the reference value:  

 equal: the field value MUST be equal to the reference value  
 lessthan: the field value MUST be less than the reference value  
 greaterthan: the field value MUST be greater than the reference 

value  

value  string  The reference value against which to compare the field value  

type  string  The type of the reference value, can be either int or string  
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9.2.1.6 The "calc" Tag  

The calc tag is used inside recv tags, and is used to compute the value of scenario 

variables. It can contain the following attributes:  

Attribute  Type  Description  

layer  string  
The name of the layer containing the field; this MUST be the name of a 
Scapy module  

field  string  
The name of the field; this MUST be the name of one attribute inside the 
Scapy module defined by the layer attribute  

assign_to  string  The name of the variable to assign the value to  

code  string  

A string representing calculation to perform on the field value before 
assigning it to the variable; the following will be performed:  

 first, the code string will be formatted using the value (python: "code 

= code % value")  

 then, the resulting string will be evaluated (python: "assign_to = 
eval(code)")  

9.3 Scenario Definition  

A scenario is contained in a autonomous XML file, using a scenario tag as its root, and 

possibly assisted by message templates defined in the messages.py module.  

Here are some message definitions that can be used as templates:  

 

from scapy.layers.sixlowpan import LoWPAN_IPHC 

from scapy.layers.inet6 import IPv6, ICMPv6EchoRequest 

 

messages['ping_echo'] = LoWPAN_IPHC() \ 

  / IPv6(dst="aaaa::11:22ff:fe33:4455", src="aaaa::1", hlim=128) \ 

  / ICMPv6EchoRequest(id=0x1540, seq=0x01, data="test") 

 

messages['example_2'] = LoWPAN_IPHC()/IPv6("""6000000000000000 

aaaa000000000000 

001122fffe334455 

aaaa000000000000 

0000000000000001 

8000c4cd00000000""".decode('hex')) 

The first message is defined by its protocol attributes, using the Scapy definitions, whereas 
the second one is defined as a raw string, which could have been acquired through packet 
capture, for instance. Further information can be found in the Scapy documentation.  

http://www.secdev.org/projects/scapy/doc/
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Then, those messages can be used in XML scenario definitions, such as the one defined 
below:  

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?> 

<scenario name="basic_ping" ignore_router_advertisement="true"> 

    <send name="1" message="ping_echo" packet_type="6lowpan"> 

        <field name="dst" layer="IPv6" value="$1" type="console" /> 

        <field name="src" layer="IPv6" value="$2" type="console" /> 

        <field name="data" layer="ICMPv6EchoRequest" value="check" 

            type="string" /> 

    </send> 

    <recv> 

        <test layer="ICMPv6EchoReply" field="data" compare="equal" 

            value="check" type="string" /> 

    </recv> 

</scenario> 

In this example, a very simple scenario has been defined:  

 first, a message will be sent to the target, using the "ping_echo" template defined in 
the message.py module excerpt above. It will differ from the template by 3 fields:  

o the dst field of the IPv6 layer will be replaced by the value of the first 
positional argument (passed on the command line using the -a parameter);  

o the src field of the IPv6 layer will be replaced by the value of the second 
positional argument (passed on the command line using the -a parameter);  

o the data field of the ICMPv6EchoRequest layer (the actual ICMP 
payload) will be replaced by the check string;  

 then, a response will be expected from the target device, and the following will be 
done:  

o the data field of the ICMPv6EchoReply layer (the actual ICMP payload) 
will be tested, and the test will succeed if it is equal to the check string.  
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10 Security-Monitoring: Android Vulnerability 
Assessment Open API Specification 

You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

10.1 Introduction to the Android Vulnerability Assessment 
API  

10.1.1 Android Vulnerability Assessment API Core  

The Android Vulnerability Assessment API is a SOAP API accessed via HTTP that uses 
XML-based representations for information interchange. It is composed of 2 web services: 
the Provider web service, that allows devices to update their definition database from the 
server, and the reporter web service, that allows devices to post analysis results to the 
server.  

10.1.2 Intended Audience  

This specification is intended for both software developers and reimplementers of this API. 
For the former, this document provides a full specification of how to interact with the web 
services. For the latter, this specification provides a full specification of how to reimplement 
the web service while maintaining compatibility with the existing software.  

10.1.3 API Change History  

This version of the Android Vulnerability Assessment API Guide replaces and obsoletes all 
previous versions. The most recent changes are described in the table below:  

Revision Date  Changes Summary  

Jun 28, 2013  
 Added "/summary" operations  

 Updated paths to reflect R2.3 software changes  

Apr 22, 2013   Initial Release  

10.1.4 Additional Resources  

You can download the most current version of this document from the FIWARE specification 
website at Security-Monitoring: Android Vulnerability Assessment Open API Specification. 
For more details about the Android Vulnerability Assessment that this specification is based 
upon, please refer to High Level Description. Related documents, including an Architectural 
Description, are available at the same site.  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Security-Monitoring:%20Android%20Vulnerability%20Assessment%20Open%20API%20Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Security-Monitoring:_Android_Vulnerability_Assessment_Open_API_Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.ArchitectureDescription.Security.Security_Monitoring
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10.2 General Android Vulnerability Assessment API 
Information  

10.2.1 Resources Summary  

 

 

10.2.2 Representation Format  

The Android Vulnerability Assessment API supports XML.  

10.2.3 Resource Identification  

Resources are identified using the mechanisms described by HTTP protocol specification as 
defined by IETF RFC-2616.  

10.2.4 Faults  

10.2.4.1 Synchronous Faults  

10.2.4.1.1 Provider Web Service  

The OVAL_ProviderWS_AnswerHeader type includes a response_code, which can take 

the following values:  

Fault 
Element  

Associated 
Error Codes  

Expected in All 
Requests?  

Description  

Definition Not 
Found  

0  Yes  
No definition matching the request was 
found (this is not necessarily an error)  

Definition 1  Yes  One or more definition matching the 
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Found  request was found (this usually indicates a 
successful response)  

Malformed 
Request  

2  Yes  The request was malformed  

Internal Error  3  Yes  There was an internal server error  

10.2.4.1.2 Reporter Web Service  

The OVAL_UploaderWS_AnswerHeader type includes a response_code, which can take 

the following values:  

Fault Element  
Associated Error 

Codes  
Expected in All 

Requests?  
Description  

Result uploaded  0  Yes  
The request was processed 
successfully (this is actually not an 
error)  

Bad IMEI (too 
short)  

2  Yes  
The IMEI sent in the request was too 
short  

Internal error 
(database)  

3  Yes  
There was an error writing to the 
database  

Streaming error  4  Yes  
There was an error writing the result 
to the disk  

10.3 Data Types  

10.3.1 Provider Web Service  

10.3.1.1 OVAL_ProviderWS_Answer Element  

The OVAL_ProviderWS_Answer element is a complexType. It is a sequence of the 

following 2 elements:  

Name  Type  MinOccurs  MaxOccurs  Description  

OVAL_ProviderWS_AnswerHeader  complexType  1  1  
Header of the 
answer  

Definitions  complexType  1  1  
Content of the 
answer, a list of 
definitions  
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10.3.1.2 OVAL_ProviderWS_AnswerHeader Element  

The OVAL_ProviderWS_AnswerHeader element is a complexType. It is a sequence of the 

following elements:  

Name  Type  MinOccurs  MaxOccurs  Description  

response_code  int  1  1  
indicates success or error, see Faults section 

above  

details  string  0  1  Detailed description of the error  

nb_def_found  int  0  1  Number of definitions matching the request  

date  string  0  1  Timestamp of the response  

10.3.1.3 Definitions Element  

The Definitions element is a complexType. It is a sequence of the Definition complexType:  

Name  Type  MinOccurs  MaxOccurs  Description  

Definition  complexType  1  unbounded  An individual definition  

10.3.1.4 Definition Element  

The Definition element is a complexType. It is a sequence of the following elements:  

Name  Type  MinOccurs  MaxOccurs  Description  

title  string  1  1  Title of the definition  

id  int  1  1  Id of the definition  

cve  string  0  1  CVE number of the definition  

tags  string  0  1  Tags associated with the definition  

upload_date  string  0  1  Date at which the definition was uplaoded  

size  int  0  1  Size of the definition  

dl_id  string  0  1  
Download Id that can be used to download the 
definition  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE.Deliverables.Typographical.Conventions
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10.3.2 Reporter Web Service  

10.3.2.1 OVAL_UploaderWS_Answer Element  

The OVAL_UploaderWS_Answer element is a complexType. It is a sequence of the 

following 2 elements:  

Name  Type  MinOccurs  MaxOccurs  Description  

OVAL_UploaderWS_AnswerHeader  complexType  1  1  
Header of the 
answer  

version  string  1  1  Version string  

10.3.2.2 OVAL_UploaderWS_AnswerHeader Element  

The OVAL_ProviderWS_AnswerHeader element is a complexType. It is a sequence of the 

following elements:  

Name  Type  MinOccurs  MaxOccurs  Description  

response_code  int  1  1  
indicates success or error, see Faults section 

above  

details  string  0  1  Detailed description of the error  

date  string  0  1  Timestamp of the response  

10.4 API Operations  

10.4.1 Provider Web Service  

10.4.1.1 /rest/hello  

 Verb: GET  

 Returns: Static string "Hello Updater"  

This operation allows to test whether the web service is up and running.  

10.4.1.2 /rest/summary  

 Verb: GET  

 Returns: HTML  

This operation allows to display a simple administration web interface.  

10.4.1.3 /rest/fetch_defs/get_all  

 Verb: GET  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE.Deliverables.Typographical.Conventions
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 Returns: XML element OVAL_ProviderWS_Answer  

This operation allows to get metadata of all OVAL definitions in the database, including a 
dl_id element that can be used to download definitions.  

10.4.1.4 /rest/fetch_defs/by_id/{id}  

 Verb: GET  

 Returns: XML element OVAL_ProviderWS_Answer  

This operation allows to get metadata of the OVAL definition with id equal to {id} in the 
database, including a dl_id element that can be used to download the definition.  

10.4.1.5 /rest/fetch_defs/by_date/{date}  

 Verb: GET  

 Returns: XML element OVAL_ProviderWS_Answer  

This operation allows to get metadata of all OVAL definitions more recent than {date} in the 
database, including a dl_id element that can be used to download definitions.  

10.4.1.6 /rest/download/{id_download}  

 Verb: GET  

 Returns:  

This operation allows to download a definition, using a dl_id that was acquired through one 
of the fetch_defs operation.  

10.4.1.7 /rest/search_defs/list_all  

 Verb: GET  

 Returns: XML element OVAL_ProviderWS_Answer  

This operation allows to get metadata of all OVAL definitions in the database, without dl_id 

elements.  

10.4.1.8 /rest/search_defs/by_cve/{cve}  

 Verb: GET  

 Returns: XML element OVAL_ProviderWS_Answer  

This operation allows to get metadata of the OVAL definition with CVE id equal to {cve} in 
the database, without a dl_id element.  

10.4.1.9 /rest/search_defs/by_tags/{tags}  

 Verb: GET  

 Returns: XML element OVAL_ProviderWS_Answer  

This operation allows to get metadata of all OVAL definitions categorized using {tags} in the 
database, without dl_id elements.  
{tag} can be one or more tags separated by the '+' character.  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE.Deliverables.Typographical.Conventions
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE.Deliverables.Typographical.Conventions
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE.Deliverables.Typographical.Conventions
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE.Deliverables.Typographical.Conventions
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE.Deliverables.Typographical.Conventions
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE.Deliverables.Typographical.Conventions
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10.4.1.10 /rest/raw_defs/get_all  

 Verb: GET  

 Returns:  

This operation allows to download all OVAL definitions in the database, merged in one file.  

10.4.1.11 /rest/raw_defs/list_all  

 Verb: GET  

 Returns:  

This operation allows to get an ASCII listing representing all OVAL definitions in the 
database.  

10.4.1.12 /rest/raw_defs/by_id/{id}  

 Verb: GET  

 Returns:  

This operation allows to download the OVAL definition with id equal to {id} in the database.  

10.4.1.13 /rest/raw_defs/by_date/{date}  

 Verb: GET  

 Returns:  

This operation allows to download all OVAL definitions more recent than {date} in the 

database, merged in one file.  

10.4.2 Reporter Web Service  

10.4.2.1 /rest/hello  

 Verb: GET  

 Returns: Static string "Hello Reporter"  

This operation allows to test whether the web service is up and running.  

10.4.2.2 /rest/summary  

 Verb: GET  

 Returns: HTML  

This operation allows to display a simple administration web interface.  

10.4.2.3 /rest/upload  

 Verb: POST  

 HTTP POST Parameters:  

o imei: The IMEI of the client  
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o filename: the name of the uploaded file  

o file: the content of the file  

 Returns: XML element OVAL_UploaderWS_Answer  

This operation allows to upload a new OVAL result.  

10.4.2.4 /rest/list_results  

 Verb: GET  

 Returns: ASCII listing representing OVAL results in the database  

This operation allows to list OVAL results in the database.  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE.Deliverables.Typographical.Conventions
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11 FIWARE OpenSpecification Security 
IdentityManagement 

You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

Name  FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Identity Management 
Generic Enabler  

Chapter  Security,  

Catalogue-Link to 
Implementation  

One-IdM / GCP / DigitalSelf / KeyRock  

Owner  NSN, Robert Seidl  

11.1.1 Preface  

Within this document you find a self-contained open specification of a FI-WARE generic 
enabler, please consult as well the FI-WARE_Product_Vision, the website on http://www.fi-
ware.eu and similar pages in order to understand the complete context of the FI-WARE 
project.  

11.1.2 Copyright 

 Copyright © 2012-2013 by NSN  

 Copyright © 2012-2013 by DT  

 Copyright © 2012-2013 by UPM  

11.1.3 Legal Notice 

Please check the following Legal Notice understand the rights to use these specifications.  

11.1.4 Overview 

On the one hand the ever-growing tsunami of today’s shore-bound technologies can often 
overwhelm the user, significantly affecting his daily life. On a daily basis, he is forced to 
depend on his technological competence. The smooth running of his affairs depends on 
user’s ability to handle a whole raft of often transient technologies. On account of very 
intensive, at times forced usage of the Internet and diverse services, the user encounters the 
need to transfer his “network-duties” to the networks as much as possible.  

In other words, he seeks to find a convenient problem solver, which will allow him to cope 
easily and securely with services. Thus, the need arises for a clever composed Identity 
Management system, which will address the users’ requirements. An IdM system is intended 

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.IdentityManagement
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Category:Security
http://catalogue.fi-ware.eu/enablers?chapter_tid=All&page=1
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/NSN
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Robert_Seidl
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_Product_Vision
http://www.fi-ware.eu/
http://www.fi-ware.eu/
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/NSN
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/DT
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/UPM
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Open_Specifications_Interim_Legal_Notice
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to undertake the complex task of handling, communicating with and coordinating between 
the slew of today’s diverse technologies. Provide user-friendly technologies, putting the end 
user and his needs squarely at centre of the architecture (user-centric approach) whilst 
protecting the users’ privacy.  

On the other hand the computing resources are being actively exploited by the Enterprises 
lately through the use of cloudification and virtualisation technologies. Nevertheless, with 
regard to such an evolution on the Web, the Enterprises still have to keep in mind the Identity 
Management issues and should be able to deliver such technologies to their customers. 
Thus, the Identity Management Enabler could also deliver a multi-tenant user and profile 
management solution that allows Enterprises to manage consumers of their (Web based) 
services in the Cloud securely. Instead of developing and operating the user and profile 
management by themselves, it can be hosted in the Cloud as a tenant instance and will be 
delivered on demand.  

11.1.4.1 Target usage 

Identity Management (IdM) encompasses a number of aspects involved with users' access to 
networks, services and applications, including secure and private authentication from users 
to devices, networks and services, Authorisation & Trust management, User Profile 
management, Single Sign-On (SSO) to service domains and Identity Federation towards 
applications.  

11.1.5 Basic Concepts 

11.1.5.1 Relevant Concepts and Ideas 

Identity Management encompasses a number of aspects involved with users' access to 
networks, services and applications, including secure and private authentication from users 
to devices, networks and services, Authorisation & Trust management, User Profile 
management, Single Sign-On (SSO) to service domains and Identity Federation towards 
applications. The Identity Manager is the central component that provides a bridge between 
IdM systems at connectivity-level and application-level.  

Furthermore, Identity Management is used for authorising foreign services to access 
personal data stored in a secure environment. Hereby usually the owner of the data must 
give consent to access the data; the consent-giving procedure also implies certain user 
authentication.  

Identity Management is used in multiple scenarios spanning from Operator oriented 
scenarios towards Internet Service Providers (ISP). End users benefit from having simplified 
and easy access to services (User Centric Identity Management).  

11.1.5.1.1 User Life-Cycle Management 

The IdM offers tools for administrators to support the handling of user life-cycle functions. It 
reduces the effort for account creation and management, as it supports the enforcement of 
policies and procedures for user registration, user profile management and the modification 
of user accounts. Administrators can quickly configure customized pages for the inclusion of 
different authentication providers, registration of tenant applications with access to user 
profile data and the handling of error notifications. For end users, the IdM provides a 
convenient solution for registering with applications since it gives them a means to re-use 
attributes like address, email or others, thus allowing an easy and convenient management 
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of profile information. Users and administrators can rely on standardised solutions to allow 
user self-service features like:  

 User registration and login resp. logout,  

 Checks for password strength,  

 Password reset or renewal procedures or  

 Secured storage of user data.  

11.1.5.1.2 Flexible Authentication for End Users 

In addition to providing a native login, the IdM supports the integration of multiple 3rd party 
authentication providers. Foremost, it supports in a first step the configuration of preferred 
identity providers through the administrators. The use of 3rd party IdMs lowers the entry 
barriers for a native user to register, since the user can link to his preferred IdM and use this 
account for authentication.  

11.1.5.1.3 3rd Party Login to Services 

3rd party login supports customers of the IdM to enhance the reach of their websites by 
means of attracting users without forcing them to register new user accounts on their sites 
manually. 3rd party login allows users to register to the customers’ sites with already existing 
digital identities from their favourite 3rd party identity providers, such as Google, Facebook or 
Yahoo. Thus, 3rd party login lowers the obstacles of registration processes and increases 
the number of successful business flows on the customers’ sites.  

11.1.5.1.4 Web Single Sign-On 

As it is possible to configure several applications that shall be linked to his IdM, the main 
benefit for users is a single sign-on (SSO) to all these applications.  

11.1.5.1.5 Hosted User Profile Management 

The IdM offers hosted user profile storage with specific user profile attributes. Applications do 
not have to run and manage their own persistent user data storages, but instead, can use the 
IdM user profile storage as a Software as a Service (SaaS) offering.  

11.1.5.1.6 Multi-Tenancy 

A multi-tenancy architecture refers to a principle in software architecture where a single 
software instance runs on a server, serving multiple client organisations/customers (tenants). 
Multi-tenancy is contrasted with a multi-instance architecture where separate software 
instances (or hardware systems) are set up for different client organisations. With a multi-
tenant architecture, a software application is designed to virtually partition its data and 
configuration, and each client organisation works with a customized virtual application 
instance. In a multi-tenancy environment, multiple customers share the same application, 
running on the same operating system, on the same virtualized hardware, with the same 
data storage mechanism. The distinction between the customers is achieved during 
application design, thus customers do not share or see each other's data. The concept 
allows each tenant to apply their own branding to login or registration UIs or for user self-
services to create a user experience that is aligned with the one offered in a tenant 
application.  
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11.1.5.2 Example Scenarios 

11.1.5.2.1 General roles and responsibilities 

This section introduces the general architectural roles and responsibilities underlying the 
integration between the IdM-System on the one hand side and services as well as product 
management and product presentation on the other hand.  

Generically, three responsibilities can be identified:  

 The IdM-System is responsible for identity management processes such as login, 
logout, registration and the like and for customer management processes such as 
customer data management.  

 A service provider is responsible for any process that has to do with service 
provisioning to an user. This responsibility encompasses things like evaluating the 
users entitlements based on authorisation data as provided by the IdM-System, 
serving the services which the user is entitled to use, and providing UIs and service-
related information and processes to the user. The service provider, sharing a certain 
service level agreement with the IdM provider, is realizing the service sold to the 
customer of the partner.  

 A product provider is responsible for any process to do with defining and offering 
sellable products to the partners’ customer. Typically, the product provider runs a 
storefront such as a web-store or a landing page presenting the available 
(subscription) products to the potential customers. The product provider will typically 
be the IdM-System partner, and is also responsible for all customer communication 
as well as for all legal aspects of the customer relation.  

11.1.5.2.2 Integration scenarios: Simple scenario with a single storefront 

In the simplest scenario, the product provider offers a single “storefront” where he sells 
products to B2C customers; the storefront is a web store.  

Apart from the storefront where the customer can browse and buy products, the customer 
can consume the service using another web-site, namely the “player”. The player is 
presented by the service-provider, which may or may not be the partner himself.  

In this simple scenario, the partner also uses the IdM-Systems customer self care 
component to allow the customers to manage their customer- and account-data as well as 
their subscriptions/ contracts.  

The storefront 

The storefront is a website which is available for authenticated and non-authenticated users. 
Generically, the storefront may look as in the following sketch:  
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The storefront is to be provided by the product provider and displays the commercial offers. 
In the present design, the product details are displayed after clicking on the corresponding 
links on the cover flow.  

When the user has authenticated and is logged in (see below for corresponding wireframes) 
the storefront may present a more personalized user experience as in the following 
wireframe:  
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In this design, the authenticated user can access his personal settings via the drop-down 
menu on the top right hand side:  

 

It is of course up to the product provider how he wants to model the user interface for the 
storefront.  
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In terms of the technical integration between the IdM-System and the storefront website, the 
following interactions take place during login:  

 When the user wants to log in to the storefront, he is forwarded to the IdM-SYSTEM 
using an IdM protocol flow. Generically, for web interactions the OpenID or SAML 
flow is suggested.  

 The IdM-System will present a login-page to the user. Depending on the 
configuration, the login-page allows the user to log in with IdM-System credentials or 
using 3rd party accounts such as provided by facebook, Google or others. Also, the 
login-page may allow the potential user to register himself (create a new account).  

 After a successful login, the IdM-System forwards the web-browser of the user to a 
return-to-URL. Information on the user and his customer- and authorisation-attributes 
as generated on registration is transferred to the storefront via the used IdM-protocol 
which is used during login. Based on this information, the storefront may personalize 
the information presented to the user as in the example above.  

The player: Product consumption 

The player is a website which allows consumption of the digital products offered on the 
storefront. The player may contain offerings to both authenticated and non-authenticated 
users. Generically, the player may look as in the following sketches, once for a non-
authenticated and once for an authenticated user:  
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In terms of the technical integration between the IdM-System and the player website, the 
following interactions take place during login:  

 When the user wants to log in to the player, he is forwarded to the IdM-System 
using an IdM-protocol flow. Generically, for web interactions the OpenID- or SAML-
flow is suggested. For the IdM-System to recognize the player as the requestor of the 
authentication, the call to the IdM-System needs to include the necessary information 
of the IdM-protocol as configured in the IdM-System.  

 The IdM-System will present a login-page to the user. Depending on the 
configuration, the login-page allows the user to log in with IdM-System credentials or 
using 3rd party accounts such as provided by facebook, Google or others  

 After a successful login, the IdM-System forwards the web-browser of the user to a 
return-to-URL. Information on the user and his customer- and authorisation-attributes 
as generated on registration is transferred to the player via the used IdM-protocol. 
The player will have to decide on the basis of authorisation attributes as provided by 
the IdM-System, which contents the authenticated user is entitled to consume.  
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11.1.6 Main Interactions 

11.1.6.1 Architecture 

 
Identity Generic Enabler - High Level Architecture 

 
 

11.1.6.2 Modules and Interfaces 

The Identity Management System consists of the following building blocks:  

- IdM Portal  

Providing the interface to the user / application. The functionality includes user profile 
management and modification of user accounts (e.g. password settings and/or secured 
storage of user data). The portal is separate element which most systems based on a IdM 
GEi will provide. It will be designed to individual needs and therefore not not part of the IdM 
GE specification.  

- IdM API  

Currently there are four different Identity Management GEis implementation offered. A more 
detailed description of the GE implementations (GEis) can be found at the FI-WARE 
catalogue. These implementations differ in their concepts and in the supported standardised 
security protocols, as there are SAML 2.0, OAuth 2.0, OpenID, OpenID Connect, and SCIM 
2.0.  

http://catalogue.fi-ware.eu/
http://catalogue.fi-ware.eu/
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- IdM system  

The core component handling the authentication requests of the users, by providing e.g. 
federated IdM for Web-SSO or basic authentication features for devices and services.  

- Authentication framework  

The authentication framework consists of the Extractor and the Authentication Pipeline. The 
Extractor extracts the authentication data from different sources. Each one of them is 
specialized in extracting a special kind of data. The data will be collected and then handed to 
the authentication pipeline in order to select the correct authentication. Following 
authentication methods are supported:  

- SAML stack  

Security Assertion Markup Language is an XML-based standard for exchanging 
authentication and authorisation data between security domains  

- OAuth stack  

Open Authorisation Protocol is an open standard for authorisation.  

- OpenID stack  

Open standard that describes how users can be authenticated in a decentralized 
manner  

- eID support  

The Generic enabler will support European Identity Cards of multiple memebr states.  

- user name / password  

As well basic authentication mechanisms like user name / password are provided.  

- Database  

Central repository that stores the user data, profiles and preferences as well as the service 
provider preferences. This could be implemented as a distributed storage system, depending 
on the usage scenario.  
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Identity Generic Enabler - Core Components 

 

Beyond that, there may be some additional and necessary network security components in 
place (e.g. Firewall, router, …). Next to that a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) would be 
necessary to enable signatures (e.g. for SAML or https).  

11.1.6.3 Interface Descriptions 

The IdM GE offers a number of well-defined interfaces, including interfaces that provide 
support to different authentication mechanisms. In the following, the several interfaces that a 
FI-WARE compliant IdM GE may offer are described with the help of message flows and 
reference code examples.  

11.1.6.3.1 Overview on provided standardised interfaces 

This section provides an overview of the Identity Management Generic Enabler (IdM GE) 
components. We also define minimally required and optional components and supported API 
standards for GE implementations. The general structure of a FI-WARE IdM GE is sketched 
in the following figure:  
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FI-WARE IdM GE - Overall Structure 

 

An IdM GE offers Configuration and maintenance functionalities for FI-WARE Operators. 
This may be offered as a GUI, configuration files, standards based API (e.g. JMX [1]) or any 
combination of these. Third party Application developers may register their applications with 
the IdM GE using these functionalities. This registration process must be implemented 
through a Web user interface called Application developer portal. The registration should 
include operator review and approval. End users register to FI-WARE using the End user 
portal. This is also implemented as a Web user interface. End users may also review and 
modify their personal data and maintain their privacy settings using this portal. Access to the 
end user portal should be controlled by the FI-WARE Access Control GE (AC-GE). Other FI-
WARE components may access the IdM GE through Core APIs.  

Each IDM GE implementation must contain an authentication and authorization API. This 
component must support OAuth 2.0 [2] for authorization. At least the authorization code grant 
(4.1) and resource owner password credentials grant (4.3) flows must be supported. 
Optionally implicit grant (4.2) may also be supported. IDM GE implementations should also 
allow configuring trusted FI-WARE components to access protected resources using (4.4) 
client credentials grant. For access token formats at least bearer tokens [3] must be 
supported. If OAuth 2.0 is used for authentication, then OpenID Connect [4] should be used. 
It defines a simple identity layer on top of OAuth 2.0. Optionally other Web authentication 
standards (e.g. SAML [5] or OpenID [6]) may also be supported. Access control decisions 
are made by access control policies residing in the AC GE. Policies may require additional 
information from the IDM GE to make the decision, including, but not limited to token 
parameters and status, user groups/roles, client settings, user privacy preferences. These 
may be retrieved from the IDM GE using the Access information API. Optionally IDM GE may 
provide an API for user and role management. If such an API is provided then it should be 
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compliant with SCIM 2.0 [7]. Only mandatory SCIM operations and features must be 
supported (there are very few optional features).  

 [1] JAVA Management eXtension – 
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/tech/javamanagement-140525.html  

 [2] http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6749  

 [3] http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6750  

 [4] http://openid.net/connect/  

 [5] Security Assertion Markup Language – http://saml.xml.org/saml-specifications  

 [6] http://openid.net/specs/openid-authentication-2_0.html  

 [7] System for Cross-Domain Identity Management – http://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-
ietf-scim-core-schema-02 and http://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-ietf-scim-api-02  

11.1.6.3.2 SAML 

The IdM GE makes use of SAML 2.0 in the following two cases:  

- authenticating federated relying parties  

- authenticating the users on behalf of the federated relying parties (in a second step,  

for informing them that these Users are authorized to access their services)  

 
The advantages of SAML 2.0  

 Provides a means of exchanging data between security domains (i.e. the IdM GE 
and its federated service providers (relying parties))  

 Provides the SSO feature for the federated service providers to the Users  

 Service providers do not need to authenticate users themselves  

 Provides security features such as digital signatures to certify the integrity of the 
exchanged data (and certified attributes)  

 Standardized, non-proprietary protocol (e.g. also supported by Google)  

The following diagrams illustrate the main SAML message flows. In the case of FI-WARE the 
User will be the browser, the Relying Party will be the FI-WARE GE using SAML and the 
SAML IdM will be the IdM GE provided by FI-WARE.  

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/tech/javamanagement-140525.html
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6749
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6750
http://openid.net/connect/
http://saml.xml.org/saml-specifications
http://openid.net/specs/openid-authentication-2_0.html
http://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-ietf-scim-core-schema-02
http://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-ietf-scim-core-schema-02
http://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-ietf-scim-api-02
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Identity Generic Enabler - SAML Authentication Flow 

 

Authentication Request  

<samlp:AuthnRequest 

  xmlns:samlp="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:protocol" 

  xmlns:saml="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:assertion" 

  ID="aaf23196-1773-2113-474a-fe114412ab72" 

  Version="2.0" 

  IssueInstant="2004-12-05T09:21:59Z" 

  AssertionConsumerServiceIndex="0" 

  AttributeConsumingServiceIndex="0"> 

  <saml:Issuer>https://sp.example.com/SAML2</saml:Issuer> 

  <samlp:NameIDPolicy 

    AllowCreate="true" 

    Format="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:nameid-format:transient"/> 

</samlp:AuthnRequest> 

Authentication Response  

https://sp.example.com/SAML2
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  <samlp:Response 

xmlns:samlp="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:protocol" 

xmlns:saml="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:assertion" 

ID="identifier_2" 

InResponseTo="identifier_1" 

Version="2.0" 

IssueInstant="2004-12-05T09:22:05Z" 

    Destination="https://sp.example.com/SAML2/SSO/POST"> 

    <saml:Issuer>https://idp.example.org/SAML2</saml:Issuer> 

    <samlp:Status> 

      <samlp:StatusCode 

        Value="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:status:Success"/> 

    </samlp:Status> 

    <saml:Assertion 

      xmlns:saml="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:assertion" 

      ID="identifier_3" 

      Version="2.0" 

      IssueInstant="2004-12-05T09:22:05Z"> 

      <saml:Issuer>https://idp.example.org/SAML2</saml:Issuer> 

      <ds:Signature 

        

xmlns:ds="http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig#">...</ds:Signature> 

      <saml:Subject> 

        <saml:NameID 

          Format="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:nameid-

format:transient"> 

          3f7b3dcf-1674-4ecd-92c8-1544f346baf8 

        </saml:NameID> 

        <saml:SubjectConfirmation 

          Method="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:cm:bearer"> 

          <saml:SubjectConfirmationData 

            InResponseTo="identifier_1" 

            Recipient="https://sp.example.com/SAML2/SSO/POST" 

            NotOnOrAfter="2004-12-05T09:27:05Z"/> 

        </saml:SubjectConfirmation> 

      </saml:Subject> 

      <saml:Conditions 

https://sp.example.com/SAML2/SSO/POST
https://idp.example.org/SAML2
https://idp.example.org/SAML2
http://www.w3.org/2000/09/xmldsig
https://sp.example.com/SAML2/SSO/POST
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        NotBefore="2004-12-05T09:17:05Z" 

        NotOnOrAfter="2004-12-05T09:27:05Z"> 

        <saml:AudienceRestriction> 

          

<saml:Audience>https://sp.example.com/SAML2</saml:Audience> 

        </saml:AudienceRestriction> 

      </saml:Conditions> 

      <saml:AuthnStatement 

        AuthnInstant="2004-12-05T09:22:00Z" 

        SessionIndex="identifier_3"> 

        <saml:AuthnContext> 

          <saml:AuthnContextClassRef> 

            

urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:ac:classes:PasswordProtectedTransport 

         </saml:AuthnContextClassRef> 

        </saml:AuthnContext> 

      </saml:AuthnStatement> 

    </saml:Assertion> 

  </samlp:Response> 

11.1.6.3.3 OAuth 

OAuth's main focus is on 'protected resources' of the user that a consumer wishes to access. 
A protected resource can be anything from an attribute to a service API.  

The advantages of OAuth 2.0:  

 A standardized protocol supported by a wider set of Service Providers (Facebook, 
Google, LinkedIn, …).  

 Differentiates temporary and permanent grants. When the user grants access for a 
consumer to a specific resource, the consumer receives an access token and 
optionally a refresh token. With the access token, the consumer can use the resource 
for a short period only. If a refresh token is also granted then the consumer may 
request a new access token at any time, so the user is not needed to be online to 
authorize access when the consumer uses the resource.  

 The user is in full control of who can access his resources, servers should support 
listing, revoking and editing grants.  

 Consumers can be implemented easily, they can vary from complex web 
applications to a few lines of javascript code running in a browser. (Note that the latter 
also uses a slightly simplified scenario without an authorisation code.)  

 The specification leaves most details to the implementation, defines only the most 
necessary parts. Consequently, you can customize the scenarios to your needs and 
environment, so despite it’s quite new, it’s widely supported.  

 

https://sp.example.com/SAML2
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Identity Generic Enabler - OAuth 2.0 Authentication Flow 

 

Get Authentication Code Request  

GET /authorize?response_type=code&client_id=s6BhdRkqt3&state=xyz 

&redirect_uri=https%3A%2F%2Fclient%2Eexample%2Ecom%2Fcb HTTP/1.1 

Host: server.example.com 

Get Authentication Code Response  

HTTP/1.1 302 Found 

Location: https://client.example.com/cb?code=SplxlOBeZQQYbYS6WxSbIA 

&state=xyz 

Get Access Token Request  

POST /token HTTP/1.1 

Host: server.example.com 

Authorization: Basic czZCaGRSa3F0MzpnWDFmQmF0M2JW 

Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded 

 

grant_type=authorization_code&code=SplxlOBeZQQYbYS6WxSbIA 
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&redirect_uri=https%3A%2F%2Fclient%2Eexample%2Ecom%2Fcb 

Get Access Token Response  

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Content-Type: application/json;charset=UTF-8 

Cache-Control: no-store 

Pragma: no-cache 

 

{ 

    "access_token":"2YotnFZFEjr1zCsicMWpAA", 

    "token_type":"bearer", 

    "expires_in":3600, 

    "refresh_token":"tGzv3JOkF0XG5Qx2TlKWIA", 

} 

Refresh Access Token Request  

POST /token HTTP/1.1 

Host: server.example.com 

Authorization: Basic czZCaGRSa3F0MzpnWDFmQmF0M2JW 

Content-Type: application/x-www-form-urlencoded 

grant_type=refresh_token&refresh_token=tGzv3JOkF0XG5Qx2TlKWIA 

Refresh Access Token Response  

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Content-Type: application/json;charset=UTF-8 

Cache-Control: no-store 

Pragma: no-cache 

 

{ 

    "access_token":"2YotnFZFEjr1zCsicMWpAA", 

    "token_type":"bearer", 

    "expires_in":3600, 

} 

 
OAuth alone provides means for the users to authorize applications (clients) to act on behalf 
of the user when accessing protected resources. Authentication can be considered a special 
case of this, when the protected resource is the user profile. OpenID Connect defines the 
standard way to use OAuth 2.0 for authentication. In particular it specifies:  

 Standard scope values to request different parts of the user profile (e.g. phone, 
email)  
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 An identity endpoint to retrieve user information using the OAuth 2.0 access token  

 A simple method to ensure that the authorizing user does not change between 
subsequent authorization requests of the same session in the client application  

11.1.6.3.4 OpenID 

OpenID is an alternative protocol for Web authentication. (It should not be confused with 
OpenID Connect, which is a different standard, defining how OAuth 2.0 can be used for 
authentication.) Support for OpenID is optional in the IdM GEi's.  

In case if a user wants to login to the service of a Service Provider (SP) [referred to as 
“Relying Party” (RP) in the OpenID protocol] a “Claimed Identifier” is being presented by 
the user. The SP analyses the Identifier and redirects the user to his OpenID Provider (OP) 

with an OpenID Authentication request, in consequence of which the user authenticates 
himself against this OP. Nevertheless it is important to mention that the authentication process 

between the user and the OpenID server is not part of the OpenID protocol. After successful 
authentication procedure the OP redirects the user back to the RP with an assertion, indicating 
that the authentication was successful (Positive Assertion), or with the information that 

authentication failed (Negative Assertions). In the positive case the RP verifies the received 
information by sending a return URL, the discovered information, the nonce and the signature 

within a request to the OP. Alternatively the OP and the RP can establish an association after 
the RP received the Claimed Identifier by using the key exchange protocol standardized by 
the IETF.  

 
Identity Generic Enabler - OpenID Authentication Flow 
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11.1.6.3.5 Username / Password 

A user can be identified by providing a <user name> and a <password>, which will be 
verified against the database. They are sent using http POST from the browser to the server. 
In case the credentials are correct the client is redirected back to the requested service; else 
the response is an html page containing the error message.  

Although username and password may be used in a SAML or OpenID based authentication, 
it is mentioned here as an own direct authentication method.  

11.1.6.3.6 eID – card 

Alternatively to <user name> and <password> a user can identify himself/herself with an 
European eID (electronic identity). This is not possible with all eIDs of all European countries, 
but with those, supported by the STORK project. European countries have a variety of 
different and incompatible eID solutions. STORK has developed an integrative wrapper, 
allowing a uniform, country-independent access. In the IdM GE Scenario the IdM will 
delegate the user authentication to an external eID service. The information exchange with 
the eID Service is SAML based.  

 
Identity Generic Enabler - Access Portal with eID Authentication 
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11.1.6.3.7 Access information API 

Access information API is used by the integration of the IDM GE and the Access Control GE. 
It provides option for the AC GE to retrieve additional information required to make the 
access control decision. The information retrieved may depend on the concrete use case 
and/or policy, therefore only general guidelines are given for this API. The API should be 
RESTful and should return the requested information in JSON format. In case the returned 
information includes user data or other resource defined by the SCIM 2.0 schema, the 
information should be returned in SCIM compliant format. An example request/response 
used in a concrete use case is shown below.  

 Token Information Request  

 

GET /tokeninfo/1?access_token=7c3dcd81-a71d-404d-baf7-e8f8363ffa22 

HTTP/1.1 Host: server.example.com 

 Token Information Response  

 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK Content-Type: application/json;charset=UTF-8 Cache-

Control: no-store Pragma: no-cache 

{ 

    "id":"7c3dcd81-a71d-404d-baf7-e8f8363ffa22", 

    "type":"bearer", 

    "scope":[ 

       "address", 

       "email", 

       "openid", 

       "phone", 

       "profile", 

       "scim_admin", 

       "scim_reader" 

    ], 

    "purpose":"access_token", 

    "grantType":"authorization_code", 

    "protocol":"oauth2", 

    "validUntil":"2013-09-24T11:03:44.360+0200", 

    "validFrom":"2013-09-24T10:03:44.450+0200", 

    "user":{ 

       "id":"10000297", 

       "meta":{ 

          "created":"2013-09-13T15:24:44.000+0200" 

       }, 
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       "schemas":[ 

          "urn:scim:schemas:core:2.0:User", 

          "urn:scim:schemas:extension:enterprise:2.0:User" 

       ], 

       "userName":"john.doe", 

       "name":{ 

          "familyName":"ss", 

          "givenName":"sss" 

       }, 

       "displayName":"Test business client", 

       "emails":[ 

          { 

             "value":"ss", 

             "primary":true 

          } 

       ], 

       "phoneNumbers":[ 

          { 

             "value":"sss", 

             "primary":true 

          } 

       ], 

       "addresses":[ 

          { 

             "streetAddress":"", 

             "locality":"s", 

             "region":"", 

             "postalCode":"", 

             "country":"SH", 

             "primary":true 

          } 

       ], 

       "groups":[ 

          { 

             "value":"user" 

          } 
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       ], 

       "urn:scim:schemas:extension:enterprise:2.0:User":{ 

          "organization":"10000000" 

       } 

    }, 

    "created":"2013-09-24T10:03:45.023+0200", 

    "client":{ 

       "id":"10000471", 

       "contracted_resources":[ 

          "sms" 

       ] 

    } 

} 

11.1.6.4 Open Specification 

IdM GE open specifications rely on a well-known set of standard specifications. Following are 
the resources to easily refer to these standards:  

 SAML  

 http://code.google.com/intl/de-
DE/googleapps/domain/sso/saml_reference_implementation.html  

 http://www.oasis-
open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=security#samlv20  

 OAuth  

 http://oauth.net  

 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OAuth  

 OpenID  

 http://openid.net/specs/openid-authentication-2_0.html current version  

 http://openid.net/connect/ next version based on oauth2  

 SCIM  

 Core schema  

 REST API  

 

11.1.6.5 Open API Specification 

 Identity Management Generic Enabler API Specification 

 

http://code.google.com/intl/de-DE/googleapps/domain/sso/saml_reference_implementation.html
http://code.google.com/intl/de-DE/googleapps/domain/sso/saml_reference_implementation.html
http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=security#samlv20
http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=security#samlv20
http://oauth.net/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OAuth
http://openid.net/specs/openid-authentication-2_0.html
http://openid.net/connect/
http://www.simplecloud.info/specs/draft-scim-core-schema-01.html
http://www.simplecloud.info/specs/draft-scim-api-01.html
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Identity_Management_Generic_Enabler_API_Specification
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11.1.7 Basic Design Principles 

The design of the Generic Enabler provides the following basic design principles:  

 user centricity  

 easy integration into services  

 support of the entire lifecycle of identities  

 intuitive usage and administration  

11.1.7.1 Main Functionality 

This enabler provides authentication/access control and identity/attribute assertions as a 
service to relying parties. The relying parties are typically service providers that provide easy 
and secure access to their services to users/IoT/other services for instance by means of 
SSO and that rely on (personal user) attributes (e.g. preferences, location, home address, 
etc.). The users need easy access (SSO) to the growing number of services, and many of 
them also prefer their personal/identity attributes to be maintained by a trusted party, which 
also protects the users’ privacy. The Identity Management core generic enabler can be used 
by such a trusted party, which we also call an identity provider (for SSO) and attribute broker. 
The Identity Management GE is a core Security GE that provides services to its relying 
parties via open protocols such as OAuth [OAuth] and OASIS SAML v2.0 [SAML]. Motivated 
by the IoT, the enabler also covers new user attributes such as things, as well as it manages 
the identity of things themselves (attributes, current users, location, use history, etc.). The 
large number of sensors and mobile devices poses new challenges; identity federation and 
single-sign-on support ease of use. Furthermore, the authentication feature of the enabler 
also covers the authentication of things to  

 services  

 objects  

 users  

as relying parties, and the authentication of  

 services  

 objects  

 users  

for things as relying parties.  

It also supports user SSO across multiple things. Motivated by Cloud computing, the enabler 
can be run in the cloud as well. Special care is taken by the architecture and the supported 
protocols so that the sensitive data is not exposed to the threats related to the nature of 
clouds (e.g. deployment in a public cloud).  

11.1.7.2 Resolution of Technical Issues 

Currently there are no known technical issues. In case the user of the Generic Enabler 
experiences a technical issue please contact the provider of the GE.  
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11.1.8 Appendix 

11.1.8.1 References 

[SAML]  

http://code.google.com/intl/de-
DE/googleapps/domain/sso/saml_reference_implementation.html  

http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=security#samlv20  

[OAuth]  

http://oauth.net  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OAuth  

http://openid.net/connect/ authentication on top of OAuth 2.0  

[OpenID]  http://openid.net/specs/openid-authentication-2_0.html  

[e-ID]  
http://www.eid-stork.eu finished project phase  

http://www.eid-stork2.eu current project phase  

 

11.2 Re-utilised Technologies/Specifications  

11.3 Terms and definitions  

This section comprises a summary of terms and definitions introduced during the previous 
sections. It intends to establish a vocabulary that will be help to carry out discussions 
internally and with third parties (e.g., Use Case projects in the EU FP7 Future Internet PPP). 
For a summary of terms and definitions managed at overall FI-WARE level, please refer to 
FIWARE Global Terms and Definitions  

 

 Access control: is the prevention of unauthorized use of a resource, including the 
prevention of use of a resource in an unauthorized manner. (ITU-T-X-800_Link). 
More precisely, access control is the protection of resources against unauthorized 
access; a process by which use of resources is regulated according to a security 
policy and is permitted by only authorized system entities according to that policy. 
RFC 2828  

 Account: A (user) account is “typically a formal business agreement for providing 

regular dealings and services between principal sand business service providers.” 
OASIS Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML)  

 Authentication (AuthN): We adopted the following definition of authentication from 

RFC 3588"Authentication is “the act of verifying the identity of an entity (subject)”  

TrustInCyberspace adds the term “level of confidence” to this definition:  

Authentication is the process of confirming a system entity’s asserted identity with a 
specified, or understood, level of confidence.” This definition holds all necessary parts 
to examine authentication in broad sense. First of all it does not narrow the 
authentication to human users, but refers to a generic “system entity”. See 

http://code.google.com/intl/de-DE/googleapps/domain/sso/saml_reference_implementation.html
http://code.google.com/intl/de-DE/googleapps/domain/sso/saml_reference_implementation.html
http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=security#samlv20
http://oauth.net/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OAuth
http://openid.net/connect/
http://openid.net/specs/openid-authentication-2_0.html
http://www.eid-stork.eu/
http://www.eid-stork2.eu/
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.Glossary.Global
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2828
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3588
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authentication reference architecture description for a closer look at different identities 
that could be authenticated.  

Secondly it introduces the often neglected concept of “level of confidence” which 
applies to each authentication of an identity. No computer program or computer user 
can definitely prove the identity of another party. There is no authentication method 
that can be secured against any possible identity-theft attack, be it physical or non-
physical. It is only possible to apply one or more tests, which, if passed, have been 
previously declared to be sufficient to go on further. The problem is to determine 
which tests are sufficient, and many such are inadequate.  

The original Greek word originates from the word 'authentes'='author'. This leads to 
the general field of claims and trust management, because authentication could also 
mean to verify the “author” / issuer of any claim.  

The confirmation or validation process of authentication is actually done by 
presenting some kind of proof. This proof is normally derived from some kind of 
secret hold by the principal. In its simplest form the participant and the authentication 
authority share the same secret. More advanced concepts rely on 
challenge/response mechanisms, preventing the secrets to be transmitted. Refer to 
Authentication Technologies for a detailed list of authentication methods used today.  

As stated above, each authentication method assures only some level of trust in the 
claimed identity, but none could be definite. Therefore it makes sense to distinguish 
the different authentication methods by an associated assurance level, stating the 
level of trust in the authentication process.  

As this assurance level depends not only on the technical authentication method, but 
also on the overall computer system and even on the business processes within the 
organization (provisioning of identities and credentials), there is no ranking of the 
authentication methods here.  

 Authentication protocol: "Over-the-wire authentication protocols are used to 

exchange authentication data between the client and server application. Each 
authentication protocol supports one or more authentication methods. The OATH 
reference architecture provides for the use of existing protocols, and envisions the 
use of extended protocols which support new authentication methods as they are 
defined." (OATH)  

 Federation: The term federation “is used in two senses - "The act of establishing a 
relationship between two entities. An association comprising any number of service 
providers and identity providers.” OASIS Security Assertion Markup Language 
(SAML)  

“A federation is a collection of realms that have established a producer-consumer 
relationship whereby one realm can provide authorized access to a resource it 
manages based on an identity, and possibly associated attributes, that are asserted 
in another realm.  

Federation requires trust such that a relying party can make a well-informed access 
control decision based on the credibility of identity and attribute data that is vouched 
for by another realm.” WS-Federation @ IBM  

Remark: Federation according to WS-Federation @ IBM is similar to the concept of a 
Circle of Trust.  

 Identifier: Identifiers can be understood as a dedicated, publicly known attribute of an 

identity that refers to that identity only. Typically, identifiers are valid within a specific 
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domain. Special types of identifiers are valid globally, due to the use of popular 
domain naming and resolution protocols such as DNS, which implies addressing 
capabilities to the identity. OASIS Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) 
defines identifier as follows:  

An identifier is “a data object (for example, a string) mapped to a system entity that 
uniquely refers to the system entity. A system entity may have multiple distinct 
identifiers referring to it. An identifier is essentially a "distinguished attribute" of an 
entity.”  

 Identity (Digital): The term identity and its meaning have been discussed 

controversially in the “identity community” for many years. Until now, there is no 
commonly agreed definition of that notion. : : The IdM && AAA reference architecture 
applies the following three definitions of identity.  

The Identity Gang defines the term digital identity as follows:  

A digital identity is “a digital representation of a set of Claims made by one party 
about itself or another digital subject.”  

The following comments were added:  

A digital identity is just one set of claims about a digital subject. For any given digital 
subject there will typically be many digital identities.  

A digital identity can be created on the fly when a particular identity transaction is 
desired or persistent in a data store to provide a representation that can be 
referenced.  

A digital identity may contain claims made by multiple claimants.  

A digital identity may be signed by a digital identity provider to provide assurance to a 
relying party.  

This definition emphasizes two facts:  

Normally, a principal (subject) has multiple digital identities or personas.  

Identities are made out of attributes (claims).  

Therefore, the scope of identity management in the reference architecture has two 
viewpoints: For once it focuses on identities and personas itself, and on the other 
side, it deals with the attributes of these identities and personas.  

The Liberty Alliance Project (LAP) defines digital identity as follows:  

Digital identity is “the essence of an entity. One’s identity is often described by one’s 
characteristics, among which may be any number of identifiers. A Principal may wield 
one or more identities.”  

RSA uses the following definition of digital identity:  

“Digital identity consists of an identity assertion and the characteristics, sometimes 
called attributes that are collected or observed through our computerized 
relationships. It is often as simple as a user name and password.”  

The definition of RSA adds one important aspect to the identity discussion: Even the 
simplest user name and password combinations without any additional attributes or 
claims constitute an identity.  

 Identity context: is “the surrounding environment and circumstances that determine 

meaning of digital identities and the policies and protocols that govern their 
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interactions.” (Identity Gang)  
 Identity management (IdM): comprises “the management of identity information both 

internally and when it is passed from one entity to another.” Open Mobile Alliance 
(OMA)  

 Identity provider: The Open Mobile Alliance (OMA) defines the term identity provider 

(IdP) as follows - An identity provider is “a special type of service provider […] that 
creates, maintains, and manages identity information for principals, and can provide 
[…] assertions to other service providers within an authentication domain (or even a 
circle of trust).”  

Another notion defines identity provider as “an agent that issues a digital identity [that] 
is acting on behalf of an issuing Party.” (Identity Gang)  

The following definition of identity provider descends from WS-Federation @ IBM: “An 
identity provider is an entity that acts as an authentication service to end requestors 
and as data origin authentication service to service providers […]. Identity providers 
are trusted (logical) 3rd parties which need to be trusted both by the requestor […] 
and the service provider which may grant access to valuable resources and 
information based upon the integrity of the identity information provided by the identity 
provider.”  

The Identity Provider is part of the Identity Management infrastructure.  

 Single sign-on: is “From a Principal’s perspective, single sign-on encompasses the 

capability to authenticate with some system entity—[…] an Identity Provider - and 
have that authentication honored by other system entities, [termed] Service Providers 
[…]. Note that upon authenticating with an Identity Provider, the Identity Provider 
typically establishes and maintains some notion of local session state between itself 
and the Principal’s user agent. Service Providers may also maintain their own distinct 
local session state with a Principal’s user agent.” Liberty Alliance Project (LAP)  
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12 Identity Management Generic Enabler API 
Specification 

You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

12.1 Introduction to the Identity Management GE (IdM GE) 
API  

Please check the FI-WARE Open Specifications Legal Notice to understand the rights to use 
FI-WARE Open Specifications.  

12.1.1 IdM GE API Core  

IdM GE API specifications comply with existing standards for authentication and user and 
provile access information. The following sections provide pointers to those standards and 
elaborate which parts of them are considered mandatory vs optional and, when applicable, 
details about how the RESTful binding work.  

12.1.2 Intended Audience  

This specification is intended for Service Consumers (with developement skills) and Cloud 
Providers. For the former, this document provides a full specification of how to interoperate 
with the Identity Management Service API. For the latter, this specification indicates the 
interface to be provided to the client application developers to provide the described 
functionalities. To use this information, the reader should first have a general understanding 
of the Generic Enabler service 
(FIWARE.ArchitectureDescription.Identity_Management_Generic_Enabler)  

The API user should be familiar with:  

 RESTful web services  

 HTTP/1.1  

 JSON and/or XML data serialization formats.  

 SOAP 1.2  

 SAML 2.0  

 SCIM 2.0  

 OAuth 2.0  

 OpenID  

12.1.3 API Change History  

Current version is: Version 2.0.0, 2013.10.18.  

The most recent changes are described in the table below:  

Revision Date  Changes Summary  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Identity%20Management%20Generic%20Enabler%20API%20Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_Open_Specifications_Legal_Notice
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.ArchitectureDescription.Identity_Management_Generic_Enabler
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2012.04.30   First version of the Identity Management API Specification  

2013.10.18   Revision and enhancement reflecting actual development  

 

12.1.4 How to Read this Document  

The following list summarizes special notations for the current and future versions of this 
document.  

 A bold, mono-spaced font is used to represent code or logical entities, 
e.g., HTTP method (GET, PUT, POST, DELETE).  

 An italic font is used to represent document titles or some other kind of 
special text, e.g. URI.  

 The variables are represented between brackets, e.g. {id} and in italic 
font. When the reader find it, can change it by any value.  

12.1.5 Additional Resources  

Detailed specification and descriptions can be found here:  

 SAML  

 http://code.google.com/intl/de-
DE/googleapps/domain/sso/saml_reference_implementation.html  

 http://www.oasis-
open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=security#samlv20  

 OAuth  

 http://oauth.net  

 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OAuth  

 OpenID  

 http://openid.net/specs/openid-authentication-2_0.html current version  

 http://openid.net/connect/ next version based on oauth2  

 SCIM  

 Core schema  

 REST API  

 Some eExamples are provided in:  

 FIWARE.ArchitectureDescription.Identity Management Generic Enabler  

 
A detailed description of what parts of the used standards is considered as optional or 
mandatory is described in the Open Specification.  

http://code.google.com/intl/de-DE/googleapps/domain/sso/saml_reference_implementation.html
http://code.google.com/intl/de-DE/googleapps/domain/sso/saml_reference_implementation.html
http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=security#samlv20
http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=security#samlv20
http://oauth.net/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OAuth
http://openid.net/specs/openid-authentication-2_0.html
http://openid.net/connect/
http://www.simplecloud.info/specs/draft-scim-core-schema-01.html
http://www.simplecloud.info/specs/draft-scim-api-01.html
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.ArchitectureDescription.Identity_Management_Generic_Enabler
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.IdentityManagement#Overview_on_provided_standardized_interfaces
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12.2 General Identity Management Generic Enabler API 
Information 

12.2.1 Resources Summary 

Although the access URLs for all these GEs are distinct for every instance, they follow some 
scheme. This is as follows:  

 One-IDM: the endpoint URLs for SAML requests are:  

<serverRoot>/IDM/SamlSsoAaServlet (http POST or GET for SAML 

authorisation request) 

<serverRoot>/IDM/services/AttributeAuthorityService (http POST for 

SAML attribute request) 

 DigitalSelf: the OAuth endpoints are:  

<serverRoot>/server/oauth2/authorize (http POST for OAuth 

authorisation requests) 

<serverRoot>/server/oauth2/token (http POST for OAuth token 

requests) 

 CGP: the full URLs to the Deutsche Telekom IdM will be provided when a tenant is 

booked.  

<serverEnvironment/gcp-web-api/oauth (http POST for OAuth requests) 

 The full description of the API is provided in the following document: GCP 
API Open Specifications.  

 KeyRock: there is an instance deployed at FI-LAB  

 Using the FI-LAB instance  

12.2.2 Authentication 

At service side one of the herein specified authentication protocols (SAML, OAuth, OpenID) 
must be implemented.  

12.2.3 Representation Format 

In case of SAML always XML is used, whereas for OAuth no body is defined.  

In case of the OpenID Authentication the attributs are formatted as JSON string.  

12.2.4 Representation Transpor t 

Resource representation is transmitted between client and server by using HTTP 1.1 
protocol, as defined by IETF RFC-2616. Each time an HTTP request contains payload, a 
Content-Type header shall be used to specify the MIME type of wrapped representation. In 
addition, both client and server may use as many HTTP headers as they consider necessary.  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/docman/view.php/19/2702/GCP+API+documentation_v0-4.pdf
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/docman/view.php/19/2702/GCP+API+documentation_v0-4.pdf
https://account.lab.fi-ware.eu/
https://github.com/ging/fi-ware-idm/wiki/Using-the-FI-LAB-instance
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12.2.5 Resource Identification 

The resources are uniquely identified by their URI.  

12.2.6 Limits 

Resources are only limited by hardware resources.  

12.2.7 Extensions 

The SAML protocol supports extensions, however this is not supported at the moment. 
Maybe this will be considered in the future.  

Verb URI Description  

GET  /extensions List of all available extensions  

12.2.8 Faults 

12.2.8.1 Synchronous Faults 

 SAML2.0:  

SAML always returns a SAML response containing the field "Status" defined in the SAML 
specification:  

 

    <samlp:Status> 

      <samlp:StatusCode 

        Value="urn:oasis:names:tc:SAML:2.0:status:Success"/> 

    </samlp:Status> 

In case of an error, the status code will be "Error" instead of "Success" and a detailed error 
message may be contained within the status block.  

 

 OAuth2.0:  

Response Code Description  

HTTP 400  Bad Request  

HTTP 401  Unauthorized  

HTTP 403  Forbidden  

HTTP 500  Internal Error  
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HTTP 501  Unsupported HTTP Method  

 

 OpenID:  

Response Code Description  

HTTP 200  successful  

HTTP 400  fault with requestmethod  

HTTP 404  resource not found  

 

 SCIM2.0:  

SCIM will respond with standard HTTP error messages identical to the OAuth2.0 case above  

 

12.3 Example Identity Management GE implementations 

There are four Identity Management Generic Enabler implementations (GEi) providing 
different approaches regarding authentication and authorisation, using the OAuth, OpenID, 
OpenID Connect, SAML and SCIM standards.  

 One-IDM: authentication using SAML 2.0. Its authentication endpoint is a method 
accessed via HTTP(s) that uses XML based information to start the authentication 
process for a user. The end point is typically accessed via browser request containing 
the SAML authentication request either in body (POST) or parameters (GET).  

 DigitalSelf: authorisation using OAuth 2.0, authentication and authorisation using 
OpenID Connect 1.0, cross-domain identity management using SCIM 2.0  

 GCP: authentication and authorisation using OpenID and OAuth 2.0. Its 
authentication endpoint is a method accessed via HTTPS that uses JSON based 
information to start the authentication process for a user. The end point is typically 
accessed via browser request containing the OpenID authentication request (POST).  

 KeyRock: authorisation using OAuth 2.0, cross-domain identity management using 
SCIM 2.0  

 
For all GEis mentioned here please refer also to their User and Programmers Guides:  

 Identity Management - One-IDM - User and Programmers Guide  

 Identity Management - DigitalSelf - User and Programmers Guide  

 Identity Management - GCP - User and Programmers Guide  

 Identity Management - KeyRock - User and Programmers Guide  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Identity_Management_-_One-IDM_-_User_and_Programmers_Guide
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Identity_Management_-_DigitalSelf_-_User_and_Programmers_Guide
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Identity_Management_-_GCP_-_User_and_Programmers_Guide
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Identity_Management_-_KeyRock_-_User_and_Programmers_Guide
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13 FIWARE OpenSpecification Security 
Privacy_Generic_Enabler 

You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

Name  FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Privacy  

Chapter  Security,  

Catalogue-Link to 
Implementation  TBD  

Owner  IBM Research - Zurich, Franz-Stefan Preiss, Anja Lehmann  

13.1 Preface  

Within this document you find a self-contained open specification of a FI-WARE generic 
enabler, please consult as well the FI-WARE_Product_Vision, the website on http://www.fi-
ware.eu and similar pages in order to understand the complete context of the FI-WARE 
project.  

13.2 Copyright  

Copyright © 2012-2013 by IBM  

13.3 Legal Notice  

Please check the following Legal Notice to understand the rights to use these specifications.  

13.4 Overview  

The Privacy enabler provides trustworthy, yet privacy-friendly authentication, using privacy-
enhanced attribute-based credentials (Privacy-ABCs).  

In a nutshell, the User first obtains credentials, which are certified attribute-value pairs, from 
an Issuer who vouches for the correctness of the certified attributes. The User can 
subsequently authenticate towards a Verifier by sending a presentation token, which is 
derived from her credentials. A single presentation token can selectively reveal attribute 
values from one or more credentials. It can also prove that a given predicate over one or 
more attributes holds without revealing the full attribute values, e.g., that the date of birth is 
before January 1st, 1994, or that the name on the User’s credit card matches that on her 
driver’s license.  

For an easy integration of Privacy-ABCs in various applications and systems, we consider a 
mechanism-independent ABC Engine layer on top of the core Cryptographic Engines. This 
ABC Engine layer contains all the mechanism-agnostic components of a Privacy-ABC 

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Privacy_Generic_Enabler
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Category:Security
http://catalogue.fi-ware.eu/node/ID
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_Product_Vision
http://www.fi-ware.eu/
http://www.fi-ware.eu/
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/IBM
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_Open_Specification_Legal_Notice_(implicit_patents_license)
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system. The figures provided in the following sections depict the high-level architecture 
around the Privacy GE and the typical communication flows for credential issuance and 
token presentation.  

13.5 Basic Concepts  

Here we introduce the basic concepts and features of privacy-enhancing attribute based 
credentials (Privacy-ABC), using the generic terms and descriptions that were developed in 
the ABC4Trust project. Those aim to identify the common properties of different 
cryptographic instantiations (as briefly presented in the subsequent sections) and address 
them in a unified and technology-agnostic manner.  

For more details regarding the different features we refer to ABC4Trust H2.1.  

 
Figure 1 gives an overview of the entities involved in Privacy-ABC systems and the 
interactions between them.  

 
Figure 1: Main entities in a Privacy-ABC system. 

The main entities are users, issuers and verifiers.  
 The user is at the center of the scheme, collecting credentials from various issuers 

and controlling which information from which credentials she presents to which 
verifiers.  

 The issuer issues credentials to users, thereby vouching for the correctness of the 

information contained in the credential with respect to the user to whom the credential 
is issued. Each issuer generates a secret issuance key and publishes the issuer 
parameters that include the corresponding public verification key.  

 The verifier protects access to a resource or service that it offers by imposing 
restrictions on the credentials that users must own and on the information from these 
credentials that users must present to access the service.  

https://abc4trust.eu/download/ABC4Trust-H2.1-Architecture-for-Developers.pdf
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Optional entities are inspectors and revocation authorities (which will, for the sake of 

simplicity, not be covered in the 2nd FI-Ware release)  
 The revocation authority (optional) is responsible for revoking issued credentials, 

so that these credentials can no longer be used to generate a presentation token. 
Each revocation authority generates and publishes its revocation parameters.  

 The inspector (optional) is a trusted authority who can de-anonymize presentation 

tokens under specific circumstances. At setup, each inspector generates a private 
decryption key and a corresponding public encryption key.  

 
In a nutshell, an attribute-based credential contains attributes-value pairs that are certified by 
a trusted issuer w.r.t. the user. Using her credentials, a user can form a presentation token 
that contains a subset of the certified attributes. Upon receipt of a presentation token from a 
user, a verifier checks whether the presentation token is valid w.r.t. the relevant issuers' 
public keys. If the verification succeeds, the verifier will be convinced that the attributes 
contained in the presentation token are vouched for by the corresponding issuers.  

Informally, a secure realization of a Privacy-ABC system must guarantee that  

1. users can only generate a valid presentation token if they were indeed issued the 
corresponding credentials, and  

2. that the presentation tokens do not reveal any further information about the users 
other than the attributes contained in them.  

The last point comprises unlinkability and untraceability of tokens. Unlinkability roughly 
means that different tokens derived from the same credential should not be linked together. 
Untraceability also covers the issuance process and requires that an issuer when seeing a 
token should not be able to link that token to a particular issuance session with a user. Both 
properties of course only hold with respect to the identifiability due to the disclosed attributes 
in a token.  

We now provide a brief explanation of the main features supported by Privacy-ABCs, with 
focus on those that have not yet been modeled in existing identity frameworks.  

13.5.1 Pseudonyms  

Each user can generate a secret key. Unlike traditional public-key authentication schemes, 
however, there is no single public key corresponding to the secret key. Rather, the user can 
generate as many public keys as she wishes. These public keys are called pseudonyms in 
Privacy-ABCs. Pseudonyms are cryptographically unlinkable, meaning that given two 
different pseudonyms, one cannot tell whether they were generated from the same or from 
different secret keys. By generating a different pseudonym for every verifier, users can thus 
be known under different unlinkable pseudonyms to different sites, yet use the same secret 
key to authenticate to all of them.  

Although it is sufficient for users to generate a single secret key, they can also have multiple 
secret keys. A secret key can be generated by a piece of trusted hardware (e.g., a smart 
card) that stores and uses the key in computations (e.g., to generate pseudonyms), but that 
never reveals the key. The key is thereby bound to the hardware, in the sense that it can only 
be used in combination with the hardware.  

There are situations, however, where the possibility to generate an unlimited number of 
unlinkable pseudonyms is undesirable. For example, in an online opinion poll, users should 
not be able to bias the result by entering multiple votes under different pseudonyms. In such 
situations, the verifier can request a special pseudonym called a scope-exclusive 
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pseudonym, that is unique for the user’s secret key and a given scope string. Scope-
exclusive pseudonyms for different scope strings remain unlinkable. By using the URL of the 
opinion poll as the scope string, for example, the verifier can ensure that each user can only 
register a single pseudonym to vote.  

13.5.2 Credentials and Key Binding  

A credential is a certified container of attributes issued by an issuer to a user. Formally, an 
attribute is described by the attribute type that determines the semantics of the attribute (e.g., 
first name) and the attribute value that determines its contents (e.g., “John”). By issuing a 
credential, the issuer vouches for the correctness of the contained attributes with respect to 
the user.  

Optionally, a credential can be bound to a user’s secret key, i.e., it cannot be used without 
knowing the secret key. We call this option key binding. It is somewhat analogous to 
traditional public-key certificates, where the certificate contains the CA’s signature on the 
user’s public key, but unlike traditional public-key certificates, a Privacy-ABC is not bound to 
a unique public key: it is only bound to a unique secret key. A user can derive as many 
pseudonyms as she wishes from this secret key and (optionally) show that they were derived 
from the same secret key that underlies the credential. As an extra protection layer, the 
credentials can also be bound to a trusted physical device, such as a smart card, by keeping 
the secret key in a protected area of the device.  

13.5.3 Presentation  

To authenticate to a verifier, the user first obtains the presentation policy that describes 
which credentials the user must present and which information from these credentials she 
must reveal. If the user possesses the necessary credentials, she can derive from these 
credentials a presentation token that satisfies the presentation policy. The presentation token 
can be verified using the issuer parameters of all credentials underlying the presentation 
token.  

Presentation tokens derived from Privacy-ABCs only reveal the attributes that were explicitly 
requested by the presentation policy – all the other attributes contained in the credentials 
remain hidden. Moreover, presentation tokens are cryptographically unlinkable (meaning no 
collusion of issuers and verifiers can tell whether two presentation tokens were generated by 
the same user or by different users) and untraceable (meaning that no such collusion can 
correlate a presentation token to the issuance of the underlying credentials). Of course, 
presentation tokens are only as unlinkable as the information they intentionally reveal.  

Rather than requesting and revealing full attribute values, presentation policies and tokens 
can also request and reveal predicates over one or more issued attributes. For example, a 
token could reveal that the name on the user’s credit card matches that on her driver’s 
license, without revealing the name. As another example, a token could reveal that the user's 
date of birth is before January 1st, 1994, without revealing her exact date of birth.  

When the presentation policy requires possession of a key-bound credential, the derived 
presentation token from such a credential always contains an implicit proof of knowledge of 
the underlying secret key. Thus, the verifier can be sure that the rightful owner of the 
credential was involved in the creation of the presentation token. When the secret key of the 
user is a device key, i.e., a key that is kept on a trusted device and cannot be extracted from 
the device, then the proof of knowledge of the key is performed on the device and included in 
the generation of the presentation token. Thus, for credentials that are key-bound to a 
physical device it is impossible to create a presentation token without the device.  
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13.5.4 Issuance 

In the simplest setting, an issuer knows all attribute values to be issued and simply embeds 
them into a credential. Privacy-ABCs also support advanced issuance features in which 
attributes are blindly “carried over” from existing credentials, without the issuer becoming 
privy to their values. Similarly, the issuer can blindly issue self-claimed attribute values (i.e., 
not certified by an existing credential), carry over the secret key to which a credential is 
bound, or assign a uniformly random value to an attribute such that the issuer cannot see it 
and the user cannot bias it.  

Advanced issuance is an interactive protocol between the user and the issuer. In the first 
move, the issuer provides the user with an issuance policy that consists of a presentation 
policy specifying which pseudonyms and/or existing credentials the user must present and of 
a credential template specifying which attributes or secret keys of the newly issued credential 
will be generated at random or carried over from credentials or pseudonyms in the 
presentation policy. In response, the user sends an issuance token containing a presentation 
token that satisfies the issuance policy. Then the (possibly multi-round) cryptographic 
issuance protocol ensues, at the end of which the user obtains the new credential.  

 

13.6 Main Interactions  

We describe below the interfaces that are exposed by the Privacy GE (through the ABC 
Engine) for the two main scenarios: issuance of a credential and authentication via a 
presentation token. The full specification of the Privacy GE can be found in the Open 
Specifications. The APIs are described in an object-oriented fashion as a list of methods that 
take input parameters of certain types and that produce an output of a certain return type. 
The data types of the input and return types either refer to XML artifacts as defined in the 
Open Specifications, or to simple XML Schema datatypes such as boolean or string.  

 

13.6.1 Credential Issuance  

Credential issuance is a multi-round interactive protocol between the Issuer and the User, at 
the end of which the User obtains a new credential. In the simplest setting, an Issuer knows 
all attribute values and issues credentials “from scratch”, i.e., without relation to any existing 
Privacy-ABCs already owned by the Users. Prior to the issuance, the Issuer may have 
obtained and verified all attribute values through an out-of-band process. In a more 
advanced setting, Privacy-ABCs can be issued so that certain features of the new credential 
are “carried over” from credentials that the User already owns, without the Issuer being able 
to learn the carried-over information in the process. To this end, the Issuer provides the User 
with an issuance policy, which consists of a presentation policy and a credential template. 
The sequence of a credential issuance interaction is illustrated in Figure 2.  

 

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Privacy_Generic_Enabler#Detailed_Open_Specifications
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Privacy_Generic_Enabler#Detailed_Open_Specifications
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Privacy_Generic_Enabler#Detailed_Open_Specifications
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Figure 2: Credential Issuance. 

 

User side  

issuanceProtocolStep(m:IssuanceMessage) → IssuanceMessage or 
CredentialDescription  

This method performs one step in an interactive issuance protocol. On input an 
incoming issuance message m obtained from the Issuer, it either returns the outgoing 
issuance message that is to be sent back to the Issuer, or returns a description of the 
newly issued credential at successful completion of the protocol. In the former case, 
the Context attribute of the outgoing message has the same value as that of the 
incoming message, allowing the Issuer to link the different messages of this issuance 
protocol.  

Issuer side  

initIssuanceProtocol(ip:IssuancePolicy, atts:Attribute[]) → (IssuanceMessage, 
boolean)  

This method is invoked by the Issuer to initiate an issuance protocol based on the 
given issuance policy ip and the list of attribute type-value pairs atts to be embedded 
in the new credential. It returns an IssuanceMessage that is to be sent to the User. 
The IssuanceMessage contains a Context attribute that will be the same for all 
message exchanges in this issuance protocol, to facilitate linking the different flows of 
the protocol.  
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In case of an issuance “from scratch”, i.e., for which the User does not have to prove 
ownership of existing credentials or established pseudonyms, the given issuance 
policy ip merely specifies the credential specification and the issuer parameters for 
the credential to be issued. In this case, the returned issuance message is the first 
message in the actual cryptographic issuance protocol.  

In case of an “advanced” issuance, i.e., where the User has to prove ownership of 
existing credentials or pseudonyms to carry over attributes or a user secret, the 
returned IssuanceMessage is simply a wrapper around the issuance policy ip with a 
fresh Context attribute. The returned boolean value indicates whether this is the last 
flow of the issuance protocol. If the IssuanceMessage is not the final one, the Issuer 
will subsequently invoke its issuanceProtocolStep method on the next incoming 
IssuanceMessage from the User.  

issuanceProtocolStep(m:IssuanceMessage) → (IssuanceMessage, boolean)  

This method performs one step in an interactive issuance protocol. On input an 
incoming issuance message m received from the User, it returns the outgoing 
issuance message that is to be sent back to the User, plus a boolean value indicating 
whether this is the last message in the protocol. The Context attribute of the outgoing 
message has the same value as that of the incoming message, allowing the Issuer to 
link the different messages of this issuance protocol.  

 

13.6.2 Token Presentation  

In a typical token presentation interaction, the User first requests access to a protected 
resource, upon which the Verifier sends a presentation policy that describes which attributes 
from which credentials the User must choose to generate the proof required for access. The 
ABC Engine then checks whether it has the necessary credentials to satisfy the Verifier's 
presentation policy, and if so, generates a presentation token containing the appropriate 
cryptographic evidence. Upon receiving the presentation token, the Verifier checks that the 
cryptographic evidence is valid for the presented token and checks that this token satisfies 
the presentation policy. If both tests succeed, it grants access to the resource. The sequence 
of a token presentation interaction is illustrated in Figure 3.  
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Figure 3: Token Presentation. 

 

User side:  

createPresentationToken(p:PresentationPolicyAlternatives) → PresentationToken  

This method, on input a presentation policy p, returns a presentation token that 
satisfies the policy p, or throws an exception if no such token could be created. This 
method will investigate whether the User has the necessary credentials and/or 
established pseudonyms to create a token that satisfies the policy. If there are 
multiple ways in which the policy can be satisfied (e.g., by satisfying different 
alternatives in the policy, or by using different sets of credentials to satisfy one 
alternative), this method will invoke an identity selection – possibly presented as a 
user interface (the executable code of which is installed on the User’s machine as 
part of the ABCE framework) – to let the User choose her preferred way of generating 
the presentation token. This method will further invoke a user interface to ensure 
User consent to the information that will be revealed in the created token. If the policy 
cannot be satisfied, an exception is thrown.  

Verifier side:  

verifyTokenAgainstPolicy(p:PresentationPolicyAlternatives, t:PresentationToken, 
store:boolean) → PresentationTokenDescription  

This method, on input a presentation policy p and a presentation token t, checks 
whether the token t satisfies the policy p, and checks the validity of the cryptographic 
evidence included in token t. If both checks succeed and store is set to true, this 
method stores the token in a dedicated store and returns a description of the token 
that includes a unique identifier by means of which the token can later be retrieved 
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from the store. If one of the checks fails, an exception is thrown and the verification 
errors are reported in the corresponding exception message.  

13.7 Basic Design Principles  

The Privacy GE consists of two main parts, the ABC Engine (ABCE) and the Crypto Engine. 
The ABCE contains all technology-agnostic methods and components for a Privacy-ABC 
system. That is, it contains e.g. the methods to parse an obtained presentation policy, 
perform the selection of applicable credentials for a given policy or to trigger the mechanism-
specific generation or verification of the cryptographic evidence. The ABCE is invoked by the 
application-layer and calls out the Crypto Engine to obtain the mechanism-specific 
cryptographic data.  

13.8 References  

The provided information is based on:  

ABC4Trust H2.1 Jan Camenisch, Ioannis Krontiris, Anja Lehmann, Gregory Neven, Christian 
Paquin, Kai Rannenberg, ABC4Trust: ABC4Trust Architecture for Developers, 2012.  

CDLNPP13 Jan Camenisch, Maria Dubovitskaya, Anja Lehmann, Gregory Neven, Christian 
Paquin, and Franz-Stefan Preiss, "A language framework for privacy-preserving attribute-
based authentication," in Proc. of IFIP IDMAN 2013.  

13.9 Detailed Open Specifications  

Following is a list of Open Specifications linked to this Generic Enabler. Specifications 
labeled as "PRELIMINARY" are considered stable but subject to minor changes derived from 
lessons learned during last interactions of the development of a first reference 
implementation planned for the current Major Release of FI-WARE. Specifications labeled as 
"DRAFT" are planned for future Major Releases of FI-WARE but they are provided for the 
sake of future users.  

13.9.1 Open API Specifications  

 Privacy Open RESTful API Specification  

13.9.2 Other Open Specifications  

13.10 Terms and definitions  

This section comprises a summary of terms and definitions introduced during the previous 
sections. It intends to establish a vocabulary that will be help to carry out discussions 
internally and with third parties (e.g., Use Case projects in the EU FP7 Future Internet PPP). 
For a summary of terms and definitions managed at overall FI-WARE level, please refer to 
FIWARE Global Terms and Definitions  

https://abc4trust.eu/download/ABC4Trust-H2.1-Architecture-for-Developers.pdf
http://domino.research.ibm.com/library/cyberdig.nsf/papers/8B0237BC54F97E64852579E9002DCA02
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Privacy_Open_RESTful_API_Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.Glossary.Global
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13.10.1 Privacy Glossary  

 Attribute A piece of information, possibly certified by a credential, describing a 

characteristic of a natural person or entity, or of the credential itself. An attribute 
consists of an attribute type determining the semantics of the attribute (e.g., first 
name) and an attribute value determining its contents (e.g., John).  

 Certified pseudonym verifiable pseudonym based on a user secret that also 

underlies an issued credential. A certified pseudonym is established in a presentation 
token that also demonstrates possession of a credential bound to the same User (i.e., 
to the same user secret) as the pseudonym.  

 Credential A list of certified attributes issued by an Issuer to a User. By issuing a 

credential, the Issuer vouches for the correctness of the contained attributes with 
respect to the User.  

 Credential specification A data artifact specifying the list of attribute types that are 

encoded in a credential.  
 Data Controller “'Controller' shall mean the natural or legal person, public authority, 

agency or any other body which alone or jointly with others determines the purposes 
and means of the processing of personal data...”, Art. 2 (d) of Directive 95/46/EC. In 
the area of Privacy-ABCs the Issuer, Verifier, the Revocation Authority and the 
Inspector are Data Controllers with the respective duties arising from the law.  

 Data Processor “'Processor' shall mean a natural or legal person, public authority, 

agency or any other body which processes personal data on behalf of the controller“, 
Art. 2 (e) of Directive 95/46/EC. Data Controllers processes personal data on behalf 
of the data Controller.  

 Data Subject A data subject is an identified or identifiable natural person, Art. 2 (a) of 

Directive 95/46/EC. In the area of Privacy-ABCs the User and any other national 
person of which personal data is processes is a data subject. Data subjects have 

data subjects‟ rights assigned such as the right of access, rectification, erasure and 
blocking, Art. 12 of Directive 95/46/EC.  

 Device binding An optional credential feature whereby the credential is bound to a 

strong secret embedded in a dedicated hardware device so that any presentation 
token involving the credential requires the presence of the device.  

 Inspection An optional feature allowing a presentation token to be de-anonymized by 

a dedicated Inspector. At the time of creating the presentation token, the User is 
aware (through the presentation policy) of the identity of the Inspector and the valid 
grounds for inspection.  

 Inspection grounds The circumstances under which a Verifier may ask an Inspector 

to trace the User who created a given presentation token.  
 Inspection Requester Entity requesting an inspection from the Inspector, asserting 

that inspection is compliant with the inspection grounds specified or is legally 
required. In most cases this will be the Verifier, but also may be the police, or other 
legally authorised entity.  

 Inspector A trusted entity that can trace the User who created a presentation token 
by revealing attributes from the presentation token that were originally hidden from 
the Verifier.  

 Issuance key The Issuer‟s secret cryptographic key used to issue credentials.  
 Issuer The party who vouches for the validity of one or more attributes of a User, by 

issuing a credential to the User.  
 Issuer parameters A public data artifact containing cryptographic and other 

information by means of which presentation tokens derived from credentials issued 
by the Issuer can be verified.  
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 Linkability See unlinkability.  
 Personal data “„Personal data' shall mean any information relating to an identified or 

identifiable natural person ('data subject'); an identifiable person is one who can be 
identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identification number or 
to one or more factors specific to his physical, physiological, mental, economic, 
cultural or social identity”, Art. 2 (a) of Directive 95/46/EC. Within this deliverable 
personal data is the terminology used for legal considerations. See also Personally * 
Identifiable Information.  

 Personally Identifiable Information (PII ) Personally Identifiable Information is 

defined as any information about an individual maintained by an [entity], including any 
information that can be used to distinguish or trace an individual„s identity, such as 
name, social security number, date and place of birth, and any other information that 
is linked or linkable to an individual ([NIST10] p. 2-1). PII is a widely used terminology 
for personal data in the domain of information security. Within this document PII is 
used in relation to information security.  

 Presentation policy A policy created and published by a Verifier specifying the class 

of presentation tokens that the Verifier will accept. The presentation policy contains, 
among other things, which credentials from which Issuers it accepts and which 
information a presentation token must reveal from these credentials.  

 Presentation token A collection of information derived from a set of credentials, 

usually created and sent by a User to authenticate to a Verifier. A presentation token 
can contain information from several credentials, reveal attribute values, prove that 
attribute values satisfy predicates, sign an application-specific message or nonce or 
support advanced features such as pseudonyms, device binding, inspection, and 
revocation. The presentation token consists of the presentation token description, 
containing a technology-agnostic description of the revealed information, and the 
presentation token evidence, containing opaque technology-specific cryptographic 
parameters in support of the token.  

 Pseudonym See verifiable pseudonym.  

 Pseudonym scope A string provided in the Verifier‟s presentation policy as a hint to 
the User which previously established pseudonym she can use, or to which a new 
pseudonym should be associated. A single User (with a single user secret) can 
generate multiple verifiable or certified pseudonyms for the same scope string, but 
can only generate a single scope-exclusive pseudonym.  

 Revocation The act of withdrawing the validity of a previously issued credential. 

Revocation is performed by a dedicated Revocation Authority, which could be the 
Issuer, the Verifier, or an independent third party. Which Revocation Authorities must 
be taken into account can be specified by the Issuer in the issuer parameters (Issuer-
driven revocation) or by the Verifier in the presentation policy (Verifier-driven 
revocation).  

 Revocation Authority The entity in charge of revoking credentials. The Revocation 
Authority can be an Issuer, a Relying Party, or an independent entity. Multiple Issuers 
or Verifiers may rely on the same Revocation Authority.  

 Revocation information The public information that a Revocation Authority 

publishes every time a new credential is revoked or at regular time intervals to allow 
Verifiers to check that a presentation token was not derived from revoked credentials.  

 Revocation parameters The public information related to a Revocation Authority, 

containing cryptographic information as well as instructions where and how the most 
recent revocation information and non-revocation evidence can be obtained. The 
revocation parameters are static, i.e., they do not change every time a new credential 
is revoked or at regular time intervals like the revocation information and non-
revocation evidence (may) do.  
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 Revocation Authority The entity in charge of revoking credentials. The Revocation 

Authority can be an Issuer, a Relying Party, or an independent entity. Multiple Issuers 
or Verifiers may rely on the same Revocation Authority.  

 Revocation information The public information that a Revocation Authority 

publishes every time a new credential is revoked or at regular time intervals to allow 
Verifiers to check that a presentation token was not derived from revoked credentials.  

 Revocation parameters The public information related to a Revocation Authority, 

containing cryptographic information as well as instructions where and how the most 
recent revocation information and non-revocation evidence can be obtained. The 
revocation parameters are static, i.e., they do not change every time a new credential 
is revoked or at regular time intervals like the revocation information and non-
revocation evidence (may) do.  

 Non-revocation evidence The User-specific or credential-specific information that 

the user agent maintains, allowing it to prove in presentation tokens that the 
credential was not revoked. The non-revocation evidence may need to be updated 
either at regular time intervals or when new credentials are revoked.  

 Scope See pseudonym scope.  
 Scope-exclusive pseudonym A certified pseudonym that is guaranteed to be 

cryptographically unique per scope string and per user secret. Meaning, from a single 
user-bound credential, only a single scope-exclusive pseudonym can be generated 
for the same scope string.  

 Traceability See untraceability.  
 Unlinkability The property that different actions performed by the same User, in 

particular different presentation tokens generated by the same User, cannot be linked 
to each other as having originated from the same User.  

 Untraceability The property that an action performed by a User cannot be traced 

back to her identity. In particular, the property that a presentation token generated by 
a User cannot be traced back to the issuance of the credential from which the token 
was derived.  

 User The human entity who wants to access a resource controlled by a verifier and 

obtains credentials from Issuers to this end.  
 User agent The software entity that represents the human User and manages her 

credentials.  
 User binding An optional credential feature whereby the credential is bound to an 

underlying user secret. By requiring multiple credentials to be bound to the same user 
secret, one can prevent Users from “pooling” their credentials.  

 User secret A piece of secret information known to a User (either a strong random 

secret or a human-memorizable password or PIN code) underlying one or more 
issued credentials or pseudonyms. A presentation token involving a pseudonym or a 
user-bound credential implicitly proves knowledge of the underlying user secret.  

 Verifiable pseudonym A public identifier derived from a user secret allowing a User 

to voluntarily link different presentation tokens created by her or to re-authenticate 
under a previously established pseudonym by proving knowledge of the user secret. 
Multiple unlinkable pseudonyms can be derived from the same user secret.  

 Verifier The party that protects access to a resource by verifying presentation tokens 

to check whether a User has the requested attributes. The Verifier only accepts 
credentials from Issuers that it trusts.  

 

13.10.2 Privacy Abbreviations  
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 ABCs Attribute Based Credentials  
 ABCE Attribute Based Credential Engine  
 CA Certificate Authority.  
 CE Crypto Engine.  
 HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol.  
 HTTPS HyperText Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTP secured by TLS or SSL).  
 Idemix IBM Identity Mixer.  
 IdM Identity Manager.  
 IdSP Identity Service Provider.  
 PET Privacy Enhancing Technology.  
 PRIME Privacy and Identity Management for Europe.  
 PIN Personal Identification Number  
 RP Relying Party  
 SCI Smartcard Interface  
 SSL Secure Sockets Layer  
 STS Secure Token Service  
 TLS Transport Layer Security  
 URI Uniform Resource Identifier  
 XML eXtensible Markup Language  

13.10.3 Security Glossary  

 Attack. Any kind of malicious activity that attempts to collect, disrupt, deny, degrade, 

or destroy information system resources or the information itself  
 Authentication protocol: "Over-the-wire authentication protocols are used to 

exchange authentication data between the client and server application. Each 
authentication protocol supports one or more authentication methods. The OATH 
reference architecture provides for the use of existing protocols, and envisions the 
use of extended protocols which support new authentication methods as they are 
defined." (OATH)  

 Access control: is the prevention of unauthorized use of a resource, including the 

prevention of use of a resource in an unauthorized manner. (ITU-T-X-800_Link). 
More precisely, access control is the protection of resources against unauthorized 
access; a process by which use of resources is regulated according to a security 
policy and is permitted by only authorized system entities according to that policy. 
RFC 2828  

 Account: A (user) account is “typically a formal business agreement for providing 

regular dealings and services between principal sand business service providers.” 
OASIS Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML)  

 Authentication (AuthN): We adopted the following definition of authentication from 

RFC 3588"Authentication is “the act of verifying the identity of an entity (subject)”  

TrustInCyberspace adds the term “level of confidence” to this definition:  

Authentication is the process of confirming a system entity’s asserted identity with a 
specified, or understood, level of confidence.” This definition holds all necessary parts 
to examine authentication in broad sense. First of all it does not narrow the 
authentication to human users, but refers to a generic “system entity”. See 
authentication reference architecture description for a closer look at different identities 
that could be authenticated.  

Secondly it introduces the often neglected concept of “level of confidence” which 
applies to each authentication of an identity. No computer program or computer user 

http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2828
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3588
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can definitely prove the identity of another party. There is no authentication method 
that can be secured against any possible identity-theft attack, be it physical or non-
physical. It is only possible to apply one or more tests, which, if passed, have been 
previously declared to be sufficient to go on further. The problem is to determine 
which tests are sufficient, and many such are inadequate.  

The original Greek word originates from the word 'authentes'='author'. This leads to 
the general field of claims and trust management, because authentication could also 
mean to verify the “author” / issuer of any claim.  

The confirmation or validation process of authentication is actually done by 
presenting some kind of proof. This proof is normally derived from some kind of 
secret hold by the principal. In its simplest form the participant and the authentication 
authority share the same secret. More advanced concepts rely on 
challenge/response mechanisms, preventing the secrets to be transmitted. Refer to 
Authentication Technologies for a detailed list of authentication methods used today.  

As stated above, each authentication method assures only some level of trust in the 
claimed identity, but none could be definite. Therefore it makes sense to distinguish 
the different authentication methods by an associated assurance level, stating the 
level of trust in the authentication process.  

As this assurance level depends not only on the technical authentication method, but 
also on the overall computer system and even on the business processes within the 
organization (provisioning of identities and credentials), there is no ranking of the 
authentication methods here.  

 Countermeasures. Action, device, procedure, technique or other measure that 

reduces the vulnerability of an information system.  
 Cyber attack. An attack, via cyberspace, targeting an entity (industrial, financial, 

public...) and using cyberspace for the purpose of disrupting, disabling, destroying, or 
maliciously controlling a computing environment/infrastructure; or destroying the 
integrity of the data or stealing controlled information  

 Exploit. A program or technique that takes advantage of vulnerability in software and 

that can be used for breaking security, or otherwise attacking a host over the network  
 Federation: The term federation “is used in two senses - "The act of establishing a 

relationship between two entities. An association comprising any number of service 
providers and identity providers.” OASIS Security Assertion Markup Language 
(SAML)  

“A federation is a collection of realms that have established a producer-consumer 
relationship whereby one realm can provide authorized access to a resource it 
manages based on an identity, and possibly associated attributes, that are asserted 
in another realm.  

Federation requires trust such that a relying party can make a well-informed access 
control decision based on the credibility of identity and attribute data that is vouched 
for by another realm.” WS-Federation @ IBM  

Remark: Federation according to WS-Federation @ IBM is similar to the concept of a 
Circle of Trust.  

 FI. Future Internet.  
 Forensics for evidence. The use of scientifically derived and proven methods 

toward the preservation, collection, validation, identification, analysis, interpretation, 
documentation and presentation of digital evidence derived from digital sources for 
the purpose of facilitating or furthering the reconstruction of events found to be 
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criminal, or helping to anticipate unauthorized actions shown to be disruptive to 
planned operations.  

 Identity. In the narrow sense, identity is the persistent identifier of users (user name), 
things or services by which other parties “remember” them and, hence, are able to 
store or retrieve specific information about them and are able to control their access 
to different resources. In the wider sense, identity also covers further attributes of 
users, things and services; e.g. for users, such information may include personal 
information such as context, group membership and profile.  

 Identity (Digital): The term identity and its meaning have been discussed 

controversially in the “identity community” for many years. Until now, there is no 
commonly agreed definition of that notion. : : The IdM && AAA reference architecture 
applies the following three definitions of identity.  

The Identity Gang defines the term digital identity as follows:  

A digital identity is “a digital representation of a set of Claims made by one party 
about itself or another digital subject.”  

The following comments were added:  

A digital identity is just one set of claims about a digital subject. For any given digital 
subject there will typically be many digital identities.  

A digital identity can be created on the fly when a particular identity transaction is 
desired or persistent in a data store to provide a representation that can be 
referenced.  

A digital identity may contain claims made by multiple claimants.  

A digital identity may be signed by a digital identity provider to provide assurance to a 
relying party.  

This definition emphasizes two facts:  

Normally, a principal (subject) has multiple digital identities or personas.  

Identities are made out of attributes (claims).  

Therefore, the scope of identity management in the reference architecture has two 
viewpoints: For once it focuses on identities and personas itself, and on the other 
side, it deals with the attributes of these identities and personas.  

The Liberty Alliance Project (LAP) defines digital identity as follows:  

Digital identity is “the essence of an entity. One’s identity is often described by one’s 
characteristics, among which may be any number of identifiers. A Principal may wield 
one or more identities.”  

RSA uses the following definition of digital identity:  

“Digital identity consists of an identity assertion and the characteristics, sometimes 
called attributes that are collected or observed through our computerized 
relationships. It is often as simple as a user name and password.”  

The definition of RSA adds one important aspect to the identity discussion: Even the 
simplest user name and password combinations without any additional attributes or 
claims constitute an identity.  

 Identifier: Identifiers can be understood as a dedicated, publicly known attribute of an 

identity that refers to that identity only. Typically, identifiers are valid within a specific 
domain. Special types of identifiers are valid globally, due to the use of popular 
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domain naming and resolution protocols such as DNS, which implies addressing 
capabilities to the identity. OASIS Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) 
defines identifier as follows:  

An identifier is “a data object (for example, a string) mapped to a system entity that 
uniquely refers to the system entity. A system entity may have multiple distinct 
identifiers referring to it. An identifier is essentially a "distinguished attribute" of an 
entity.”  

 Identity context: is “the surrounding environment and circumstances that determine 

meaning of digital identities and the policies and protocols that govern their 
interactions.” (Identity Gang)  

 Identity management (IdM): comprises “the management of identity information both 
internally and when it is passed from one entity to another.” Open Mobile Alliance 
(OMA)  

 Identity provider: The Open Mobile Alliance (OMA) defines the term identity provider 

(IdP) as follows - An identity provider is “a special type of service provider […] that 
creates, maintains, and manages identity information for principals, and can provide 
[…] assertions to other service providers within an authentication domain (or even a 
circle of trust).”  

Another notion defines identity provider as “an agent that issues a digital identity [that] 
is acting on behalf of an issuing Party.” (Identity Gang)  

The following definition of identity provider descends from WS-Federation @ IBM: “An 
identity provider is an entity that acts as an authentication service to end requestors 
and as data origin authentication service to service providers […]. Identity providers 
are trusted (logical) 3rd parties which need to be trusted both by the requestor […] 
and the service provider which may grant access to valuable resources and 
information based upon the integrity of the identity information provided by the identity 
provider.”  

The Identity Provider is part of the Identity Management infrastructure.  

 Impact. The adverse effect resulting from a successful threat exercise of 

vulnerability. Can be described in terms of loss or degradation of any, or a 
combination of any, of the following three security goals: integrity, availability, and 
confidentiality.  

 Partial identity: a partial identity is a set of attributes of a user. Thus, an identity is 
composed of all attributes of a user, a partial identity is a subset of a user's identity. 
Typically, a user is known to another party only as a partial identity. A partial identity 
can have a unique identifier. The latter is a strong identifier if it is allows for a strong 
authentication of the user (holder) of the partial identity, such a cryptographic 
"identification" protocol  

 Privacy. Dictionary definitions of privacy refer to "the quality or state of being apart 

from company or observation, seclusion [...] freedom from unauthorized intrusion"  
(Merriam-Webster online [MerrWebPriv]). In the online world, we rely on a pragmatic 
definition of privacy, saying that privacy is the state of being free from certain privacy 
threats.  

 Privacy threats. The fundamental privacy threats are: traceability (the digital traces 

left during transactions), linkability (profile accumulation based on the digital traces), 
loss of control (over personal data) and identity theft (impersonation).  

 Risk analysis. The process of identifying security risks, determining their magnitude, 

and identifying areas needing safeguards. An analysis of an organization's 
information resources, its existing controls, and its remaining organizational and MIS 
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vulnerabilities. It combines the loss potential for each resource or combination of 
resources with an estimated rate of occurrence to establish a potential level of 
damage  

 Security monitoring. Usage of tools to prevent and detect compliance defaults, 

security events and malicious actions taken by subjects suspected of misusing the 
information system.  

 Service impact analysis. An analysis of a service’s requirements, processes, and 

interdependencies used to characterize information system contingency requirements 
and priorities in the event of a significant disruption.  

 Single sign-on: is “From a Principal’s perspective, single sign-on encompasses the 

capability to authenticate with some system entity—[…] an Identity Provider - and 
have that authentication honored by other system entities, [termed] Service Providers 
[…]. Note that upon authenticating with an Identity Provider, the Identity Provider 
typically establishes and maintains some notion of local session state between itself 
and the Principal’s user agent. Service Providers may also maintain their own distinct 
local session state with a Principal’s user agent.” Liberty Alliance Project (LAP)  

 S&D: Security and Dependability  
 Threat. An event, process, activity being perpetuated by one or more threat agents, 

which, when realized, has an adverse effect on organization assets, resulting in 
losses (service delays or denials, disclosure of sensitive information, undesired patch 
of programs or data, reputation...)  

 USDL and USDL-Sec: The Unified Service Description Language (USDL) is a 

platform-neutral language for describing services. The security extension of this 
language is going to be developed FI-WARE project.  

 Vulnerability. A weakness or finding that is non-compliant, non-adherence to a 
requirement, a specification or a standard, or unprotected area of an otherwise 
secure system, which leaves the system open to potential attack or other problem.  

 WADL. The Web Application Description Language is a machine-readable XML 

description of HTTP-based web applications used typically with REST web services.  
 WS-SecurityPolicy: It is an extension to SOAP to apply security to web services. It is 

a member of the WS-* family of web service specifications and was published by 
OASIS.  

 The protocol specifies how integrity and confidentiality can be enforced on 
messages and allows the communication of various security token formats, such as 
SAML, Kerberos, and X.509. Its main focus is the use of XML Signature and XML 
Encryption to provide end-to-end security.  
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14 Privacy_Open_RESTful_API_Specification 
You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

14.1 Introduction to the Privacy API  

Please check the FI-WARE Open Specifications Legal Notice to understand the rights to use 
FI-WARE Open Specifications.  

14.1.1 Privacy-preserving Authentication API Core  

This API for Privacy-preserving Authentication describes the endpoints of issuers, users, and 
verifiers to develop a fully anonymous yet accountable authentication system that preserves 
the privacy of its users.  

The API is a RESTful, resource-oriented API accessed via HTTP that uses XML-based 
representations for information interchange.  

14.1.2 Intended Audience  

This specification is intended for both software developers and reimplementers of this API.  

In order to use this specifications, the reader must have a general understanding of the 
Privacy Generic Enabler. The reader should also be familiar with:  

 ReSTful web services  

 HTTP/1.1  

 XML data serialization formats.  

14.1.3 API Change History  

This version of the Privacy API replaces and obsoletes all previous versions. The most 
recent changes are described in the table below:  

Revision Date  Changes Summary  

June 30, 2013   Initial Version.  

14.1.4 How to Read This Document  

All FI-WARE RESTful API specifications will follow the same list of conventions and will 
support certain common aspects. Please checkCommon aspects in FI-WARE Open Restful 
API Specifications.  

For a description of some terms used along this document, see Privacy Generic Enabler.  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Privacy_Open_RESTful_API_Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_Open_Specifications_Legal_Notice
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.ArchitectureDescription.Security.Privacy_Generic_Enabler
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Common_aspects_in_FI-WARE_Open_Restful_API_Specifications
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Common_aspects_in_FI-WARE_Open_Restful_API_Specifications
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.ArchitectureDescription.Security.Privacy_Generic_Enabler
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14.1.5 Additional Resources  

You can download the most recent version of this document from the FIWARE API 
specification website at Privacy Open RESTful API Specification (PRELIMINARY). For more 
details about the Privacy GE's architecture that this API is based upon, please refer 
toArchitecture Description.  

The information provided here is an extension of the ABC4Trust Heartbeat H2.1 (ABC4Trust 
H2.1: Jan Camenisch, Ioannis Krontiris, Anja Lehmann, Gregory Neven, Christian Paquin, 
Kai Rannenberg; ABC4Trust:ABC4Trust Architecture for Developers, 2012). This Heartbeat 
document was adapted such that the API is compliant with FI-WARE's web-service based 
philosophy. Additionally, new dataformats were introduced to support the adapted API 
methods, and the previously Java-based API description was extended with descriptions of 
how the APIs can be used in a RESTful manner with web-services.  

14.2 General Privacy API Information 

14.2.1 Resources Summary 

The following is a graphical diagram in which one can see the different URIs that can be 
used in the API.  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Privacy_Open_RESTful_API_Specification_(PRELIMINARY)
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.ArchitectureDescription.Security.Privacy_Generic_Enabler
https://abc4trust.eu/download/ABC4Trust-H2.1-Architecture-for-Developers.pdf
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14.2.2 Representation Format 

The Privacy API uses the XML serialization format both for a method's input parameter (if 
applicable) as well as the method's response.  
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14.2.3 Resource Identification 

Resource Identification is made using the mechanisms described by HTTP protocol 
specification as defined byIETF RFC-2616.  

14.2.4 Limits 

The Privacy API does not support limits to manage the capacity of the system.  

14.2.5 Versions 

Versioning information is not specified by this API guide.  

14.2.6 Extensions 

The Privacy API does not support extensions.  

14.2.7 Faults 

The Privacy API uses the default Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) error codes of classes 
4xx and 5xx as specified inIETF RFC-2616 and summarized in List of HTTP status codes.  

14.3 Protocol Specification  

Given the multitude of distributed entities involved in a full-fledged Privacy-ABC system, the 
communication formats that are use by the various system entities must be fixed. Rather 
than profiling an existing standard format for identity management protocols such as SAML, 
WS-Trust, or OpenID, we felt that the many unique features of Privacy-ABCs were more 
suitably addressed by defining a dedicated format. In particular, existing standards do not 
support typical Privacy-ABC features such as pseudonyms, inspection, privacy-enhanced 
revocation, or advanced issuance protocols. In Chapter 8, we discuss how our Privacy-ABC 
infrastructure could be integrated with a number of existing frameworks.  

This chapter provides the specification for data artifacts exchanged during the issuance, 
presentation, revocation, and inspection of privacy-enhancing attribute-based credentials. 
Our specification separates the mechanism-independent information conveyed by the 
artifacts from the opaque mechanism-specific cryptographic data. This specification only 
defines the format for the mechanism-independent information. It provides anchor points for 
where instantiating technologies, in particular, U-Prove and Identity Mixer, can insert 
mechanism-specific data, but does not fix standard formats for this data.  

For the specification we use XML notation in the spirit of XML Schema, but refrain from 
providing a full-fledged XML Schema specification within this document for the sake of 
readability; we do, however, make available a separate XML schema file for the artifacts 
defined here athttps://abc4trust.eu/download/xml/ABC4Trust_schema_H2.1.xsd. Although 
the artifacts are defined in XML, one could create a profile using a different encoding (ASN.1, 
JSON, etc.) See the corresponding schema file for more details.  

We start in Section Terminology and Notation with introducing the terminology and notation 
used throughout this chapter. Section Setup then provides the artifacts for the setup of the 
different Privacy-ABC entities, which includes e.g., the description of the credential type and 
the public parameters of an Issuer and Inspector. In Section Revocation the specifications for 

http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2616
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Common_aspects_in_FI-WARE_Open_Restful_API_Specifications#Limits
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2616
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_HTTP_status_codes
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE.Deliverables.Typographical.Conventions
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE.Deliverables.Typographical.Conventions
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE.Deliverables.Typographical.Conventions
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all artifacts related to revocation are given. For the presentation of a token, the 
corresponding specifications of a presentation policy and a presentation token are introduced 
in SectionPresentation. Section Issuance is then dedicated to the Issuance of a credential 
and provides artifacts for the issuance policy and issuance token. Finally, Section Identity 
Selection and Credential Management introduces the data formats that are sent to and 
expected from (graphical) user interfaces.  

14.3.1 Terminology and Notation  

14.3.1.1 Notational Conventions  

The key words “MUST”, “MUST NOT”, “REQUIRED”, “SHALL”, “SHALL NOT”, “SHOULD”, 
“RECOMMENDED”, and “MAY” in this document are to be interpreted as described in 
RFC2119.  

This specification uses the following syntax to define outlines for XML data:  

 The syntax appears as an XML instance, but values in italics indicate data types 
instead of literal values.  

 Characters are appended to elements and attributes to indicate cardinality:  

o “?” (0 or 1)  

o “*” (0 or more)  

o “+” (1 or more)  

 The character “|” is used to indicate a choice between elements.  

 The characters “(“ and “)” are used to indicate that contained items are to be treated 
as a group with respect to cardinality or choice.  

 XML namespace prefixes (see Table XML namespaces) are used to indicate the 
namespace of the element being defined.  

 XML elements and Attributes defined by this specification are referred to in the text 
of this document using XPath 1.0 expressions.  

14.3.1.2 Namespaces  

The base XML namespace URI used by the definitions in this document is as follows:  

XML namespaces  

Prefix  XML namespace  Specification  

xs  http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema  XMLSchema2  

abc  [1]  This document  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE.Deliverables.Typographical.Conventions
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE.Deliverables.Typographical.Conventions
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE.Deliverables.Typographical.Conventions
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE.Deliverables.Typographical.Conventions
http://www.rfc-editor.org/rfc/rfc2119.txt
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE.Deliverables.Typographical.Conventions
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema
http://www.w3.org/TR/2004/REC-xmlschema-2-20041028/
http://abc4trust.eu/wp2http:/abc4trust.eu/wp2
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14.3.2 Setup  

14.3.2.1 Credential Specification  

The credential specification describes the contents of the credentials. It can be created by 
the issuer or by any external authority so that multiple issuers can issue credentials of the 
same specification. How this artifact is protected (authenticated) is application specific; e.g., 
it could be included in a XML-signed document or provided as part of some metadata 
retrievable from a trusted source.  

 

<abc:CredentialSpecification Version=”1.0” KeyBinding=”xs:boolean” 

Revocable="xs:boolean"> 

  <abc:SpecificationUID>xs:anyURI</abc:SpecificationUID> 

  <abc:FriendlyCredentialName xml:lang=”xs:language”/>* 

  <abc:DefaultImageReference>xs:anyURI</abc:DefaultImageReference>? 

  <abc:AttributeDescriptions MaxLength=”xs:unsignedInt”> 

    <abc:AttributeDescription Type=”xs:anyURI” DataType=”xs:anyURI” 

Encoding=”xs:anyURI”> 

      <abc:FriendlyAttributeName 

lang=”xs:language”>xs:string</abc:FriendlyAttributeName>* 

      <abc:AllowedValue>…</abc:AllowedValue>* 

    </abc:AttributeDescription>* 

  </abc:AttributeDescriptions> 

</abc:CredentialSpecification> 

The following describes the attributes and elements listed in the schema outlined above:  

/abc:CredentialSpecification  

This element contains the credential specification defining the contents of issued credentials 
adhering to this specification.  

/abc:CredentialSpecification/@Version  

This attribute indicates the version of this specification. The value MUST be “1.0”.  

/abc:CredentialSpecification/@KeyBinding  

This attribute indicates whether credentials adhering to this specification must be bound to a 
secret key.  

/abc:CredentialSpecification/@Revocable  

This attribute indicates whether credentials adhering to this specification are revocable or 
not. If the Revocable attribute is set to true, then this credential specification MUST contain a 
dedicated attribute for the revocation handle with attribute 
typehttp://abc4trust.eu/wp2/abcschemav1.0/revocationhandle. The data type and encoding 
mechanism for the revocation handle are defined by the cryptographic mechanism used for 
revocation.  

The revocation handle is automatically assigned a unique value by the issuance algorithm, 
possibly involving a communication step with the Revocation Authority. Even though there 
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are no syntactical restrictions imposing this, presentation policies SHOULD NOT request to 
reveal the value of the revocation handle, as doing so enables Verifiers to link presentations 
tokens generated with the same credential. If necessary, inspection can be used to only 
reveal the value of the revocation handle under specific circumstances.  

/abc:CredentialSpecification/abc:SpecificationUID  

This element contains a URI that uniquely identifies the credential specification.  

/abc:CredentialSpecification/abc:FriendlyCredentialName  

This optional element provides a friendly textual name for the credential. The content of this 
element MUST be localized in a specific language.  

/abc:CredentialSpecification/abc:FriendlyCredentialName/@lang  

A required language identifier, using the language codes specified in RFC 3066, in which the 
content of abc:FriendlyCredentialName element have been localized.  

/abc:CredentialSpecification/abc:DefaultImageReference  

This optional element contains a reference to the default image for the credential issued 
according to this credential specification can be obtained.  

When implementing a Privacy-ABC system, downloading images from the identity providers 
should be handled carefully. The reference to the external image resource must not be used 
every time the credential is presented. To avoid linkability when using the credential, the 
corresponding image must be downloaded and stored locally at the user’s side during the 
issuance.  

/abc:CredentialSpecification/abc:AttributeDescriptions  

This element contains the descriptions of the attributes issued using this specification, 
encoded in order in the n child elements. It is empty if n=0, i.e., if abc:AttributeDescriptions 
has no child elements.  

…/abc:AttributeDescriptions/abc:AttributeDescription  

This element contains the description of one credential attribute.  

…/abc:AttributeDescriptions/abc:AttributeDescription/@MaxLength  

This attribute specifies the maximal length in bits of the integers to which attribute values are 
mapped using the encoding function. The keylength of any Issuer Parameters used to issue 
credentials adhering to this credential specification must be large enough so that attr ibutes of 
the bitlength specified here can be supported. It is up to each specific credential mechanism 
to describe which keylength supports which attribute bitlength.  

…/abc:AttributeDescriptions/abc:AttributeDescription/@Type  

This attribute contains the unique identifier of an attribute type encoded in credentials 
adhering to this specification. The attribute type is a URI, to which a semantic is associated 
by the definition of the attribute type. The definition of attribute types is outside the scope of 
this document; we refer to Section 7.5 in IMI1.0 for examples. The attribute type (e.g., 
http://example.com/firstname) is not to be confused with the data type (e.g., xs:string) that is 
specified by the DataType attribute.  

…/abc:AttributeDescriptions/abc:AttributeDescription/@DataType  

This attribute contains the data type of the credential attribute. The supported attribute data 
types are the following subset of XML Schema data types. We refer to the XML Schema 
specification (http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-2) for more information on these data types.  

http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3066
http://docs.oasis-open.org/imi/identity/v1.0/identity.html
http://example.com/firstname
http://www.w3.org/TR/xmlschema-2
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 http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string  

 http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#anyURI  

 http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#date  

 http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#time  

 http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#dateTime  

 http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer  

 http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean  

When specifying values for attributes of these types, the following additional restrictions must 
be adhered to:  

 Values of type xs:date MUST NOT contain a timezone  

 Values of type xs:time MUST NOT contain a timezone  

 Values of type xs:dateTime MUST contain a timezone  

…/abc:AttributeDescriptions/abc:AttributeDescription/@Encoding  

To be embedded in a Privacy-ABC, credential attribute values must typically be mapped to 
integers of a fixed length indicated by the AttributeDescription/@MaxLength attribute. The 
Encoding XML attribute specifies how the value of this credential attribute is mapped to such 
an integer.  

Each data type has one or more possible encoding algorithms. The encoding used may 
influence which values can be encoded, whether inspection can be used for this attribute, 
and which predicates can be proved over the attribute values (see Section Presentation 
Policy). In order to apply a predicate over multiple credential attributes, the credential 
attributes MUST have the same encoding.  

The following is a list of supported encodings and their respective properties. 
Recommendations for typical usage are included as comments.  

 Encoding: urn:abc4trust:1.0:encoding:string:sha-256  

 Data type: http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string 

 Restrictions: none 

 Inspectable: no (hash value only) 

 Supported predicates: urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:string-

equal 

                       urn:abc4trust:1.0:function:string-not-equal 

 Comments: Best suited for strings of arbitrary lengths that are 

unlikely to be used for inspection. 

 Encoding: urn:abc4trust:1.0:encoding:string:utf-8  

 Data type: http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string 

 Restrictions: the UTF-8 encoded string must be shorter than 

@MaxLength – 8 bits or @MaxLength/8 – 1 bytes 

 Inspectable: yes 

 Supported predicates: urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:string-

equal 

http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#anyURI
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#date
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#time
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#dateTime
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE.Deliverables.Typographical.Conventions
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE.Deliverables.Typographical.Conventions
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string
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                       urn:abc4trust:1.0:function:string-not-equal 

 Comments: Best suited for short strings where the possibility to 

use inspection should be kept open. For long strings that are likely 

to require inspection, please consider splitting up the attribute 

into multiple attributes with this encoding. 

 Encoding: urn:abc4trust:1.0:encoding:string:prime  

 Data type: http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string 

 Restrictions: Can only be used for attributes where the value range 

is restricted by a list of 

…/abc:AttributeDescription/abc:AllowedValue elements. 

 Inspectable: yes 

 Supported predicates: urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:string-

equal 

                       urn:abc4trust:1.0:function:string-not-equal 

                       urn:abc4trust:1.0:function:string-equal-one-

of 

 Comments: Best choice for attributes with a limited value range 

where presentation policies are likely to request showing that the 

attribute value is one of a given list of strings without revealing 

the exact value. 

 Encoding: urn:abc4trust:1.0:encoding:anyUri:sha-256  

 Data type: http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#anyURI 

 Restrictions: none 

 Inspectable: no (hash value only) 

 Supported predicates: urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:anyURI-

equal 

                       urn:abc4trust:1.0:function:anyURI-not-equal 

 Comments: Best suited for URIs of arbitrary lengths that are 

unlikely to be used for inspection. 

 Encoding: urn:abc4trust:1.0:encoding:anyUri:utf-8  

 Data type: http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#anyURI 

 Restrictions: shorter than @MaxLength bytes 

 Inspectable: yes 

 Supported predicates: urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:anyURI-

equal 

                       urn:abc4trust:1.0:function:anyURI-not-equal 

 Comments: Best suited for short URIs where the possibility to use 

inspection should be kept open. For long URIs that are likely to 

require inspection, please consider splitting up the attribute into 

multiple attributes with this encoding. 

 Encoding: urn:abc4trust:1.0:encoding:anyURI:prime  

http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#anyURI
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#anyURI
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 Data type: http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string 

 Restrictions: Can only be used for attributes where the value range 

is restricted by a list of 

…/abc:AttributeDescription/abc:AllowedValue elements. 

 Inspectable: yes 

 Supported predicates: urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:anyURI-

equal 

                       urn:abc4trust:1.0:function:anyURI-not-equal 

                       urn:abc4trust:1.0:function:anyURI-equal-one-

of 

 Comments: Best choice for attributes with a limited value range 

where presentation policies are likely to request showing that the 

attribute value is one of a given list of URIs without revealing the 

exact value. 

 Encoding: urn:abc4trust:1.0:encoding:dateTime:unix:signed  

 Data type: http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#dateTime 

 Restrictions: none 

 Inspectable: yes 

 Supported predicates: 

urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:dateTime-equal 

                       

urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:dateTime-greater-than 

                       

urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:dateTime-greater-than-or-equal 

                       

urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:dateTime-less-than 

                       

urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:dateTime-less-than-or-equal 

                       urn:abc4trust:1.0:function:dateTime-not-equal 

 Comments: Good default choice for times that can be far in the past 

and/or future. Greater-than and less-than predicates may be slightly 

less efficient using this encoding. 

 Encoding: urn:abc4trust:1.0:encoding:dateTime:unix:unsigned  

 Data type: http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#dateTime 

 Restrictions: since 1970 

 Inspectable: yes 

 Supported predicates: 

urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:dateTime-equal 

                       

urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:dateTime-greater-than 

http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#dateTime
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#dateTime
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urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:dateTime-greater-than-or-equal 

                       

urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:dateTime-less-than 

                       

urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:dateTime-less-than-or-equal 

                       urn:abc4trust:1.0:function:dateTime-not-equal 

 Comments: Best choice for times after 1970 that are likely to be 

used in combination with greather-than or less-than predicates. 

 Encoding: urn:abc4trust:1.0:encoding:dateTime:prime  

 Data type: http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#dateTime 

 Restrictions: Can only be used for attributes where the value range 

is restricted by a list of 

…/abc:AttributeDescription/abc:AllowedValue elements. 

 Inspectable: yes 

 Supported predicates: 

urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:dateTime-equal 

                       urn:abc4trust:1.0:function:dateTime-not-equal 

                       urn:abc4trust:1.0:function:dateTime-equal-one 

of 

 Comments: Best choice for attributes with a limited value range 

where presentation policies are likely to request showing that the 

attribute value is one of a given list of times without revealing 

the exact value. 

 Encoding: urn:abc4trust:1.0:encoding:date:unix:signed  

 Data type: http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#date 

 Restrictions: none 

 Inspectable: yes 

 Supported predicates: urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:date-

equal 

                       urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:date-

greater-than 

                       urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:date-

greater-than-or-equal 

                       urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:date-

less-than 

                       urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:date-

less-than-or-equal 

                       urn:abc4trust:1.0:function:date-not-equal 

 Comments: Good default choice for dates that can be far in the past 

and/or future. Greater-than and less-than predicates may be less 

efficient using this encoding. 

http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#dateTime
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#date
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 Encoding: urn:abc4trust:1.0:encoding:date:unix:unsigned  

 Data type: http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#date 

 Restrictions: since 1970 

 Inspectable: yes 

 Supported predicates: urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:date-

equal 

                       urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:date-

greater-than 

                       urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:date-

greater-than-or-equal 

                       urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:date-

less-than 

                       urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:date-

less-than-or-equal 

                       urn:abc4trust:1.0:function:date-not-equal 

 Comments: Best choice for times after 1970 that are likely to be 

used in combination with greather-than or less-than predicates. 

 Encoding: urn:abc4trust:1.0:encoding:date:since1870:unsigned  

 Data type: http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#date 

 Restrictions: since 1870 

 Inspectable: yes 

 Supported predicates: urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:date-

equal 

                       urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:date-

greater-than 

                       urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:date-

greater-than-or-equal 

                       urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:date-

less-than 

                       urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:date-

less-than-or-equal 

                       urn:abc4trust:1.0:function:date-not-equal 

 Comments: Best choice for birth dates, which are likely to fall 

after 1870 but are likely to require efficient greather-than or 

less-than predicates. 

 Encoding: urn:abc4trust:1.0:encoding:date:since2010:unsigned  

 Data type: http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#date 

 Restrictions: since 2010 

 Inspectable: yes 

http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#date
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#date
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#date
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 Supported predicates: urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:date-

equal 

                       urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:date-

greater-than 

                       urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:date-

greater-than-or-equal 

                       urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:date-

less-than 

                       urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:date-

less-than-or-equal 

                       urn:abc4trust:1.0:function:date-not-equal 

 Comments: Best choice for expiration dates, which are likely to 

fall after 2010 but are likely to require efficient greather-than or 

less-than predicates. 

 Encoding: urn:abc4trust:1.0:encoding:date:prime  

 Data type: http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#date 

 Restrictions: Can only be used for attributes where the value range 

is restricted by a list of 

…/abc:AttributeDescription/abc:AllowedValue elements. 

 Inspectable: yes 

 Supported predicates: urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:date-

equal 

                       urn:abc4trust:1.0:function:date-not-equal 

                       urn:abc4trust:1.0:function:date-equal-one of 

 Comments: Best choice for attributes with a limited value range 

where presentation policies are likely to request showing that the 

attribute value is one of a given list of dates without revealing 

the exact value. 

 Encoding: urn:abc4trust:1.0:encoding:boolean:unsigned  

 Data type: http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean 

 Restrictions: none 

 Inspectable: yes 

 Supported predicates: 

urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:boolean-equal 

                       urn:abc4trust:1.0:function:boolean-not-equal 

 Encoding: urn:abc4trust:1.0:encoding:integer:unsigned  

 Data type: http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer 

 Restrictions: positive (including zero) 

 Inspectable: yes 

 Supported predicates: 

urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:integer-equal 

http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#date
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer
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urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:integer-greater-than 

                       

urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:integer-greater-than-or-equal 

                       

urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:integer-less-than 

                       

urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:integer-less-than-or-equal 

                       urn:abc4trust:1.0:function:integer-not-equal 

 Comments: Best for integers that cannot take negative values. 

 Encoding: urn:abc4trust:1.0:encoding:integer:signed  

 Data type: http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer 

 Restrictions: none 

 Inspectable: yes 

 Supported predicates: 

urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:integer-equal 

                       

urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:integer-greater-than 

                       

urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:integer-greater-than-or-equal 

                       

urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:integer-less-than 

                       

urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:integer-less-than-or-equal 

                       urn:abc4trust:1.0:function:integer-not-equal 

 Comments: Best choice for integers that can have positive or 

negative values. 

 Encoding: urn:abc4trust:1.0:encoding:integer:prime  

 Data type: http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer 

 Restrictions: Can only be used for attributes where the value range 

is restricted by a list of 

…/abc:AttributeDescription/abc:AllowedValue elements. 

 Inspectable: yes 

 Supported predicates: 

urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:integer-equal 

                       urn:abc4trust:1.0:function:integer-not-equal 

                       urn:abc4trust:1.0:function:integer-equal-one 

of 

 Comments: Best choice for attributes with a limited value range 

where presentation policies are likely to request showing that the 

http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer
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attribute value is one of a given list of integers without revealing 

the exact value. 

…/abc:AttributeDescriptions/abc:AttributeDescription/abc:FriendlyAttributeName  

This optional element provides a friendly textual name for the attribute in the credential. The 
content of this element MUST be localized in a specific language.  

…/abc:AttributeDescriptions/abc:AttributeDescription/abc:FriendlyAttributeName/@xml:lang  

A required language identifier, using the language codes specified in RFC 3066, in which the 
content of abc:FriendlyAttributeName element have been localized.  

…/abc:AttributeDescriptions/abc:AttributeDescription/abc:AllowedValue  

When present, a list of AllowedValue elements restricts the range of the value of this 
credential attribute to the specified list of values. Each AllowedValue element contains one 
possible value of the credential attribute. If abc:AttributeDescription contains one or more 
abc:AllowedValue elements, the actual value of the attribute of an issued credential MUST 
be from the specified set of allowed values. The contents of the abc:AllowedValue elements 
MUST be of the data type specified by the abc:AttributeDescription/@DataType attribute of 
the parent abc:AttributeDescription element.  

14.3.2.2 Issuer Parameters  

In order to issue credentials, the issuer must specify system parameters, and generate a key 
pair consisting of a secret issuing key and a public verification key. The issuer publishes its 
public parameters using the artifact described below. How this artifact is protected 
(authenticated) is application specific; e.g., it could be included in a certificate signed by a 
certification authority, or could be provided as part of some metadata retrievable from a 
trusted source.  

Note that one set of issuer parameters can be used to issue credentials according to several 
different credential specifications.  

 

<abc:IssuerParameters Version=”1.0”> 

  <abc:ParametersUID>xs:anyURI</abc:ParametersUID> 

  <abc:FriendlyIssuerDescription lang=”xs:language”> 

    xs:string  

  </abc:FriendlyIssuerDescription>* 

  <abc:AlgorithmID>xs:anyURI</abc:AlgorithmID> 

  <abc:SystemParameters>…</abc:SystemParameters> 

  <abc:MaxNumberOfAttributes>xs:int</abc:MaxNumberOfAttributes> 

  <abc:HashAlgorithm>xs:anyUID</abc:HashAlgorithm> 

  <abc:CryptoParams>…</abc:CryptoParams> 

  <abc:KeyBindingInfo>…</abc:KeyBindingInfo>? 

  <abc:RevocationParametersUID>…</abc:RevocationParametersUID>? 

</abc:IssuerParameters> 

The following describes the attributes and elements listed in the schema outlined above:  

http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3066
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/abc:IssuerParameters  

This element contains an issuer’s public parameters.  

/abc:IssuerParameters/@Version  

This attribute indicates the version of this specification. The value MUST be “1.0”.  

/abc:IssuerParameters/abc:ParametersUID  

This element contains a URI that uniquely identifies the public issuer parameters.  

/abc:IssuerParameters/abc:FriendlyIssuerDescription  

This optional element provides a friendly textual description of the issuer. The content of this 
element MUST be localized in a specific language.  

/abc:IssuerParameters/abc:FriendlyIssuerDescription/@lang  

A required language identifier, using the language codes specified in RFC 3066, in which the 
content of abc:FriendlyIssuerDescription element have been localized.  

/abc:IssuerParameters/abc:AlgorithmID  

This element identifies the algorithm of the public issuer parameters. The algorithm URIs 
urn:abc4trust:1.0:algorithm:idemix for Identity Mixer and urn:abc4trust:1.0:algorithm:uprove 
for U-Prove MUST be supported; other algorithms MAY be supported.  

/abc:IssuerParameters/abc:SystemParameters  

This element contains the cryptographic system parameters that can be shared among many 
issuers. The AlgorithmID element determines how to parse this element.  

/abc:IssuerParameters/abc:MaxNumberOfAttributes  

One set of issuer parameters can be used to issue credentials adhering to multiple credential 
specifications. This element specifies the maximum number of attributes for such credentials. 
The number of attributes in a credential is fixed by credential specification. For revocable 
credentials, the revocation handle does not count towards the maximum number of 
attributes.  

/abc:IssuerParameters/abc:HashAlgorithm  

This element specifies the hash algorithm that is to be used in the generation of the 
presentation tokens derived from credentials issued under these parameters. This hash 
algorithm is not to be confused with the encoding algorithm that maps attribute values to 
integers and may also specify a hash function to apply to long attribute values. The hash 
algorithm SHA-256 with identifier urn:abc4trust:1.0:hashalgorithm:sha-256 MUST be 
supported; other algorithms MAY be supported.  

/abc:IssuerParameters/abc:CryptoParams  

This element describes the set of public cryptographic parameters needed to issue, use, and 
verify credentials. The content of this element is defined in an external profile based on the 
value of the abc:AlgorithmID element.  

/abc:IssuerParameters/abc:KeyBindingInfo  

This optional element contains additional cryptographic information for when these Issuer 
Parameters are used to issue credentials with key binding. The content of this element is 
technology-specific.  

/abc:IssuerParameters/abc:RevocationAuthorityParametersUID  

http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3066
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This optional element contains the parameters identifier of a revocation authority that is 
responsible for revoking credentials issued under these issuer parameters. The parameters 
referred to here are determined by the issuer (i.e., issuer-driven revocation), meaning that 
any presentation token involving credentials issued under these issuer parameters MUST be 
checked against the latest revocation information associated to the revocation parameters 
referenced by this element.  

14.3.2.3 Inspector Public Key  

In order to decrypt encrypted attributes, an inspector must generate a key pair consisting of a 
secret decryption key and a public encryption key. The inspector publishes its public key 
using the artifact described below. How this artifact is protected (authenticated) is application 
specific; e.g., it could be included in a certificate signed by a certification authority, or could 
be provided as part of some metadata retrievable from a trusted source.  

 

<abc:InspectorPublicKey Version=”1.0”> 

  <abc:PublicKeyUID>xs:anyURI</abc:PublicKeyUID> 

  <abc:AlgorithmID>xs:anyURI</abc:AlgorithmID> 

  <abc:FriendlyInspectorDescription lang=”xs:language”> 

   xs:string  

  </abc:FriendlyInspectorDescription>* 

  <abc:CryptoParams>…</abc:CryptoParams> 

</abc:InspectorPublicKey> 

The following describes the attributes and elements listed in the schema outlined above:  

/abc:InspectorPublicKey  

This element contains an inspector's public key.  

/abc:InspectorPublicKey/@Version  

This attribute indicates the version of this specification. The value MUST be “1.0”.  

/abc:InspectorPublicKey/abc:PublicKeyUID  

This element contains a URI that uniquely identifies the public key.  

/abc:InspectorPublicKey/abc:AlgorithmID  

This element identifies the algorithm of the public key. The Camenisch-Shoup inspection 
algorithmwith identifier urn:abc4trust:1.0:inspectionalgorithm:camenisch-shoup03 MUST be 
supported; other algorithms MAY be supported.  

/abc:InspectorPublicKey/abc:FriendlyInspectorDescription  

This optional element provides a friendly textual description for the inspector’s public key. 
The content of this element MUST be localized in a specific language.  

/abc:InspectorPublicKey/abc:FriendlyInspectorDescription/@lang  

A required language identifier, using the language codes specified in RFC 3066, in which the 
content of abc:FriendlyInspectorDescription element have been localized.  

/abc:InspectorPublicKey/abc:CryptoParams  

http://www.shoup.net/papers/verenc.pdf
http://www.shoup.net/papers/verenc.pdf
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3066
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This element describes the set of public cryptographic parameters needed to issue, use, and 
verify credentials. The content of this element is defined in an external profile based on the 
value of the abc:AlgorithmID element.  

14.3.3 Revocation  

A Revocation Authority maintains information about valid and, in particular, revoked 
credentials. To do so, it first generates public parameters and possibly corresponding secret 
parameters. It publishes its public parameters together with a description of the particular 
revocation method that is used and a reference to the location where the most current 
revocation information will be published.  

Some revocation mechanisms require users to obtain an additional piece of information 
called non-revocation evidence in order to be able to prove that their credential is still valid.  

The different revocation mechanisms vary quite strongly in how the non-revocation evidence 
is created and maintained. Depending on the specific mechanism, the non-revocation 
evidence  

 may be the same for all users, or may be different for each user and/or each issued 
credential;  

 may be sensitive information that the user needs to keep strictly secret, or may be 
leaked to other participants without further harm;  

 may be first created during the issuance of the credential, during the first usage 
(presentation) of the credential, or at any time between issuance and first usage;  

 may have to be kept up-to-date with the non-revocation information, or may remain 
the same for the lifetime of the credential.  

The Revocation Authority can also include references to the locations where the users can 
obtain the information to create and to update their non-revocation evidence. Both the 
initialization of the non-revocation evidence and the update may be multi-leg cryptographic 
protocols.  

14.3.3.1 Revocation Authority Parameters  

Each Revocation Authority generates and publishes its parameters at setup. The parameters 
are static, i.e., they do not change over time as more credentials are revoked.  

 

<abc:RevocationAuthorityParameters Version=”1.0”> 

  <abc:ParametersUID>xs:anyURI</abc:ParametersUID> 

  <abc:RevocationMechanism>xs:anyURI</abc:RevocationMechanism> 

  <abc:RevocationInfoReference 

ReferenceType=”xs:anyURI”>…</abc:RevocationInfoReference>? 

  <abc:NonRevocationEvidenceReference 

ReferenceType=”xs:anyURI”>…</abc:NonRevocationEvidenceReference>? 

  <abc:NonRevocationEvidenceUpdateReference 

ReferenceType=”xs:anyURI”>…</abc:NonRevocationEvidenceUpdateReferenc

e>? 

  <abc:CryptoParams>…</CryptoParams>? 
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</abc:RevocationAuthorityParameters> 

/abc:RevocationAuthorityParameters  

This element contains the public parameters of the Revocation Authority  

/abc:RevocationAuthorityParameters/@Version  

This attribute indicates the version of this specification. The value MUST be “1.0”.  

/abc:RevocationAuthorityParameters/abc:ParametersUID  

This element contains a unique identifier for these Revocation Authority parameters.  

/abc:RevocationAuthorityParameters/RevocationMechanism  

This attribute indicates the mechanism or algorithm used to revoke credentials. The list of 
supported revocation mechanisms and their identifiers have not yet been defined.  

/abc:RevocationAuthorityParameters/abc:RevocationInfoReference  

This optional element contains a reference to the endpoint where the most current public 
revocation information corresponding to these parameters can be obtained.  

/abc:RevocationAuthorityParameters/abc:NonRevocationEvidenceReference  

This optional element contains a reference to the endpoint with the information about how to 
obtain the (possibly private) user-specific non-revocation evidence object.  

/abc:RevocationAuthorityParameters/abc:NonRevocationEvidenceUpdateReference  

This optional element contains a reference to the endpoint the most current information for 
updating the non-revocation evidence can be obtained.  

/abc:RevocationAuthorityParameters/abc:RevocationInfoReference/@ReferenceType  

This attribute indicates the type of reference to the revocation information endpoint.  

/abc:RevocationAuthorityParameters/abc:CryptoParams  

This element describes the set of public cryptographic parameters that are needed to verify 
the Revocation Information. The content of this element is defined in an external profile 
based on the value of the abc:RevocationMechanism element.  

14.3.3.2 Revocation Information  

A Revocation Authority regularly publishes the most recent revocation information, allowing 
Users to prove and Verifiers to ensure that the credentials used to generate a presentation 
token have not been revoked. Contrary to the Revocation Authority parameters, the 
revocation information changes over time, e.g., at regular time intervals, or whenever a new 
credential is revoked.  

The Revocation Authority publishes the revocation information using the artifact described 
below. How this artifact is protected (authenticated) is application specific; e.g., it could be 
included in a XML-signed document or provided as part of some metadata retrievable from a 
trusted source.  

 

<abc:RevocationInformation Version=”1.0”> 

  <abc:InformationUID>xs:anyURI</abc:InformationUID> 
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<abc:RevocationAuthorityParametersUID>xs:anyURI</abc:RevocationAutho

rityParametersUID> 

  <abc:Created>xs:dateTime</abc:Created>? 

  <abc:Expires>xs:dateTime</abc:Expires>? 

  <abc:CryptoParams>…</abc:CryptoParams> 

</abc:RevocationInformation> 

The following describes the attributes and elements listed in the schema outlined above:  

/abc:RevocationInformation  

This element contains the current revocation information, as published by the Revocation 
Authority. At each update of the revocation information, a new abc:RevocationInformation 
element is generated.  

/abc:RevocationInformation/@Version  

This attribute indicates the version of this specification. The value MUST be “1.0”.  

/abc:RevocationInformation/abc:InformationUID  

This element contains the unique identifier of the revocation information. This identifier is 
different for each version of the revocation information, i.e., a new URI is used at every 
update.  

/abc:RevocationInformation/abc:RevocationAuthorityUID  

This element contains the identifier of the parameters of the revocation authority that 
published the revocation information.  

/abc:RevocationInformation/abc:Created  

This optional element contains the date and time when the revocation information was 
updated or first published.  

/abc:RevocationInformation/abc:Expires  

This optional element contains the date and time until when the revocation information is 
valid.  

/abc:IssuerParameters/abc:CryptoParams  

This element describes the set of public cryptographic parameters needed to verify whether 
a credential is still valid. (The content of this element is defined in an external profile based 
on the value of the @RevocationMechanism attribute specified in the referenced 
abc:Revocation AuthorityParameters element)  

14.3.3.3 Non-Revocation Evidence  

The exact details of how and when the non-revocation evidence is created and updated vary 
greatly among the different revocation mechanisms. We therefore simply define an artifact 
that acts as a wrapper for a message in a (possibly multi-legged) evidence creation or 
update protocol. These messages are sent to and received as a response from the evidence 
creation and update endpoints specified in the Revocation Authority parameters.  

 

<abc:RevocationMessage Context=”…”> 
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<abc:RevocationAuthorityParametersUID>xs:anyURI</abc:RevocationAutho

rityParametersUID> 

  <abc:CryptoParams>…</abc:CryptoParams> 

</abc:RevocationMessage> 

The following describes the attributes and elements listed in the schema outlined above:  

/abc:RevocationMessage/@Context  

This attribute contains a unique identifier for this protocol session, so that the different flows 
in the protocol session can be linked together. The request MUST contain a Context 
attribute. The revocation authority MUST reject requests with context values already in use.  

/abc:RevocationMessage/abc:RevocationAuthorityParametersUID  

This element contains the identifier of the parameters of the revocation authority that creates 
the non-revocation evidence information.  

/abc:RevocationMessage/abc:CryptoParams  

This element describes the mechanism-specific (cryptographic) parameters needed to obtain 
the non-revocation evidence information for building or updating the evidence.  

14.3.4 Presentation  

The user agent can create presentation tokens using one or more credentials in its 
possession. The verifier can optionally insist that all credentials used to generate the token 
are bound to the same user (i.e., to the same user secret) or device.  

In a typical ABC presentation interaction, the user first requests access to a protected 
resource, upon which the verifier sends a presentation policy that describes which 
credentials the user should present to obtain access. The user agent then checks whether it 
has the necessary credentials to satisfy the verifier’s presentation policy, and if so, generates 
a presentation token containing the appropriate cryptographic evidence.  

Upon receiving the presentation token, the verifier checks that the cryptographic evidence is 
valid for the presented credentials and checks that the token satisfies the presentation policy. 
If both tests succeed, it grants access to the resource.  

14.3.4.1 Presentation Policy  

The verifier’s policy describes the class of presentation tokens that it will accept. It is 
expressed by means of a abc:PresentationPolicyAlternatives element, with the following 
schema:  

 

<abc:PresentationPolicyAlternatives Version=”1.0”> 

  <abc:PresentationPolicy PolicyUID=”xs:anyURI”?> 

    <abc:Message> 

      <abc:Nonce>…</abc:Nonce>? 

      <abc:FriendlyPolicyName lang=”xs:language”> 

       xs:string 
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      </abc:FriendlyPolicyName>* 

      <abc:FriendlyPolicyDescription lang=”xs:language”> 

       xs:string 

      </abc:FriendlyPolicyDescription>* 

      <abc:VerifierIdentity>xs:any</abc:VerifierIdentity>? 

      <abc:ApplicationData>…</abc:ApplicationData>? 

    </abc:Message>? 

    <abc:Pseudonym Exclusive=”xs:boolean”? Scope=”xs:string” 

Established=”xs:boolean”? Alias=”xs:anyURI”? 

SameKeyBindingAs=”xs:anyURI”?> 

      <abc:PseudonymValue> </abc:PseudonymValue>? 

    </abc:Pseudonym>* 

    <abc:Credential Alias=”xs:anyURI”? 

SameKeyBindingAs=”xs:anyURI”?> 

      <abc:CredentialSpecAlternatives> 

        <abc:CredentialSpecUID>…</abc:CredentialSpecUID>+ 

      </abc:CredentialSpecAlternatives> 

      <abc:IssuerAlternatives> 

        <abc:IssuerParametersUID  

         RevocationInformationUID=”xs:anyURI”?> 

          … 

        </abc:IssuerParametersUID>+ 

      </abc:IssuerAlternatives> 

      <abc:DisclosedAttribute AttributeType=”xs:anyURI” 

         DataHandlingPolicy=”xs:anyURI”?> 

        ( <abc:InspectorAlternatives> 

      

<abc:InspectorPublicKeyUID>…</abc:InspectorPublicKeyUID>+ 

     </abc:InspectorAlternatives> 

          <abc:InspectionGrounds>…</abc:InspectionGrounds> 

        )? 

        </abc:DisclosedAttribute>* 

    </abc:Credential>* 

    <abc:VerifierDrivenRevocation> 

       <abc:RevocationParametersUID>…</abc:RevocationParametersUID> 

       <abc:Attribute CredentialAlias=”xs:anyURI”   

                      AttributeType=”xs:anyURI”>+ 

    </abc:VerifierDrivenRevocation>* 
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    <abc:AttributePredicate Function=”xs:anyURI”> 

    ( <abc:Attribute CredentialAlias=”xs:anyURI”  

       AttributeType=”xs:anyURI” DataHandlingPolicy=”xs:anyURI”?/> 

      | 

      <abc:ConstantValue>…</abc:ConstantValue> 

    )+ 

    </abc:AttributePredicate>* 

  </abc:PresentationPolicy>+ 

</abc:PresentationPolicyAlternatives> 

The following describes the attributes and elements listed in the schema outlined above:  

/abc:PresentationPolicyAlternatives  

This element contains a presentation policy, which may contain multiple policy alternatives 
as child elements. The presented token must satisfy at least one of the specified policies.  

/abc:PresentationPolicyAlternatives/@Version  

This attribute indicates the token version number; it MUST be “1.0”.  

/abc:PresentationPolicyAlternatives/abc:PresentationPolicy  

This element contains one policy alternative.  

…/abc:PresentationPolicy/@PolicyUID  

This attribute assigns a unique identifier to this presentation policy that can be referenced 
from presentation tokens that satisfy the policy.  

/abc:PresentationPolicyAlternatives/abc:PresentationPolicy/abc:Message  

This optional element specifies a message to be authenticated (signed) by the private key of 
each credential in the token.  

…/abc:PresentationPolicy/abc:Message/abc:Nonce  

This optional element contains a random nonce.  

…/abc:PresentationPolicy/abc:Message/abc:FriendlyPolicyName  

This optional element provides a friendly textual name for the policy. The content of this 
element MUST be localized in a specific language.  

…/abc:PresentationPolicy/abc:Message/abc:FriendlyPolicyName/@lang  

A required language identifier, using the language codes specified in RFC 3066, in which the 
content of abc:FriendlyPolicyName element have been localized.  

…/abc:PresentationPolicy/abc:Message/abc:FriendlyPolicyDescription  

This optional element provides a friendly textual description for the policy. The content of this 
element MUST be localized in a specific language.  

…/abc:PresentationPolicy/abc:Message/abc:FriendlyPolicyDescription/@lang  

A required language identifier, using the language codes specified in RFC 3066, in which the 
content of abc:FriendlyPolicyDescription element have been localized.  

…/abc:PresentationPolicy/abc:Message/abc:VerifierIdentity  

http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3066
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3066
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This optional element contains the identity of the verifier (e.g., his URL, public key, or SSL 
certificate hash) for whom the presentation token must be constructed. The presentation 
token will authenticate the verifier identity, offering some protection against man-in-the-
middle attacks if the user’s application software can parse and verify the verifier’s identity.  

…/abc:PresentationPolicy/abc:Message/abc:ApplicationData  

This optional element can contain any application-specific data. The contained data MAY be 
human readable, depending on the application, and displayed to the user.  

/abc:PresentationPolicyAlternatives/abc:PresentationPolicy/abc:Pseudonym  

When present, this optional element indicates that a pseudonym must be presented with the 
presentation token. If this policy does not involve any credentials to be presented, then a 
verifiable pseudonym must be presented. Otherwise, a certified pseudonym associated to 
the presented credentials must be presented. See Section 2.4 for more information on 
pseudonyms.  

…/abc:PresentationPolicy/abc:Pseudonym/@Scope  

This attribute indicates a string to which the pseudonym is associated. The user agent is 
assumed to maintain state information to keep track of which pseudonym it previously used 
for which scope. There can be multiple verifiable or certified pseudonyms associated to the 
same scope string, but a scope-exclusive pseudonym is guaranteed to be unique with 
respect to the scope string and the user secret. In the former case, the scope string is merely 
a hint to the user agent which of its stored pseudonyms can be reused in the presentation 
token, or to which scope string it should associate a newly created pseudonym. In the latter 
case, the scope string uniquely determines the pseudonym that needs to be used. The scope 
string MAY encode an identifier of the verifier and/or of the requested resource. See Section 
2.4 for more information on the use of pseudonyms.  

…/abc:PresentationPolicy/abc:Pseudonym/@Exclusive  

When present and set to true, this attribute indicates that a scope-exclusive pseudonym is to 
be presented with the token. The value of the @Scope attribute determines the scope with 
respect to which the pseudonym must be generated. See Section 2.4 for more information on 
scope-exclusive pseudonyms.  

…/abc:PresentationPolicy/abc:Pseudonym/@Established  

When set to true, this attribute indicates that the pseudonym to be presented by the User 
must re-authenticate under a pseudonym that was previously established with the Verifier. 
When set to false or when not present, this attribute indicates that the User may establish a 
new pseudonym in the presentation token.  

…/abc:PresentationPolicy/abc:Pseudonym/@Alias  

This optional attribute defines an alias for this pseudonym so that it can be referred to from 
other pseudonyms or credentials to enforce same key binding, or, if this presentation token is 
part of an issuance token, to support carrying over key binding to the newly issued 
credential. See the /abc:IssuancePolicy/abc:CredentialTemplate/abc:UnknownAttributes 
/abc:KeyBinding/abc:PseudonymInfo/@Alias element.  

…/abc:PresentationPolicy/abc:Pseudonym/@SameKeyBindingAs  

If present, this XML attribute contains an alias referring either to another Pseudonym element 
within this policy, or to a Credential element for a credential with key binding. This indicates 
that the current pseudonym and the referred pseudonym or credential have to be bound to 
thesame key. Insisting credentials to be bound to the same key limits users from sharing 
credentials.  
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The pseudonym or credential that is referred to does not have to refer back to this 
pseudonym. If the referred to pseudonym or credential also has a SameKeyBindingAs 
attribute that refers to a third pseudonym or credential, then all three pseudonyms/credentials 
must be bound to the same key. In other words, SameKeyBindingAs induces a transitive 
relationship.  

…/abc:PresentationPolicy/abc:Pseudonym/abc:PseudonymValue  

When present, this optional element indicates that a pseudonym with the given value must 
be presented, the value being encoded as content of type xs:base64Binary. Note that this 
feature only makes sense if the verifier has reason to believe that the user to whom the 
policy is sent knows the user secret (and, if applicable, pseudonym metadata) underlying the 
given pseudonym, for example, because he established the pseudonym in a previous 
presentation token.  

…/abc:PresentationPolicy/abc:Credential  

This optional element specifies a credential that has to be used in the generation of the 
token. Omitting this element may be useful, for example, when the user can obtain access by 
merely presenting an existing verifiable pseudonym.  

…/abc:PresentationPolicy/abc:Credential/@Alias  

This optional attribute creates an alias for this credential to refer to attributes from this 
credential in attribute predicates. See the …/abc:PresentationPolicy/abc:AttributePredicates 
element.  

…/abc:PresentationPolicy/abc:Credential/@SameKeyBindingAs  

If present, this XML attribute contains an alias referring either to a Pseudonym element within 
this policy, or to another Credential element for a credential with key binding. This indicates 
that the current credential and the referred pseudonym or credential have to be bound to 
thesame key. Insisting credentials to be bound to the same key limits users from sharing 
credentials.  

The pseudonym or credential that is referred to does not have to refer back to this credential. 
If the referred to pseudonym or credential also has a SameKeyBindingAs attribute that refers 
to a third pseudonym or credential, then all three pseudonyms/credentials must be bound to 
the same key. In other words, SameKeyBindingAs induces a transitive relationship.  

…/abc:PresentationPolicy/abc:Credential/abc:CredentialSpecAlternatives  

This element contains a list of credential specifications. The issued credential used to 
instantiate this credential in the presentation token must adhere to one of the listed credential 
specifications.  

…/abc:Credential/abc:CredentialSpecAlternatives/abc:CredentialSpecUID  

This element contains one credential specification identifier that can be used to instantiate 
this credential in the presentation token.  

…/abc:Credential/abc:IssuerAlternatives  

This element contains a list of identifiers for issuer parameters UID. The issued credential 
used to instantiate this credential in the presentation token must be issued under one of the 
listed issuer parameters.  

…/abc:Credential/abc:IssuerAlternatives/abc:IssuerParametersUID  

This element contains one issuer parameters identifier that is accepted for this credential in 
the presentation token.  
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This specification defines two dedicated values for the issuer parameters:  

 The value http://abc4trust.eu/wp2/issuerparameters/unsigned indicates that the 
attribute values in this credential are self-claimed, without any form of authentication 
by either an external issuer or the user herself.  

 The value http://abc4trust.eu/wp2/issuerparameters/pseudonymously-self-signed 
indicates that the attribute values in this credential are self-claimed and signed under 
the pseudonym of the user provided in the same presentation token. This value can 
only occur when the presentation policy contains a 
/abc:PresentationPolicyAlternatives/abc:PresentationPolicy/abc:Pseudonym element.  

…/abc:IssuerAlternatives/abc:IssuerParametersUID/@RevocationInformationUID  

If the issuer parameters referred to in this element specify an Issuer-driven Revocation 
Authority, i.e., if the referred abc:IssuerParameters element contains an 
abc:RevocationParametersUID child element, then this optional XML attribute can indicate 
for which version of the revocation information the presented token must be valid. By 
specifying the current revocation information identifier in the presentation policy, the User 
does not have to get in touch with the Revocation Authority to check whether her non-
revocation evidence information is still up to date, thereby avoiding a possible source of 
linkability.  

…/abc:PresentationPolicy/abc:Credential//abc:DisclosedAttribute  

This element specifies an attribute of this credential that has to be revealed in the 
presentation token, either to the verifier itself, or to an external inspector.  

Even though there are no syntactical restrictions imposing this, presentation policies 
SHOULD NOT request to reveal the value of the revocation handle (with attribute 
typehttp://abc4trust.eu/wp2/abcschemav1.0/revocationhandle), as doing so enables Verifiers 
to link presentations tokens generated with the same credential. If necessary, inspection can 
be used to only reveal the value of the revocation handle under specific circumstances.  

…/abc:Credentials/abc:Credential/abc:DisclosedAttribute/@AttributeType  

This attribute specifies the type of the credential attribute of which the value must be 
revealed in the presentation token. If multiple credential specifications are allowed for this 
credential (i.e., if multiple abc:CredentialSpecUID elements are listed in the 
abc:CredentialSpecAlternatives child element of the ancestor abc:Credential element), then 
the specified attribute type MUST occur in all listed credential specifications.  

For each credential and each attribute type, there MUST be at most one 
abc:DisclosedAttribute element without abc:InspectorAlternatives child element. Likewise, for 
each credential and each attribute type, there MUST be at most one abc:DisclosedAttribute 
element with the same abc:InspectionGrounds child element.  

…/abc:Credential/abc:DisclosedAttribute/@DataHandlingPolicy  

This XML attribute can be used to refer to an external data handling policy describing how 
the Verifier will treat the revealed attribute value once it is received. The data handling policy 
may be human-readable and/or machine-readable. The specification of a data handling 
policy schema is outside of the scope of this document.  

…/abc:Credential/abc:DisclosedAttribute/abc:InspectorAlternatives  

This optional element lists a number of inspector public key identifiers. When present, this 
element indicates that the value of this attribute does not have to be revealed to the verifier, 
but must be encrypted under one of the listed inspector public keys. See Section 2.6 for 
more details on revealing attributes to an inspector.  

http://abc4trust.eu/wp2/issuerparameters/unsigned
http://abc4trust.eu/wp2/issuerparameters/pseudonymously-self-signed
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…/abc:DisclosedAttribute/abc:InspectorAlternatives/abc:InspectorPublicKeyUID  

This element contains one identifier of an inspector public key under which the attribute value 
can be encrypted.  

…/abc:Credential/abc:DisclosedAttribute/abc:InspectionGrounds  

This optional element contains a string describing the valid grounds or circumstances under 
which the inspector can be asked to decrypt the attribute value or circumstances. This 
element must be present whenever a sibling abc:InspectorAlternatives element is present. 
See Section 2.6 for more details on revealing attributes to an inspector.  

…/abc:PresentationPolicy/abc:VerifierDrivenRevocation  

This optional element specifies all parameters for checking if a (set of) attribute value(s) from 
the specified credentials was not revoked using verifier-driven revocation.  

Verifier-driven revocation can be based on combinations of attributes from a set of different 
credentials, in which case there will be multiple abc:Attribute elements per one 
abc:VerifierDrivenRevocation element. Then the User has to prove that a disjunctive 
combination of these attribute values was not revoked with respect to the specified 
abc:RevocationParametersUID.  

…/abc:PresentationPolicy/abc:VerifierDrivenRevocation/abc:RevocationParametersUID  

This element contains the UID of the revocation authority parameters. The User needs to 
provide a proof that a following (set of) attribute value(s) was not revoked according to the 
specified set of parameters.  

…/abc:PresentationPolicy/abc:VerifierDrivenRevocation/abc:Attribute  

This element specifies a credential attribute that is used for verifier-driven revocation.  

…/abc:PresentationPolicy/abc:VerifierDrivenRevocation/abc:Attribute/@CredentialAlias  

This attribute specifies the alias of the credential from which the attribute is used. The 
specified value MUST also occur as an Alias attribute in an abc:Credential element within 
this abc:PresentationPolicy.  

…/abc:PresentationPolicy/abc:VerifierDrivenRevocation/abc:Attribute/@AttributeType  

This attribute refers to the attribute within the credential that is to be used for verifier driven-
revocation.  

…/abc:PresentationPolicy/abc:AttributePredicate  

This element specifies a predicate that must hold over the attribute values. To satisfy the 
policy, the presentation token must for each of the listed predicates either prove (in a data-
minimizing way) that the credential attributes satisfy the specified predicate, or must reveal 
the value of the involved attribute(s) so that the verifier can check whether the predicate is 
satisfied. The child elements are the ordered list of arguments of the predicate.  

…/abc:PresentationPolicy/abc:AttributePredicate/@Function  

This attribute specifies the boolean function for this predicate. See Section 4.4.34 for a list of 
supported functions and their implications on the list of arguments in the child elements. Note 
that not all predicate functions can be used for all attributes: the allowed predicate functions 
depend on the data type and on the chosen encoding of the credential attributes. See 
Section 4.2.1 for a list of which predicates can be used in combination with which data types 
and encodings.  

…/abc:AttributePredicate/abc:Attribute  
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This element specifies a reference to a credential attribute that is to be used as an argument 
of the predicate.  

…/abc:AttributePredicate/abc:Attribute/@CredentialAlias  

This attribute specifies the alias of the credential from which the attribute must be used. The 
specified alias MUST also occur as an Alias attribute in an abc:Credential element within the 
ancestor abc:PresentationPolicy element.  

…/abc:AttributePredicate/abc:Attribute/@AttributeType  

This attribute refers to the attribute within the credential that is to be used as an argument in 
the predicate.  

…/abc:AttributePredicate/abc:Attribute/@DataHandlingPolicy  

This XML attribute can be used to refer to an external data handling policy describing how 
the Verifier will treat the information that the attribute value satisfies the specified predicate. 
The data handling policy may be human-readable and/or machine-readable. The 
specification of a data handling policy schema is outside of the scope of this document.  

…/abc:AttributePredicate/abc:ConstantValue  

This element contains a constant value that is to be used as an argument in the predicate. 
The data type of the argument depends on the function of the predicate. We refer to Section 
4.5.3 for a list of supported functions and the data types of their arguments.  

14.3.4.2 Presentation Token  

The presentation of one or multiple credentials results in a presentation token that is sent to 
the verifier. The syntax for the element is:  

 

<abc:PresentationToken Version=”1.0”> 

 <abc:PresentationTokenDescription PolicyUID=”xs:anyURI”  

  TokenUID=”xs:anyURI”?> 

  <abc:Message> 

    <abc:Nonce>…</abc:Nonce>? 

     <abc:FriendlyPolicyName lang=”xs:language”> 

      xs:string 

     </abc:FriendlyPolicyName>* 

     <abc:FriendlyPolicyDescription lang=”xs:language”> 

      xs:string 

     </abc:FriendlyPolicyDescription>* 

     <abc:VerifierIdentity>xs:any</abc:VerifierIdentity> 

    <abc:ApplicationData>…</abc:ApplicationData>? 

  </abc:Message>? 

  <abc:Pseudonym Scope=”xs:string”? Exclusive=”xs:boolean”?  

   Alias=”xs:anyURI”? SameKeyBindingAs=”xs:anyURI”?> 
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      <abc:PseudonymValue>…</abc:PseudonymValue> 

  </abc:Pseudonym>* 

    <abc:Credential Alias=”xs:anyURI”? 

SameKeyBindingAs=”xs:anyURI”?> 

      <abc:CredentialSpecUID>…</abc:CredentialSpecUID> 

      <abc:IssuerParametersUID>…</abc:IssuerParametersUID> 

      <abc:RevocationInformationUID> 

        … 

      </abc:RevocationInformationUID>? 

        <abc:DisclosedAttribute AttributeType=”xs:anyURI”  

         DataHandlingPolicy=”xs:anyURI”?> 

        ( <abc:InspectorPublicKeyUID>…</abc:InspectorPublicKeyUID> 

          <abc:InspectionGrounds>…</abc:InspectionGrounds> 

        )? 

          <abc:AttributeValue>…</abc:AttributeValue> 

      </abc:DisclosedAttribute>*     

   </abc:Credential>* 

   <abc:VerifierDrivenRevocation> 

       

<abc:RevocationInformationUID>…</abc:RevocationInformationUID> 

       <abc:Attribute AttributeType=”xs:anyURI” 

CredentialAlias=”xs:anyURI” >+ 

   </abc:VerifierDrivenRevocation>* 

   <abc:AttributePredicate Function=”xs:anyURI”> 

    ( <abc:Attribute CredentialAlias=”xs:anyURI”  

       AttributeType=”xs:anyURI” 

       DataHandlingPolicy=”xs:anyURI”?/> 

      | 

      <abc:ConstantValue>…</abc:ConstantValue> 

    )+ 

   </abc:AttributePredicate>* 

  </abc:PresentationTokenDescription> 

  <abc:CryptoEvidence>…</abc:CryptoEvidence> 

</abc:PresentationToken> 

The following describes the attributes and elements listed in the schema outlined above:  

/abc:PresentationToken  

This element contains a presentation token.  
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/abc:PresentationToken/@Version  

This attribute indicates the token version number; it MUST be “1.0”.  

/abc:PresentationTokenDescription  

This element contains a technology-agnostic description of the revealed information.  

…/abc:PresentationPolicy/@PolicyUID  

This attribute refers to the UID of the presentation policy that this token satisfies.  

…/abc:PresentationPolicy/@TokenUID  

This optional attribute assigns a unique identifier to this presentation token.  

…/abc:PresentationTokenDescription/abc:Message  

This optional element specifies a message that is authenticated (signed) by the private key of 
each credential in the token.  

…/abc:PresentationTokenDescription/abc:Message/abc:Nonce  

This optional element contains a random nonce that is to be signed by a presentation token 
satisfying this policy. The nonce is generated by the Issuer and prevents replay attacks.  

…/abc:PresentationTokenDescription/abc:Message/abc:FriendlyPolicyName  

This optional element provides a friendly textual name for the policy. The content of this 
element MUST be localized in a specific language.  

…/abc:PresentationTokenDescription/abc:Message/abc:FriendlyPolicyName/@lang  

A required language identifier, using the language codes specified in RFC 3066, in which the 
content of abc:FriendlyPolicyName element have been localized.  

…/abc:PresentationTokenDescription/abc:Message/abc:VerifierIdentity  

This optional element contains the identity of the verifier (e.g., his URL, public key, or SSL 
certificate hash) to whom this presentation token is intended. The presentation token 
authenticates the verifier identity, meaning that it cannot be changed after the token was 
created. This can offer protection against man-in-the-middle attacks if the user’s application 
software has a way to parse and verify the verifier’s identity.  

The format and verification of the verifier identity must be performed by the application logic. 
The ABCE does not perform any such checks.  

…/abc:PresentationTokenDescription/abc:Message/abc:FriendlyPolicyDescription  

This optional element provides a friendly textual description for the policy. The content of this 
element MUST be localized in a specific language.  

…/abc:Message/abc:FriendlyPolicyDescription/@lang  

A required language identifier, using the language codes specified in RFC 3066, in which the 
content of abc:FriendlyPolicyDescription element have been localized.  

…/abc:PresentationTokenDescription/abc:Message/abc:ApplicationData  

This optional element can contains data of type string.  

…/abc:PresentationTokenDescription/abc:Pseudonym  

When present, this element indicates that a pseudonym is presented with the presentation 
token. If this policy does not involve any credentials, then this is a verifiable pseudonym, 

http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3066
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3066
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otherwise it is a certified pseudonym associated to the presented credentials. See Section 
2.4 for more information on pseudonyms.  

…/abc:PresentationTokenDescription/abc:Pseudonym/@Scope  

This optional attribute indicates that the presented pseudonym is for a specific scope (e.g., a 
resource identifier) See Section 2.4 for  more information on the use of pseudonyms. The 
user agent is assumed to maintain state information to keep track of which pseudonym it 
previously used for which scope.  

…/abc:PresentationTokenDescription/abc:Pseudonym/@Exclusive  

When present, this attribute indicates that a scope-exclusive pseudonym is presented with 
the token. The value of the @Scope attribute determines the scope with respect to which the 
pseudonym was generated. See Section 2.4 for more information on scope-exclusive 
pseudonyms.  

…/abc:PresentationTokenDescription/abc:Pseudonym/@Alias  

This optional attribute defines an alias for this pseudonym so that it can be referred to from 
other pseudonyms or credentials to enforce same key binding, or, if this presentation token is 
part of an issuance token, to support carrying over key binding to the newly issued 
credential. See the /abc:IssuancePolicy/abc:CredentialTemplate/abc:UnknownAttributes 
/abc:KeyBinding/abc:PseudonymInfo/@Alias element.  

…/abc:PresentationTokenDescription/abc:Pseudonym/@SameKeyBindingAs  

If present, this XML attribute contains an alias referring either to another Pseudonym element 
within this presentation token, or to a Credential element for a credential with key binding. 
This indicates that the current pseudonym and the referred pseudonym or credential are 
bound to the same key.  

The pseudonym or credential that is referred to does not have to refer back to this 
pseudonym. If the referred to pseudonym or credential also has a SameKeyBindingAs 
attribute that refers to a third pseudonym or credential, then all three pseudonyms/credentials 
are bound to the same key. In other words, SameKeyBindingAs induces a transitive 
relationship.  

…/abc:PresentationTokenDescription/abc:Pseudonym/abc:PseudonymValue  

This element contains the value of the pseudonym encoded as content of type 
xs:base64Binary.  

If the token contains no abc:Credentials element but does contain an abc:Pseudonym, then 
this presentation token merely proves knowledge of the secret key underlying the 
pseudonym.  

…/abc:PresentationTokenDescription/abc:Credential  

This optional element specifies a credential that is presented in this token. If the token 
contains no abc:Credential element but does contain an abc:Pseudonym, then this 
presentation token merely proves knowledge of the user secret underlying the pseudonym.  

…/abc:PresentationTokenDescription/abc:Credential/@Alias  

This optional attribute defines an alias for this credential to refer to attributes from this 
credential in attribute predicates. See the /abc:PresentationToken/abc:AttributePredicates 
element.  

…/abc:PresentationTokenDescription/abc:Credential/@SameKeyBindingAs  
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If present, this XML attribute contains an alias referring either to a Pseudonym element within 
this presentation token, or to another Credential element for a credential with key binding. 
This indicates that the current credential and the referred pseudonym or credential are bound 
to the same key.  

The pseudonym or credential that is referred to does not have to refer back to this credential. 
If the referred to pseudonym or credential also has a SameKeyBindingAs attribute that refers 
to a third pseudonym or credential, then all three pseudonyms/credentials are bound to the 
same key. In other words, SameKeyBindingAs induces a transitive relationship.  

…/abc:Credential/abc:CredentialSpecUID  

This element contains the credential specification identifier of the presented credential.  

…/abc:PresentationTokenDescriptionabc:Credential/abc:IssuerParametersUID  

This element contains the issuer public key identifier of the presented credential.  

…/abc:PresentationTokenDescriptionabc:Credential/abc:RevocationInformationUID  

This optional element contains an identifier of the revocation information with respect to 
which the presented credential is proved to be non-revoked. The revocation information 
referenced here corresponds to the issuer-driven revocation parameters referenced from the 
issuer parameters; see the 
/abc:PresentationToken/abc:PresentationTokenDescription/abc:Credential/abc:VerifierDriven
Revocation element for verifier-driven revocation.  

When verifying the token, the verifier has to independently obtain the current revocation 
information using the mechanism specified by the revocation authority parameters 
referenced in the IssuerParameters. It is up to the verifier to check that the revocation 
information UID referenced in this element is indeed the most recent one.  

…/abc:PresentationTokenDescription/abc:Credential/abc:Attributes  

This element lists the attributes from this credential that are revealed by this presentation 
token, either in the clear to the verifier itself, or encrypted to an external inspector.  

…/abc:PresentationTokenDescription/abc:Credential/abc:DisclosedAttribute  

This element specifies one attribute of this credential that is revealed in the presentation 
token.  

…/abc:Credential/abc:DisclosedAttribute/@AttributeType  

This attribute specifies the type of the credential attribute of which the value is revealed.  

There MUST be at most one abc:DisclosedAttribute element without 
abc:InspectorPublicKeyUID child element per credential and per attribute type. Also, for 
abc:DisclosedAttribute elements with an abc:InspectorPublicKeyUID child element, there 
MUST be at most one abc:DisclosedAttribute element per credential and per attribute type 
with the same abc:InspectionGrounds child element.  

…/abc:Credential/abc:DisclosedAttribute/@DataHandlingPolicy  

This optional XML attribute can be used to refer to an external data handling policy that the 
Verifier has to adhere to concerning the revealed attribute value. The data handling policy 
may be human-readable and/or machine-readable. The specification of a data handling 
policy schema is outside of the scope of this document.  

…/abc:Credential/abc:DisclosedAttribute/abc:InspectorPublicKeyUID  

This optional element contains the identifier of the inspector public key under which the 
attribute value is encrypted.  
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…/abc:Credential/abc:DisclosedAttribute/abc:InspectionGrounds  

This optional element contains a string describing the valid grounds or circumstances under 
which the inspector can be asked to decrypt the attribute value or circumstances. This 
element must be present whenever a sibling abc:InspectorPublicKeyUID element is present. 
See Section 2.6 for more details on revealing attributes to an inspector.  

…/abc:Credential/abc:DisclosedAttribute/abc:AttributeValue  

This element specifies the value of the revealed attribute. When encrypted to an inspector, 
this element MAY contain data of type xs:base64Binary representing the ciphertext for the 
encrypted attribute. However, there is no guarantee that this data by itself is decryptable by 
the inspector. When requesting decryption of an attribute, the complete presentation token 
must always be sent to the inspector.  

…/abc:PresentationTokenDescription/abc:VerifierDrivenRevocation  

This optional element specifies all parameters for checking if a (set of) attribute value(s) from 
the specified credentials was not revoked using verifier-driven revocation, as requested in 
the presentation policy by the verifier.  

…/abc:PresentationTokenDescription/abc:VerifierDrivenRevocation/abc:RevocationInformati
onUID  

This element contains an identifier of revocation information with respect to which the 
presented (combination of) attribute value(s) is proved to be non-revoked. The revocation 
information referenced here corresponds to the verifier-driven revocation parameters 
mentioned in the verifier’s presentation policy; see the 
/abc:PresentationToken/abc:Credential/ abc:RevocationInformationUID element for issuer-
driven revocation.  

When verifying the token, the verifier has to independently obtain the current revocation 
information using the mechanism specified by the revocation authority parameters 
referenced in the presentation policy. It is up to the verifier to check that the revocation 
information UID referenced in this element is indeed the most recent one.  

…/abc:PresentationTokenDescription/abc:VerifierDrivenRevocation/abc:Attribute  

This element specifies a credential attribute that is used for verifier-driven revocation. In case 
of multiple attributes specified, the User proves that a disjunctive combination of the attribute 
values was non-revoked with respect to abc:RevocationInformationUID.  

…/abc:PresentationTokenDescription/abc:VerifierDrivenRevocation/abc:Attribute/@Credenti
alAlias  

This attribute specifies the alias of the credential from which the attribute is used. The 
specified value MUST also occur as an Alias attribute in an abc:Credential element within 
this abc:PresentationToken.  

…/abc:PresentationTokenDescription/abc:VerifierDrivenRevocation/abc:Attribute/@Attribute
Type  

This attribute refers to the exact attribute within the credential which is used for verifier 
driven-revocation.  

…/abc:PresentationTokenDescription/abc:AttributePredicate  

This optional element specifies a predicate that is guaranteed to hold by this token. The child 
elements are the ordered list of arguments of the predicate.  

…/abc:AttributePredicate/@Function  
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This attribute specifies the boolean function for this predicate. See Section 4.5.3 for a list of 
supported functions and their implications on the list of arguments in the child elements. Note 
that not all predicate functions can be used for all attributes: the allowed predicate functions 
depend on the data type and on the chosen encoding of the credential attributes. See 
Section 4.2.1 for a list of which predicates can be used in combination with which data types 
and encodings.  

…/abc:AttributePredicate/abc:Attribute  

This element specifies a reference to a credential attribute that is used as an argument of the 
predicate.  

…/abc:AttributePredicate/abc:Attribute/@CredentialAlias  

This attribute specifies the alias of the credential from which the attribute is used. The 
specified value MUST also occur as an Alias attribute in an abc:Credential element within 
this abc:PresentationToken.  

…/abc:AttributePredicate/abc:Attribute/@AttributeType  

This attribute refers to the exact attribute within the credential that is used as an argument in 
the predicate.  

…/abc:AttributePredicate/abc:Attribute/@DataHandlingPolicy  

This optional XML attribute can be used to refer to an external data handling policy that the 
Verifier has to adhere to with respect to the information that the attribute value satisfies the 
specified predicate. The data handling policy may be human-readable and/or machine-
readable. The specification of a data handling policy schema is outside of the scope of this 
document.  

…/abc:AttributePredicate/abc:ConstantValue  

This element contains a constant value that is used as an argument in the predicate. The 
data type of the argument depends on the function of the predicate. We refer to Section 4.5.3 
for a list of supported functions and the data types of their arguments.  

/abc:PresentationToken/abc:CryptoEvidence  

This element contains the cryptographic evidence for the presentation token.  

14.3.4.3 Functions for Use in Predicates  

When evaluating predicates over attributes in presentation policies and presentation tokens, 
the following list of function URIs from[2] for (in)equality testing of different data types MUST 
be supported. We refer to Appendix A of XACML20 for the semantics of these functions and 
the data types of their arguments. In order to prove predicates over credential attributes, the 
involved attributes MUST use the same encoding (see Section 4.2.1).  

 urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:string-equal  

 urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:boolean-equal  

 urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:integer-equal  

 urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:date-equal  

 urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:time-equal  

 urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:dateTime-equal  

 urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:anyURI-equal  

http://docs.oasis-open.org/xacml/2.0/access_control-xacml-2.0-core-spec-os.pdfXACML20
http://docs.oasis-open.org/xacml/2.0/access_control-xacml-2.0-core-spec-os.pdf
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 urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:integer-greater-than  

 urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:integer-greater-than-or-equal  

 urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:integer-less-than  

 urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:integer-less-than-or-equal  

 urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:date-greater-than  

 urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:date-greater-than-or-equal  

 urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:date-less-than  

 urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:date-less-than-or-equal  

 urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:dateTime-greater-than  

 urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:dateTime-greater-than-or-equal  

 urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:dateTime-less-than  

 urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:dateTime-less-than-or-equal  

 
Moreover, this specification defines the following list of new functions for inequality testing.  

 urn:abc4trust:1.0:function:string-not-equal  

 urn:abc4trust:1.0:function:boolean-not-equal  

 urn:abc4trust:1.0:function:integer-not-equal  

 urn:abc4trust:1.0:function:date-not-equal  

 urn:abc4trust:1.0:function:time-not-equal  

 urn:abc4trust:1.0:function:dateTime-not-equal  

 urn:abc4trust:1.0:function:anyURI-not-equal  

 
For type being one of string, boolean, integer, date, time, dateTime, or anyURI, the 
semantics of function urn:abc4trust:1.0:function:type-not-equal is defined as follows. The 
function SHALL take two arguments of data-typehttp://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#type 
and SHALL return an http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean. The function SHALL 
return trueif and only if the application of the corresponding function 
urn:oasis:names:tc:xacml:1.0:function:type-equal evaluated on the same arguments returns 
false. Otherwise, it SHALL return false. Finally, this specification defines the following list of 
functions for testing equality against a list of candidate values.  

 urn:abc4trust:1.0:function:string-equal-oneof  

 urn:abc4trust:1.0:function:boolean-equal-oneof  

 urn:abc4trust:1.0:function:integer-equal-oneof  

 urn:abc4trust:1.0:function:date-equal-oneof  

 urn:abc4trust:1.0:function:time-equal-oneof  

 urn:abc4trust:1.0:function:dateTime-equal-oneof  

 urn:abc4trust:1.0:function:anyURI-equal-oneof  

 
For type being one of string, boolean, integer, date, time, dateTime, or anyURI, the 

http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#type
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean
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semantics of function urn:abc4trust:1.0:function:type-equal-oneof is defined as follows. The 
function SHALL take two or more arguments of data-
typehttp://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#type and SHALL return an 
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean. The function SHALL return true if and only if 
the application of the corresponding function urn:oasis:names:tc: xacml:1.0:function:type-
equal evaluated on the first argument and one of the arguments other than the first returns 
true. Otherwise, it SHALL return false.  

Note that not all predicate functions can be used for all attributes: the allowed predicate 
functions depend on the data type and on the chosen encoding of the credential attributes. 
See Section 4.2.1 for a list of which predicates can be used in combination with which data 
types and encodings.  

14.3.5 Issuance  

Issuance of Privacy-ABCs is an interactive process between the User and the Issuer, 
possibly involving multiple exchanges of messages. This document specifies the contents, 
encoding, and processing of the messages; an application needs to define how to exchange 
them, e.g., by embedding them in existing messaging protocols. For example, WS-Trust14 
specifies an issuance challenge-response pattern that can be used to carry the ABC 
issuance messages, embedding them in RequestSecurityToken and 
RequestSecurityTokenResponse messages.  

An overview of a typical issuance interaction is given in the following Figure. The User 
initiates the interaction by sending an issuance request to the Issuer, optionally specifying 
the requested credential specification UID.  

In the simplest case, the credential is issued “from scratch”, i.e., without relation to any 
existing credentials. Even in this case, the issuance protocol may consist of multiple 
exchanges of issuance messages.  

In a more advanced setting, the new credential that is being issued may carry over attribute 
values, the user secret or the device secret from credentials that the User already owns, or 
may require attributes values to be generated jointly at random. We refer to Section 2.7 for 
more details on the possibilities of advanced issuance protocols.  

In the advanced setting, the issuer responds to the initial request with its issuance policy, 
which specifies which issuance token the user must present in order to obtain the requested 
token, which features of existing credentials will be carried over to the new credential, and 
which attributes will be generated jointly at random. The user responds with an issuance 
token. Then, a number of interaction rounds may take place to perform the cryptographic 
issuance protocol. At the end of these rounds, the Issuer sends the final message allowing 
the User to construct the issued credential.  

http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean
http://docs.oasis-open.org/ws-sx/ws-trust/v1.4/ws-trust.html
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Issuance of Privacy-ABCs 

Some notes:  

 The endpoint to contact, and its authentication requirements, are application 
specific. The issuance protocol SHOULD be done over a secure channel to protect 
the confidentiality of the attribute values.  

 Since the exchange is multi-legged, the parties must keep the cryptographic state 
of each issuance instance between the message exchanges.  

User authentication is out of scope of this document. Authentication information MAY be 
provided along the issuance messages.  

14.3.5.1 Issuance Policy  

Optionally, the Issuer may respond to the User’s initial request by sending the issuance 
policy. In an issuance policy, the Issuer describes which credentials he will issue based on 
which issuance token presented by the User. The newly issued credential can “carry over” 
certain features from the existing credentials used in generating the issuance token, without 
revealing these features to the Issuer. Namely, the newly issued credential can be bound to 
the same User, to the same device, or to the same revocation handle as one of the existing 
credentials. Also, attribute values in the new credential can be carried over from attributes in 
the existing credentials, without the Issuer being able to see these attribute values.  

In case of an issuance “from scratch”, i.e., for which the User does not have to prove 
ownership of existing credentials or established pseudonyms, the issuance policy merely 
specifies the credential specification and the issuer parameters for the credential to be 
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issued. The issuance policy is then used only locally by the Issuer to trigger the issuance 
protocol.  

 

<abc:IssuancePolicy Version=”1.0”> 

  <abc:PresentationPolicy … >  …  </abc:PresentationPolicy>? 

  <abc:CredentialTemplate SameKeyBindingAs=”xs:anyURI”?> 

    <abc:CredentialSpecUID>…</abc:CredentialSpecUID> 

    <abc:IssuerParametersUID>…</abc:IssuerParametersUID> 

    <abc:UnknownAttributes> 

      <abc:CarriedOverAttribute TargetAttributeType=”xs:anyURI”> 

        <abc:SourceCredentialInfo Alias=”xs:anyURI” 

AttributeType=”xs:anyURI”/> 

      </abc:CarriedOverAttribute>* 

      <abc:JointlyRandomAttribute TargetAttributeType=”xs:anyURI”/>* 

    </abc:UnknownAttributes>? 

  </abc:CredentialTemplate> 

</abc:IssuancePolicy> 

The following describes the attributes and elements listed in the schema outlined above:  

/abc:IssuancePolicy  

This element describes an issuance policy.  

/abc:IssuancePolicy/abc:PresentationPolicy  

This optional element specifies which token has to be presented by the user in order to be 
issued a credential. See the /abc:PresentationPolicyAlternatives/abc:PresentationPolicy 
element in Section 4 for a description of the schema. The main goal of this policy and the 
issuance token returned in response of it is to carry over features from the existing 
credentials used to generate the presentation token into the newly issued credential.  

Note that the presentation policy can also request for a self-signed of self-stated credential; 
see the IssuerParametersUID element in the PresentationPolicy for details. Using this 
feature, the Issuer can have self-signed and self-claimed attributes to be carried over into the 
newly issued credential. These attribute values will be visible to the Issuer if the issuance 
policy explicitly specifies that they must be revealed, or will be invisible to the Issuer 
otherwise.  

/abc:IssuancePolicy/abc:CredentialTemplate/  

This element provides a template for the to-be-issued credential. In case of issuance from 
scratch it will only specify the credential specification and the issuer parameters.  

/abc:IssuancePolicy/abc:CredentialTemplate/@SameKeyBindingAs  

When present, this XML attribute causes the newly issued credential to be bound to the 
same key as one of the credentials or pseudonyms in the presentation policy. The value of 
the attribute refers to the Alias attribute of the Pseudonym or Credential from which the key 
must be carried over.  

/abc:IssuancePolicy/abc:CredentialTemplate/abc:CredentialSpecUID  
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This element contains the unique identifier of the credential specification of the newly issued 
credential.  

/abc:IssuancePolicy/abc:CredentialTemplate/abc:IssuerParametersUID  

This element contains the unique identifier of the issuer parameters of the newly issued 
credential.  

/abc:IssuancePolicy/abc:CredentialTemplate/abc:UnknownAttributes  

This element specifies the attributes that are unknown to the Issuer and that will either be 
carried over from another credential or jointly generated at random.  

…/abc:CredentialTemplate/abc:UnknownAttributes/abc:CarriedOverAttribute  

This element describes how an unknown attribute is established.  

…/abc:UnknownAttributes/abc:CarriedOverAttribute/@TargetAttributeType  

This attribute indicates to which attribute in the to-be-issued credential this template 
information applies to.  

…/abc:UnknownAttributes/abc:CarriedOverAttribute/abc:SourceCredentialInfo  

This element contains information about the source credential to transfer the info from.  

…/abc:CarriedOverAttribute/abc:SourceCredentialInfo/@Alias  

This attribute indicates the alias of the presented credential from which to carry-over the 
attribute value.  

…/abc:CarriedOverAttribute/abc:SourceCredentialInfo/@AttributeType  

This attribute indicates the attribute type of the presented credential from which to carry-over 
the attribute value (which could be different than the target attribute type, e.g., from the 
LastName attribute of the DriverLicense credential to the GivenName attribute of the 
StudentCard credential).  

…/abc:UnknownAttributes/abc:JointlyRandomAttribute  

This element indicates that a specific attribute of the newly issued credential must be 
generated jointly at random, i.e., so that the Issuer does not learn the value of the attribute, 
but so that the User cannot bias the uniform distribution of the value.  

…/abc:UnknownAttributes/abc:JointlyRandomAttribute/@TargetAttributeType  

The attribute type of the newly issued credential that must be assigned a jointly generated 
random value.  

14.3.5.2 Issuance Token  

In case of advanced issuance, the User responds with an issuance token, that contains a 
presentation token and credential template satisfying the issuance policy of the Issuer. In 
order to satisfy the policy, the credential template in the issuance token must be the same as 
in the received issuance policy. See Section 4 for the schema of the presentation token and 
Section 4.5.1 for the schema of the credential template.  

 

<abc:IssuanceToken Version="1.0"> 

  <abc:IssuanceTokenDescription> 
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<abc:PresentationTokenDescription>…</abc:PresentationTokenDescriptio

n> 

    <abc:CredentialTemplate 

SameKeyBindingAs=”xs:anyURI”?>…</abc:CredentialTemplate> 

  </abc:IssuanceTokenDescription> 

  <abc:CryptoEvidence>…</abc:CryptoEvidence> 

</abc:IssuanceToken> 

The following describes the attributes and elements listed in the schema outlined above:  

/abc:IssuanceToken  

This element describes an issuance token.  

/abc:IssuanceToken/@Version  

This attribute indicates the token version number, it MUST be “1.0”.  

/abc:IssuanceToken/abc:IssuanceTokenDescription  

This element contains a technology-agnostic description of the revealed information and the 
new credential.  

…/abc:IssuanceTokenDescription/abc:PresentationTokenDescription  

This element contains a technology-agnostic description of the revealed information.  

…/abc:IssuanceTokenDescription/abc:CredentialTemplate/  

This element provides a template for the to-be-issued credential.  

/abc:IssuanceToken/abc:CryptoEvidence/  

This element provides the cryptographic evidence for the issuance token.  

14.3.5.3 Issuance Messages  

Any message that will be exchanged in the course of an issuance protocol is wrapped in an 
IssuanceMessage. That includes the issuance policy and issuance token (if requested by the 
issuer), as well as the subsequent interactions between the User and Issuer to execute the 
cryptographic protocol. The message contents in the remaining flows of the issuance 
protocol are mechanism-specific and therefore treated as opaque pieces of information that 
are exchanged between the Issuer and the User.  

To allow the linkage of the different legs of a protocol, each message includes a Context 
attribute, which must have the same value on all legs (including the possible preceding 
issuance policy/token exchange).  

 

<abc:IssuanceMessage Context="…"> 

    … 

</abc:IssuanceMessage> 

The following describes the attributes and elements listed in the schema outlined above:  

/abc:IssuanceMessage  
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This element contains either an issuance policy, issuance token or mechanism-specific 
cryptographic issuance data.  

/abc:IssuanceMessage/@Context  

The message MUST contain a context attribute and its value MUST match the one from the 
initial IssuanceMessage (if any).  

14.3.5.4 Issuance Log Entries  

To keep track of all issued credentials, the issuance log is stored on the issuer side. The 
issuance log entry contains the verified issuance token (if requested by the issuer), as well 
as the attribute values specified by the issuer.  

 

<abc:IssuanceLogEntry Version=”1.0”> 

    <abc:IssuanceLogEntryUID>…</abc:IssuanceLogEntryUID> 

    <abc:IssuerParametersUID>…</abc:IssuerParametersUID> 

    <abc:IssuanceToken>  …  </abc:IssuanceToken>? 

    <abc:IssuerAttributes> 

     <abc:Attribute @Type=”xs:anyURI”> 

       <abc:AttributeValue>…</abc:AttributeValue>  

     </abc:Attribute>* 

    </abc:IssuerAttributes>? 

</abc:IssuanceLogEntry> 

The following describes the attributes and elements listed in the schema outlined above:  

/abc:IssuanceLogEntry  

This element contains the verified issuance token (if requested by the issuer), as well as the 
attribute values specified by the issuer.  

/abc:IssuanceLogEntry/abc:IssuanceLogEntryUID  

This element contains the identifier of the log entry.  

/abc:IssuanceLogEntry/abc:IssuerParametersUID  

This element contains the identifier of the Issuer’s parameters of the issued credential.  

/abc:IssuanceLogEntry/abc:IssuanceToken  

The is optional element contains the verified issuance token.  

/abc:IssuanceLogEntry/abc:IssuerAttributes  

This element contains the description of the attributes (if any) provided by the issuer in an 
issued credential.  

/abc:IssuanceLogEntry/abc:IssuerAttributes/abc:Attribute  

This element contains the description of an attribute provided by the issuer in an issued 
credential.  

/abc:IssuanceLogEntry/abc:IssuerAttributes/abc:Attribute/@Type  
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This attribute contains the unique identifier of the attribute type of this credential. The 
attribute type is a URI, to which a semantics is associated by the definition of the attribute 
type. The definition of attribute types is outside the scope of this document; we refer to 
Section 7.5 in IMI1.0 for examples. The attribute type (e.g.,http://example.com/firstname) is 
not to be confused with the data type (e.g., xs:string) that is specified by the DataType 
attribute in the CredentialSpecification.  

…/abc:IssuerAttributes/abc:Attribute/abc:AttributeValue  

This element contains the actual value of the issued credential attribute provided by the 
issuer.  

14.3.5.5 Revocation History  

To keep track of the revocation process on the upper level, the revocation history is stored 
on the revocation authority side. Revocation history contains information, including 
cryptographic data that is used by the revocation authority to support revocation (non-
revocation evidence/revocation handle/revocation information generation and updates, 
keeping track of revocable credentials).  

Credentials that are a subject for the verifier-driven revocation are also called revocable in 
this context. Registering a revocable credential means adding it to the list of the credentials 
that can be revoked by the revocation authority. This can also include generating fresh 
revocation handle and/or non-revocation evidence and updating revocation information, if 
required by the revocation mechanism. In case of the verifier-driven revocation the 
registration is optional.  

 

<abc:RevocationHistory Version=”1.0”> 

   <abc:RevocationHistoryUID>…</abc:RevocationHistoryUID> 

   <abc:RevocationAuthorityParametersUID>… 

   </abc:RevocationAuthorityParametersUID> 

   <abc:CurrentState>…</abc:CurrentState>? 

   <abc:RevocationLogEntry @Revoked=”xs:boolean”>  

 <abc:RevocationLogEntryUID>…</abc:RevocationLogEntryUID> 

      <abc:RevocableAttribute @Type=”xs:anyURI”> 

         <abc:AttributeValue>…</abc:AttributeValue> 

   </abc:RevocableAttribute>* 

     <abc:DateCreated>…</abc:DateCreated> 

     <abc:CryptoParameters>…</abc:CryptoParameters>?  

   </abc:RevocationLogEntry>? 

</abc:RevocationHistory> 

The following describes the attributes and elements listed in the schema outlined above:  

/abc:RevocationHistory  

This element contains the information that is used by the revocation authority to support 
revocation and keep track of revocable credentials.  

http://docs.oasis-open.org/imi/identity/v1.0/identity.html
http://example.com/firstname
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/abc:RevocationHistory/abc:RevocationHistoryUID  

This element contains the identifier of the revocation history.  

/abc:RevocationHistory/abc:RevocationAuthorityParametersUID  

This element contains the identifier of the revocation authority parameters.  

/abc:RevocationHistory/abc:CurrentState  

This optional element contains the information (can also contain cryptographic and 
revocation mechanism specific data) that is used by the revocation authority to register and 
revoke credentials.  

/abc:RevocationHistory/abc:RevocationLogEntry  

This element contains information about credentials that were registered and revoked by the 
revocation authority and the corresponding cryptographic data.  

/abc:RevocationHistory/abc:RevocationLogEntry/@Revoked  

This attribute indicates whether the revocation authority registered a new revocable 
credential or revoked an existing one.  

/abc:RevocationHistory/abc:RevocationLogEntry/abc:RevocationLogEntryUID  

This element contains the identifier of the revocation log entry.  

/abc:RevocationHistory/abc:RevocationLogEntry/abc:RevocableAttribute  

This element contains the description of an attribute that is used to revoke the credential.  

/abc:RevocationHistory/abc:RevocationLogEntry/abc:RevocableAttribute/@Type  

This attribute contains the unique identifier of the attribute type of the credential attribute that 
is used to revoke the credential. The attribute type is a URI, to which a semantics is 
associated by the definition of the attribute type. The definition of attribute types is outside 
the scope of this document; we refer to Section 7.5 in IMI1.0 for examples. The attribute type 
(e.g., http://example.com/firstname) is not to be confused with the data type (e.g., xs:string) 
that is specified by the DataType attribute in the CredentialSpecification.  

…/abc:RevocationLogEntry/abc:Attribute/abc:AttributeValue  

This element contains the actual value of the credential attribute that is used to revoke the 
credential. (In case of issuer-driven revocation it contains a value of the revocation handle).  

/abc:RevocationHistory/abc:RevocationLogEntry/abc:DateCreated  

This element contains a timestamp when the credential was registered or revoked by the 
revocation authority.  

/abc:RevocationHistory/abc:RevocationLogEntry/abc:CryptoParameters  

This element contains mechanism-specific cryptographic data that is used to register or 
revoke credentials.  

14.3.5.6 Credential Description  

At the end of an issuance protocol, the User obtains a new credential. The contents of the 
new credential are reported back through a CredentialDescription element that adheres to 
the following schema:  

 

http://docs.oasis-open.org/imi/identity/v1.0/identity.html
http://example.com/firstname
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<abc:CredentialDescription RevokedByIssuer=”xs:boolean”?> 

  <abc:CredentialUID>…</abc:CredentialUID> 

  <abc:FriendlyCredentialName lang=”xs:language”> 

   xs:string 

  </abc:FriendlyCredentialName>* 

  <abc:ImageReference>xs:anyURI</abc:ImageReference>? 

  <abc:CredentialSpecificationUID>…</abc:CredentialSpecificationUID>  

<abc:IssuerParametersUID>…</abc:IssuerParametersUID> 

  <abc:SecretReference>…</abc:SecretReference>? 

  <abc:Attribute> 

    <abc:AttributeUID>…</abc:AttributeUID> 

    <abc:AttributeDescription @Type=”xs:anyURI” 

@DataType=”xs:anyURI”  

      @Encoding=”xs:anyURI”> 

      <abc:FriendlyAttributeName lang=”xs:language”> 

       xs:string 

      </abc:FriendlyAttributeName>* 

      <abc:AttributeValue>…</abc:AttributeValue> 

    </abc:AttributeDescription> 

  </abc:Attribute>* 

</abc:CredentialDescription> 

The following describes the attributes and elements listed in the schema outlined above:  

/abc:CredentialDescription  

This element contains the description of an issued credential in a User’s credential portfolio.  

/abc:CredentialDescription/@RevokedByIssuer  

This flag indicates whether this credential was revoked by the issuer. This flag should be set 
to true as soon as the user knows that this credential was revoked. This flag should be set to 
false (or omitted) for non-revocable credentials. The default value of this flag is false.  

The user's credential store may treat revoked credentials differently than non-revoked ones, 
in particular it may chose not to store them at all. Revoked credentials will also be skipped by 
the PolicyCredentialMatcher.  

/abc:CredentialDescription/abc:CredentialUID  

This element contains a unique local identifier (formatted as a URI) of the issued credential in 
the User’s credential portfolio. This identifier acts solely as a local reference within the User’s 
system; it is never included in a presentation token or in other artefacts sent across the 
network for obvious reasons of linkability.  

/abc:CredentialDescription/abc:FriendlyCredentialName  

This optional element provides a friendly textual name for the credential. The content of this 
element MUST be localized in a specific language.  
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/abc:CredentialDescription/abc:FriendlyCredentialName/@lang  

A required language identifier, using the language codes specified in RFC 3066, in which the 
content of abc:FriendlyCredentialName element have been localized.  

/abc:CredentialDescription/abc:ImageReference  

This optional element contains a reference to the endpoint where the image for the credential 
can be obtained.  

When implementing a Privacy-ABC system downloading images from the identity providers 
should be handled carefully. The reference to the external image resource must not be used 
every time the credential is presented. To avoid linkability when using the credential, the 
corresponding image must be downloaded and stored locally at the User’s side during the 
issuance.  

/abc:CredentialDescription/abc:CredentialSpecificationUID  

This element contains the identifier of the credential specification (formatted as a URI) to 
which the issued credential adheres.  

/abc:CredentialDescription/abc:IssuerParametersUID  

This element contains a reference to the issuer parameters of the Issuer who issued the 
credential.  

/abc:CredentialDescription/abc:SecretReference  

This optional element contains a unique local identifier (formatted as a URI) of the secret key 
to which the credential is bound, in case key binding is enabled for this credential. A User 
may have multiple secret keys; this reference helps in finding the key to which this credential 
is bound.  

This identifier is just a reference to the secret key, not the secret key itself. It acts solely as a 
local reference within the User’s system; it is never included in a presentation token or in 
other artefacts sent across the network for obvious reasons of linkability.  

/abc:CredentialDescription/abc:Attribute  

This element contains the description of an attribute in an issued credential.  

/abc:CredentialDescription/abc:Attribute/AttributeUID  

This element contains a unique local identifier (formatted as a URI) of this attribute in this 
credential in the User’s credential portfolio. This identifier acts solely as a local reference 
within the User’s system; it is never included in a presentation token or in other artefacts sent 
across the network for obvious reasons of linkability.  

/abc:CredentialDescription/abc:Attribute/abc:AttributeDescription  

This element contains describes the generic description of the attribute, as specified in the 
/abc:CredentialSpecification/abc:AttributeDescriptions/ abc:AttributeDescription element for 
this attribute in the credential specification.  

/abc:CredentialDescription/abc:Attribute/abc:AttributeDescription/@Type  

This attribute contains the unique identifier of the attribute type of this credential. The 
attribute type is a URI, to which a semantics is associated by the definition of the attribute 
type. The definition of attribute types is outside the scope of this document; we refer to 
Section 7.5 in IMI1.0 for examples. The attribute type (e.g.,http://example.com/firstname) is 
not to be confused with the data type (e.g., xs:string) that is specified by the DataType 
attribute.  

http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3066
http://docs.oasis-open.org/imi/identity/v1.0/identity.html
http://example.com/firstname
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/abc:CredentialDescription/abc:Attribute/abc:AttributeDescription/@DataType  

This attribute contains the data type of the credential attribute. The supported attribute data 
types are a subset of XML Schema data types. We refer to Section 4.2.1 for an overview of 
the supported data types.  

/abc:CredentialDescription/abc:Attribute/abc:AttributeDescription/@Encoding  

To be embedded in a Privacy-ABC, credential attribute values must typically be mapped to 
fixed-length integers. The Encoding XML attribute specifies how the value of this credential 
attribute is mapped to such an integer. We refer to Section 4.2.1 for an overview of the 
supported encoding algorithms.  

/abc:CredentialDescription/abc:Attribute/abc:FriendlyAttributeName  

This optional element provides a friendly textual name for the attribute in the credential. The 
content of this element MUST be localized in a specific language.  

/abc:CredentialDescription/abc:Attribute/abc:FriendlyAttributeName/@lang  

A required language identifier, using the language codes specified in RFC 3066, in which the 
content of abc:FriendlyAttributeName element have been localized.  

/abc:CredentialDescription/abc:Attribute/abc:AttributeValue  

This element contains the actual value of the issued credential attribute.  

14.3.6 Identity Selection and Credential Management  

The IdentitySelection component supports a User in choosing a preferred combination of 
credentials and/or pseudonyms if there are different possibilities to satisfy a given 
presentation policy or issuance policy. Also, this component is used to obtain User consent 
whenever personal data is revealed during presentation or issuance.  

In this section, we specify the formats for data that the ABC engine sends to the 
IdentitySelection component, as well as the data formats that it expects in return.  

The formats for data that are sent to the IdentitySelection component comprise a part that is 
common to both credential presentation and credential issuance. This common format is also 
suitable for data being sent to a (graphical) credential management component that allows a 
User to display the content of her credential repository.  

14.3.6.1 Presentation  

14.3.6.1.1 Arguments sent to the UI for Presentation  

 

<abc:UiPresentationArguments> 

  <abc:data> 

    <abc:credentialSpecifications> 

      <abc:credentialSpecification uri="xs:ID"> 

       <abc:spec>...</abc:spec> 

      </abc:credentialSpecification>* 

    </abc:credentialSpecifications>? 

http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3066
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    <abc:issuers> 

      <abc:issuer uri="xs:ID"> 

        <abc:revocationAuthorityUri>xs:URI 

        </abc:revocationAuthorityUri> 

        <abc:description> 

          <abc:description>...</abc:description>* 

        </abc:description>? 

        <abc:spec ref="xs:IDREF" /> 

      </abc:issuer>* 

    </abc:issuers>? 

    <abc:revocationAuthorities> 

      <abc:revocationAuthority uri="xs:ID"> 

        <abc:description> 

          <abc:description>...</abc:description>* 

        </abc:description>? 

      </abc:revocationAuthority>* 

    </abc:revocationAuthorities>? 

    <abc:credentials> 

      <abc:credential uri="xs:ID"> 

        <abc:desc>...</abc:desc> 

        <abc:revocationAuthority ref="xs:IDREF" /> 

        <abc:spec ref="xs:IDREF" /> 

        <abc:issuer ref="xs:IDREF" /> 

      </abc:credential>* 

    </abc:credentials>? 

    <abc:pseudonyms> 

      <abc:pseudonym uri="xs:ID"> 

        <abc:pseudonym>...</abc:pseudonym> 

        <abc:metadata>...</abc:metadata> 

      </abc:pseudonym>* 

    </abc:pseudonyms>? 

    <abc:inspectors> 

      <abc:inspector uri="xs:ID"> 

        <abc:description> 

          <abc:description>...</abc:description>* 

        </abc:description>? 
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      </abc:inspector>* 

    </abc:inspectors>? 

  </abc:data> 

  <abc:tokenCandidatesPerPolicy> 

    <abc:tokenCandidatePerPolicy policyId="xs:int"> 

      <abc:policy>...</abc:policy> 

      <abc:tokenCandidates> 

        <abc:tokenCandidate candidateId="xs:int"> 

          <abc:tokenDescription>...</abc:tokenDescription> 

          <abc:credentials> 

            <abc:credential ref="xs:IDREF" />* 

          </abc:credentials>? 

          <abc:pseudonymCandidates> 

            <abc:pseudonymCandidate candidateId="xs:int"> 

              <abc:pseudonyms> 

                <abc:pseudonym ref="xs:IDREF" />* 

              </abc:pseudonyms>? 

            </abc:pseudonymCandidate>+ 

          </abc:pseudonymCandidates> 

          <abc:revealedFacts> 

            <abc:revealedFact> 

              <abc:descriptions> 

                <abc:description>...</abc:description>* 

              </abc:descriptions>? 

            </abc:revealedFact>* 

          </abc:revealedFacts>? 

          <abc:revealedAttributeValues> 

            <abc:revealedAttributeValue> 

              <abc:descriptions> 

                <abc:description>...</abc:description>* 

              </abc:descriptions>? 

            </abc:revealedAttributeValue>* 

          </abc:revealedAttributeValues>? 

          <abc:inspectableAttributes> 

            <abc:inspectableAttribute> 

              <abc:credential ref="xs:IDREF" />* 
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              <abc:attributeType>xs:string</abc:attributeType> 

              

<abc:dataHandlingPolicy>xs:string</abc:dataHandlingPolicy> 

              

<abc:inspectionGrounds>xs:string</abc:inspectionGrounds> 

              <abc:inspectorAlternatives> 

                <abc:inspectorAlternative ref="xs:IDREF" />* 

              </abc:inspectorAlternatives>? 

            </abc:inspectableAttribute>* 

          </abc:inspectableAttributes>? 

        </abc:tokenCandidate>+ 

      </abc:tokenCandidates> 

    </abc:tokenCandidatePerPolicy>+ 

  </abc:tokenCandidatesPerPolicy> 

</abc:UiPresentationArguments> 

/abc:UiPresentationArguments  

This XML root Element is sent by the ABC Engine to the user interface to perform identity 
selection for presentation. The user interface must then choose which combination of 
credentials and/or pseudonyms, all satisfying the policy, should be used to complete the 
presentation proof.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data  

This element contains information about all credential specifications, issuers, revocation 
authorities, credentials, pseudonyms and inspectors that are used in this XML. Data under 
this element must not appear twice. All data in this element should be referenced at least 
once in this XML.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data/abc:credentialSpecifications  

The wrapper for the list of credential specification.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data/abc:credentialSpecifications/abc:credentialSpecificat
ion  

An entry in the list of credential specifications.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data/abc:credentialSpecifications/abc:credentialSpecificat
ion/@uri  

This element must contain the specificationUid of the credential specification in the spec 
element. The subsequent XML code must refer to this credential specification by this uri.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data/abc:credentialSpecifications/abc:spec  

This element contains the actual credentialSpecification element, as output by the Key 
Manager. The contents MUST be of the type /abc:CredentialSpecification.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data/abc:issuers  

Wrapper for the list of issuers.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data/abc:issuers/abc:issuer  
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An entry in the list of issuers.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data/abc:issuers/abc:issuer/@uri  

This element must contain the parametersUid of the issuer parameters of this particular 
issuer. The subsequent XML code must refer to this issuer by this uri.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data/abc:issuers/abc:issuer/abc:revocationAuthorityUri  

This element must contain a copy of the revocationParametersUID element of the issuer 
parameters of this particular issuer.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data/abc:issuers/abc:issuer/abc:description  

Wrapper for the list of friendly issuer descriptions. The contents of this list must be a copy of 
the list of friendlyIssuerDescriptions in the issuer parameters of this particular issuer.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data/abc:issuers/abc:issuer/abc:description/abc:descripti
on  

An entry in the list of friendly issuer descriptions. It must be a copy of the corresponding entry 
of friendlyIssuerDescriptions in the issuer parameters of this particular issuer. The contents 
MUST be of the type /abc:CredentialSpecification/abc:FriendlyCredentialName.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data/abc:issuers/abc:issuer/abc:spec  

Wrapper for the reference to the credential specification associated with this issuer.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data/abc:issuers/abc:issuer/abc:spec/@ref  

This is a reference to the credential specification associated with this issuer. It must be equal 
to the credentialSpecUID element of the issuer parameters of this particular issuer. It refers 
to 
/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data/abc:credentialSpecifications/abc:credentialSpecificat
ion/@uri.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data/abc:revocationAuthorities  

Wrapper for the list of revocation authorities.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data/abc:revocationAuthorities/abc:revocationAuthority  

An entry in the list of revocation authorities.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data/abc:revocationAuthorities/abc:revocationAuthority/@
uri  

This element must contain the parametersUid of the revocation authority parameters of this 
particular revocation authority. The subsequent XML code must refer to this revocation 
authority by this uri.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data/abc:revocationAuthorities/abc:revocationAuthority/a
bc:description  

Wrapper for the list of friendly revocation authority descriptions. Since revocation authorities 
yet don't have a friendly description, this element currently only contains dummy text. In the 
future, the contents of this list should be a copy of the list of friendly descriptions in the 
revocation authority parameters of this particular revocation authority.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data/abc:revocationAuthorities/abc:revocationAuthority/a
bc:description/abc:description  

An entry in the list of friendly revocation authority descriptions. Current, this element contains 
only dummy text. In the future, it shouldt be a copy of the corresponding entry of the friendly 
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description in the revocation authority parameters of this particular revocation authority. The 
contents MUST be of the type /abc:CredentialSpecification/abc:FriendlyCredentialName.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data/abc:credentials  

Wrapper for the list of credentials.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data/abc:credentials/abc:credential  

An entry in the list of credentials.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data/abc:credentials/abc:credential/@uri  

This element must contain the credentialUid of the credential description of this particular 
credential. The subsequent XML code must refer to this credential by this uri.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data/abc:credentials/abc:credential/abc:desc  

This element contains the actual credentialDescription element corresponding to this 
credential, as output by the Credential Manager. The contents MUST be of the type 
/abc:CredentialDescription.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data/abc:credentials/abc:credential/abc:revocationAuthori
ty  

Wrapper for the reference to the revocation authority responsible for issuer-driven revocation 
for this credential.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data/abc:credentials/abc:credential/abc:revocationAuthori
ty/@ref  

This is a reference to the revocation authority responsible for issuer-driven revocation for this 
credential. It must be equal to the revocationParametersUID element of the issuer 
parameters associated with this credential. It refers to 
/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data/abc:revocationAuthorities/abc:revocationAuthority/@
uri.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data/abc:credentials/abc:credential/abc:spec  

Wrapper for the reference to the credential specification of this credential.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data/abc:credentials/abc:credential/abc:spec/@ref  

This is a reference to the credential specification associated with this credential. It must be 
equal to the credentialSpecificationUID element of the credential description of this 
credential. It refers to 
/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data/abc:credentialSpecifications/abc:credentialSpecificat
ion/@uri.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data/abc:credentials/abc:credential/abc:issuer  

Wrapper for the reference to the issuer associated with this credential.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data/abc:credentials/abc:credential/abc:issuer/@ref  

This is a reference to the issuer associated with this credential. It must be equal to the 
issuerParametersUID element of the credential description of this credential. It refers to 
/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data/abc:issuers/abc:issuer/@uri.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data/abc:pseudonyms  

Wrapper for the list of pseudonyms. This list contains:  

 pseudonyms that were retrieved from the Credential Manager  
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 each time that the policy allows the creation of a new pseudonym, this list will 
contain entries corresponding to the newly created pseudonyms. If the policy does 
not restrict the secret these new pseudonyms are bound to, then one pseudonym will 
be created for each secret in the Credential Manager.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data/abc:pseudonyms/abc:pseudonym  

An entry in the list of pseudonyms.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data/abc:pseudonyms/abc:pseudonym/@uri  

This element must contain the pseudonymUID of this pseudonym. The subsequent XML 
code must refer to this pseudonym by this uri.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data/abc:pseudonyms/abc:pseudonym/abc:pseudonym  

This element contains the actual pseudonym(-without-metadata) element corresponding to 
the PseudonymWithMetadata element of this pseudonym. For existing pseudonyms, this is a 
copy of the pseudonym element of the pseudonymWithMetadata element output by the 
Credential Manager.  

For newly created pseudonyms, the fields SecretReference, Exclusive, Scope, and 
PseudonymUID will be set automatically; the PseudonymValue field will be left out.  

The contents MUST be of the type /abc:PseudonymWithMetadata/abc:Pseudonym.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data/abc:pseudonyms/abc:pseudonym/abc:metadata  

This element contains the pseudonymMetadata element corresponding to the 
PseudonymWithMetadata element of this pseudonym. For existing pseudonyms, this is a 
copy of the pseudonymMetadata element of the pseudonymWithMetadata element output by 
the Credential Manager.  

For newly created pseudonyms, this field contains dummy values.  

The contents MUST be of the type /abc:PseudonymWithMetadata/abc:PseudonymMetadata.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data/abc:inspectors  

Wrapper for the list of inspectors.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data/abc:inspectors/abc:inspector  

An entry in the list of inspectors.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data/abc:inspectors/abc:inspector/@uri  

This element must contain the publicKeyUID of the public key of this inspector. The 
subsequent XML code must refer to this inspector by this uri.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data/abc:inspectors/abc:inspector/abc:description  

Wrapper for the list of friendly inspector descriptions. The contents of this list must be a copy 
of the list of friendlyInspectorDescriptions in the inspector public key of this inspector.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data/abc:inspectors/abc:inspector/abc:description/abc:de
scription  

An entry in the list of friendly inspector descriptions. It must be a copy of the corresponding 
entry of friendlyInspectorDescriptions in the inspector public key of this particular inspector. 
The contents MUST be of the type /abc:CredentialSpecification/abc:FriendlyCredentialName.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:tokenCandidatesPerPolicy  

Wrapper for the list of token candidates per policy.  
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/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:tokenCandidatesPerPolicy/abc:tokenCandidatePerPolicy  

An entry in the list of token candidates per policy. Each entry refers to one of the policy 
alternatives. Policy alternatives which cannot be satisfied are skipped.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:tokenCandidatesPerPolicy/abc:tokenCandidatePerPolicy/
@policyId  

An identifier for the tokencandidatePerPolicy. It is assigned sequentially, and is needed in the 
return value.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:tokenCandidatesPerPolicy/abc:tokenCandidatePerPolicy/
abc:policy  

A copy of the presentation policy to which this tokenCandidatePerPolicy refers to. The 
contents MUST be of the type /abc:PresentationPolicyAlternatives/abc:PresentationPolicy.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:tokenCandidatesPerPolicy/abc:tokenCandidatePerPolicy/
abc:tokenCandidates  

Wrapper for the list of token candidates for this policy.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:tokenCandidatesPerPolicy/abc:tokenCandidatePerPolicy/
abc:tokenCandidates/abc:tokenCandidate  

An entry in the list of token candidate for this policy. One token candidate is established for 
each acceptable credential assignment.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:tokenCandidatesPerPolicy/abc:tokenCandidatePerPolicy/
abc:tokenCandidates/abc:tokenCandidate/@candidateId  

An identifier for this token candidate. It is assigned sequentially, and reset for each policy. It 
is needed in the return value.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:tokenCandidatesPerPolicy/abc:tokenCandidatePerPolicy/
abc:tokenCandidates/abc:tokenCandidate/abc:tokenDescription  

A partially filled out presentation token description for this candidate token. The pseudonym 
choice and the inspector choice are not yet set. The contents MUST be of the type 
/abc:PresentationToken/abc:PresentationTokenDescription.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:tokenCandidatesPerPolicy/abc:tokenCandidatePerPolicy/
abc:tokenCandidates/abc:tokenCandidate/abc:credentials  

Wrapper for the list of credentials for this credential assignment of this candidate token. If no 
credentials need to be shown in this policy, then this list will be empty.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:tokenCandidatesPerPolicy/abc:tokenCandidatePerPolicy/
abc:tokenCandidates/abc:tokenCandidate/abc:credentials/abc:credential  

An entry in the list of credentials for the credential assignment of this candidate token. The 
nth item in this list corresponds to the nth credential in the policy. Each entry is a wrapper for 
a reference to a credential.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:tokenCandidatesPerPolicy/abc:tokenCandidatePerPolicy/
abc:tokenCandidates/abc:tokenCandidate/abc:credentials/abc:credential/@ref  

A reference to a credential. This refers to 
/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data/abc:credentials/abc:credential/@uri.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:tokenCandidatesPerPolicy/abc:tokenCandidatePerPolicy/
abc:tokenCandidates/abc:tokenCandidate/abc:pseudonymCandidates  
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A wrapper for a list of alternative pseudonym assignments for this candidate token. This list 
also includes pseudonyms assignments containing newly established pseudonyms.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:tokenCandidatesPerPolicy/abc:tokenCandidatePerPolicy/
abc:tokenCandidates/abc:tokenCandidate/abc:pseudonymCandidates/abc:pseudonymCandi
date  

An entry in the list of alternative pseudonym assignments for this candidate token. The user 
interface has to chose one alternative among the ones proposed. If no pseudonyms need to 
be shown in this policy, then the list will contain exactly one pseudonym candidate 
(consisting of an empty list of pseudonyms).  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:tokenCandidatesPerPolicy/abc:tokenCandidatePerPolicy/
abc:tokenCandidates/abc:tokenCandidate/abc:pseudonymCandidates/abc:pseudonymCandi
date/@candidateId  

An identifier for this pseudonym candidate. It is assigned sequentially, and reset for each 
token candidate. It is needed in the return value.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:tokenCandidatesPerPolicy/abc:tokenCandidatePerPolicy/
abc:tokenCandidates/abc:tokenCandidate/abc:pseudonymCandidates/abc:pseudonymCandi
date/abc:pseudonyms  

A wrapper for the list of pseudonyms in this pseudonym candidate. If no pseudonyms need 
to be shown in this policy, then the list will be empty.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:tokenCandidatesPerPolicy/abc:tokenCandidatePerPolicy/
abc:tokenCandidates/abc:tokenCandidate/abc:pseudonymCandidates/abc:pseudonymCandi
date/abc:pseudonyms/abc:pseudonym  

An entry in the list of pseudonyms for this pseudonym candidate. The nth item in this list 
corresponds to the nth pseudonym in the policy. Each entry is a wrapper for a reference to a 
pseudonym.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:tokenCandidatesPerPolicy/abc:tokenCandidatePerPolicy/
abc:tokenCandidates/abc:tokenCandidate/abc:pseudonymCandidates/abc:pseudonymCandi
date/abc:pseudonyms/abc:pseudonym/@ref  

A reference to a pseudonym. It refers to 
/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data/abc:pseudonyms/abc:pseudonym/@uri.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:tokenCandidatesPerPolicy/abc:tokenCandidatePerPolicy/
abc:tokenCandidates/abc:tokenCandidate/abc:revealedFacts  

A wrapper for the list of revealed facts for this token candidate. One or more revealed facts 
may be created for each predicate in the presentation token, and describe what is being 
revealed on the cryptographic layer (which might be more information than can be deduced 
from the presentation token description alone).  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:tokenCandidatesPerPolicy/abc:tokenCandidatePerPolicy/
abc:tokenCandidates/abc:tokenCandidate/abc:revealedFacts/abc:revealedFact  

An entry in the list of revealed facts for this token candidates.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:tokenCandidatesPerPolicy/abc:tokenCandidatePerPolicy/
abc:tokenCandidates/abc:tokenCandidate/abc:revealedFacts/abc:revealedFact/abc:descripti
ons  

A wrapper for a list of human-readable descriptions of this revealed fact. The entries all 
contain the same description, with each entry being in a different language.  
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/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:tokenCandidatesPerPolicy/abc:tokenCandidatePerPolicy/
abc:tokenCandidates/abc:tokenCandidate/abc:revealedFacts/abc:revealedFact/abc:descripti
ons/abc:description  

An entry in the list of human-readable descriptions of this revealed fact. The contents MUST 
be of the type /abc:CredentialSpecification/abc:FriendlyCredentialName.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:tokenCandidatesPerPolicy/abc:tokenCandidatePerPolicy/
abc:tokenCandidates/abc:tokenCandidate/abc:revealedAttributeValues  

A wrapper for the list of revealed attribute values for this token candidate. There will be 
exactly one entry for each attribute whose value is being revealed to the verifier by the crypto 
engine (which might be more attributes than can be deduced from the presentation token 
description alone).  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:tokenCandidatesPerPolicy/abc:tokenCandidatePerPolicy/
abc:tokenCandidates/abc:tokenCandidate/abc:revealedAttributeValues/abc:revealedAttribute
Value  

An entry in the list of revealed attribute values for this token candidate.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:tokenCandidatesPerPolicy/abc:tokenCandidatePerPolicy/
abc:tokenCandidates/abc:tokenCandidate/abc:revealedAttributeValues/abc:revealedAttribute
Value/abc:descriptions  

A wrapper for list of human-readable descriptions of this revealed attribute value. The entries 
contain the same description, with each entry being in a different language.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:tokenCandidatesPerPolicy/abc:tokenCandidatePerPolicy/
abc:tokenCandidates/abc:tokenCandidate/abc:revealedAttributeValues/abc:revealedAttribute
Value/abc:descriptions/abc:description  

An entry in the list of human-readable descriptions of this revealed attribute. The contents 
MUST be of the type /abc:CredentialSpecification/abc:FriendlyCredentialName.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:tokenCandidatesPerPolicy/abc:tokenCandidatePerPolicy/
abc:tokenCandidates/abc:tokenCandidate/abc:inspectableAttributes  

A wrapper for the list of inspectable attributes in this token candidate.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:tokenCandidatesPerPolicy/abc:tokenCandidatePerPolicy/
abc:tokenCandidates/abc:tokenCandidate/abc:inspectableAttributes/abc:inspectableAttribute  

An entry in the list of inspectable attributes in this token candidate.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:tokenCandidatesPerPolicy/abc:tokenCandidatePerPolicy/
abc:tokenCandidates/abc:tokenCandidate/abc:inspectableAttributes/abc:inspectableAttribute
/abc:credential  

A wrapper for the reference to the credential which contains this inspectable attribute.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:tokenCandidatesPerPolicy/abc:tokenCandidatePerPolicy/
abc:tokenCandidates/abc:tokenCandidate/abc:inspectableAttributes/abc:inspectableAttribute
/abc:credential/@ref  

The reference to the credential which contains this inspectable attribute. It refers to 
/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data/abc:credentials/abc:credential/@uri.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:tokenCandidatesPerPolicy/abc:tokenCandidatePerPolicy/
abc:tokenCandidates/abc:tokenCandidate/abc:inspectableAttributes/abc:inspectableAttribute
/abc:attributeType  

The attribute type of this inspectable attribute.  
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/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:tokenCandidatesPerPolicy/abc:tokenCandidatePerPolicy/
abc:tokenCandidates/abc:tokenCandidate/abc:inspectableAttributes/abc:inspectableAttribute
/abc:dataHandlingPolicy  

A copy of the data handling policy for this inspectable attribute.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:tokenCandidatesPerPolicy/abc:tokenCandidatePerPolicy/
abc:tokenCandidates/abc:tokenCandidate/abc:inspectableAttributes/abc:inspectableAttribute
/abc:inspectionGrounds  

A copy of the inspection grounds of this inspectable attribute.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:tokenCandidatesPerPolicy/abc:tokenCandidatePerPolicy/
abc:tokenCandidates/abc:tokenCandidate/abc:inspectableAttributes/abc:inspectableAttribute
/abc:inspectorAlternatives  

A wrapper for the list of inspector alternatives for this inspectable attribute. For each 
inspectable attribute, the user interface has to choose one inspector among this list.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:tokenCandidatesPerPolicy/abc:tokenCandidatePerPolicy/
abc:tokenCandidates/abc:tokenCandidate/abc:inspectableAttributes/abc:inspectableAttribute
/abc:inspectorAlternatives/abc:inspectorAlternative  

An entry in the list of inspector alternatives for this inspectable attribute. This entry is a 
wrapper to a reference to an inspector.  

/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:tokenCandidatesPerPolicy/abc:tokenCandidatePerPolicy/
abc:tokenCandidates/abc:tokenCandidate/abc:inspectableAttributes/abc:inspectableAttribute
/abc:inspectorAlternatives/abc:inspectorAlternative/@ref  

Reference to an inspectior for this inspectable attribute among the list of possible 
alternatives. It refers to 
/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data/abc:inspectors/abc:inspector/@uri.  

14.3.6.1.2 Return Value sent by the UI for Presentation  

 

<abc:UiPresentationReturn> 

  <abc:chosenPolicy>xs:int</abc:chosenPolicy> 

  <abc:chosenPresentationToken>xs:int</abc:chosenPresentationToken> 

  <abc:metadataToChange> 

    <abc:entry> 

      <abc:key>xs:string</abc:key> 

      <abc:value>...</abc:value> 

    </abc:entry>* 

  </abc:metadataToChange> 

  <abc:chosenPseudonymList>xs:int</abc:chosenPseudonymList>? 

  <abc:chosenInspectors>xs:string</abc:chosenInspectors>* 

</abc:UiPresentationReturn> 

/abc:UiPresentationReturn  
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This XML root Element that the user interface sends back to the ABC Engine to complete 
identity selection for presentation. It contains the choice of credentials and pseudonyms that 
should be used to complete the presentation proof.  

/abc:UiPresentationReturn/abc:chosenPolicy  

The ID of the policy chosen by the user interface. It refers to 
/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:tokenCandidatesPerPolicy/abc:tokenCandidatePerPolicy/
@policyId.  

/abc:UiPresentationReturn/abc:chosenPresentationToken  

The ID of the presentation token candidate (within the selected policy) chosen by the user 
interface. It refers to 
/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:tokenCandidatesPerPolicy/abc:tokenCandidatePerPolicy/
abc:tokenCandidates/abc:tokenCandidate/@candidateId.  

/abc:UiPresentationReturn/abc:metadataToChange  

This element contains a list of entries (key-value pairs) of PseudonymMetadata that the user 
interface wishes to change. It should contain an entry for all newly created pseudonyms 
which were selected.  

/abc:UiPresentationReturn/abc:metadataToChange/abc:entry  

A key-value pair.  

/abc:UiPresentationReturn/abc:metadataToChange/abc:entry/abc:key  

The key corresponds to the pseudonymUID of the pseudonym whose metatdata the user 
interface wishes to change. It refers to 
/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data/abc:pseudonyms/abc:pseudonym/@uri.  

/abc:UiPresentationReturn/abc:metadataToChange/abc:entry/abc:value  

The value corresponds to the new metadata of the pseudonym. The ABC Engine will instruct 
the Credential Manager to replace the old metadata of that pseudonym by the given value. 
The user interface should take the value in 
/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data/abc:pseudonyms/abc:pseudonym/abc:metadata as 
a template for creating the new metadata. The contents MUST be of the type 
/abc:PseudonymWithMetadata/abc:PseudonymMetadata.  

/abc:UiPresentationReturn/abc:chosenPseudonymList  

The ID of the chosen pseudonym candidate list (for the chosen candidate token). It refers to 
/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:tokenCandidatesPerPolicy/abc:tokenCandidatePerPolicy/
abc:tokenCandidates/abc:tokenCandidate/abc:pseudonymCandidates/abc:pseudonymCandi
date/@candidateId. If the policy does not require showing pseudonyms, then this field may 
be left out.  

/abc:UiPresentationReturn/abc:chosenInspectors  

The list of inspectors that the user interface chose. This list should contain one entry per 
inspectable attribute (for the chosen candidate token). For each inspectable attribute, one 
inspector should be chosen among the list of alternatives. The list entries must refer to 
/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:tokenCandidatesPerPolicy/abc:tokenCandidatePerPolicy/
abc:tokenCandidates/abc:tokenCandidate/abc:inspectableAttributes/abc:inspectableAttribute
/abc:inspectorAlternatives/abc:inspectorAlternative/@ref.  
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14.3.6.2 Issuance  

14.3.6.2.1 Arguments sent to the UI for Issuance  

 

<abc:UiIssuanceArguments> 

  <abc:data>...</abc:data> 

  <abc:tokenCandidates>...</abc:tokenCandidates> 

  <abc:policy>...</abc:policy> 

</abc:UiIssuanceArguments> 

/abc:UiIssuanceArguments  

This XML root Element is sent by the ABC Engine to the user interface to perform identity 
selection for issuance. The user interface must then choose which combination of credentials 
and/or pseudonyms, all satisfying the policy, should be used to complete the issuance proof.  

/abc:UiIssuanceArguments/abc:data  

See /abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data.  

/abc:UiIssuanceArguments/abc:tokenCandidates  

The semantics of this element are analogous to 
/abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:tokenCandidatesPerPolicy/abc:tokenCandidatePerPolicy/
abc:tokenCandidates, except that they refer to the unique issuance policy instead of one 
alternative of the presentation policies. References therein point to 
/abc:UiIssuanceArguments/abc:data and not to /abc:UiPresentationArguments/abc:data.  

/abc:UiIssuanceArguments/abc:policy  

This element contains a copy of the issuance policy. The contents MUST be of the type 
/abc:IssuancePolicy.  

14.3.6.2.2 Return Value sent by the UI for Issuance  

 

<abc:UiIssuanceReturn> 

  <abc:chosenIssuanceToken>xs:int</abc:chosenIssuanceToken> 

  <abc:metadataToChange> 

    <abc:entry> 

      <abc:key>xs:string</abc:key> 

      <abc:value>...</abc:value> 

    </abc:entry>* 

  </abc:metadataToChange> 

  <abc:chosenPseudonymList>xs:int</abc:chosenPseudonymList>? 

  <abc:chosenInspectors>xs:string</abc:chosenInspectors>* 

</abc:IssuanceReturn> 

/abc:UiIssuanceReturn  
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This XML root Element that the user interface sends back to the ABC Engine to complete 
identity selection for issuance. It contains the choice of credentials and pseudonyms that 
should be used to complete the issuance proof.  

/abc:UiIssuanceReturn/abc:chosenIssuanceToken  

The ID of the issuance token candidate chosen by the user interface. It refers to 
/abc:UiIssuanceArguments/abc:tokenCandidates/abc:tokenCandidate/@candidateId.  

/abc:UiIssuanceReturn/abc:metadataToChange  

See /abc:UiPresentationReturn/abc:metadataToChange.  

/abc:UiIssuanceReturn/abc:metadataToChange/abc:entry  

See /abc:UiPresentationReturn/abc:metadataToChange/abc:entry.  

/abc:UiIssuanceReturn/abc:metadataToChange/abc:entry/abc:key  

The key corresponds to the pseudonymUID of the pseudonym whose metatdata the user 
interface wishes to change. It refers to 
/abc:UiIssuanceArguments/abc:data/abc:pseudonyms/abc:pseudonym/@uri.  

/abc:UiIssuanceReturn/abc:metadataToChange/abc:entry/abc:value  

The value corresponds to the new metadata of the pseudonym. The ABC Engine will instruct 
the Credential Manager to replace the old metadata of that pseudonym by the given value. 
The user interface should take the value in 
/abc:UiIssuanceArguments/abc:data/abc:pseudonyms/abc:pseudonym/abc:metadata as a 
template for creating the new metadata. The contents MUST be of the type 
/abc:PseudonymWithMetadata/abc:PseudonymMetadata.  

/abc:UiIssuanceReturn/abc:chosenPseudonymList  

The ID of the chosen pseudonym candidate list (for the chosen candidate token). It refers to 
/abc:UiIssuanceArguments/abc:tokenCandidates/abc:tokenCandidate/abc:pseudonymCandi
dates/abc:pseudonymCandidate/@candidateId. If no pseudonym needs to be shown for this 
policy, this field may be left out.  

/abc:UiIssuanceReturn/abc:chosenInspectors  

The list of inspectors that the user interface chose. This list should contain one entry per 
inspectable attribute (for the chosen candidate token). For each inspectable attribute, one 
inspector should be chosen among the list of alternatives. The list entries must refer to 
/abc:UiIssuanceArguments/abc:tokenCandidates/abc:tokenCandidate/abc:inspectableAttribut
es/abc:inspectableAttribute/abc:inspectorAlternatives/abc:inspectorAlternative/@ref.  

14.3.7 Formats Used By the Webservice API  

Since the webservices can only take a single XML root element as input, several elements 
have been constructed to combine previously defined elements.  

14.3.7.1 CredentialSpecificationAndSystemParameters  

 

<abc:CredentialSpecificationAndSystemParameters> 

  <abc:CredentialSpecification>...</abc:CredentialSpecifion> 

  <abc:SystemParameters>...</abc:SystemParameters> 
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</abc:CredentialSpecificationAndSystemParameters> 

/abc:CredentialSpecificationAndSystemParameters  

This XML root Element contains a credential specification and a set of system parameters.  

/abc:CredentialSpecificationAndSystemParameters/abc:CredentialSpecification  

Must be of type /abc:CredentialSpecification  

/abc:CredentialSpecificationAndSystemParameters/abc:SystemParameters  

Must be of type /abc:SystemParameters  

14.3.7.2 IssuancePolicyAndAttributes  

 

<abc:IssuancePolicyAndAttributes> 

  <abc:IssuancePolicy>...</abc:IssuancePolicy> 

  <abc:Attribute>...</abc:Attribute>* 

</abc:IssuancePolicyAndAttributes> 

/abc:IssuancePolicyAndAttributes  

This XML root Element contains an issuance policy and a number of attributes.  

/abc:IssuancePolicyAndAttributes/abc:IssuancePolicy  

Must be of type /abc:IssuancePolicy  

/abc:IssuancePolicyAndAttributes/abc:Attribute  

Must be of type /abc:Attribute   

14.3.7.3 IssuanceMessageAndBoolean  

 

<abc:IssuanceMessageAndBoolean> 

  <abc:IssuanceMessage>...</abc:IssuanceMessage> 

  <abc:LastMesage>xs:boolean</abc:LastMessage> 

  <abc:IssuanceLogEntryURI>xs:anyURI</abc:IssuanceLogEntryURI> 

</abc:IssuanceMessageAndBoolean> 

/abc:IssuanceMessageAndBoolean  

This XML root Element contains an issuance message, a boolean indicating if this is the last 
step of issuance and an URI pointing to the relevant log entry.  

/abc:IssuanceMessageAndBoolean/abc:IssuanceMessage  

Must be of type /abc:IssuanceMessage  

/abc:IssuanceMessageAndBoolean/abc:LastMessage  

Boolean indicating if this is the last message of the issuance protocol.  

/abc:IssuanceMessageAndBoolean/abc:IssuanceLogEntryURI  
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URI pointing to the relevant IssuanceLogEntry in the issuer log.  

14.3.7.4 RevocationReferences  

 

<abc:RevocationReferences> 

  <abc:RevocationInfoReference>...</abc:RevocationInfoReference> 

  <abc:NonRevocationEvidenceReference> 

     ... 

  </abc:NonRevocationEvidenceReference> 

  

<abc:NonRevocationEvidenceUpdate>...</abc:NonRevocationEvidenceUpdat

e> 

</abc:RevocationReferences> 

/abc:RevocationReferences  

This XML root Element contains 3 References, describing an URL where revocation 
information can be obtained.  

/abc:RevocationReferences/abc:RevocationInfoReference  

Must be of type /abc:Reference  

/abc:RevocationReferences/abc:NonRevocationEvidenceReference  

Must be of type /abc:Reference  

/abc:RevocationReferences/abc:NonRevocationEvidenceUpdateReference  

Must be of type /abc:Reference  

14.3.7.5 PresentationPolicyAlternativesAndPresentationToken  

 

<abc:PresentationPolicyAlternativesAndPresentationToken> 

  <abc:PresentationPolicyAlternatives> 

    ... 

  </abc:PresentationPolicyAlternatives> 

  <abc:PresentationToken>...</abc:PresentationToken> 

</abc:PresentationPolicyAlternativesAndPresentationToken> 

/abc:PresentationPolicyAlternativesAndPresentationToken  

This XML root Element contains a PresentationPolicyAlternatives and PresentationToken.  

/abc:PresentationPolicyAlternativesAndPresentationToken/abc:PresentationPolicyAlternative
s  

Must be of type /abc:PresentationPolicyAlternatives  

abc:PresentationPolicyAlternativesAndPresentationToken/abc:PresentationToken  
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Must be of type /abc:PresentationToken  

14.3.7.6 AttributeList  

 

<abc:AttributeList> 

  <abc:Attributes>...</abc:Attributes>* 

</abc:AttributeList> 

/abc:AttributeList  

This XML root Element contains a list of Attribute, corresponding to List<Attribute>.  

/abc:AttributeList/abc:Attributes  

Must be of type /abc:Attribute  

14.4 API Operations  

This chapter describes the application programming interfaces (API) of the ABCE layer, 
focusing solely on the API that the ABCE layer exposes to the upper layers, in particular, to 
the application layer. This information is mainly intended for application developers who want 
to build applications that make use of ABCE technology.  

The interfaces are described in an object-oriented fashion as a list of methods that take input 
parameters of certain types and that produce an output of a certain return type. The data 
types of the input and return types either refer to XML artifacts as defined in Chapter 4 or to 
simple XML Schema datatypes such as boolean or string.  

For ease of integration with applications built on top of our ABCE layer, the actual 
implementation will offer the top-level ABCE interfaces described below as web services. 
The descriptions below must therefore be mapped to descriptions in the Web Services 
Description Language (WSDL). Doing so is straightforward, so for the sake of readability we 
stick to an object-oriented notation here.  

14.4.1 ABCE methods for Issuers  

 

SystemParameters setupSystemParameters(int securityLevel, URI 

cryptoMechanism) 

This method generates a fresh set of system parameters for the given security level, 
expressed as the bitlength of a symmetric key with comparable security, and cryptographic 
mechanism. Issuers can generate their own system parameters, but can also reuse system 
parameters generated by a different entity. More typically, a central party (e.g., a 
standardization body) will generate and publish system parameters for a number of different 
key lengths that will be used by many Issuers. Security levels 80 and 128 MUST be 
supported; other values MAY also be supported.  

Currently, the supported mechanism URIs are urn:abc4trust:1.0:algorithm:idemix for Identity 
Mixer and urn:abc4trust:1.0:algorithm:uprove for U-Prove.  
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Path  /issuer/setupSystemParameters/  

HTTP Method  GET  

Output Type  text/xml  

Output Format  SystemParameters  

Query Parameter Name  Query Parameter Type  

securityLevel  int  

cryptoMechanism  URI  

 

IssuerParameters setupIssuerParameters(integer maxatts, 

SystemParameters syspars, URI uid, URI hash, URI revParsUid) 

This method generates a fresh issuance key and the corresponding Issuer parameters. The 
issuance key is stored in the Issuer’s key store, the Issuer parameters are returned as output 
of the method. The input to this method specify the maximal number of attributes maxatts 
that credentials issued with these parameters can contain, the system parameters syspars, 
the unique identifier uid of the generated parameters, the hash algorithm identifier hash, and, 
optionally, the parameters identifier for any Issuer-driven Revocation Authority.  

Currently, the only supported hash algorithm is SHA-256 with identifier 
urn:abc4trust:1.0:hashalgorithm:sha-256.  

 

Path  /issuer/setupIssuerParameters/  

HTTP Method  POST  

Input Type  application/xml or text/xml  

Input Format  IssuerParametersInput  

Output Type  text/xml  

Output Format  IssuerParameters  

Query Parameter Name  Query Parameter Type  
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cryptoEngine  String (IDEMIX, UPROVE, etc.)  

issuerParametersUid  URI  

hash  URI  

revocationParametersUid  URI  

 

(IssuanceMessage, boolean, URI) initIssuanceProtocol(IssuancePolicy 

ip, Attribute[] attributes) 

This method is invoked by the Issuer to initiate an issuance protocol based on the given 
issuance policy ip and the list of attribute type-value pairs atts to be embedded in the new 
credential. It returns an IssuanceMessage that is to be sent to the User and fed to the 
issuanceProtocolStep method on the User’s side. The IssuanceMessage contains a Context 
attribute that will be the same for all message exchanges in this issuance protocol, to 
facilitate linking the different flows of the protocol.  

In case of an issuance “from scratch”, i.e., for which the User does not have to prove 
ownership of existing credentials or established pseudonyms, the given issuance policy ip 
merely specifies the credential specification and the issuer parameters for the credential to 
be issued. In this case, the returned issuance message is the first message in the actual 
cryptographic issuance protocol.  

In case of an “advanced” issuance, i.e., where the User has to prove ownership of existing 
credentials or pseudonyms to carry over attributes, a user secret, or a device secret, the 
returned IssuanceMessage is simply a wrapper around the issuance policy ip with a fresh 
Context attribute. The returned boolean indicates whether this is the last flow of the issuance 
protocol. If the IssuanceMessage is not the final one, the Issuer will subsequently invoke its 
issuanceProtocolStep method on the next incoming IssuanceMessage from the User. The 
issuer also returns the uid of the stored issuance log entry that contains an issuance token 
together with the attribute values provided by the issuer to keep track of the issued 
credentials.  

 

Path  /issuer/initIssuanceProtocol/  

HTTP Method  POST  

Input Type  application/xml or text/xml  

Input Format  IssuancePolicyAndAttributes  

Output Type  text/xml  

Output Format  IssuanceMessageAndBoolean  
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(IssuanceMessage, boolean, URI) issuanceProtocolStep(IssuanceMessage 

m) 

This method performs one step in an interactive issuance protocol. On input an incoming 
issuance message m received from the User, it returns the outgoing issuance message that 
is to be sent back to the User, a boolean indicating whether this is the last message in the 
protocol, and the uid of the stored issuance log entry that contains an issuance token 
together with the attribute values provided by the issuer to keep track of the issued 
credentials. The Context attribute of the outgoing message has the same value as that of the 
incoming message, allowing the Issuer to link the different messages of this issuance 
protocol.  

 

Path  /issuer/issuanceProtocolStep/  

HTTP Method  POST  

Input Type  application/xml or text/xml  

Input Format  IssuanceMessage  

Output Type  text/xml  

Output Format  IssuanceMessageAndBoolean  

 

IssuanceLogEntry getIssuanceLogEntry(URI issuanceEntryUid) 

This method looks up an issuance log entry of previously issued credentials that contains a 
verified issuance token together with the attribute values provided by the issuer. The 
issuance log entry identifierissuanceEntryUid is the identifier that was included in the 
issuance token description that was returned when the token was verified.  

 

Path  /issuer/getIssuanceLogEntry/  

HTTP Method  GET  

Output Type  text/xml  

Output Format  IssuanceLogEntry  

Query Parameter Name  Query Parameter Type  
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issuanceEntryUid  URI  

14.4.2 ABCE methods for Users  

 

boolean canBeSatisfied(PresentationPolicyAlternatives p) 

This method, on input a presentation policy p, decides whether the credentials in the User’s 
credential store could be used to produce a valid presentation token satisfying the policy p. If 
so, this method returns true, otherwise, it returns false.  

Path  /user/canBeSatisfied/  

HTTP Method  POST  

Input Type  application/xml or text/xml  

Input Format  PresentationPolicyAlternatives  

Output Type  text/xml  

Output Format  ABCEBoolean  

 

UiPresentationArguments 

createPresentationToken(PresentationPolicyAlternatives p) 

This method, on input a presentation policy alternatives p, returns an argument to be passed 

to the UI for choosing how to satisfy the policy, or returns an error if the policy cannot be 
satisfied (if the canBeSatisfied method would have returned false). For returning such an 
argument, this method will investigate whether the User has the necessary credentials and/or 
established pseudonyms to create one or more (e.g., by satisfying different alternatives in the 
policy, or by using different sets of credentials to satisfy one alternative) presentation tokens 
that satisfiy the policy. The return value of this method should be passed to the User 
Interface (or to some other component that is capable of rendering a UiPresentationReturn 
object from a UiPresentationArguments object). The return value of the UI must then be 
passed to the method createPresentationToken(UiPresentationReturn) for creating a 
presentation token.  

Path  /user/createPresentationToken/  

HTTP Method  POST  

Input Type  application/xml or text/xml  
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Input Format  PresentationPolicyAlternatives  

Output Type  text/xml  

Output Format  UiPresentationArguments  

 

PresentationToken createPresentationToken(UiPresentationReturn upr) 

This method returns a presentation token that corresponds to the choices that were made in 
the User Interface (UI), which are accordingly expressed in the argument upr. This method 
must be called after the return value of the method 
generateCandidatePresentationTokens(PresentationPolicyAlternatives), which is of type 
UiPresentationArguments, has been passed to the UI (or to some other component that is 
capable of rendering a UiPresentationReturn object from a UiPresentationArguments object) 
and is invoked with the value returned by this UI (which is of type UiPresentationReturn).  

 

IssuanceReturn issuanceProtocolStep(IssuanceMessage im) 

This method performs one step in an interactive issuance protocol. On input an incoming 
issuance message im obtained from the Issuer, it either returns the outgoing issuance 
message that is to be sent back to the Issuer, an object that must be sent to the User 
Interface (UI) to allow the user to decide how to satisfy a policy (or confirm the only choice), 
or returns a description of the newly issued credential at successful completion of the 
protocol. In the first case, the Context attribute of the outgoing message has the same value 
as that of the incoming message, allowing the Issuer to link the different messages of this 
issuance protocol.  

If this is the first time this method is called for a given context, the method expects the 
issuance message to contain an issuance policy, and returns an object that is to be sent to 
the UI (allowing the user to chose his preferred way of generating the presentation token, or 
to confirm the only possible choice). This method throws an exception if the policy cannot be 
satisfied with the user's current credentials.  

If this method returns an IssuanceMessage, that message should be forwarded to the Issuer. 
If this method returns a CredentialDescription, then the issuance protocol was successful. If 
this method returns a UiIssuanceArguments, that object must be forwarded to the UI (or to 
some other component that is capable of rendering a UiIssuanceReturn object from a 
UiIssuanceArguments object); the method issuanceProtocolStep(UiIssuanceReturn) should 
then be invoked with the object returned by the UI.  

 

IssuanceMessage issuanceProtocolStep(UiIssuanceReturn uir) 

This method must be called during the issuance protocol after the User Interface (or some 
other component that is capable of rendering a UiIssuanceReturn object from a 
UiIssuanceArguments object) was invoked. It returns an IssuanceToken wrapped into an 
IssuanceMessage that satisfies the original issuance policy. This issuance message must be 
forwarded to the Issuer with the method issuanceProtocolStep(IssuanceMessage).  
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void updateNonRevocationEvidence() 

This method updates the non-revocation evidence associated to all credentials in the 
credential store. Calling this method at regular time intervals reduces the likelihood of having 
to update non-revocation evidence at the time of presentation, thereby not only speeding up 
the presentation process, but also offering improved privacy as the Revocation Authority is 
no longer “pinged” at the moment of presentation.  

Path  /user/updateNonRevocationEvidence/  

HTTP Method  POST  

Input Type  application/xml or text/xml  

Input Format  None  

Output Type  text/xml  

Output Format  None  

 

URI[] listCredentials() 

This method returns an array of all unique credential identifiers (UIDs) available in the 
Credential Manager.  

Path  /user/listCredentials/  

HTTP Method  GET  

Output Type  text/xml  

Output Format  URISet  

 

CredentialDescription getCredentialDescription(URI credUid) 

This method returns the description of the credential with the given unique identifier. The 
unique credential identifier credUid is the identifier which was included in the credential 
description that was returned at successful completion of the issuance protocol.  

Path  /user/getCredentialDescription/  

HTTP Method  GET  
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Output Type  text/xml  

Output Format  CredentialDescription  

Query Parameter Name  Query Parameter Type  

credUid  URI  

 

boolean deleteCredential(URI credUid) 

This method deletes the credential with the given identifier from the credential store. If 
deleting is not possible (e.g. if the referred credential does not exist) the method returns 
false, and true otherwise.  

Path  /user/deleteCredential/  

HTTP Method  DELETE  

Output Type  text/xml  

Output Format  ABCEBoolean  

Query Parameter Name  Query Parameter Type  

credUid  URI  

14.4.3 ABCE methods for Verifiers  

 

PresentationTokenDescription 

verifyTokenAgainstPolicy(PresentationPolicyAlternatives p, 

PresentationToken t, boolean store) 

This method, on input a presentation policy p and a presentation token t, checks whether the 
token t satisfies the policy p and checks the validity of the cryptographic evidence included in 
token t. If both checks succeed and store is set to true, this method stores the token in a 
dedicated store and returns a description of the token that includes a unique identifier by 
means of which the token can later be retrieved from the store. If one of the checks fails, this 
method returns a list of error messages.  

 

Path  /verification/verifyTokenAgainstPolicy/  
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HTTP Method  POST  

Input Type  application/xml or text/xml  

Input Format  PresentationPolicyAlternativesAndPresentationToken  

Output Type  text/xml  

Output Format  PresentationTokenDescription  

Query Parameter Name  Query Parameter Type  

store  String  

 

PresentationToken getToken(URI tokenUid) 

This method looks up a previously verified presentation token. The unique token identifier 
tokenUid is the identifier that was included in the token description that was returned when 
the token was verified.  

 

Path  /verification/getToken/  

HTTP Method  GET  

Output Type  text/xml  

Output Format  PresentationToken  

Query Parameter Name  Query Parameter Type  

tokenUID  URI  

 

boolean deleteToken(URI tokenUid) 

This method deletes the previously verified presentation token referenced by the unique 
identifier tokenuid. It returns true in case of successful deletion, and false otherwise.  

 

Path  /verification/deleteToken/  
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HTTP Method  POST  

Input Type  application/xml or text/xml  

Input Format  None  

Output Type  text/xml  

Output Format  Boolean  

Query Parameter Name  Query Parameter Type  

tokenUID  URI  
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15 FIWARE OpenSpecification Security 
Data_Handling_Generic_Enabler 

You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

Name  FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Data Handling Generic 
Enabler  

Chapter  Security,  

Catalogue-Link to 
Implementation  

Data Handling  

Owner  SAP, Slim Trabelsi  

15.1 Preface  

Within this document you find a self-contained open specification of a FI-WARE generic 
enabler, please consult as well the FI-WARE_Product_Vision, the website on http://www.fi-
ware.eu and similar pages in order to understand the complete context of the FI-WARE 
project.  

15.1.1 Copyright  

 Copyright © 2013 by SAP  

15.2 Legal Notice  

Please check the following FI-WARE Open Specification Legal Notice (essential patents 
license) to understand the rights to use this open specification. As all other FI-WARE 

members, SAP has chosen one of the two FI-WARE license schemes for open 
specifications.  

To illustrate this open specification license from our SAP perspective:  

 SAP provides the specifications of this Generic Enabler available under IPR rules 
that allow for a exploitation and sustainable usage both in Open Source as well as 
proprietary, closed source products to maximize adoption.  

 This Open Specification is exploitable for proprietary 3rd party products and is 
exploitable for open source 3rd party products, including open source licenses that 
require patent pledges.  

 If the owner (SAP) of this GE spec holds a patent that is essential to create a 
conforming implementation of the GE spec (i.e. it is impossible to write a conforming 
implementation without violating the patent) then a license to that patent is deemed 
granted to the implementation.  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Data_Handling_Generic_Enabler
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Category:Security
http://catalogue.fi-ware.eu/node/216
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/SAP
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Slim_Trabelsi
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_Product_Vision
http://www.fi-ware.eu/
http://www.fi-ware.eu/
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/SAP
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_Open_Specification_Legal_Notice_(essential_patents_license)
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_Open_Specification_Legal_Notice_(essential_patents_license)
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15.3 Overview  

The Data Handling GE is a privacy-friendly attribute-based access control system, which 
targets mainly sensitive data. It permits to store information together with an attached privacy 
policy, which regulates its usage. Thus, the Data Handling GE can reveal certain attributes, 
according to specific supplied conditions. The Data Handling GE supports integrated data 
handling (two-sided detailed data handling), that takes into account specific 
preferences/policies expressed using PPL (Privacy Policy Language)[PPL]. PPL is based on 
the XACML standard [XACML]. Data usage purpose must always be declared, as it is a 
relevant part of the policy that must be expressed, as well as downstream usage, i.e., 
whether one can disclose collected data with third parties. PPL supports the enforcement of 
a number of obligations, which are bound tightly to data. For instance, one can impose a 
specific retention period, as well as the production of user's notifications and/or logging under 
certain conditions.  

15.3.1 Target usage 

The Data Handling GE provides a mechanism for controlling the usage of attributes and data 
(more precisely, of Personal Identifiable Information or PII) based on the concept of ‘sticking’ 
a data usage policy to the data to which it applies. When the data is accessed by an 
application, an access control technology is then used to verify that the intended use of the 
data matches the scope defined in the usage policy. Therefore, the Data Handling GE can be 
used by any application or service that would offer a transparent data handling policy to 
users and third parties. In the example scenario later proposed, we propose to use the API of 
the Data Handling GE for a social network web site that is collecting private data of the 
subscribed users.  

15.4 Basic Concepts  

15.4.1 Relevant Concepts and Ideas  

In this section, the more important concepts shall be presented. The used terminology is 
coherent with definitions contained in the European Parliament Directive 95/46/EC, "on the 
protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free 
movement of such data". More detailed information is provided in the Terminology section.  

Data Controller  

"Data Controller" indicates the entity which (alone or jointly with others) determines the 
purposes and means of the processing of personal data.  

Data Subject  

The Data Subject is the person whose personal data are collected, held or processed by the 
Data Controller.  

The Data Subject has the right to access his data and to require the Controller to rectify 
without delay any inaccurate or incomplete personal data. The Data Subject has the right to 
require the Controller to erase data if the processing is unlawful.  

Personal Data (Personal Identifiable Information, or PII)  

Personal Data means any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person or 
"Data Subject".  

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:31995L0046:en:HTML
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An identifiable person is someone who can be identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by 
reference to an identification number or to one or more factors specific to his or her physical, 
physiological, mental, economic, cultural or social identity.  

User Agent  

A software system (such as a web browser) acting on behalf of a user. The user agent acts 
on user preferences when dealing with a server acting on behalf of a Data Controller.  

15.4.2 PII and PPL  

The Data Handling GE regulates the access to sensitive data, collected from users. This can 
be achieved through the association of a set of preferences/policies to each PII; privacy 
policies are expressed using the PPL. PPL is used:  

1. at PII collection time, as each information that enters the Data Handling GE must 
come along with a PPL policy;  

2. at each data usage, that is regulated according to the associated PPL policy.  

In fact, for each data access, the Data Handling GE evaluates its purpose, which must 
always be declared. Access purpose is a relevant part of the policy that must be expressed, 
and if and only if there is compatibility between the data policy and the request policy, the 
information is provided to the requester. The Data Handling GE is also responsible for 
fulfilling obligations contained in PPL policies, like for instance, sending an email to the data 
owner at each access.  

15.4.3 PPL Architecture  

The PPL engine used as core reasoning and enforcing engine for access control and usage 
control policies has the following structure: 
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 Policy Enforcement Point (PEP), which formats and then dispatches the messages 
to the associated components according to the state of the execution process. The 
decision made by the PDP is enforced in the PEP, meaning that if the PDP decided 
to provide a data or enforce the access of a resource, this data/resource is collected, 
formatted and sent to the receiver through the PEP.  

 Policy Decision Point (PDP) is the core of the PPL engine. All the decisions 
regarding processing of policies are taken in this component. The Access control 
engine, which is in charge of the application of the access control rules related to the 
local resources. It analyses a resource query, checks the access control policy of the 
requested resource and decides whether or not requestor satisfies the rule.  

 Obligation handler, which is responsible for handling the obligations that should be 
satisfied by the data controller/third party. This engine executes two main tasks: Set 
up the triggers related to the actions required by the privacy preferences of the data 
subject. Executes the actions specified by the data subject whenever it is required.  

 Persistence handler, which can be described as an interface between the business 
layer and persistence layer. It encapsulates access to the storage intermediate 
business objects. It creates transparent way in which the business layer could access 
persisted data regardless of the location and storage model of the data it 
manipulates. In general, this layer is supported by a persistence framework. The 
defined object in this layer is generic DAO (Data Access Object). The persistence 
handler provides management functions to handle the DAO calls, which are basic 
CRUD (create, read, update, delete) operations performed on objects stored in the 
database.  

15.4.4 Example Scenarios  

15.4.4.1 Use Case: Privacy Aware Online File Store  

In this scenario we describe how the Data Handling Generic Enabler can be used jointly with 
an online file store service (de ployed in the cloud or in a server) in order to provide the 
access and usage control functionalities. The data handling GE offers to the user of a 
traditional file store the possibility to select the users with whom he wants to share his files. 
He can specify a retention period for his data or his sharing permission. He can configure 
notification messages alerting him about the access to his files.  

 

 

The scenario is executed on two main steps:  
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15.4.4.1.1 Store Data with Sticky Policies  

The user who wants to store his data in a secure manner defines: the list of delegates who 
can access his data, the deletion period or life time of his data in the store, and a contact 
medium to be notified on the activities and events happened to his data. Once his data is 
saved in the store, a sticky policy representing his privacy preferences will be stored together 
with the files and the obligation engine of the Data Handling GE service executes the 
obligation (retention period) monitoring system.  

 

15.4.4.1.2 Retrieve Data from the file store  

The delegates receive a notification when they have access to new files in the store. They 
can access to the shared files through the file navigator. Once they access and retrieve 
accessible files, the Data Handling Service will send a notification to the data owner to inform 
him about the access details (who accessed, when, where, etc.). The Data Handling GE is in 
charge of enforcing the Access Control rules imposed by the data owner and execute the 
obligations on the usage of the data.  
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15.5 Main Interactions  

15.5.1 Architecture  

15.5.1.1 Block Diagram  

 

Every actor in this figure is running an instance of the Data Handling GE combined with their 
web application  

15.5.1.2 Sequence Diagram  

 

Description:  
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This sequence diagram reflects the use case depicted above. This explanation keeps the 
same concepts, focusing on detailing the main execution steps, however the numeration of 
the sequence diagram does not reflect exactly the one of written in the Use Case. Data 
Subject and Data Controller are distinguished instances of the Data Handling GE.  

1. Request Resource: this refers to the access to a resource, that is regulated by the 

Data Controller.  
2. Request Personal Data: as the requested resource requires the transmission of 

PIIs from the Data Subject, the Data Controller invokes the API "Get a PII" of the Data 
Subject, together with a privacy policy that describes how the PII requested will be 
used (in a SAML envelope).  

o Match With Preferences (optional): the Data Subject checks whether 
there is a compatibility (a "match") between user's privacy policy and Data 
Controller's privacy policy.  

3. Request resource + PIIs + sticky policies: if the two privacy policies match, PIIs 

are sent to Data Controller, together with the initial request and a number of sticky 
policies (one for each PII).  

4. Send Resource: Eventually, the resource is sent to the Data Subject.  

15.6 Basic Design Principles 

The Data Handling GE permits to protect information according to a specific privacy policy. 
The Data Handling GE safeguards data, storing them together with the respective privacy 
policies. Any access to the protected resources can happen only declaring explicitly its 
purposes (using again a description encoded in a privacy policy). The Data Handling GE 
evaluates the two policies (data and access requests), and transmits the requested 
information if and only if the policies match.  

15.6.1 Detailed Specifications  

The following is a list of Open Specifications linked to this Generic Enabler. Specifications 
labeled as "PRELIMINARY" are considered stable but subject to minor changes derived from 
lessons learned during last interactions of the development of a first reference 
implementation planned for the current Major Release of FI-WARE.  

15.6.1.1 Open API Specifications  

 FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.DataHandlingGE.Open RESTful API 
Specification  

15.7 Appendix  

15.7.1 References  

EC Data 
Protection 
directive  

http://eur-

lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:31995L0046:EN:HTML  

PPL  http://www.primelife.eu/results/documents/153-534d  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.DataHandlingGE.Open_RESTful_API_Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.DataHandlingGE.Open_RESTful_API_Specification
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:31995L0046:EN:HTML
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:31995L0046:EN:HTML
http://www.primelife.eu/results/documents/153-534d
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XACML  http://xml.coverpages.org/xacml.html  

15.8 Architecture Description of the Accountability Feature  

15.8.1 Copyright  

 Copyright © 2013 by SAP, Inria  

15.8.2 Legal Notice  

Please check the following Legal Notice to understand the rights to use these specifications.  

15.8.3 Overview  

The Accountability Feature is an extension to the Data Handling GE (see its overview 
above). It consists of a log analyser that analyses PPL data usage logs and checks their 
compliance against joint (sticky) policies. Accountability of the data controller towards data 
subjects is realised by forcing the data controller to demonstrate, through mechanised 
compliance, that data handling proceeded accordingly to predefined rules.  

15.8.3.1 Target usage 

The Accountability Feature, used in conjunction with the Data Handling GE (see its target 
usage above) increases the trust of users about their privacy by providing them with strong 
guarantees and transparency about the actual processing of their personal data. The log 
analyser could be used by an accredited third party on behalf of a data subject.  

15.8.4 Basic Concepts  

15.8.4.1 Relevant Concepts and Ideas  

Accountability  

In the Article 29 Working Party[1] Opinion on the principle of accountability, the principle of 
accountability is defined as showing how responsibility is exercised and making this 
verifiable. From a legal perspective, accountability refers to obligations of a party (here, the 
data controller) with respect to another (here, the data subject) in terms of justification and 
demonstration with respect to a norm.  

Here the goal is to increase the balance of power between those two entities. In particular, 
concerning data protection, our goal is to put in place effective measures to ensure 
compliance with privacy policies (both official regulations and the policies declared by the 
data controller). In fact, there is a need to record information reflecting the actual execution of 
the system (through logs) and to prove compliance, in order to enable effective, external 
audits.  

http://xml.coverpages.org/xacml.html
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/SAP
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Inria
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_Open_Specification_Legal_Notice_(essential_patents_license)
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE.Deliverables.Typographical.Conventions
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15.8.4.2 Compliance Check of a PPL Log  

 

This diagram depicts the interaction of the Accountability Analyzer, which implements the 
Accountability Feature, with its environment. The Data Subjects owns PII.  

 

1. The Data Controller and the Data Subject agree (by automated matching performed 
by the PPL engine) on a joint agreement called Sticky Policy.  

2. The Data Subject then provides his PII to the Data Controller. Data handling 
operations generate, via the PPL Logger, a trace of data handling events (the log).  

3. The Accountability Analyzer takes as input both the log and Sticky Policy and 
performs a compliance check based on the semantics of PPL. The Analyzer then 
concludes whether the sequence of events was compliant with the Sticky Policy, or 
whether it breached it.  

15.8.5 Main Interactions  

The main interaction between this Feature and the Data Handling Generic Enabler is the use 
of the Feature to analyse traces of data handling events (logs) generated by the Data 
Handling Generic Enabler. The Feature takes as input a set of PPL log files: both the logs 
from the Event Handler, and the logs from the MySQL database. It checks their compliance 
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against the relevant Sticky Policy and outputs a conclusion about the compliance of the data 
handling with the initially defined Sticky Policy.  

The feature does not use APIs but a single executable, loganalyser, which takes as a 
parameter a PiiId (an integer).  

15.8.6 Basic Design Principles 

The Accountability Feature checks data handling logs against corresponding Sticky Policies. 
The logs must be in the format produced by the PPL engine, unaltered. Sticky Policies are 
stored in XML files. The Accountability Feature's main component, the Analyzer, inspects the 
log and concludes that it is either compliant or non-compliant with the sticky policy.  

In terms of design, the Analyzer parses log files and policies, and outputs its result according 
to predefined compliance semantics.  

15.8.7 Appendix  

15.8.7.1 References  

Article 29 
Opinion on 
accountability  

http://ec.europa.eu/justice/policies/privacy/docs/wpdocs/2010/wp173_en.pdf  

1. ↑ The group of representatives of European data protection authorities.  

15.9 Re-utilised Technologies/Specifications  

The Repository GE is based on RESTful Design Principles. The technologies and 
specifications used in this GE are:  

 RESTful web services  

 HTTP/1.1  

 JSON and XML data serialization formats  

 

15.10 Terms and definitions  

This section comprises a summary of terms and definitions introduced during the previous 
sections. It intends to establish a vocabulary that will be help to carry out discussions 
internally and with third parties (e.g., Use Case projects in the EU FP7 Future Internet PPP). 
For a summary of terms and definitions managed at overall FI-WARE level, please refer to 
FIWARE Global Terms and Definitions  

 

 Access Control: This means to control access to resources such as web pages. 

This may be on the basis of the identity of the entity requesting access, or more 
generally the presentation of a set of credentials, and possibly some representation of 

http://ec.europa.eu/justice/policies/privacy/docs/wpdocs/2010/wp173_en.pdf
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE.Deliverables.Typographical.Conventions
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.Glossary.Global
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the purpose for accessing the resource, as well as other contextual information, such 
as the time of day and properties of the resource itself.  

 Credentials: A credential is an attestation of qualification, competence, or authority 
issued to an individual by a third party with a relevant de jure or de facto authority or 
assumed competence to do so. In this document, we define digital credentials to be 
lists of attribute-value statements certified by an Issuer. Here we abstract from the 
concrete mechanism (cryptographic or other) by which the authenticity of the attribute 
values can be verified. We do not impose any restrictions on which attributes can be 
contained in a credential, but typically these either describe the identity of the 
credential's owner or the authority assigned to her.  

 Personal Data (Personal Identifiable Information, or PII): Personal Data means 
any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person or "Data 
Subject". An identifiable person is someone who can be identified, directly or 
indirectly, in particular by reference to an identification number or to one or more 
factors specific to his or her physical, physiological, mental, economic, cultural or 
social identity. The processing of special categories of data, defined as personal data 
revealing racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, 
trade-union membership, and of data concerning health or sex life, is prohibited, 
subject to certain exceptions (see Article 10 of Regulation (EC) 45/2001). (From the 
European Directive on the protection of personal data, Regulation (EC) 45/2001, 
article 2. OJ L 281, Nov. 23, 1995, available here)'  

 Data Controller: The Data Controller means the entity which alone or jointly with 

others determines the purposes and means of the processing of Personal Data. The 
processing of Personal Data may be carried out by a Data Processor acting on behalf 
of the Data Controller. This document describes the means for a User Agent acting 
on behalf of a user to reach an agreement with a Data Controller over the obligations 
incurred by the controller for any personal data collected about that user.  

 Downstream Data Controller: When a Data Controller passes personal data to a 

third party, that third party incurs obligations in respect to the Data Subject, and is 
referred to in this document as a "downstream data controller".  

 Data Subject: The Data Subject is the person whose personal data are collected, 

held or processed by the Data Controller. The following strictly speaking refers to EC 
institutions not generally to EU companies etc. The controller must give the Data 
Subject the following information about the data being processed:  

1. confirmation as to whether or not data related to him or her are being 
processed;  

2. information about the purposes of the processing operation, the categories of 
data concerned, and the recipients or categories of recipients to whom the 
data are disclosed;  

3. communication of the data undergoing processing and of any available 
information as to their source;  

4. Knowledge of the logic involved in any automated decision process 
concerning him or her.  

o The Data Subject has the right to access his data and to require the Controller 
to rectify without delay any inaccurate or incomplete personal data. The Data 
Subject has the right to require the Controller to erase data if the processing is 
unlawful.  

 Data Subject’s privacy preferences: The expectations of a Data Subject in terms of 
how her personal data should be handled.  

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:31995L0046:en:NOT
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 Authorization and Obligations: Authorizations and Obligations define how and in 

which way a Data Subject authorizes a Data Controller to process her personal data. 
Obligations are negotiated together with Authorizations, and define what operations 
the Data Controller will perform at each authorized data usage. A specific process 
enables the Data Controller to propose obligations to the Data Subject, which 
matches them against her preferences. If the Data Subject is satisfied with the match, 
she will then authorize the Data Controller to proceed. The Data Controller is then 
required to implement the agreed obligations in respect to the Data Subject's 
personal data. 
In a variant of this approach, the Data Subject could propose obligations to the Data 
Controller, who would then match them against her policies, and inform the Data 
Subject if the proposal is acceptable. The end result is the same — a binding 
agreement on the obligations for the Data Controller, to handle the Data Subject's 
personal data.  

 Sticky Privacy Policy: It is an agreement between Data Subject and Data Controller 

on the handling of personal data collected from the Data Subject. Sticky policies (as 
well as privacy preferences and privacy policies) define how data can be handled. A 
privacy policy becomes "sticky" to the data it regulates, after a specific negotiation 
process between Data Subject (the data owner) and Data Controller. Sticky policies 
define different aspects:  

0. Authorizations:  

 Usage: what the Data Controller can do with collected data (e.g. use 
them for a specific purpose).  

 Downstream sharing: under which conditions data can be shared with 
another Data Controller.  

1. Obligations: what the Data Controller must do.  

 Privacy Policy Language (PPL): The Privacy Policy Language (PPL) expresses 

access and usage control rules. It is based on the XACML standard. It permits to 
define privacy policies that regulate and specify obligations for the usage of personal 
identifiable information (PII).  

 DHP: This term refers to an acronym of Data Handling Policy/Preference. It is a 

policy configuration file stating the usage condition and handling of a targeted data. In 
the case of Policy it refers to the description of how the Data Controller will handle the 
data collected. In the case of Preference, the Data Subject specifies how his data 
should be handled after being collected.  

 User Agent: A software system (such as a web browser) acting on behalf of a user. 

The user agent acts on user preferences when dealing with a server acting on behalf 
of a Data Controller.  
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16 FIWARE OpenSpecification Security 
DataHandlingGE Open RESTful API Specification 

You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

16.1 Introduction to the Data Handling GE API  

Please check the following FI-WARE Open Specification Legal Notice (essential patents 
license) to understand the rights to use this open specification. As all other FI-WARE 

members, SAP has chosen one of the two FI-WARE license schemes for open 
specifications.  

To illustrate this open specification license from our SAP perspective:  

 SAP provides the specifications of this Generic Enabler available under IPR rules 
that allow for a exploitation and sustainable usage both in Open Source as well as 
proprietary, closed source products to maximize adoption.  

 This Open Specification is exploitable for proprietary 3rd party products and is 
exploitable for open source 3rd party products, including open source licenses that 
require patent pledges.  

 If the owner (SAP) of this GE spec holds a patent that is essential to create a 
conforming implementation of the GE spec (i.e. it is impossible to write a conforming 
implementation without violating the patent) then a license to that patent is deemed 
granted to the implementation.  

16.1.1 Data Handling GE API Core  

1. storePii(name, value, spAttribute, owner) is a RESTful method accessed via HTTP 
that uses XML-based information to create a new attribute in the Database. The 
method takes two parameters; one for the attribute name, and the second for the 
attribute value. For example inserting an e-mail address with the value of 
test@example.com. The same method can be used with a third parameter in order to 
attach a sticky policy to the new attribute.  

2. updatePii(pii, name, value, spAttribute) is a RESTful method used to update an 
existing attribute entry in the Database. The method takes three parameters; one for 
the attribute name, and the second for the new attribute value, and eventually the 
new Sticky Policy related to this new PII.  

3. deletePii(pii) is a RESTful method used to delete an attribute from the DB. The 
method takes one parameter that is the attribute name.  

4. GetAllPII() is a RESTful method used to retrieve all the attributes stored in the DB.  

5. GetPII(pii) is a RESTful method used to request an attribute from the DB. The 
method takes one parameter that is the attribute name.  

16.1.2 Intended Audience  

This specification is intended for Service Consumers (with development skills), Cloud 
Providers and reimplementers of this API. For Service Customers, this document provides a 
full specification of how to interoperate with the Data Handling Service API. For Cloud 

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.DataHandlingGE.Open%20RESTful%20API%20Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_Open_Specification_Legal_Notice_(essential_patents_license)
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_Open_Specification_Legal_Notice_(essential_patents_license)
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Providers and reimplementers, this specification indicates the interface to be provided to the 
client application developers to provide the described functionalities. To use this information, 
the reader should firstly have a general understanding of the Generic Enabler service Data 
Handling Generic Enabler . The API user should be familiar with:  

 RESTful web services  

 HTTP/1.1  

 JSON and/or XML data serialization formats.  

16.1.3 API Change History  

Current version is: Version 2.0.0, 28/04/2013  

The most recent changes are described in the table below:  

Revision Date  Changes Summary  

Apr 27, 2012   Version 1 of the Data Handling GE API Guide.  

Apr 28, 2013   Version 2 of the Data Handling GE API Guide.  

16.1.4 How to Read This Document  

"All FI-WARE RESTful API specifications will follow the same list of conventions and will 
support certain common aspects. Please check Common aspects in FI-WARE Open Restful 
API Specifications.  

In the whole document it is taken the assumption that reader is familiarized with REST 
architecture style. Along the document, some special notations are applied to differentiate 
some special words or concepts. The following list summarizes these special notations.  

 A bold, mono-spaced font is used to represent code or logical entities, 
e.g., HTTP method (GET, PUT, POST, DELETE).  

 An italic font is used to represent document titles or some other kind of 
special text, e.g., URI.  

 The variables are represented between brackets, e.g. {id} and in italic 
font. When the reader find it, can change it by any value.  

16.1.5 Additional Resources  

More documentation related to the architecture and the usecase is available at Data 
Handling Generic Enabler  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.ArchitectureDescription.Security.Data_Handling_Generic_Enabler
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.ArchitectureDescription.Security.Data_Handling_Generic_Enabler
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Common_aspects_in_FI-WARE_Open_Restful_API_Specifications
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Common_aspects_in_FI-WARE_Open_Restful_API_Specifications
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.ArchitectureDescription.Security.Data_Handling_Generic_Enabler
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.ArchitectureDescription.Security.Data_Handling_Generic_Enabler
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16.2 General Data Handling GE API Information 

16.2.1 Resources Summary 

The following figure depicts a graphical diagram in which we can see the different URIs that 
we can use in the API. 

 

 

16.2.2 Representation Format 

The Data Handling GE API supports the transmission of Strings and XML files. The request 
format is specified using the Content-Type header and is required for operations that have a 
request body. The response format is always in plain text ("text/plain").  

The application handles PPL Policies. PPL Language is an extension of the XACML 
(eXtensive Access Control Markup Language). In order to manipulate the different XML 
elements of the PPL language within the application, a set of POJOs has been implemented. 
These POJOs are mapped to XML representations using JAXB (Java Annotation Xml 
Binding, see http://jaxb.java.net/ for more information)  

http://jaxb.java.net/
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16.2.3 Representation Transport 

Resource representation is transmitted between client and server by using HTTP 1.1 
protocol, as defined by IETF RFC-2616. Each time an HTTP request contains payload, a 
Content-Type header shall be used to specify the MIME type of wrapped representation. In 
addition, both client and server may use as many HTTP headers as they consider necessary.  

16.3 API Operations 

16.3.1.1.1 Retrieve the file of the Pii identified by the given uniqueId and 
Owner  

/pii GET 
 

Parameter: uniqueId, owner Content: Return: multipart/mixed 

Retrieve the file of the Pii identified by the given UniaueId and Owner. 
 

Return 

200 If file found 
  

404 If file not found 
  

16.3.1.1.2 Store a Pii (file) with its StickyPolicy  

/pii PUT 
 

Parameter: 

Content: 
application/x-www-
form-urlencoded  

Return: application/json 

file File 

{"uniqueId" : uid } stickyPolicy 
a PPL StickyPolicy as 

XML String 

owner String 

Store a Pii (file) with its StickyPolicy 
 

Return 

201 
Pii successfully 

stored  

500 
Pii not stored, an 

error occured  

16.3.1.1.3 Store a Pii with its StickyPolicy  

/pii PUT 
 

Parameter: 

Content: multipart/form-data Return: application/json 

name string 

{"uniqueId" : uid } 

Value string 
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stickyPolicy 
a PPL StickyPolicy as 

XML String 

owner String 

Store a Pii with its StickyPolicy 
 

Return 

201 
Pii successfully 

stored  

500 
Pii not stored, an 

error occured  

16.3.1.1.4 Update a Pii (File) and its StickyPolicy identified by the given 
UniqueId and Owner  

/pii POST 
 

Parameter: 

Content: multipart/form-data Return: application/json 

uniqueId Long 

{"uniqueId" : uid } 

file File 

stickyPolicy 
a PPL StickyPolicy as 

XML String 

owner String 

Update a Pii (File) and its StickyPolicy identified by the given UniqueId 
and Owner   

Return 

200 
Pii successfully 

updated  

500 
Pii not updated, an 

error occured  

404 Pii not found 
 

16.3.1.1.5 Update a Pii and its StickyPolicy identified by the given UniqueId 
and Owner  

/pii POST 
 

Parameter: 

Content: 
application/x-www-

form-urlencoded 
Return: application/json 

uniqueId Long {"uniqueId" : uid } 
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Name String 

Value String 

stickyPolicy 
a PPL StickyPolicy as 

XML String 

owner String 

Update a Pii and its StickyPolicy identified by the given UniqueId and 

Owner   

Return 

200 
Pii successfully 

updated  

500 
Pii not updated, an 

error occured  

404 Pii not found 
 

16.3.1.1.6 Delete a Pii identified by the given UniqueId and Owner  

/pii/delete POST 
 

Parameter: 

Content: application/json Return: application/json 

uniqueId Long 

{“deleted” : boolean} 

owner String 

Delete a Pii identified by the given UniqueId and Owner 
 

Return 200 See response body 

16.3.1.1.7 Request files (Pii) identified by its name (resource) for the user 
(subject)  

/downstreamusage/file POST 
 

Parameter: 

Content: application/json Return: multipart/mixed 

Subject String 

List of files (can be empty) 

Resource 
String 

 

Request files (Pii) identified by its name (resource) for the user 
(subject)  

Return 200 See response 
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body 

16.3.1.1.8 Request Piis identified by its name (resource) for the user 
(subject)  

/downstreamusage/pii POST 
 

Parameter: 

Content: application/json Return: application/json 

Subject String 

Items: [Name, Value] 

Resource String 

Request Piis identified by its name (resource) for the user (subject) 
 

Return 200 See response body 
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17 FIWARE OpenSpecification Security 
Access_Control_Generic_Enabler 

You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

Name  FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Access Control Generic 
Enabler  

Chapter  Security,  

Catalogue-Link to 
Implementation  

[ Access Control]  

Owner  Thales, Cyril DANGERVILLE  

17.1 Preface  

Within this document you find a self-contained open specification of a FI-WARE generic 
enabler, please consult as well the FI-WARE_Product_Vision, the website on http://www.fi-
ware.eu and similar pages in order to understand the complete context of the FI-WARE 
project.  

17.2 Copyright  

Copyright © 2012-2013 by Thales  

17.3 Legal Notice  

Please check the following Legal Notice to understand the rights to use these specifications.  

17.4 Overview  

The initial requirement for the architecture presented here is the following: to provide a mean 
for controlling access to resources that are available on a given FI-WARE Instance. Those 
resources are owned by users of the FI-WARE Instance, either end-users (data that belongs 
to each end-user) or by application or service providers (API operations exported by a given 
application or service, which may well be a FI-WARE GE). Such access will be typically 
requested by client applications or services (including FI-WARE GEs) acting on behalf of 
another user. It would require approval from the resource owner and may be restricted by 
security policies that are either global to the FI-WARE Instance, or defined for 
application/services or for the end-users (both resource owners and end-user on behalf of 
whom access is requested), as well as the organizations that end-users belong to, if any.  

In order to complete the picture, it is strongly recommended that the privacy of the end-users 
be preserved. In particular, the end-user – and/or the end-user’s organization - must be able 

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Access_Control_Generic_Enabler
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Category:Security
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Thales
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php?title=Cyril_DANGERVILLE&action=edit&redlink=1
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_Product_Vision
http://www.fi-ware.eu/
http://www.fi-ware.eu/
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Thales
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_Open_Specification_Legal_Notice_(implicit_patents_license)
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to control which third-party applications may have access to which of his/her data, for which 
duration, etc. Each such access must be auditable, as required by various regulations or 
internal policies.  

Furthermore, the third-party applications should not have knowledge of the credentials 
(typically login and password) of the user on behalf of whom they are trying to get access to 
resources. Last but not least, users should be able to revoke access from all or specific third-
party applications at will, without having to change their password.  

On the figure below, Service GEs provide API resources to Client Applications. Some of 
these APIs provide access to specific resources of some users. The IdM GE (Identity 
Management Generic Enabler) provides identity management and authentication for users 
and client applications. 

 

17.5 Basic Concepts  

17.5.1 Example Scenario  

The basic concepts come from the OAuth 2 [OAuth2] and XACML 2.0 [XACML2] standards 
illustrated by the sample scenario below. The OAuth standard is supported by the Identity 
Mangement GE essentially, the OAuth Authorization endpoint and Token endpoint in 
particular. The Access Control GE is only a consumer of OAuth tokens, therefore it only 
supports validation of OAuth tokens and getting authorization info from the token, such as 
user attributes. The XACML standard is only supported by the Access Control GE.  
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17.5.2 (OAuth) Resource Owner  

The Resource Owner is the entity that owns resources on a Resource Server. The Resource 
Owner may be an End-User, an application or service provider. The Resource Owner may 
delegate resource access to a third-party - the Client Application (see next section) - with 
certain restrictions, e.g. limited scope, time period.  

The Resource Owner must be registered in the IdM Generic Enabler.  

17.5.3 (OAuth) Client Application  

The Client Application is the third-party from the Resource Owner's point of view, that is 
requesting access to the resources on behalf of that resource owner.  

The Client Application must be registered in the IdM Generic Enabler.  

17.5.4 (OAuth) Resource Server  

The Resource Server, also referred to as the Target Service (or Service GE in FI-WARE) is 
the server hosting the resources that the Client Application requests access to.  

The Resource Server must be registered in the IdM Generic Enabler.  

17.5.5 OAuth Authorization Endpoint  

This is the endpoint where client applications redirect users to for authorization grant and get 
an authorization code in return. This authorization code represents the user's approval of the 
client app's request to access resources on behalf of the user. Then, the client app can use 
the authorization code to request an access token from the Token Endpoint (see below). See 
also the Authorization Endpoint section in the OAuth 2.0 standard.  

This endpoint is implemented by the IdM Generic Enabler (NSN/DT).  
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17.5.6 OAuth Token Endpoint  

The Token Endpoint issues access tokens to Client Applications provided that they 
authenticate successfully and present a valid authorization code. Client Applications need 
such access tokens to access the Resource Servers.  

17.5.7 Policy Decision Point (PDP)  

The PDP provides authorization decisions based on various attributes and XACML policies. 
Attributes may come from the access request context as provided by PEPs (see below), 
such as the request URL, the HTTP method and especially the OAuth access token. From 
the OAuth access token, the PDP is able to get extra attributes related to the OAuth context 
(the resource owner a.k.a end-user ID, the client ID, etc.). It is also able to obtain extra 
attributes associated with the end-user by means of requesting them from the Identity 
Management GE acting as Attribute Provider (clearance level, role, location, etc.). This 
information, combined with information about the environment (e.g., current time) is used by 
the PDP to check whether access must be granted based on defined XACML policies.  

This endpoint is implemented by the Access Control GE.  

17.5.8 Policy Administration Point (PAP)  

The PAP provides an interface for policy administrators to manage XACML policies to be 
enforced by the PDP.  

This endpoint is implemented by the Access Control GE.  

17.5.9 Policy Repository (PRP)  

The XACML PRP is only used internally for storing policies managed by the PAP and 
retrieved by the PDP for enforcement.  

It is also part of the Access Control GE.  

17.5.10 Policy Enforcement Point (PEP)  

The PEP protects the Resource Server (e.g., instance of a FI-WARE GEis) from 
unauthorized access to resources. The PEP can be deployed as a security proxy that 
intercepts all HTTP(S) traffic to the Resource Server. Access is denied or permitted 
depending on the XACML PDP’s decision. The PEP forwards information about the API 
request (URL, HTTP method, HTTP headers, etc.) to the PDP, including the OAuth access 
token which the PDP can use to get information about the client application, the user on 
behalf of which the request has been issued and the token scope (user-approved 
permissions).  

17.6 Main interactions  

From the user and the client application’s perspective, the main interactions are the same as 
described in the OAuth 2.0 standard, section 1.2. From the Resource Server’s perspective, 
the OAuth token validation and API request authorization may be delegated to the PEP, so 
that the integration effort on the Resource Server is minimal.  

The main interactions are illustrated by the figure below.  
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For further details on the OAuth interactions with the IdM GEs, please refer to FIWARE Open 
Specification of Identity Management Generic Enabler.  

17.7 Basic Design Principles  

 The architecture complies with the OAuth and XACML standard.  

 All APIs (IdM OAuth APIs, XACML Policy Management API, XACML PDP API, 
Resource Server APIs) are RESTful APIs.  

 Format of access control policies managed by the PAP and enforced by the PDP is 
defined by the XACML standard.  

 The PDP computes access decisions based on policies according to the XACML 
standard rules for policy evaluation (XACML engine).  

 The PDP and PAP should support multi-tenancy.  

 There are several options for the PEP deployment:  

1. Use a HTTP Proxy. In this case, the owner of the Resource Server must 
provide the necessary information to the PEP proxy owner for integration with 
the Resource Server.  

2. Built/Embedded in the Resource Server. In this case, the PEP 
implementation is the responsibility of the owner of the Resource Server.  

In all cases, the PEP would have to integrate with the IdM Generic Enabler for OAuth token 
validation, and the XACML PDP for requesting authorization decisions.  

17.8 References  

 FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.IdentityManagement  

 [OAuth2] OAuth 2.0 Authorization Framework  

 [XACML2] XACML 2.0  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.IdentityManagement
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.IdentityManagement
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.IdentityManagement
http://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-ietf-oauth-v2-31
https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=xacml#XACML20
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17.9 Detailed Open Specifications 

Following is a list of Open Specifications linked to this Generic Enabler. Specifications 
labelled as "PRELIMINARY" are considered stable but subject to minor changes derived 
from lessons learned during last interactions of the development of a first reference 
implementation planned for the current Major Release of FI-WARE. Specifications labelled 
as "DRAFT" are planned for future Major Releases of FI-WARE but they are provided for the 
sake of future users.  

17.9.1 Open API Specifications 

 FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.IdentityManagement  

 Access Control GE.Authorization.Open RESTful API Specification (PRELIMINARY)  

17.9.2 Other Open Specifications 

 XACML 2.0  

 OAuth 2.0  

17.10 Re-utilised Technologies/Specifications 

The Access Control GE is based on RESTful Design Principles. The technologies and 
specifications used in this GE are:  

 RESTful web services  

 HTTP/1.1  

 OAuth 2.0  

 XACML 2.0  

 XML data serialization format  

17.11 Terms and definitions 

This section comprises a summary of terms and definitions introduced during the previous 
sections. It intends to establish a vocabulary that will be help to carry out discussions 
internally and with third parties (e.g., Use Case projects in the EU FP7 Future Internet PPP). 
For a summary of terms and definitions managed at overall FI-WARE level, please refer to 
FIWARE Global Terms and Definitions  

 Attack. Any kind of malicious activity that attempts to collect, disrupt, deny, degrade, 

or destroy information system resources or the information itself  
 Authentication protocol: "Over-the-wire authentication protocols are used to 

exchange authentication data between the client and server application. Each 
authentication protocol supports one or more authentication methods. The OATH 
reference architecture provides for the use of existing protocols, and envisions the 
use of extended protocols which support new authentication methods as they are 
defined." (OATH)  

 Access control: is the prevention of unauthorized use of a resource, including the 

prevention of use of a resource in an unauthorized manner. (ITU-T-X-800_Link). 
More precisely, access control is the protection of resources against unauthorized 

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.IdentityManagement
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Access_Control_GE.Authorization.Open_RESTful_API_Specification_(PRELIMINARY)
http://oauth.net/2/
https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=xacml#XACML20
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.Glossary.Global
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access; a process by which use of resources is regulated according to a security 
policy and is permitted by only authorized system entities according to that policy. 
RFC 2828  

 Account: A (user) account is “typically a formal business agreement for providing 

regular dealings and services between principal sand business service providers.” 
OASIS Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML)  

 Authentication (AuthN): We adopted the following definition of authentication from 

RFC 3588"Authentication is “the act of verifying the identity of an entity (subject)”  

TrustInCyberspace adds the term “level of confidence” to this definition:  

Authentication is the process of confirming a system entity’s asserted identity with a 
specified, or understood, level of confidence.” This definition holds all necessary parts 
to examine authentication in broad sense. First of all it does not narrow the 
authentication to human users, but refers to a generic “system entity”. See 
authentication reference architecture description for a closer look at different identities 
that could be authenticated.  

Secondly it introduces the often neglected concept of “level of confidence” which 
applies to each authentication of an identity. No computer program or computer user 
can definitely prove the identity of another party. There is no authentication method 
that can be secured against any possible identity-theft attack, be it physical or non-
physical. It is only possible to apply one or more tests, which, if passed, have been 
previously declared to be sufficient to go on further. The problem is to determine 
which tests are sufficient, and many such are inadequate.  

The original Greek word originates from the word 'authentes'='author'. This leads to 
the general field of claims and trust management, because authentication could also 
mean to verify the “author” / issuer of any claim.  

The confirmation or validation process of authentication is actually done by 
presenting some kind of proof. This proof is normally derived from some kind of 
secret hold by the principal. In its simplest form the participant and the authentication 
authority share the same secret. More advanced concepts rely on 
challenge/response mechanisms, preventing the secrets to be transmitted. Refer to 
Authentication Technologies for a detailed list of authentication methods used today.  

As stated above, each authentication method assures only some level of trust in the 
claimed identity, but none could be definite. Therefore it makes sense to distinguish 
the different authentication methods by an associated assurance level, stating the 
level of trust in the authentication process.  

As this assurance level depends not only on the technical authentication method, but 
also on the overall computer system and even on the business processes within the 
organization (provisioning of identities and credentials), there is no ranking of the 
authentication methods here.  

 Countermeasures. Action, device, procedure, technique or other measure that 
reduces the vulnerability of an information system.  

 Cyber attack. An attack, via cyberspace, targeting an entity (industrial, financial, 

public...) and using cyberspace for the purpose of disrupting, disabling, destroying, or 
maliciously controlling a computing environment/infrastructure; or destroying the 
integrity of the data or stealing controlled information  

 Exploit. A program or technique that takes advantage of vulnerability in software and 

that can be used for breaking security, or otherwise attacking a host over the network  
 Federation: The term federation “is used in two senses - "The act of establishing a 

http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2828
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3588
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relationship between two entities. An association comprising any number of service 
providers and identity providers.” OASIS Security Assertion Markup Language 
(SAML)  

“A federation is a collection of realms that have established a producer-consumer 
relationship whereby one realm can provide authorized access to a resource it 
manages based on an identity, and possibly associated attributes, that are asserted 
in another realm.  

Federation requires trust such that a relying party can make a well-informed access 
control decision based on the credibility of identity and attribute data that is vouched 
for by another realm.” WS-Federation @ IBM  

Remark: Federation according to WS-Federation @ IBM is similar to the concept of a 
Circle of Trust.  

 FI. Future Internet.  
 Forensics for evidence. The use of scientifically derived and proven methods 

toward the preservation, collection, validation, identification, analysis, interpretation, 
documentation and presentation of digital evidence derived from digital sources for 
the purpose of facilitating or furthering the reconstruction of events found to be 
criminal, or helping to anticipate unauthorized actions shown to be disruptive to 
planned operations.  

 Identity. In the narrow sense, identity is the persistent identifier of users (user name), 

things or services by which other parties “remember” them and, hence, are able to 
store or retrieve specific information about them and are able to control their access 
to different resources. In the wider sense, identity also covers further attributes of 
users, things and services; e.g. for users, such information may include personal 
information such as context, group membership and profile.  

 Identity (Digital): The term identity and its meaning have been discussed 

controversially in the “identity community” for many years. Until now, there is no 
commonly agreed definition of that notion. : : The IdM && AAA reference architecture 
applies the following three definitions of identity.  

The Identity Gang defines the term digital identity as follows:  

A digital identity is “a digital representation of a set of Claims made by one party 
about itself or another digital subject.”  

The following comments were added:  

A digital identity is just one set of claims about a digital subject. For any given digital  
subject there will typically be many digital identities.  

A digital identity can be created on the fly when a particular identity transaction is 
desired or persistent in a data store to provide a representation that can be 
referenced.  

A digital identity may contain claims made by multiple claimants.  

A digital identity may be signed by a digital identity provider to provide assurance to a 
relying party.  

This definition emphasizes two facts:  

Normally, a principal (subject) has multiple digital identities or personas.  

Identities are made out of attributes (claims).  

Therefore, the scope of identity management in the reference architecture has two 
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viewpoints: For once it focuses on identities and personas itself, and on the other 
side, it deals with the attributes of these identities and personas.  

The Liberty Alliance Project (LAP) defines digital identity as follows:  

Digital identity is “the essence of an entity. One’s identity is often described by one’s 
characteristics, among which may be any number of identifiers. A Principal may wield 
one or more identities.”  

RSA uses the following definition of digital identity:  

“Digital identity consists of an identity assertion and the characteristics, sometimes 
called attributes that are collected or observed through our computerized 
relationships. It is often as simple as a user name and password.”  

The definition of RSA adds one important aspect to the identity discussion: Even the 
simplest user name and password combinations without any additional attributes or 
claims constitute an identity.  

 Identifier: Identifiers can be understood as a dedicated, publicly known attribute of an 

identity that refers to that identity only. Typically, identifiers are valid within a specific 
domain. Special types of identifiers are valid globally, due to the use of popular 
domain naming and resolution protocols such as DNS, which implies addressing 
capabilities to the identity. OASIS Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) 
defines identifier as follows:  

An identifier is “a data object (for example, a string) mapped to a system entity that 
uniquely refers to the system entity. A system entity may have multiple distinct 
identifiers referring to it. An identifier is essentially a "distinguished attribute" of an 
entity.”  

 Identity context: is “the surrounding environment and circumstances that determine 

meaning of digital identities and the policies and protocols that govern their 
interactions.” (Identity Gang)  

 Identity management (IdM): comprises “the management of identity information both 

internally and when it is passed from one entity to another.” Open Mobile Alliance 
(OMA)  

 Identity provider: The Open Mobile Alliance (OMA) defines the term identity provider 

(IdP) as follows - An identity provider is “a special type of service provider […] that 
creates, maintains, and manages identity information for principals, and can provide 
[…] assertions to other service providers within an authentication domain (or even a 
circle of trust).”  

Another notion defines identity provider as “an agent that issues a digital identity [that] 
is acting on behalf of an issuing Party.” (Identity Gang)  

The following definition of identity provider descends from WS-Federation @ IBM: “An 
identity provider is an entity that acts as an authentication service to end requestors 
and as data origin authentication service to service providers […]. Identity providers 
are trusted (logical) 3rd parties which need to be trusted both by the requestor […] 
and the service provider which may grant access to valuable resources and 
information based upon the integrity of the identity information provided by the identity 
provider.”  

The Identity Provider is part of the Identity Management infrastructure.  

 Impact. The adverse effect resulting from a successful threat exercise of 

vulnerability. Can be described in terms of loss or degradation of any, or a 
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combination of any, of the following three security goals: integrity, availability, and 
confidentiality.  

 Partial identity: a partial identity is a set of attributes of a user. Thus, an identity is 
composed of all attributes of a user, a partial identity is a subset of a user's identity. 
Typically, a user is known to another party only as a partial identity. A partial identity 
can have a unique identifier. The latter is a strong identifier if it is allows for a strong 
authentication of the user (holder) of the partial identity, such a cryptographic 
"identification" protocol  

 Privacy. Dictionary definitions of privacy refer to "the quality or state of being apart 

from company or observation, seclusion [...] freedom from unauthorized intrusion"  
(Merriam-Webster online [MerrWebPriv]). In the online world, we rely on a pragmatic 
definition of privacy, saying that privacy is the state of being free from certain privacy 
threats.  

 Privacy threats. The fundamental privacy threats are: traceability (the digital traces 

left during transactions), linkability (profile accumulation based on the digital traces), 
loss of control (over personal data) and identity theft (impersonation).  

 Risk analysis. The process of identifying security risks, determining their magnitude, 

and identifying areas needing safeguards. An analysis of an organization's 
information resources, its existing controls, and its remaining organizational and MIS 
vulnerabilities. It combines the loss potential for each resource or combination of 
resources with an estimated rate of occurrence to establish a potential level of 
damage  

 Security monitoring. Usage of tools to prevent and detect compliance defaults, 

security events and malicious actions taken by subjects suspected of misusing the 
information system.  

 Service impact analysis. An analysis of a service’s requirements, processes, and 

interdependencies used to characterize information system contingency requirements 
and priorities in the event of a significant disruption.  

 Single sign-on: is “From a Principal’s perspective, single sign-on encompasses the 

capability to authenticate with some system entity—[…] an Identity Provider - and 
have that authentication honored by other system entities, [termed] Service Providers 
[…]. Note that upon authenticating with an Identity Provider, the Identity Provider 
typically establishes and maintains some notion of local session state between itself 
and the Principal’s user agent. Service Providers may also maintain their own distinct 
local session state with a Principal’s user agent.” Liberty Alliance Project (LAP)  

 S&D: Security and Dependability  
 Threat. An event, process, activity being perpetuated by one or more threat agents, 

which, when realized, has an adverse effect on organization assets, resulting in 
losses (service delays or denials, disclosure of sensitive information, undesired patch 
of programs or data, reputation...)  

 USDL and USDL-Sec: The Unified Service Description Language (USDL) is a 

platform-neutral language for describing services. The security extension of this 
language is going to be developed FI-WARE project.  

 Vulnerability. A weakness or finding that is non-compliant, non-adherence to a 

requirement, a specification or a standard, or unprotected area of an otherwise 
secure system, which leaves the system open to potential attack or other problem.  

 WADL. The Web Application Description Language is a machine-readable XML 

description of HTTP-based web applications used typically with REST web services.  
 WS-SecurityPolicy: It is an extension to SOAP to apply security to web services. It is 

a member of the WS-* family of web service specifications and was published by 
OASIS.  

 The protocol specifies how integrity and confidentiality can be enforced on 
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messages and allows the communication of various security token formats, such as 
SAML, Kerberos, and X.509. Its main focus is the use of XML Signature and XML 
Encryption to provide end-to-end security.  
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18 FIWARE OpenSpecification Security 
AccessControlGE Authorization Open RESTful 
API Specification 

You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

18.1.1 Introduction to the Access Control GE's Authorization API  

Please check the FI-WARE Open Specification Legal Notice (implicit patents license) to 
understand the rights to use FI-WARE Open Specifications.  

18.1.1.1 Authorization API Core  

The Access Control GE's Authorization API provides two endpoints:  

 Policy Administration Point (PAP): management of authorization policies, used for 
access control management;  

 Policy Decision Point (PDP): evaluation of authorization decision requests against 
authorization policies managed with the above PAP, used for access control 
enforcement.  

The API follows the REST architecture style and requires HTTPS access (TLS 1.0 or later) 
for mutual authentication, confidentiality and integrity of communications. The representation 
format is XML for information interchange.  

18.1.1.2 Intended Audience  

This specification is intended for clients and implementers of this API. To use this 
information, the reader should firstly have a general understanding of the Access Control 
Generic Enabler. You should also be familiar with:  

 RESTful web services  

 HTTP/1.1  

 XML data serialization formats.  

18.1.1.3 API Change History  

This version of the API Guide replaces and obsoletes all previous versions. The most recent 
changes are described in the table below:  

Revision 
Date  

Changes Summary  

June 27, 
2013  

Version 2.3.3. Added 'refPolicySets' resource and changed 
(pdp|pap)/domains/{domainId} paths to domains/{domainsId/(pap|pdp)  

Apr 19, 
2013  

Initial Version 2.3.2  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.AccessControlGE.Authorization.Open%20RESTful%20API%20Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_Open_Specification_Legal_Notice_(implicit_patents_license)
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.ArchitectureDescription.Security.Access_Control_Generic_Enabler
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.ArchitectureDescription.Security.Access_Control_Generic_Enabler
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18.1.1.4 How to Read This Document  

All FI-WARE RESTful API specifications will follow the same list of conventions and will 
support certain common aspects. Please check Common aspects in FI-WARE Open Restful 
API Specifications.  

For a description of some terms used along this document, see 
FIWARE.ArchitectureDescription.Security.Access Control Generic Enabler  

18.1.1.5 Additional Resources  

You can download the most current version of this document from the FIWARE API 
specification website at 
FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.AccessControlGE.Authorization.Open RESTful API 
Specification (PRELIMINARY). For more details about the Access Control GE's architecture 
that this API relates to, please refer to FIWARE.ArchitectureDescription.Security.Access 
Control Generic Enabler.  

18.1.2 General API Information  

18.1.2.1 Resources Summary  

 

18.1.2.2 Authentication  

Clients authenticate using TLS client certificate (X.509) prior to accessing the service.  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Common_aspects_in_FI-WARE_Open_Restful_API_Specifications
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Common_aspects_in_FI-WARE_Open_Restful_API_Specifications
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.ArchitectureDescription.Security.Access_Control_Generic_Enabler
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.AccessControlGE.Authorization.Open_RESTful_API_Specification_(PRELIMINARY)
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.AccessControlGE.Authorization.Open_RESTful_API_Specification_(PRELIMINARY)
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.ArchitectureDescription.Security.Access_Control_Generic_Enabler
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.ArchitectureDescription.Security.Access_Control_Generic_Enabler
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18.1.2.3 Representation Format  

The API supports XML data format. The request format is specified using the Content-Type 
header and is required for operations that have a request body. The response format can be 
specified in requests using the Accept header.  

18.1.2.4 Representation Transport  

Resource representation is transmitted between client and server by using HTTP 1.1 
protocol, as defined by IETF RFC-2616. Each time an HTTP request contains payload, a 
Content-Type header shall be used to specify the MIME type of the wrapped representation. 
In addition, both client and server may use as many HTTP headers as they consider 
necessary.  

18.1.2.5 Resource Identification  

Resource identification is made using the mechanisms described by HTTP protocol 
specification as defined by IETF RFC-2616.  

18.1.2.6 Links and references  

API implementations should follow the HATEOAS principle of the REST architecture style to 
help clients discover the API - resource representation media types, actions and link relations 
to other resources - entirely through hypermedia, with a fixed root URL as only starting point. 
If not, the API should at least be described in a WADL document so that the client code may 
be generated automatically. The goal is to make the client's job of using the API as easy as 
possible.  

18.1.2.7 Limits  

Limits are not specified by this API guide. Each API implementation is free to document their 
own specific limits.  

18.1.2.8 Versions  

Versioning information is not specified by this API guide. Each API implementation is free to 
document their version info in their own way. However, we recommend to provide such 
information as part of the WADL (Web Application Document Language) document that 
describe the actual implementation API, if there is such a document.  

18.1.2.9 Faults  

Fault Element 
Associated 
Error Codes 

Expected in 
All 
Requests? 

Description  

Bad Request 400 Yes 

The request could not be processed because 
it contains missing or invalid information 
(such as validation error on an input field, a 
missing required value, and so on).  
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Unauthorised 401 Yes Client authentication is required.  

Forbidden 403 Yes 

The request was a valid request and the 
server understood it, but is refusing to fulfil it, 
e.g. because the rule set installed in the 
server does not permit the request.  

Not Found 404 Yes 
The request specified a URI of a resource 
that does not exist.  

Method Not 
Allowed 

405 Yes 
The HTTP verb specified in the request 
(DELETE, GET, HEAD, POST, PUT) is not 
supported for this request URI.  

Not 
Acceptable 

406 Yes 

The resource identified by this request is not 
capable of generating a representation 
corresponding to one of the media types in 
the Accept header of the request.  

Request entity 
too large 

413 Yes 

The server is refusing to process a request 
because the request entity is larger than the 
server is willing or able to process. The 
server MAY close the connection to prevent 
the client from continuing the request.  

Internal Server 
Error 

500 Yes 
The server encountered an unexpected 
condition which prevented it from fulfilling the 
request.  

Not 
Implemented 

501 Yes 
The server does not (currently) support the 
functionality required to fulfil the request.  

Service 
Unavailable 

503 Yes 
The server is currently unable to handle the 
request due to temporary overloading or 
maintenance of the server.  

18.1.3 API Operations  

The API operations and associated datatypes are fully described in the Access Control GE - 
Authorization Restful API package. This package includes:  

 WADL document defining the API;  

 Associated XML schemas imported by the WADL, defining datatypes used by the 
API: XACML standard schemas for XACML PolicySet, Request and Response 
elements; Atom standard schema for resource link relations; etc.  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/frs/download.php/416/fiware.access_control_ge.authz.api.wadl.zip
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/frs/download.php/416/fiware.access_control_ge.authz.api.wadl.zip
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19 FIWARE OpenSpecification Security Context-
based security & compliance 

You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

 

Name  FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Context-based security & 
compliance  

Chapter  Security,  

Catalogue-Link to 
Implementation  Context-based Security&Compliance - PRRS  

Owner  ATOS, Antonio García-Vázquez  

 

 

19.1 Preface  

Within this document you find a self-contained open specification of a FI-WARE generic 
enabler, please consult as well the FI-WARE_Product_Vision, the website on http://www.fi-
ware.eu and similar pages in order to understand the complete context of the FI-WARE 
project.  

 

19.2 Copyright  

 Copyright © 2013 by ATOS  

19.3 Legal Notice  

Please check the following Legal Notice to understand the rights to use these specifications.  

19.4 Overview  

The goal of FI-WARE is to provide to use cases an environment in which a diverse range of 
services are offered by a diverse range of providers, and where users are likely to 
unknowingly invoke underlying services in a more dynamic and ad hoc manner. In that 
environment, the role of the Context-based Security & Compliance GE (CBS&C GE) is to 
provide the security layer of FI-WARE with context-aware capabilities to support additional 
security requirements through the optional security enablers developed in FI-WARE 
(DBAnonymizer, Secure Storage Service, Malware Detection Service, Android Flow 
Monitoring, Content-based Security, etc) not provided by the generic FI-WARE security 

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Context-based%20security%20&%20compliance
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Category:Security
http://notavailable(2ndrelease)/
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/ATOS
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php?title=Antonio_Garc%C3%ADa-V%C3%A1zquez&action=edit&redlink=1
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_Product_Vision
http://www.fi-ware.eu/
http://www.fi-ware.eu/
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/ATOS
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_Open_Specification_Legal_Notice_(implicit_patents_license)
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services (Security Monitoring, Identity Management, Privacy, Data Handling), because Core 
GE's are the ones that by essence are also there by design since demanded by most 
application (As Security by design or Privacy by design). We could even think of making 
security by design have the capacity to be extended thanks to CBS&C offer that can add the 
additional optional services requested by the applications at hands.  

CBS&C will also provide, together with optional security services search and deployment, 
run-time reconfiguration that will allow Use cases both deal with unpredictable context 
changes and ensure the compliance with the security requirements.  

It is important to remark here that apart from the optional security services delivered through 
the approach promoted in FI-WARE (especially in Task 8.4 of the Security Chapter), it also 
offers the capacity to get some more coming from additional sources (either inside PPP, UC 
projects or partners, etc.) what would become especially significant for Phase III and overall 
sustainability of the work developed in the Future Internet Public-Private Partnership (FI-
PPP) and the Security Chapter in particular.  

It must also be remembered that in a real situation, there could be a lot of different FI-WARE 
compliant implementations of the same optional security enabler developed by different 
providers - not just the few implementations there are currently in FI-WARE. For example, 
there may be an implementation of the Malware Detection Service suitable for mobile 
devices (with low CPU consumption) and another more powerful one for laptops. Or, for 
example, an implementation of the Android Flow Monitoring enabler or an alternative may be 
selected to monitor network usage, depending on the client device. The end-user does not 
have to worry about the selection and deployment of optional security services to cover 
additional security requirements. It will be done by the CBS&C GE based on his 
specifications, context and preferences.  

The architecture of the proposed Generic Enabler is detailed in the figure below. It shows the 
main components of the GE and the interfaces to be implemented between them and to be 
offered to external applications.  
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Context-based Security and Compliance Generic Enabler Architecture 

19.4.1 Target usage 

The Context-based Security & Compliance GE provides a help to end-users for automatic 
run-time selection and deployment of security services based on his security requirements 
and constraints to ensure the compliance with them in a changing environment. Therefore, 
the API provided by the Context-based Security & Compliance GE can be also used by any 
application or service to offer security by design searching, deploying and monitoring at run-
time services to support additional security requirements not provided by the generic FI-
WARE security services included in the FI-WARE Security Platform. Consequently, the use 
cases where the CBS&C GE can be used are the same as the different available FI-WARE 
optional security enablers. Later we describe one example scenario using one of these 
optional security enablers to shown the advantages to the end-user of using the CBS&C GE 
for their context-aware selection and deployment.  
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19.5 Basic Concepts 

19.5.1 USDL-SEC 

USDL-SEC language is being developed as a security extension to the latest version of the 
USDL language(Linked-USDL), currently maintained by the Applications/Services Ecosystem 
and Delivery Framework Work Package. More information on USDL can be found in its Open 
Specification page.  

The available security service features as well as the rules to be fulfilled and the interfaces  
specification are described by using USDL-SEC language.  

Furthermore the combination USDL/USDL-SEC describes a service along with functional 
and non-functional properties in a single and complete description file.  

This language provides a means to compare and select services according to consumer 
needs.  

The security extension allows:  

 Any application for expressing its security features in its associated properties file;  

 Consumers and providers to rely on a security protocol, through expressions of 
concrete mechanisms and links to existing standard such as WS-SecurityPolicy, 
XACML, P3P, etc.  

19.5.2 Security Specifications & Rules 

In the context of this Generic Enabler we define these two concepts as follow:  

 Security specification: Any single security requirement that can be supported by a 

security service. Some examples could be encryption, authentication, and 
accountability. They are expressed with USDL-SEC vocabulary. For example: usdl-
sec:hasSecurityGoal=anonymity or usdl-sec:hasSecurityMeasure=cryptography.  

 Security Rule: A set or security specifications that describes a complex security 
agreement that must be fulfilled commonly by two (or more) entities. Some examples 
could be a Data Protection security rule to apply data protection laws from a country 
or FI Domain (such as Healthcare or Telecommunication) or a security service level 
agreement between two different companies, but most of the times they include the 
information provided by a SecurityProfile (in USDL-SEC language) as defined by the 
Service Providers in the description of a security service.  

19.5.3 PRRS Framework 

This component provides run-time support to end-users and client applications for performing 
dynamic selection & deployment of optional security enablers to support additional security 
requirements.  

PRRS (Platform for Runtime Reconfiguration of Security) framework is the core of the 
Generic Enabler. It is in charge of controlling the rest of the components of the GE, 
processing requests from end-user applications and orchestrating the deployment of the 
optional security enablers selected.  

End-user (through a Console) or client applications (through the API REST offered) send 
requests to the PRRS Framework in order to fulfill their additional security requirements not 

http://www.linked-usdl.org/
http://wiki.fi-ware.eu/FIWARE.ArchitectureDescription.Apps.USDL
http://wiki.fi-ware.eu/FIWARE.ArchitectureDescription.Apps.USDL
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covered by the core Generic Security Enablers included by design in the FI-WARE Security 
Platform. These security requests, which include either security specifications (written in 
USDL-SEC vocabulary) or a reference to already predefined existing security rules, are 
managed by the PRRS Request Manager sub-module either as a specification of security 
requirements or as a reference to already existing rule.  

The PRRS Request Manager module is also going to be in charge of responding to the 
Console or the client applications.  

The PRRS Repository Manager module is going to deal with the communication between 
PRRS Framework component and the FI-WARE Marketplace to recover all the available FI-
WARE optional security enablers that can be selected to satisfy the client requirements. An 
internal Security Repository will be used as a cache storing the security relevant information 
recovered from those services for a more efficient selection based on the USDL-SEC 
specifications included in the service descriptions.  

From the Rule Repository, the PRRS Framework Manager retrieves the set of security rules 
or security specification to be applied on each security request received and will be triggered 
by the repository in case of a rule change situation.  

ContextManager DB stores useful information related to the applications requests, 
monitoring systems that oversee them, the security rules that are being used and the registry 
of the optional security enablers deployed from the Framework Manager decision making 
support.  

Finally PRRS Framework Manager is the decision making engine. It compares security 
specifications included in the security rules to be applied, user security requirements and 
context information, and USDL service description features to select the most suitable FI-
WARE optional security enabler to be deployed to fulfil the received security requests.  

The PRRS Framework Manager also provides external context monitoring services with the 
validation rules to be checked against the already deployed optional security enablers. 
Additionally, it takes the necessary recovery actions by the reactivation, reconfiguration, 
deactivation and/or substitution of the deployed enabler if is required when its reaction 
mechanism is triggered because an event is received from the context monitors.  

19.5.4 Rules Repository 

This component will allow storing and managing compliance requirements and relevant 
specifics at various abstraction levels to the GE and also checking end-to-end business 
processes for compliance against the set of applicable constraints during design-time.  

The rules to be stored could come from various sources, including laws and regulations, 
public and internal policies, standards, customer preferences, partner agreements and 
jurisdictional provisions.  

In order to manage compliance throughout all phases of the business process lifecycle, it 
must be possible to define and subsequently integrate compliance specifics into business 
processes and enterprise applications, and assure compliance starting from the process 
analysis and design phase.  

Furthermore, the component will be able to reuse fragments of previously stored formal rule 
specifications to build a new formal specification form a new law or rule to be stored  

Reuse of rule specification fragments will make the task of compiling new laws or rules into 
formal language easier  
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Each high-level rule or specification will be compiled into a formal pattern following USDL-
SEC specifications that can be applied and referenced in many scenarios either by end-user 
applications as a security requirement or any security enabler to describe its characteristics.  

Finally the Rules Repository component will be able to trigger the PRRS framework when 
some rule is modified so that the framework can take the necessary actions in case the 
modification must be taken into account in compliance measurements  

19.5.5 Context Monitor 

The Context Monitor is the component in charge of detecting anomalous behavior or non-
conformances in End-user context environments. Although in the architecture diagram it is 
shown only one, it would be possible to have more external context monitors. They must be 
predefined in the PRRS Framework Context Manager DB as well as the validation rules that 
the PRRS Framework must send to it when a new service is selected.  

Each Context Monitor component gets context and status events from the end user and the 
security enablers it is overseeing.  

Then it will compare the information obtained with the validation rules provided from the 
PRRS Framework (according to the rules preconfigured for that context monitoring service).  

In case of non-compliance detection, the assigned event is sent to the PRRS framework by 
the appointed monitor so that the framework could take the necessary recovering actions  

Additionally, the Context Monitor provides a Dashboard that gives the system reporting 
capabilities.  

Reports of system performance are generated once the information from the data context 
has been compared with validation rules received from the PRRS.  

These visual reports provide useful information about the levels of compliance, performance 
of the solutions dynamically deployed by the PRRS and simplify the task of identifying root-
causes for non-compliant situations.  

19.5.6 Example Scenario: Data Protection Schema  

The use cases where the CBS&C GE can be used are the same as the different available FI-
WARE optional security enablers. Below is described one example of a scenario using some 
of the available FI-WARE optional security enablers to shown the advantages to the end-
user of using the CBS&C GE for their context-aware selection and deployment in the FI-
WARE Security Platform:  

A Supermarket Branch holds thousands of terabytes of datasets about their customers or 
their activities. They often have to release data files containing private information to third 
parties for data analysis, application testing or support. To preserve individuals’ privacy and 
comply with privacy regulations, part of released datasets have to be hidden or anonymized 
using various anonymization techniques, before data release.  

To address that security requirement before releasing customers data to a new Consulting 
Company that works in the healthcare domain, Bob (the Local Data Manager) will use the 
CBS&C GE (included in the FI-WARE Security Platform installed in his company) for a 
context-aware search and deployment of the security services that best match to his 
environment and can help him to maintain the compliance with the data protection laws and 
regulations in the Healthcare domain.  
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This is the first time Bob uses the CBS&C GE so first, he must configure through the Console 
offered by the Generic Enabler his preference rules and configuration parameters. He 
establishes:  

 Service Provider = SAP (we are assuming they have internal agreements with SAP 
so they prefer to use their services)  

 Operating System = Windows (they are using a windows environment)  

Through the same Console, Bob browses among the available predefined security schemas 
and finds one called DataProtection defined to ensure support for data protection. In 
particular, it provides support for the following property (the definition of the security 
requirements in the schemas is done using USDL-SEC vocabulary):  

 Anonymity (usdl-sec:hasSecurityGoal=anonymity)  

Consequently, Bob selects this DataProtection security scheme in the Console and clicks the 
button to start its activation. That is all that Bob needs to do to deploy the optional security 
enablers that best match his preferences and environment!!  

Once Bob has started the activation of the DataProtection security schema, the CBS&C GE 
will process it searching the services that includes the USDL-SEC requirements of anonymity 
and finally it will select the deployment of the SAP DBAnonymizer implementation (according 
end-user preferences about Service Providers).  

NOTE: The CBS&C GE will access the FI-WARE Marketplace to search all optional security 
enabler implementations offered there and available to the user (according to his/her 
accreditations). In this simple scenario, it is assumed the following FI-WARE optional security 
enablers are available in the FI-WARE Marketplace:  

 SAP DBAnonymizer  

 Atos DBAnonymizer  

 Thales-UK CBS (Content-based Security)  

 Inria Morphus Antivirus  

The CBS&C GE will manage the deployment and potential future reconfiguration of the 
security service associated to the required security rule. The selected implementation is 
downloaded and deployed in the end-user environment. The CBS&C will also be in charge of 
monitoring the availability of the deployed services and the compliance with the end-user 
context constraints. With that aim, it will have configured a list of active context-monitor 
services availables for the CBS&C and the validation rules predefined to monitor in them the 
compliance of the deployed services with the security requirements and end-user 
constraints. For our scenario, the following validation rules are monitored:  

 availability of the operations provided by the DBAnonymizer enabler (defined in its 
WADL description)  

 changes in the end-user constraints: service provider preference and operative 
system  

Finally, Bob is informed through the Console that the DataProtection security scheme has 
been activated as well as the name of the service selected, the endpoint where it is available 
and how to access the USDL description where all the information about the service is 
provided so he can start to use it.  

From that moment, Bob can use that additional security service deployed in his environment 
to evaluate his dbdump against his disclosure policy.  

 Context Change 1: What it happens if the SAP DBAnonymizer is down?  
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Periodically, the context-monitor sends a request to the deployed implementations of the 
optional security enablers. If after a timeout there is no answer or the answer is that the web 
service is not available, it generates a NonAvailability event. That event is sent to the PRRS 
Framework in the CBS&C. When the event is received, the PRRS Framework starts its 
reaction mechanism and first will try to redeploy that service in a transparent way for the 
client.  

If the problem persists and the DBAnonymizer implementation cannot be deployed, it 
searchs an alternative service. In this case, Atos DBAnonymizer service is selected and 
deployed in a transparent way for the client. He will be notified but he can continue using the 
same interface he was using with the other implementation.  

 Context Change 2: What it happens if the client preferences change?  

After a time, Supermarket Branch's internal agreements with SAP are finished and now it has 
new agreements for instance with Atos. In this new environment, Bob only will need to 
modify his preference rule about Service Providers in the Console. The context-monitor will 
detect automatically this change in the USDL preferences and start the verification of the 
deployed services. In this case, it detects the value of the attribute usdl-core:hasProvider for 
the deployed DBAnonymizer service deployed is “SAP”. The reconfiguration mechanism is 
triggered and it selects the Atos DBAnonymizer implementation (also offered in the FI-WARE 
Marketplace). The SAP DBAnonymizer is undeployed and the new Atos DBAnonymizer is 
deployed. This change is internal to the GE but transparent to the client application. Bob is 
notified through the Console but the interfaces are the same so Bob can continue using the 
endpoint he had to evaluate the policy with his dbdump datasets.  

19.6 Main Interactions 

19.6.1 Selection of user security requirements 

Security requirements can be selected by the end-user through the Console offered by the 
PRRS Framework or sent to the REST API offered by the CBS&C GE from the client 
applications (or other FI-WARE generic enablers, such as the Security Monitoring GE).  

It is possible to indicate/select security requirements with one of the following options:  

a. ServiceName: The name of a specific implementation of an optional security enabler. The 

Console will show a list of all the FI-WARE security enablers offered in the FI-WARE 
Marketplace and available to the end-user (based on the credentials provided). Otherwise, it 
can be included in the security request sent to the API REST with:  

          <serviceName>SAPDBAnonymizer</serviceName> 

b. SecuritySpec: The name of the security specification to be supported. The Console will 

show a list of all the available security goals as they are defined in USDL-
SEC:hasSecurityGoal. Otherwise, it can be included using the USDL-SEC vocabulary in the 
security request sent to the API REST with:  

    <securitySpec> 

           <param>usdl-sec:hasSecurityGoal</param> 

           <value>antivirus</value> 

     </securitySpec> 
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c. SecurityRule: The name of a security scheme that integrates a set of security 

specifications defined through a Security Rule. The Console will show a list of all the 
available Security Rules stored in the Rules Repository. Otherwise, it can be included in the 
security request sent to the API REST with:  

    <securityRule> 

        <name>DataProtection</name> 

        <domain>Healthcare</domain> 

    </securityRule> 

 

Below, steps are described to be followed in a communication between an End-User 
application and the CBS&C Generic Enabler from the security request sent by an additional 
security application to its deployment by the GE.  

 
User Request Sequence Diagram 

1: An End-User application send a security request to the GE providing information about its 

security requirements and context. The GE stores the information into its internal data base 
and replies to the applicant with the assigned service-ID.  
2:The GE gets from the Rules Repository either the list of security specifications associated 

with the Security Rule that the End-User application likes to fulfill or a set of Security Rules 
that could satisfy the security specifications detailed by the End-User Application.  
3: The GE will select from FI-WARE Marketplace the security enabler that best fulfills the 

user requirements to be deployed into the End-user context.  

The communication to be implemented with the Marketplace will be compliant with the API 
description provided by Application and Services Ecosystem and Delivery Framework Work 
Package (WP3).For additional details see the FI-WARE wiki.  

NOTE: An internal Security Repository where the optional security enablers are already 
classified based on their security specifications (defined in the USDL-SEC section of the 
service descriptions) is used (like a cache) before searching in the FI-WARE Marketplace to 
improve the response time. This Security Repository included in the CBS&C GE is updated 
with the information stored in the FI-WARE Marketplace GE when the GE is started.  

4: The validation rules are sent to the context monitors.  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.ArchitectureDescription.Apps.Marketplace
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5: The selected FI-WARE optional security enabler is deployed and started. End-user 

applications get the details to interact with that deployed service.  

19.6.2 Selection of optional security enablers to be deployed 

The optional security enablers developed by the FI-WARE partners will be offered in the FI-
WARE Marketplace GE. Consequently, the CBS&C GE will access the API provided by the 
FI-WARE Marketplace:  

 To get the list of available implementations of the optional security services offered 
in the FI-WARE Marketplace GE that can be selected for a client. The end-user must 
configure in the CBS&C GE his user and password. That user and password will be 
used to access the FI-WARE Marketplace so only the services included in the 
security stores where he has been registered can be accessed. The end-user must 
also configure the name of those security stores.  

 To get the USDL service description for each of those optional security enablers. 
With this information, the PRRS Framework will update its own Security Repository 
which works like cache and allows a faster selection based on USDL security 
specifications.  

 To get the file with selected optional security service or the url where the service 
can be downloaded (for instance in the FI-WARE Catalogue) in order to deploy it in 
the end-user environment.  
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PRRS Framework - Marketplace Sequence Diagram 

19.6.3 Provision of Context Information 

The PRRS Framework included in the CBS&C GE provides a Console interface to allow the 
end-users configure their preferences in the selection of optional security services. Only 
mandatory preferences will be monitored. For example, a company X could have 
agreements with another company Y and consequently, the end-user could configure the 
CBS&C GE to select implementations whose provider is company Y. All these preferences 
will be provided through USDL vocabulary (e.g: usdl-core:hasProvider=Atos)  

On the other hand, end-users can configure through the same PRRS Framework Console 
parameters of their environment. For example, if the CBS&C GE is working on a Windows or 
Linux platform. These configurations will be also used in the context-aware selection and 
deployment of the optional security enablers. For example, if an implementation has the 
requirement of running on Windows, it cannot be selected to be deployed in a client with 
Linux. The parameters provided as configuration must also be included in the USDL service 
descriptions.  
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All the context information related to USDL attributes and provided by the end-user is stored 
in case of any change (for example if the end-user changes his priority about service 
providers in the Console), the CCBS&C GE will determine if the deployed service is still 
compliant with that new context or not (checking its stored USDL service description).  

Finally, client applications could need to provide their own context information to be 
monitored by the CBS&C GE because a change in it could force a reconfiguration of a 
selected service (for example a disclosure policy to be applied in a company, a sensor data 
generated by a client application, the localization of a user in mobility, etc). This context 
information should be published in any FI-WARE Context Broker (Publish/Subscribe Broker) 
GE with capability to publish context information and to subscribe to changes in it. Then the 
end-user should provide the values to be monitored (entityId,entityType, and contextValue 
attributes). Finally the CBS&C GE can subscribe itself to changes in that information. In case 
of receiving a notification of change, the new contextValue received will be compared with 
the value preconfigured by the end-user. If they are different, a ContextChange event will be 
sent to the PRRS Framework module in the CBS&C GE to trigger the recomposition of the 
service with the new context value.  

The end-user could include his context information through the PRRS Console or in the 
security requests sent to the REST API offered by the PRRS Framework. For example:  

       <contextDesc> 

             <name>disclosurePolicy</name> 

             <entityType>CompanyData</entityType>       

             <entityId>profile</entityId> 

             <attribute>disclosurePolicy</attribute> 

             <contextValue>none</contextValue> 

      </contextDesc> 
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End-user Context Monitoring Sequence Diagram 

19.6.4 Non Compliance Detection 

Context monitors are the components in charge of detecting anomalous behavior or non-
conformances in end-user context environments. Each context monitor component will get 
context and status events from the end-user and the security enablers it is overseeing. Then 
it will compare the information obtained with the rules provided by the PRRS Framework and 
in case of detecting a rule violation, an event will be sent to the RESTfull API offered by the 
PRRS Framework to trigger the reaction mechanism in the CBS&C GE.  
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Due to the fact that there is no partner in charge of the implementation of external context-
monitors with all the features included in the Backlog Management (such as system 
performance and generation of reports), only the following context monitoring capabilities will 
be included in the CBS&C GE:  

a. To monitor events generated by the deployed security services to detect anomalous 
behavior:  

In this case it will be monitored, through events generated by the “security enablers handlers” 
(executable component instantiated by the PRRS Framework to manage each of the security 
requests), if the deployment of the optional security enabler is ok or not and periodically it will 
poll the enabler to detect if it is down. In that case, the context monitor will send a 
NonAvailability event to the PRRS Framework.  

b. To monitor changes in the end-user context environment:  

First, in case the end-user modifies the value of a mandatory USDL preference rule or a 
configuration parameter through the PRRS Console, that  USDL attribute will be checked in 
the deployed services to detect if it is still compliant with it or not and in this case a 
NonCompliance event is sent to the PRRS Framework.  

To detect changes in the context information provided by the end-user and published in the 
FI-WARE Context-Broker, the context monitor would subscribe the FI-WARE Context Broker 
to that entityId. In case of receiving a notification of a change with a new contextValue, it will 
be compared with the one predefined by the client. If they are different, a ContextChange 
event will be sent to the PRRS Framework.  

c. To detect validation rule violations:  

Rule violation events are sent by external Context Monitors to the PRRS Framework by 
provided by the RESTful API. Then the PRRS Framework will start the reaction mechanism 
defined in the End users security specifications.  

This section briefly summarizes the steps to be followed in an internal communication 
between the external context monitors and the PRRS Framework component to notify a non-
compliance situation.  

 
Non Compliance Detection Sequence Diagram 

1: A context monitor retrieves information from the End-User context both by receiving 
service even information and by accessing deployed security service logs.  

2: The information retrieved on step one is compared with the validation rules and the PRRS 
Framework is triggered in case of a non-compliance situation.  
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3: PRRS framework manager takes the most suitable recovery action by the reactivation, 
reconfiguration, deactivation and/or substitution of the deployed enabler.  

19.6.5 Deployment of the optional security enablers 

Once the CBS&C GE has selected the optional security enabler that best matches the 
security requirements and context information provided by the client, it must deploy the 
optional security GE.  

The PRRS Framework will instantiate a security enabler handler to manage the 
deployment/undeployment/reconfiguration of the selected optional security enabler. This 
handler will also generate events that will be sent to the context monitor component to detect 
anomalous behavior (for example, unavailability of the optional security service when the 
preconfigured timeout is reached without response).  

To deploy the selected optional security enabler in the end-user environment, that security 
handler must:  

 Access the Marketplace GE to know where the selected optional security enabler 
can be downloaded.  

 Deploy the selected implementation of the optional security service. All optional 
security enablers must provide a common way of deployment.  

 Once an optional security enabler is deployed, it is added to the active security 
pattern and shown in the PRRS Console. That screen will also shown the endpoint 
where the optional security enabler has been deployed so the end-user can access it.  

 From that moment, the end-user can invoke the operations provided by the 
deployed optional security enablers.  

19.6.6 Reaction mechanism 

In case a context change is detected or an event with a rule violation is received, the end-
user is notified through the PRRS Console and the PRRS Framework reaction mechanism is 
triggered. Several actions can be taken depending on the type of event received. For the 
Second FI-WARE Release the following ones will be considered:  

 If a NonAvailability event is received, the PRRS Framework will redeploy the same 
implementation of the optional security enabler.  

 If a NonCompliance event is received due to a rule violation detected by an external 
context-monitor or a NonDeployment event is received because the handler could not 
deploy the selected service, the PRRS Framework will search for a different 
implementation of the same optional security enabler. The old implementation is 
undeployed and the new one is deployed.  

 If a ContextChange event is received, the PRRS Framework will reconfigure the 
current implementation of the deployed optional security enabler with the new context 
value. With reconfiguration we mean that in case of detecting a context change in a 
predefined context element, an operation can be invoked in the optional security 
enabler with the new context value in order to adapt it to the new environment. All 
optional security enablers must provide a common way of reconfiguration.  
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19.6.7 Rule Change 

This section briefly summarizes the steps to be followed in an internal communication 
between Rule repository & PRRS component to notify the PRRS of a rule change situation.  

 
Rule Change Sequence Diagram 

1: Rule Manager triggers the PRRS Framework every time a stored Security Rule is 
modified.  

2: PRRS Framework Manager gets from its internal database the monitoring services that 
are overseeing the context where the Security Rule is applicable and updates them with the 
new validation rules.  

19.7 Basic Design principles 

19.7.1 Design Principles 

 Provide run-time security support for applications by dynamically deploying and 
monitoring the End-User applications environment  

 Enhance security and dependability by supporting automated integration, 
configuration, monitoring and adaptation  

 Dynamic compliance of software services to business regulations and user 
requirements than can be easily modeled trough the rule repository dashboard  

 As an extension (USDL-SEC) of the standard USDL language is going to be 
defined we share their main principles with it:  

 Uniform Service Descriptions  

 Modular Design  

 Extensibility Principle  

19.7.2 Resolution of Technical Issues 

When applied to Context-based Security&Compliance GE, the key design goals that can be 
obtaibed are mentioned in "Basic Design principles" part.  
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19.8 Detailed Specifications  

19.8.1 Open API Specifications 

 FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Context-basedSecurity&Compliance.Open 
RESTful API Specification  

19.8.2 Other Relevant Specifications 

The data formats for the API rely on the Linked USDL specifications:  

 Linked USDL Core Vocabulary  

 Linked USDL Pricing Vocabulary  

 Linked USDL Service Level Agreements Vocabulary  

 Linked USDL Security Vocabulary  

FI-WARE Generic Enablers used by the Context-based security & compliance GE are:  

 Marketplace GE Open Specification  

 Context Broker GE Open Specification  

Optional Security Enablers developed in FI-WARE:  

 DBAnonymizer GE Open Specification  

 Secure Storage Service GE Open Specification  

 

19.9 Re-utilised Technologies/Specifications  

The PRRS Framework included in this Generic Enabler is based on the Platform for Runtime 
Reconfigurability of Security (PRRS) developed within the european Serenity Project (2008 - 
http://cordis.europa.eu/projects/rcn/78381_en.html).  

This platform makes it possible that at design-time developers have the option not to include 
specific security solutions but rather specify simply the security requirements that the system 
will have to satisfy during runtime. Consequently, service developers need not to be 
concerned about the development of a security solution because the PRRS will supply them 
with the security solution that better fulfils the specifications. Moreover, the client application 
needs not to be bound to any one particular security solution. By using the PRRS, the 
system will benefit from a collection of security solutions (which has been developed by 
security experts and whose security has been previously verified) available during runtime 
that can be adapted to the context of the system.  

The USDL-SEC language developed with this Generic Enabler to describe and register 
security services, capabilities and compliances rules, is defined as a security oriented 
module extension of the existing standard USDL 3.0 (http://www.linked-usdl.org).  

 

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Context-basedSecurity%26Compliance.Open_RESTful_API_Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Context-basedSecurity%26Compliance.Open_RESTful_API_Specification
http://linked-usdl.org/ns/usdl-core
http://linked-usdl.org/ns/usdl-price
http://linked-usdl.org/ns/usdl-sla
http://linked-usdl.org/usdl-sec
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Apps.Marketplace
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Data.PubSub
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Optional_Security_Enablers.DBAnonymizer
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Optional_Security_Enablers.SecureStorageService
http://cordis.europa.eu/projects/rcn/78381_en.html
http://www.linked-usdl.org/
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19.10 Terms and definitions  

This section comprises a summary of terms and definitions introduced during the previous 
sections. It intends to establish a vocabulary that will be help to carry out discussions 
internally and with third parties (e.g., Use Case projects in the EU FP7 Future Internet PPP). 
For a summary of terms and definitions managed at overall FI-WARE level, please refer to 
FIWARE Global Terms and Definitions  

 Attack. Any kind of malicious activity that attempts to collect, disrupt, deny, degrade, 

or destroy information system resources or the information itself  
 Authentication protocol: "Over-the-wire authentication protocols are used to 

exchange authentication data between the client and server application. Each 
authentication protocol supports one or more authentication methods. The OATH 
reference architecture provides for the use of existing protocols, and envisions the 
use of extended protocols which support new authentication methods as they are 
defined." (OATH)  

 Access control: is the prevention of unauthorized use of a resource, including the 

prevention of use of a resource in an unauthorized manner. (ITU-T-X-800_Link). 
More precisely, access control is the protection of resources against unauthorized 
access; a process by which use of resources is regulated according to a security 
policy and is permitted by only authorized system entities according to that policy. 
RFC 2828  

 Account: A (user) account is “typically a formal business agreement for providing 

regular dealings and services between principal sand business service providers.” 
OASIS Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML)  

 Authentication (AuthN): We adopted the following definition of authentication from 

RFC 3588"Authentication is “the act of verifying the identity of an entity (subject)”  

TrustInCyberspace adds the term “level of confidence” to this definition:  

Authentication is the process of confirming a system entity’s asserted identity with  a 
specified, or understood, level of confidence.” This definition holds all necessary parts 
to examine authentication in broad sense. First of all it does not narrow the 
authentication to human users, but refers to a generic “system entity”. See 
authentication reference architecture description for a closer look at different identities 
that could be authenticated.  

Secondly it introduces the often neglected concept of “level of confidence” which 
applies to each authentication of an identity. No computer program or computer user 
can definitely prove the identity of another party. There is no authentication method 
that can be secured against any possible identity-theft attack, be it physical or non-
physical. It is only possible to apply one or more tests, which, if passed, have been 
previously declared to be sufficient to go on further. The problem is to determine 
which tests are sufficient, and many such are inadequate.  

The original Greek word originates from the word 'authentes'='author'. This leads to 
the general field of claims and trust management, because authentication could also 
mean to verify the “author” / issuer of any claim.  

The confirmation or validation process of authentication is actually done by 
presenting some kind of proof. This proof is normally derived from some kind of 
secret hold by the principal. In its simplest form the participant and the authentication 
authority share the same secret. More advanced concepts rely on 
challenge/response mechanisms, preventing the secrets to be transmitted. Refer to 
Authentication Technologies for a detailed list of authentication methods used today.  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.Glossary.Global
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2828
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3588
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As stated above, each authentication method assures only some level of trust in the 
claimed identity, but none could be definite. Therefore it makes sense to distinguish 
the different authentication methods by an associated assurance level, stating the 
level of trust in the authentication process.  

As this assurance level depends not only on the technical authentication method, but 
also on the overall computer system and even on the business processes within the 
organization (provisioning of identities and credentials), there is no ranking of the 
authentication methods here.  

 Countermeasures. Action, device, procedure, technique or other measure that 

reduces the vulnerability of an information system.  
 Cyber attack. An attack, via cyberspace, targeting an entity (industrial, financial, 

public...) and using cyberspace for the purpose of disrupting, disabling, destroying, or 
maliciously controlling a computing environment/infrastructure; or destroying the 
integrity of the data or stealing controlled information  

 Exploit. A program or technique that takes advantage of vulnerability in software and 

that can be used for breaking security, or otherwise attacking a host over the network  
 Federation: The term federation “is used in two senses - "The act of establishing a 

relationship between two entities. An association comprising any number of service 
providers and identity providers.” OASIS Security Assertion Markup Language 
(SAML)  

“A federation is a collection of realms that have established a producer-consumer 
relationship whereby one realm can provide authorized access to a resource it 
manages based on an identity, and possibly associated attributes, that are asserted 
in another realm.  

Federation requires trust such that a relying party can make a well-informed access 
control decision based on the credibility of identity and attribute data that is vouched 
for by another realm.” WS-Federation @ IBM  

Remark: Federation according to WS-Federation @ IBM is similar to the concept of a 
Circle of Trust.  

 FI. Future Internet.  
 Forensics for evidence. The use of scientifically derived and proven methods 

toward the preservation, collection, validation, identification, analysis, interpretation, 
documentation and presentation of digital evidence derived from digital sources for 
the purpose of facilitating or furthering the reconstruction of events found to be 
criminal, or helping to anticipate unauthorized actions shown to be disruptive to 
planned operations.  

 Identity. In the narrow sense, identity is the persistent identifier of users (user name), 

things or services by which other parties “remember” them and, hence, are able to 
store or retrieve specific information about them and are able to control their access 
to different resources. In the wider sense, identity also covers further attributes of 
users, things and services; e.g. for users, such information may include personal 
information such as context, group membership and profile.  

 Identity (Digital): The term identity and its meaning have been discussed 

controversially in the “identity community” for many years. Until now, there is no 
commonly agreed definition of that notion. : : The IdM && AAA reference architecture 
applies the following three definitions of identity.  

The Identity Gang defines the term digital identity as follows:  

A digital identity is “a digital representation of a set of Claims made by one party 
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about itself or another digital subject.”  

The following comments were added:  

A digital identity is just one set of claims about a digital subject. For any given digital 
subject there will typically be many digital identities.  

A digital identity can be created on the fly when a particular identit y transaction is 
desired or persistent in a data store to provide a representation that can be 
referenced.  

A digital identity may contain claims made by multiple claimants.  

A digital identity may be signed by a digital identity provider to provide assurance to a 
relying party.  

This definition emphasizes two facts:  

Normally, a principal (subject) has multiple digital identities or personas.  

Identities are made out of attributes (claims).  

Therefore, the scope of identity management in the reference architecture has two 
viewpoints: For once it focuses on identities and personas itself, and on the other 
side, it deals with the attributes of these identities and personas.  

The Liberty Alliance Project (LAP) defines digital identity as follows:  

Digital identity is “the essence of an entity. One’s identity is often described by one’s 
characteristics, among which may be any number of identifiers. A Principal may wield 
one or more identities.”  

RSA uses the following definition of digital identity:  

“Digital identity consists of an identity assertion and the characteristics, sometimes 
called attributes that are collected or observed through our computerized 
relationships. It is often as simple as a user name and password.”  

The definition of RSA adds one important aspect to the identity discussion: Even the 
simplest user name and password combinations without any additional attributes or 
claims constitute an identity.  

 Identifier: Identifiers can be understood as a dedicated, publicly known attribute of an 

identity that refers to that identity only. Typically, identifiers are valid within a specific 
domain. Special types of identifiers are valid globally, due to the use of popular 
domain naming and resolution protocols such as DNS, which implies addressing 
capabilities to the identity. OASIS Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) 
defines identifier as follows:  

An identifier is “a data object (for example, a string) mapped to a system entity that 
uniquely refers to the system entity. A system entity may have multiple distinct 
identifiers referring to it. An identifier is essentially a "distinguished attribute" of an 
entity.”  

 Identity context: is “the surrounding environment and circumstances that determine 

meaning of digital identities and the policies and protocols that govern their 
interactions.” (Identity Gang)  

 Identity management (IdM): comprises “the management of identity information both 

internally and when it is passed from one entity to another.” Open Mobile Alliance 
(OMA)  

 Identity provider: The Open Mobile Alliance (OMA) defines the term identity provider 
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(IdP) as follows - An identity provider is “a special type of service provider […] that 
creates, maintains, and manages identity information for principals, and can provide 
[…] assertions to other service providers within an authentication domain (or even a 
circle of trust).”  

Another notion defines identity provider as “an agent that issues a digital identity [that] 
is acting on behalf of an issuing Party.” (Identity Gang)  

The following definition of identity provider descends from WS-Federation @ IBM: “An 
identity provider is an entity that acts as an authentication service to end requestors 
and as data origin authentication service to service providers […]. Identity providers 
are trusted (logical) 3rd parties which need to be trusted both by the requestor […] 
and the service provider which may grant access to valuable resources and 
information based upon the integrity of the identity information provided by the identity 
provider.”  

The Identity Provider is part of the Identity Management infrastructure.  

 Impact. The adverse effect resulting from a successful threat exercise of 

vulnerability. Can be described in terms of loss or degradation of any, or a 
combination of any, of the following three security goals: integrity, availability, and 
confidentiality.  

 Partial identity: a partial identity is a set of attributes of a user. Thus, an identity is 

composed of all attributes of a user, a partial identity is a subset of a user's identity. 
Typically, a user is known to another party only as a partial identity. A partial identity 
can have a unique identifier. The latter is a strong identifier if it is allows for a strong 
authentication of the user (holder) of the partial identity, such a cryptographic 
"identification" protocol  

 Privacy. Dictionary definitions of privacy refer to "the quality or state of being apart 
from company or observation, seclusion [...] freedom from unauthorized intrusion" 
(Merriam-Webster online [MerrWebPriv]). In the online world, we rely on a pragmatic 
definition of privacy, saying that privacy is the state of being free from certain privacy 
threats.  

 Privacy threats. The fundamental privacy threats are: traceability (the digital traces 

left during transactions), linkability (profile accumulation based on the digital traces), 
loss of control (over personal data) and identity theft (impersonation).  

 Risk analysis. The process of identifying security risks, determining their magnitude, 
and identifying areas needing safeguards. An analysis of an organization's 
information resources, its existing controls, and its remaining organizational and MIS 
vulnerabilities. It combines the loss potential for each resource or combination of 
resources with an estimated rate of occurrence to establish a potential level of 
damage  

 Security monitoring. Usage of tools to prevent and detect compliance defaults, 

security events and malicious actions taken by subjects suspected of misusing the 
information system.  

 Service impact analysis. An analysis of a service’s requirements, processes, and 

interdependencies used to characterize information system contingency requirements 
and priorities in the event of a significant disruption.  

 Single sign-on: is “From a Principal’s perspective, single sign-on encompasses the 

capability to authenticate with some system entity—[…] an Identity Provider - and 
have that authentication honored by other system entities, [termed] Service Providers 
[…]. Note that upon authenticating with an Identity Provider, the Identity Provider 
typically establishes and maintains some notion of local session state between itself 
and the Principal’s user agent. Service Providers may also maintain their own distinct 
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local session state with a Principal’s user agent.” Liberty Alliance Project (LAP)  
 S&D: Security and Dependability  
 Threat. An event, process, activity being perpetuated by one or more threat agents, 

which, when realized, has an adverse effect on organization assets, resulting in 
losses (service delays or denials, disclosure of sensitive information, undesired patch 
of programs or data, reputation...)  

 USDL and USDL-Sec: The Unified Service Description Language (USDL) is a 

platform-neutral language for describing services. The security extension of this 
language is going to be developed FI-WARE project.  

 Vulnerability. A weakness or finding that is non-compliant, non-adherence to a 

requirement, a specification or a standard, or unprotected area of an otherwise 
secure system, which leaves the system open to potential attack or other problem.  

 WADL. The Web Application Description Language is a machine-readable XML 

description of HTTP-based web applications used typically with REST web services.  
 WS-SecurityPolicy: It is an extension to SOAP to apply security to web services. It is 

a member of the WS-* family of web service specifications and was published by 
OASIS.  

 The protocol specifies how integrity and confidentiality can be enforced on 
messages and allows the communication of various security token formats, such as 
SAML, Kerberos, and X.509. Its main focus is the use of XML Signature and XML 
Encryption to provide end-to-end security.  
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20 FIWARE OpenSpecification Security Context-
basedSecurity&Compliance Open RESTful API 
Specification 

You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

20.1 Introduction to the Context-based Security & 

Compliance API  

Please check the following FI-WARE Open Specification Legal Notice (essential patents 
license) to understand the rights to use this open specification. As all other FI-WARE 

members, SAP has chosen one of the two FI-WARE license schemes for open 
specifications.  

To illustrate this open specification license from our SAP perspective:  

 SAP provides the specifications of this Generic Enabler available under IPR rules 
that allow for a exploitation and sustainable usage both in Open Source as well as 
proprietary, closed source products to maximize adoption.  

 This Open Specification is exploitable for proprietary 3rd party products and is 
exploitable for open source 3rd party products, including open source licenses that 
require patent pledges.  

 If the owner (SAP) of this GE spec holds a patent that is essential to create a 
conforming implementation of the GE spec (i.e. it is impossible to write a conforming 
implementation without violating the patent) then a license to that patent is deemed 
granted to the implementation.  

20.1.1 PRRS Framework API Core  

The PRRS Framework API is a RESTful, resource-oriented API accessed via HTTP that 
uses XML/JSON representation for information interchange.  

The PRRS Framework is the core engine in the Context-based Security & Compliance GE. It 
provides run-time support to applications performing dynamic selection and deployment of 
optional security enablers. The PRRS Framework API offers the following functions:  

 securityRequest: to receive requests with end-user security requirements and 

context constraints to be processed by the Context-based Security & Compliance GE  
 events: to receive notifications from Context-monitors about violation in the 

validation rules by the deployed and monitored optional security enablers  

20.1.2 Context-Monitor API  

The context monitors used by the Context-based Security & Compliance GE to monitor the 
end-user context information and the behaviour and conformances with the validation rules 
of the security services deployed by the PRRS Framework must offer the following function:  

 validationRules: to receive from the PRRS Framework the validation rules to be 

monitored in a new deployed security service  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Context-basedSecurity&Compliance.Open%20RESTful%20API%20Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_Open_Specification_Legal_Notice_(essential_patents_license)
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_Open_Specification_Legal_Notice_(essential_patents_license)
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 contextEvents: to receive notifications from the FI-WARE Context-Broker GE on 

changes in context information provided by the end-user in the security request and 
published in there.  

20.1.3 Marketplace API  

In order to deploy available optional security GEs from FI-WARE Marketplace, the PRRS 
Framework must connect to FI-WARE Marketplace GE to recover urls of USDL descriptions 
of optional security GEs. First, the operation GET /offering/store/{storeName}/offerings is 
used to recover all available resources in the stores where the end-user has authentication. 
Then, for each resource returned, the <url> field is search because it has the location of the 
USDL for the service.  

More information about the Marketplace API can be found in: 
FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Apps.MarketplaceOfferingsREST  

20.1.4 Intended Audience  

This specification is intended for both software developers and reimplementors of this API. 
For the former, this document provides a full specification of how to interoperate with the 
PRRS service that implements the PRRS Framework API included in the Context-based 
security and compliance GE. For the latter, this specification indicates the interface to be 
implemented and provided to clients.  

To use this information, the reader should firstly have a general understanding of the Generic 
Enabler (available on FIWARE.ArchitectureDescription.Security.Context-based security & 
compliance). The reader should also be familiar with:  

 ReSTful web services  

 HTTP/1.1  

 JSON and XML data serialization formats  

20.1.5 API Change History  

This version of the PRRS Framework API replaces and obsoletes all previous versions.  

The most recent changes are described in the table below:  

Revision Date  Changes Summary  

Oct 31, 2012   Initial version.  

Mar 30, 2013   Updated version.  

Apr 22, 2013   Second version.  

20.1.6 How to Read This Document  

In the whole document it is taken the assumption that reader is familiarized with REST 
architecture style. However, the interface was carefully designed to be extremely simple to 
use, thus to require minimal integration effort from software developers interested in the 

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Apps.MarketplaceOfferingsREST
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.ArchitectureDescription.Security.Context-based_security_%26_compliance
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.ArchitectureDescription.Security.Context-based_security_%26_compliance
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PRRS functionalities. Therefore, no special notation or particular constructs were needed in 
producing this description.  

20.2 General Context-based Security & Compliance API 
Information 

20.2.1 Resources Summary 

A graphical diagram in which we can see the different URIs exposed in the API.  

 
Context-based Security and Compliance API REST 

20.2.2 Authentication 

No additional authentication information is required by the service in the RESTful API. The 
authentication information required by the Context-based Security & Compliance GE is the 
one required to access the FI-WARE Marketplace GE so the end-user only can access to the 
services he has access. For FI-WARE Second Release, it is assumed that end-user must 
configure the user/password to be used by the PRRS Framework and the stores where he 
has access. That user/password will be used by the PRRS Framework to recover the FI-
WARE optional security enablers available for the user.  

20.2.3 Representation Format 

20.2.3.1 Security Requests 

Current version of the PRRS Framework API only supports XML (Content-Type:text/xml) for 
the delivering of security requests. In future releases, this information could be also provided 
in a HTML FORM (Content-Type:multipart/form-data) or JSON (Content-
Type:application/json). The following information can be provided in a securityRequest:  

 serviceName:  

The name of a specific implementation of an optional security enabler as it is stored and 
offered in the way of resource in the Marketplace. This field is optional and it is only present 
in case the security service required is known by the user who sends a direct request to the 
PRRS Framework.  

 securityRule:  
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The name of a security scheme that integrates a set of security specifications defined 
through a USDL-SEC Security Profile. This field is optional and it is not considered when the 
serviceName field is present.  

 securitySpec:  

List of security specifications required by the end-user to be included in the security service 
selected by the PRRS. This field is optional and it is not considered when the serviceName 
or the serviceType field are present. Each security specification will be provided with the 
name of the parameter in usdl-sec vocabulary and its value. For example: usdl-
sec:SecurityMeasure=access_control.  

 contextDesc:  

List of user-context constraints that must be considered by the PRRS in the selection of the 
security service. This field is optional and the security request can include more than one 
contextDesc field. This list can include:  

- Context information related to USDL attributes (not USDL-SEC) provided as 
preferences by the user to be considered in the selection of services  

- Configuration parameters to be considered in the selection or deployment of the 
services  

- Context data published by the user in the FI-WARE Context Broker GE. In this last 
case, the context information must be provided indicating the entity type and the 
entity id as they are published in the FI-WARE Context Broker GE  

 clientEndpoint:  

Endpoint to access the client application that sends the security request. This information will 
be used by the PRRS after processing the request to provide the end-user application with 
the details to access to the security service selected and to notify about changes in case of 
user-context non compliance detection. This field is mandatory.  

Below it is shown the Security Request XML Schema used:  

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<xs:schema elementFormDefault="qualified" 

xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 

    

    <xs:complexType name="contextType"> 

        <xs:choice> 

            <xs:element name="preferenceRule" type="preferenceType" 

minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/> 

            <xs:element name="configuration" type="configType" 

minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/> 

            <xs:element name="entityContextBroker" 

type="contextBrokerType" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/> 

        </xs:choice> 

    </xs:complexType> 
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    <xs:complexType name="contextBrokerType"> 

        <xs:sequence>           

            <xs:element name="entityId" type="xs:string" 

minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/> 

            <xs:element name="entityType" type="xs:string" 

minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>   

            <xs:element name="attribute" type="xs:string" 

minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/> 

            <xs:element name="contextValue" type="xs:string" 

minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/> 

        </xs:sequence> 

    </xs:complexType> 

 

    <xs:complexType name="preferenceType"> 

        <xs:sequence> 

            <xs:element name="param" type="xs:string" minOccurs="1" 

maxOccurs="1"/> 

            <xs:element name="value" type="xs:string" minOccurs="1" 

maxOccurs="1"/> 

            <xs:element name="priority" type="xs:int" minOccurs="0" 

maxOccurs="1"/>      

            <xs:element name="mandatory" type="xs:boolean" 

minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>   

        </xs:sequence> 

    </xs:complexType> 

   

    <xs:complexType name="configType"> 

        <xs:sequence> 

            <xs:element name="param" type="xs:string" minOccurs="1" 

maxOccurs="1"/> 

            <xs:element name="value" type="xs:string" minOccurs="1" 

maxOccurs="1"/> 

            <xs:element name="description" type="xs:string" 

minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>      

        </xs:sequence> 

    </xs:complexType> 

   

   <xs:complexType name="specType"> 

        <xs:sequence> 
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            <xs:element name="param" type="xs:string" minOccurs="1" 

maxOccurs="1"/> 

            <xs:element name="value" type="xs:string" minOccurs="1" 

maxOccurs="1"/>           

        </xs:sequence> 

    </xs:complexType> 

   

    <xs:complexType name="ruleType"> 

        <xs:sequence> 

            <xs:element name="name" type="xs:string" minOccurs="1" 

maxOccurs="1"/> 

            <xs:element name="domain" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0" 

maxOccurs="1"/>           

        </xs:sequence> 

    </xs:complexType> 

   

   <xs:complexType name="securityRequest"> 

         <xs:sequence> 

               <xs:element name="serviceName" type="xs:string" 

minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />           

               <xs:element name="securityRule" type="ruleType" 

minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" />           

            <xs:element name="securitySpec" type="specType" 

minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" /> 

            <xs:element name="contextDesc" type="contextType" 

minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" /> 

            <xs:element name="clientEndpoint" type="xs:string" 

minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" /> 

         </xs:sequence>       

    </xs:complexType> 

   

    <xs:element name="securityRequest" type="securityRequest"/> 

</xs:schema> 

20.2.3.2 Events 

Current version of the PRRS Framework API only supports JSON (Content-
Type:application/json) for the delivering of events from the Context-Monitor. The following 
information must be provided for each event:  

 ruleId: It identifies the validation rule monitored by the context-monitor which has 
been violated.  
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 eventType: It identifies the type of event received. Currently there are three event 

types identified:  

1 = NonAvailability (the service is not available)  

2 = NonCompliance (the service is not compliance with the validation rule monitored)  

3 = ContextChange (new context value not compliant with the end-user constraints)  

 meaning: It is a short description of the event.  
 serviceId: It identifies the deployed service monitored.  
 additionalInfo: Additional info provided by the monitor that sends the event to the 

PRRS Framework.  

Below is described the JSON schema used:  

 

{ 

    "name": "event", 

    "properties": { 

        "ruleId": { 

            "type": "number", 

            "description": "Monitored validation rule identifier", 

            "required": true 

        }, 

        "eventType": { 

            "type": "number", 

            "description": "Event type identifier", 

            "required": true 

        }, 

        "meaning": { 

            "type": "string", 

            "description": "Description of the event detected", 

            "required": true 

        }, 

        "serviceId": { 

            "type": "number", 

            "description": "Monitored service identifier", 

            "required": true 

        }, 

        "additionalInfo": { 

             "type": "string", 

            "description": "Additional information provided by the 

monitor", 
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            "required": false 

        } 

    } 

} 

20.2.3.3 Validation Rules 

Current version of the PRRS Framework API only supports JSON (Content-
Type:application/json) for the delivery of validation rules to the Context-Monitor. The 
following information must be provided for each rule:  

 ruleID: It identifies the validation rule sent from the PRRS Framework to the 

Context-Monitor.  
 eventType: It identifies the type of event received. Currently there are three event 

types identified:  

1 = NonAvailability (the service is not available)  

2 = NonCompliance (the service is not compliance with the validation rule monitored)  

3 = ContextChange (new context value not compliant with the end-user constraints)  

 formulae: This is the validation rule itself that allow the Context-Monitor identify 

what must be monitored.  
 parameter: It identifies the value provided in the value property. It depends on the 

monitor and it can be null if it is not required.  
 value: Value provided with the validation rule to the monitor. It depends on the 

monitor and it can be null if it is not required.  
 summary: Short name for the validation rule.  
 description: Description of the validation rule.  
 scope: Scope of the validation rule. Currently only the scope global is considered 

and it indicates that the validation rule must be send to the monitor by every deployed 
service.  

 serviceId: It identifies the deployed service to be monitored.  

Below is shown the JSON schema used for Validation Rules:  

 

 

{ 

    "name": "rule", 

    "properties": { 

        "ruleId": { 

            "type": "number", 

            "description": "Monitored validation rule identifier", 

            "required": true 

        }, 

        "eventType": { 

            "type": "number", 

            "description": "Event type identifier", 
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            "required": true 

        }, 

        "formulae": { 

            "type": "string", 

            "description": "Validation rule", 

            "required": true 

        }, 

        "parameter": { 

            "type": "string", 

            "description": "Name of the parameter provided", 

            "required": false 

        }, 

        "value": { 

            "type": "string", 

            "description": "Value of the parameter provided with the 

validation rule", 

            "required": false 

        }, 

        "summary": { 

             "type": "string", 

            "description": "Short name of the validation rule", 

            "required": false 

        }, 

        "description": { 

             "type": "string", 

            "description": "Description of the validation rule", 

            "required": false 

        }, 

        "scope": { 

             "type": "string", 

            "description": "Scope of the rule", 

            "required": true 

        }, 

        "serviceId": { 

            "type": "number", 

            "description": "Monitored service identifier", 

            "required": true 
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        }         

    } 

} 

 

20.2.4 Representation Transport 

Resource representation is transmitted between client and server by using HTTP 1.1 
protocol, as defined by IETF RFC-2616. Each time an HTTP request contains payload, a 
Content-Type header shall be used to specify the MIME type of wrapped representation. In 
addition, both client and server may use as many HTTP headers as they consider necessary.  

20.2.5 Resource Identification 

The security requests are uniquely identified by their URI which include a requestID (for 
example: /PRRS/securityRequest/13fa1681-b209-476b-9aad-8245fd3dbc65). The requestID 
can be used to modify or delete a security request by the end-user.  

20.2.6 Links and References 

 Context-based security & compliance GE Open Specifications  

 Marketplace GE Open Specifications  

 Context Broker GE Open Specifications  

20.2.7 Limits 

We can manage the capacity of the system in order to prevent the abuse of the system 
through some limitations. These limitations will be configured by the operator and may differ 
from one implementation to other of the GE implementation.  

20.2.7.1 Rate Limits 

Given the specificity of the service, i.e. receiving security requests to include in a 
composition, it is not foreseen a massive amount of requests per user at the same time.  

20.2.8 Versions 

Only one version of the Open Specification is currently supported.  

20.2.9 Extensions 

The Context-based Security & Compliance GE could be extended in the future to be 
integrated with some Composition Editor to provide a graphical user interface (GUI) that 
makes easier the selection of security requirements and user-context constraints by the end-
user.  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Context-based_security_%26_compliance
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Apps.Marketplace
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Data.PubSub
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At the moment, we are assuming the end-user knows the available usdl-sec vocabulary (or 
available security services in the Marketplace) as well as the user-context information and 
additional security rules published in the FI-WARE Context Broker GE.  

20.2.10 Faults 

20.2.10.1 Synchronous Faults 

Error codes are returned in the body of the response. The description section returns a 
human-readable message for displaing end users.  

Example:  

 

<exception> 

<description>Resource Not found</description> 

<errorCode>404</errorCode> 

<reasonPhrase>Not Found</reasonPhrase> 

</exception> 

Fault Element Associated Error Codes Expected in All Requests?  

Unauthorized 403 YES  

Not Found 404 YES  

Limit Fault 413 YES  

Internal Server error 50X YES  

20.2.10.2 Asynchronous Faults 

No Asynchronous Faults are used by the PRRS.  

20.3 API Operations 

Verb  URI  Description  

POST  /PRRS/securityrequest  
Send a security request to the PRRS 
Framework.  

DELETE  /PRRS/securityrequest/{RequestID}  
Remove a specific security request done 
by a client and undeployed associated 
services.  

POST  /PRRS/events  Send an event to the PRRS Framework.  
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POST  /ContextMonitor/validationRules  
Send validation rules from the PRRS 
Framework to a Context-Monitor  

DELETE  /ContextMonitor/validationRules/{RuleID}  
Remove a validation rule from the 
Context-Monitor  

20.3.1 Status Codes 

200 OK  

The security request was handled successfully and transmitted in response message.  

201 Created  

The security request has been fulfilled and resulted in a new resource being created.  

204 No Content  

The server successfully processed the security request, but is not returning any 
content.  

304 Not Modified  

Indicates the resource has not been modified since last requested. Typically, the 
HTTP client provides a header like the If-Modified-Since header to provide a time 
against which to compare. Using this saves bandwidth and reprocessing on both the 
server and client, as only the header data must be sent and received in comparison 
to the entirety of the page being re-processed by the server, then sent again using 
more bandwidth of the server and client.  

400 Bad Request  

The security request cannot be fulfilled due to bad syntax.  

404 Not Found  

The security requested resource could not be found but may be available again in the 
future. Subsequent requests by the client are permissible.  

409 Conflict  

Indicates that the request could not be processed because of conflict in the request, 
such as an edit conflict.  

500 Internal Server Error  

A generic error message, given when no more specific message is suitable.  

20.3.2 Security Requests 

There are several ways to request services through the operation:  

 

POST /PRRS/securityrequest 

for all of them, described previously and with examples further on, the PRRS service must 
return an XML that matches the following specification:  

Correct Response Status Code: HTTP 200 OK  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Context-basedSecurity%26Compliance.Open_RESTful_API_Specification#Security_Requests
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Context-basedSecurity%26Compliance.Open_RESTful_API_Specification#Request_service_by_ServiceName
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<xs:schema elementFormDefault="qualified" 

xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 

      

    <xs:complexType name="result"> 

        <xs:choice> 

         <xs:element name="error" type="errorMessage" 

minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>          

         <xs:element name="securitySolutions" 

type="solutionList" minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1"/>          

        </xs:choice> 

    </xs:complexType> 

     

    <xs:complexType name="errorMessage"> 

        <xs:sequence>             

            <xs:element name="errorId" type="xs:string" 

minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/> 

            <xs:element name="errorMsg" type="xs:string" 

minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>                 

        </xs:sequence> 

    </xs:complexType> 

 

 <xs:complexType name="solutionList"> 

  <xs:sequence>             

             <xs:element name="securitySolution" type="solutionMsg" 

minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="unbounded"/>     

        </xs:sequence> 

 </xs:complexType> 

  

    <xs:complexType name="solutionMsg"> 

        <xs:sequence> 

            <xs:element name="name" type="xs:string" minOccurs="1" 

maxOccurs="1"/> 

            <xs:element name="endpoint" type="xs:string" 

minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1"/>  

            <xs:element name="WADL" type="xs:string" minOccurs="0" 

maxOccurs="1"/>        
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            <xs:element name="USDL" type="xs:string" minOccurs="1" 

maxOccurs="1"/>     

        </xs:sequence> 

    </xs:complexType> 

         

   <xs:complexType name="securityRequestResponse"> 

         <xs:sequence> 

            <xs:element name="success" type="xs:boolean" 

minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" />             

            <xs:element name="result" type="result" minOccurs="1" 

maxOccurs="1" />                         

         </xs:sequence> 

         <xs:attribute name="id" type="xs:string"/> 

    </xs:complexType> 

     

    <xs:element name="request" type="securityRequestResponse"/> 

</xs:schema> 

 As an example of success:  

 

 

<request id="ff13-34A9"> 

<success>true</success> 

<result> 

  <securitySolutions> 

    <securitySolution> 

      <name>MySecuritySolution</name> 

      <endpoint>http://company.com/service/resource</endpoint> 

      <USDL>http://company.com/service/USDL</USDL> 

    </securitySolution> 

    <securitySolution> 

      <name>MySecuritySolution2</name> 

      <endpoint>http://company2.com/service/resource</endpoint> 

      <USDL>http://company2.com/service/USDL</USDL> 

    </securitySolution> 

  </securitySolutions> 

</result> 

</request> 
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 As an example of failure:  

 

 

<request id="FF13-34AA"> 

<success>false</success> 

<result> 

   <error> 

      <errorId>"0034-A52F"</errorId> 

      <errorMsg>Not found suitable solutions</errorMsg> 

   </error> 

</result> 

</request> 

20.3.2.1 Request service by ServiceName 

A client application must provide the following XML to request a service to the PRRS 
Framework when the service name is already known.  

Here is shown an XML example of the security request that must be provided in the request 
body:  

 

<securityRequest>   

       <serviceName>CBS</serviceName> 

       

<clientEndpoint>http://86.24.57.14:7777/bobApp</clientEndpoint> 

</securityRequest> 

20.3.2.2 Request service by ServiceRule 

Below it is shown an XML example of the security request that must be provided in the 
request body for finding a service with a specified security rule:  

 

<securityRequest>   

       <securityRule> 

               <name>DataProtection</name> 

       </securityRule> 

       

<clientEndpoint>http://86.24.57.14:7777/bobApp</clientEndpoint> 

</securityRequest> 
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20.3.2.3 Request service by SecuritySpecs 

Below it is shown an XML example of the security request that must be provided in the 
request body to request a service compliant with a given security specifications to the PRRS 
Framework:  

 

<securityRequest>   

     <securitySpec> 

           <param>usdl-sec:SecurityMeasure</param> 

           <value>access_control</value> 

      </securitySpec> 

      <securitySpec> 

           <param>usdl-sec:TechnologyType</param> 

           <value>IPSec</value> 

       </securitySpec> 

      

<clientEndpoint>http://86.24.57.14:7777/bobApp</clientEndpoint> 

</securityRequest> 

20.3.2.4 Request service with user-context constraints 

Below it is shown an XML example of the security request format that must be provided in 
the request body to add user-context constraints:  

 

<securityRequest>   

      <securityRule><name>DataProtection</name></securityRule> 

      <contextDesc> 

              <preferenceRule> 

                  <param>usdl-core:hasServiceProvider</param> 

                   <value>ATOS</value> 

                   <priority>3</priority> 

                   <mandatory>false</mandatory> 

              </preferenceRule> 

       </contextDesc> 

       <contextDesc> 

               <configuration> 

                   <param>LAN</param> 

                   <value>EN</value> 

                  <description>Language</description> 
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              </configuration> 

       </contextDesc> 

       

<clientEndpoint>http://86.24.57.14:7777/bobApp</clientEndpoint> 

</securityRequest> 

20.3.3 Remove required security service 

The following operation must be invoked to remove a security requirement in the PRRS 
Framework. When this operation is received, the service which was selected and deployed to 
support this request is undeployed and removed from the Context Monitor.  

 

DELETE /PRRS/securityrequest/{RequestID} 

The PRRS Framework service must return a JSON that matches the following specification:  

Response Status Code: HTTP 200 OK  

 

{ 

    "name": "response", 

    "properties": { 

        "success": { 

            "type": "boolean", 

            "description": "It indicates if the operation was 

successful", 

            "required": true 

        }, 

        "result": { 

            "type": "string", 

            "description": "Result of the operation performed", 

            "required": true 

        }         

    } 

} 

 As an example of success when the security request has been removed and the 
associated service undeployed, the following JSON is returned:  

 

{"success":"true", 

 "result":"Security request removed from PRRS Framework." 

} 
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 As an example of failure, the following JSON is returned:  

 

{"success":"false", 

 "result":"Error removing security request from PRRS Framework." 

20.3.4 Add validation rule to the Context Monitor  

The following operation provided by the Context Monitor is invoked by the PRRS Framework 
when a new service is selected to support a security requirement received:  

 

POST /PRRS/ContextMonitor/validationrules 

The validation rules must be provided in JSON format. Below it is shown an example:  

 

{"rule": { 

        "ruleId":"1", 

        "eventType":"1", 

        "formulae":"checkServiceWADL", 

        "parameter":"WADL", 

        "value":"http://localhost:8080/DBA/services/DBA?_wadl", 

        "summary":"Monitor availability of the operations offered by 

the service (WADL)", 

        "description":"Operations included in WADL are checked to 

validate availability", 

        "scope":"global", 

        "serviceId": "3" 

        } 

} 

The Context-Monitor service must return to the PRRS Framework that sent the validation 
rule a JSON that matches the following specification:  

Response Status Code: HTTP 200 OK  

 

{ 

    "name": "response", 

    "properties": { 

        "success": { 

            "type": "boolean", 

            "description": "It indicates if the operation was 

successful", 
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            "required": true 

        }, 

        "result": { 

            "type": "string", 

            "description": "Result of the operation performed", 

            "required": true 

        }         

    } 

} 

* As an example of success when the validation rule has been added 

to the Context-Monitor, the following JSON is returned: 

 

<pre> 

{"success":"false", 

 "result":"Error adding validation rule to PRRS Context-Monitor." 

} 

 As an example of failure when the validation rule can not be added to the 
monitoring performed by the Context-Monitor, the following JSON is returned:  

 

{"success":"true", 

 "result":"Validation rule added to PRRS Context-Monitor." 

} 

20.3.5 Remove validation rule from the Context Monitor  

The following operation provided by the Context Monitor is invoked by the PRRS Framework 
to remove a validation rule when a monitored service is undeployed:  

 

DELETE /PRRS/ContextMonitor/validationrules/{RuleID} 

Response Status Code: HTTP 200 OK  

 If the validation rule has been successfully removed from the Context-Monitor, the 
following JSON is returned:  

 

{"success":"true", 

 "result":"Error removing validation rule from PRRS Context-

Monitor." 

} 
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 If the operation has an error and the validation rule can not be removed from the 
Context-Monitor, the following JSON is returned:  

 

{"success":"false", 

 "result":"Validation rule removed from PRRS Context-Monitor." 

} 

20.3.6 Send events to the PRRS Framework  

The following operation must be invoked by a Context Monitor to send events to the PRRS 
Framework:  

 

POST /PRRS/events 

The event must be provided in JSON format as described earlier. Below it is shown an 
example:  

 

{"event": { 

        "ruleId": "1", 

        "eventType": "1", 

        "meaning": "Service not available", 

        "serviceId": "3", 

        "additionalInfo": "Error: operation not available", 

        } 

} 

The PRRS service must return to the Context-Monitor that sent the event a JSON that 
matches the following specification:  

Response Status Code: HTTP 200 OK  

 

{ 

    "name": "response", 

    "properties": { 

        "success": { 

            "type": "boolean", 

            "description": "It indicates if the operation was 

successful", 

            "required": true 

        }, 

        "result": { 

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Context-basedSecurity%26Compliance.Open_RESTful_API_Specification#Events
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            "type": "string", 

            "description": "Result of the operation performed", 

            "required": true 

        }         

    } 

} 

 As an example of success when the event has been successfully registered in the 
PRRS Framework, the following JSON is returned:  

 

{"success":"true", 

 "result":"Event registered!" 

} 

 As an example of not success when the event can not be registered in the PRRS 
Framework, the following JSON is returned:  

 

{"success":"false", 

 "result":"Event not registered!" 

} 
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21 FIWARE OpenSpecification Security 
Optional_Security_Enablers DBAnonymizer 

You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

Name  FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Optional Security 
Enablers.DBAnonymizer  

Chapter  Security,  

Catalogue-Link to 
Implementation  

DB Anonymizer  

Owner  SAP, Francesco Di Cerbo  

21.1 Preface  

Within this document you find a self-contained open specification of a FI-WARE generic 
enabler, please consult as well the FI-WARE_Product_Vision, the website on http://www.fi-
ware.eu and similar pages in order to understand the complete context of the FI-WARE 
project.  

21.2 Copyright  

 Copyright © 2013 by SAP  

21.3 Legal Notice  

Please check the following FI-WARE Open Specification Legal Notice (essential patents 
license) to understand the rights to use this open specification. As all other FI-WARE 

members, SAP has chosen one of the two FI-WARE license schemes for open 
specifications.  

To illustrate this open specification license from our SAP perspective:  

 SAP provides the specifications of this Generic Enabler available under IPR rules 
that allow for a exploitation and sustainable usage both in Open Source as well as 
proprietary, closed source products to maximize adoption.  

 This Open Specification is exploitable for proprietary 3rd party products and is 
exploitable for open source 3rd party products, including open source licenses that 
require patent pledges.  

 If the owner (SAP) of this GE spec holds a patent that is essential to create a 
conforming implementation of the GE spec (i.e. it is impossible to write a conforming 
implementation without violating the patent) then a license to that patent is deemed 
granted to the implementation.  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Optional_Security_Enablers.DBAnonymizer
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Category:Security
http://catalogue.fi-ware.eu/node/64
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/SAP
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Francesco_Di_Cerbo
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_Product_Vision
http://www.fi-ware.eu/
http://www.fi-ware.eu/
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/SAP
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_Open_Specification_Legal_Notice_(essential_patents_license)
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_Open_Specification_Legal_Notice_(essential_patents_license)
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21.4 Overview  

Large organizations hold thousands of terabytes of datasets about their customers or their 
activities. They often have to release data files containing private information to third parties 
for data analysis, application testing or support. To preserve individuals’ privacy and comply 
with privacy regulations, part of released datasets have to be hidden or anonymized using 
various anonymization techniques.  

However, two different problems may arise: first to decide if a piece of data has to be 
considered private or not, and second, to assess whether the exposure of non-private data 
could be used by correlation algorithms to infer hidden private data. The second task is 
particularly challenging, and cannot be handled manually for large datasets, where the 
potential number of combinations of different fields is extremely large. In fact, disclosure 
policies are typically described by human users (security experts and others) that are not 
able to predict all the possible combinations of the data that could ease the guess of private 
data contained in the dataset. In some other cases, policy authors are not necessarily 
security experts and could expose sensitive data without being aware of the impact of such 
exposure.  

DB Anonymizer is a database re-identification risk evaluation and anonymization service; it 
can be used as a support tool in case of dataset disclosure. In fact, DB Anonymizer analyses 
whether a shared database is secure against the re-identification of the non-shared part of 
the database. In other words, the service allows understanding if a certain policy used to 
anonymize a dataset could be considered safe or not. For instance, the service exposes a 
function that calculates a value, that represents the likelihood (from 0 - impossibility to 1 - 
certainty) that an attacker can reconstruct exactly a dataset's content (in the form of a single 
SQL table) that is anonymized using a certain obfuscation policy.  

Details on the algorithm used by DB Anonymizer can be found in the following article:  

 Trabelsi, S.; Salzgeber, V.; Bezzi, M.; Montagnon, G.; , "Data disclosure risk 
evaluation," 2009 Fourth International Conference on Risks and Security of Internet 
and Systems (CRiSIS), pp.35-72, 19-22 Oct. 2009. DOI: 
10.1109/CRISIS.2009.5411979  

 
Target usage  

The service can be used to support these DB administrators to evaluate the disclosure risk 
for all their types of data; by recommending the safest configurations using a smart 
bootstrapping system. The service provides the user with an estimation of the re-
identification risk when disclosing certain information, and proposes safe combinations in 
order to support the information disclosure operations. For instance, the service can estimate 
the re-identification risk associated to all attributes of a dataset (i.e., its columns); this 
functionality helps the users in defining the anonymization policies that better suite their 
needs and that minimize the re-identification risk.  

Albeit privacy risk estimators have already been developed in some specific contexts 
(statistical databases), they have had limited impact, since they are often too specific for a 
given context, and do not provide the user with the necessary feedback to mitigate the risk. 
In addition, they can be computationally expensive on large datasets. DB Anonymizer is 
specifically designed to address all these issues, exposing a simple RESTful API that can be 
easily integrated in any application.  

DB Anonymizer at this stage supports DB dumps in basic SQL syntax. It is however 
recommended to use MySQL SQL instructions.  

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/mostRecentIssue.jsp?punumber=5405769
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21.5 Basic Concepts  

21.5.1 Relevant Concepts and Ideas  

To operate, DB Anonymizer needs as input from users:  

1. a dump of a MySQL table, containing the full dataset to disclose, together with  

2. a disclosure policy.  

Both inputs are mandatory to let the service's algorithm to be able to evaluate the 
effectiveness of the disclosure policy, and for any other supported operations. In fact, the 
disclosure policy defines the structure of the dataset, and in particular, the sensitivity of each 
dataset element type (i.e., each column of the input table). Once the policy is evaluated, the 
table is dropped from the DB and the file dump is erased. The application server 
encapsulation model permits a complete isolation of each request data, and any intermediate 
result created during the algorithm's execution associated to real dataset contents is deleted 
immediately at the end of the computation.  

21.5.2 Input Format  

The main function has two parameters:  

1. an SQL table dump (e.g., using MySQL dialect), containing all information to be 
disclosed: this file shall contain only a table definition and a set of elements to 
populate it;  

2. a policy file encoded in XML, that describes which information of the previously 
specified table is going to be disclosed: the policy file is described by the following 
XML Schema directives:  

 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="yes"?> 

<xs:schema version="1.0" 

xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"> 

 

    <xs:element name="Type"> 

        <xs:simpleType> 

            <xs:restriction base="xs:string"> 

                <xs:enumeration value="identifier" /> 

                <xs:enumeration value="sensitive" /> 

            </xs:restriction> 

        </xs:simpleType> 

    </xs:element> 

 

    <xs:element name="Column"> 

        <xs:complexType> 
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            <xs:sequence> 

                <xs:element name="Name" type="xs:string" /> 

                <xs:element ref="Type" /> 

                <xs:element name="Hide" type="xs:boolean" /> 

            </xs:sequence> 

        </xs:complexType> 

    </xs:element> 

 

    <xs:element name="Policy"> 

        <xs:complexType> 

            <xs:sequence> 

                <xs:element ref="Column" maxOccurs="unbounded" /> 

            </xs:sequence> 

        </xs:complexType> 

    </xs:element> 

  

</xs:schema> 

  

A sample policy file is the following:  

 

<Policy> 

  <Column> 

    <Name>Gender</Name> 

    <Type>identifier</Type> 

    <Hide>false</Hide> 

  </Column> 

  <Column> 

    <Name>Wine</Name> 

    <Type>sensitive</Type> 

    <Hide>false</Hide> 

  </Column> 

</Policy> 

The “Type” information shall be “identifier” or “sensitive”, in order to allow the service 
algorithm to distinguish them. Please refer to the Glossary ( at this link: 
FIWARE.Glossary.Security.Optional Security Enablers.DBAnonymizer) for an explanation of 
the two terms.  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.Glossary.Security.Optional_Security_Enablers.DBAnonymizer
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21.5.3 Use Case  

A company holds information about people structured in dataset records. Each record has 
many attributes, such as birthday, address, marital status and occupation that are useful for 
company's purposes, but usually are not sensitive, if considered in isolation. Other attributes 
related to the connection between an individual and the company, such as customer 
purchases, debts, and credit rating, may be sensitive. Suppose that one of such dataset has 
to be released with a third party: it has to be modified, in order to protect the privacy of 
subjects described in the dataset, according to privacy protection regulations. Therefore, 
certain elements will be omitted, like for instance obvious identifiers such as social security 
number, name and address; other attributes such as occupation and marital status can be 
left intact, and other key and sensitive attributes modified to preserve confidentiality. For 
example, salaries might be truncated, ages grouped more coarsely, and zip codes swapped 
on pairs of records. Furthermore, some attributes on some records might be missing or 
intentionally removed. However, if this anonymization process is not carefully designed, it 
could be possible for attackers to use techniques to reconstruct the original dataset, as a 
whole or in parts, also by cross-comparing it with other datasets (e.g., a similar dataset of a 
competitor). The DB Anonymizer allows evaluating an anonymization policy, in order to 
measure its robustness to dataset reconstruction techniques.  

Let us consider the following example.  
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Use Case for DB Anonymizer 

1. The IT-Security Expert, on behalf of the Dataset Owner, creates the Disclosure 
Policy.  

2. The IT-Security Expert, on behalf of the Dataset Owner, creates the DB Dump.  

3. DB Dump and Disclosure Policy are sent to DB Anonymizer using the evaluate 
policy.  

4. The DB Anonymizer sends back the Result Identifier (GID).  

5. The Dataset Owner asks for the evaluation result to DB Anonymizer, using the GID.  

6. The DB Anonymizer sends back the evaluation result.  

7. The Dataset Owner modifies the DB data, according to the accepted policy.  

8. The modified DB dump is sent to the Consulting Company.  
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21.6 Main Interactions  

21.6.1 DB Anonymizer Architecture  

 
Block Diagram of DB Anonymizer: User System (on the left) and DB Anonymizer 

service (on the right side) 

The previous block diagram shows the different elements that compose the DB Anonymizer 
service. Starting from the DB Anonymizer block (on the right side of the diagram), the core of 
DB Anonymizer is the Anonymization Algorithm[1] component, which interact closely with an 
internal MySQL database. The Anonymization Algorithm interacts with users through a 
ReSTful interface. More precisely, the RESTful interface component is responsible for 
invoking the Anonymization Algorithm operations, and providing them with user inputs.  

In the left part of the block diagram, a user is depicted together with a RESTful client 
component, for interacting with DB Anonymizer RESTful interface. The RESTful client can 
also be implemented by a traditional web browser.  

 

 
Sequence Diagram of two main DB Anonymizer operations: evaluatePolicy and 

getPolicyResult 

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE.Deliverables.Typographical.Conventions
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The previous sequence diagram shows the order with which the main DB Anonymizer 
operations should be invoked; the entities depicted are the same as for the previous block 
diagram.  

The DB Anonymizer API encloses a number of methods; the core functionalities have to be 
invoked by users in the following order:  

1. evaluate<function name>;  

2. get<function>Result.  

Example:  

1. evaluatePolicy;  

2. getPolicyResult;  

The first method allows for starting the analysis of an anonymization policy together with the 
associated dataset. The RESTful interface component exposes this method, and any 
incoming request get routed and served by the Anonymization Algorigthm component, that 
creates a new computing process. The Anonymization Algorithm component returns 
immediately a request identifier (GID) to the ReSTful component and thus to the user, which 
can be used to retrieve the analysis result. Each computation process performs its analysis 
on the received policy and dataset, and then writes a result to the DB. At that point, the 
process terminates, deleting any used data. The second method can be invoked by users to 
retrieve the result of a computation, identified by a GID. The result of getPolicyResult is 
either the analysis result when available (from 0 - impossibility to 1 - certainty), or an error 
code (result is not ready, error in receiving parameters and so on; please refer to the 
RESTful API documentation for a detailed error code list and explanation).  

 

Other DB Anonymizer operations follow the same structure. Please refer to 
FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.DBAnonymizer.Open RESTful API Specification for a 
complete list of supported operations.  

21.7 Basic Design Principles  

The service manipulates user data in a secure way; dataset and policies are deleted just 
after their use, to keep confidential any information transmitted. A temporary MySQL table is 
created at the beginning of the operations, and destroyed just before returning the final result 
to the caller. A new process is created for each user request, to ensure data isolation during 
computation phases.  

21.8 Detailed Specifications  

Following is a link to Open Specification for this Generic Enabler. Specifications labelled as 
"PRELIMINARY" are considered stable but subject to minor changes derived from lessons 
learned during last interactions of the development of a first reference implementation 
planned for the current Major Release of FI-WARE.  

Open API Specifications  

 FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.DBAnonymizer.Open RESTful API 
Specification  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.DBAnonymizer.Open_RESTful_API_Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.DBAnonymizer.Open_RESTful_API_Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.DBAnonymizer.Open_RESTful_API_Specification
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21.9 References  

1. ↑ Trabelsi, S.; Salzgeber, V.; Bezzi, M.; Montagnon, G.; , "Data disclosure risk 
evaluation," 2009 Fourth International Conference on Risks and Security of Internet 

and Systems (CRiSIS), pp.35-72, 19-22 Oct. 2009. DOI: 
10.1109/CRISIS.2009.5411979  

21.10 Re-utilised Technologies/Specifications  

The Repository GE is based on RESTful Design Principles. The technologies and 
specifications used in this GE are:  

 RESTful web services  

 HTTP/1.1  

 JSON and XML data serialization formats  

 

21.11 Terms and definitions  

This section comprises a summary of terms and definitions introduced during the previous 
sections. It intends to establish a vocabulary that will be help to carry out discussions 
internally and with third parties (e.g., Use Case projects in the EU FP7 Future Internet PPP). 
For a summary of terms and definitions managed at overall FI-WARE level, please refer to 
FIWARE Global Terms and Definitions  

 

 Data Disclosure: A release of information to a third party or to public. Data can be 

confidential, so the operation might require the adoption of techniques that aim at 
preserving confidentiality and privacy of involved subjects, like, for instance, the 
hiding a part of the dataset, like for instance names, surnames, social security 
numbers and so on, generally referred as "identifiers".  

 Identifier: A piece of information that can identify unambiguously a person or an 

entity: for instance, names, surnames, social security and passport numbers, and so 
on.  

 Quasi-Identifier: Attributes such as birth date, gender and postal code, that cannot 

identify unambiguously a person or an entity if they are considered in isolation, but 
they could, if considered aggregated with enough similar attributes.  

 Re-identification risk: An estimation of the risk that an attacker can reconstruct the 
contents of a dataset, disclosed without identifier information, by linking it with other 
external data sources with overlapping attributes with the released dataset.  

 Sensitive information: A piece of information that reveals "racial or ethnic origin, 

political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs or trade union membership, data 
concerning health or sex life, and data relating to offences, criminal convictions or 
security measures.", from Directive 95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the 
Council of 24 October 1995 on the protection of individuals with regard to the 
processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data (OJ L 281, Nov. 
23, 1995, available here)  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE.Deliverables.Typographical.Conventions
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.Glossary.Global
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:31995L0046:en:NOT
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22 FIWARE OpenSpecification Security 
DBAnonymizer Open RESTful API Specification 

You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

22.1 Introduction to the DB Anonymizer API  

Please check the following FI-WARE Open Specification Legal Notice (essential patents 
license) to understand the rights to use this open specification. As all other FI-WARE 

members, SAP has chosen one of the two FI-WARE license schemes for open 
specifications.  

To illustrate this open specification license from our SAP perspective:  

 SAP provides the specifications of this Generic Enabler available under IPR rules 
that allow for a exploitation and sustainable usage both in Open Source as well as 
proprietary, closed source products to maximize adoption.  

 This Open Specification is exploitable for proprietary 3rd party products and is 
exploitable for open source 3rd party products, including open source licenses that 
require patent pledges.  

 If the owner (SAP) of this GE spec holds a patent that is essential to create a 
conforming implementation of the GE spec (i.e. it is impossible to write a conforming 
implementation without violating the patent) then a license to that patent is deemed 
granted to the implementation.  

22.1.1 DB Anonymizer API Core  

The DB Anonymizer API is a RESTful API accessed via HTTP. It uses simple data types or 
binary files for the information exchange. It offers three main functions to trigger computation 
activities, and three associated functions to retrieve their results:  

1. evaluatePolicy receives a DB dump (a single table in MySQL) and an obfuscation 
policy file, to compute the likelihood (0->impossibility, 1->certainty) that an attacker 
can reconstruct exactly the table's content, if it is anonymized using the obfuscation 
policy.  

o getPolicyResult to retrieve the result of the computation.  

2. evaluateColumnRisk receives a DB dump (a single table in MySQL) and computes 
for each column, an index that represents the impact on the re-identification risk, 
caused by the disclosure of that column data.  

o getColumnRisk to retrieve the result of the computation.  

3. evaluateDeepSearch receives a DB dump (a single table in MySQL), an 
obfuscation policy file, and an upper-bound value for the acceptable re-identification 
risk associated to a policy, and computes all permutations to the original policy whose 
re-identification risk matches the specified upper-bound.  

o getDeepSearch to retrieve the result of the computation.  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.DBAnonymizer.Open%20RESTful%20API%20Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_Open_Specification_Legal_Notice_(essential_patents_license)
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_Open_Specification_Legal_Notice_(essential_patents_license)
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22.1.2 Intended Audience  

This specification is intended for software developers and reimplementers of this API. For the 
former, this document provides a full specification of how to interoperate with DB Anonymizer 
service, that implements DB Anonymizer API. For the latter, this document is a full 
specification of which functions and data types are part of DB Anonymizer API, and that must 
be part of any re-implementation effort.  

 
To use this information, the reader should firstly have a general understanding of the Generic 
Enabler service (available on DB Anonymizer Open Specification page).  

22.1.3 API Change History  

Current version is: Version 2.2.3, 22/4/2013  

The most recent changes are described in the table below:  

Revision 
Date  

Changes Summary  

Apr 30, 
2012  

 This is the first version of the DB Anonymizer API Guide.  

Apr 22, 
2012  

 This is the second version of the DB Anonymizer API Guide, it includes 
two new functionalities:  

o for analysing the per-column disclosure impact of a re-
identification risk computation, and  

o for computing all modifications to a disclosure policy for a specific 
dataset, to find a set of alternative policies that matches an 
arbitrary upper-bound for re-identification risk.  

22.1.4 How to Read This Document  

All FI-WARE RESTful API specifications will follow the same list of conventions and will 
support certain common aspects. Please check Common aspects in FI-WARE Open Restful 
API Specifications.  

In the whole document the assumption is made that the reader is familiarized with REST 
architecture style. However, the interface was carefully designed to be extremely simple to 
use, thus to require minimal integration effort from software developers interested in the DB 
Anonymizer functionalities. Therefore, no special notation or particular constructs were 
needed in producing this description, but the following simple indications:  

 A bold font is used to represent code or logical entities, e.g., HTTP 
method (GET, PUT, POST, DELETE).  

 An italic font is used to represent document titles or some other kind of 
special text, e.g., URI.  

 The variables are represented between brackets, e.g. {id} and in italic 
font. When the reader find it, can change it by any value.  

 

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Optional_Security_Enablers.DBAnonymizer
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Common_aspects_in_FI-WARE_Open_Restful_API_Specifications
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Common_aspects_in_FI-WARE_Open_Restful_API_Specifications
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22.1.5 Additional Resources  

You can download the most current version of this document from the FIWARE API 
specification website at http://wiki.fi-ware.eu/Summary_of_FI-
WARE_API_Open_Specifications. For more details about the DB Anonymizer that this API is 
based upon, please refer to the Open Specification website at http://wiki.fi-
ware.eu/Summary_of_FI-WARE_Open_Specifications. Related documents, including an 
Architectural Description, are available at the same site.  

22.2 General DB Anonymizer API Information 

22.2.1 Resources Summary 

Graphical diagram in which we can see the different URIs exposed in the API.  

http://wiki.fi-ware.eu/Summary_of_FI-WARE_API_Open_Specifications
http://wiki.fi-ware.eu/Summary_of_FI-WARE_API_Open_Specifications
http://wiki.fi-ware.eu/Summary_of_FI-WARE_Open_Specifications
http://wiki.fi-ware.eu/Summary_of_FI-WARE_Open_Specifications
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22.2.2 Representation Format 

The DB Anonymizer API supports the transmission of binary files and strings via HTML 
FORM ("multipart/form-data" or "application/x-www-form-urlencoded") . The request format is 
specified using the Content-Type header and is required for operations that have a request 
body. The response format is in plain text ("text/plain") or in XML ("text/xml"), for which XML 
Schema specifications are provided (see this link).  

22.2.3 Representation Transport 

Resource representation is transmitted between client and server by using HTTP 1.1 
protocol, as defined by IETF RFC-2616. Each time an HTTP request contains payload, a 
Content-Type header shall be used to specify the MIME type of wrapped representation. In 
addition, both client and server may use as many HTTP headers as they consider necessary.  

22.2.4 Resource Identification 

API consumer must indicate the resource identifier while invoking a GET or POST or 
DELETE operation. DB Anonymizer API combines both identification and location by terms 
of URL, for methods for retrieving a computation result, but also allows the user to specify 
them by HTTP FORM. Each URL-enabled invocation provides the URL of the target 
resource along the verb and any required input data. That URL is used to identify 
unambiguously the resource. For HTTP transport, this is made using the mechanisms 
described by HTTP protocol specification as defined by IETF RFC-2616.  

22.2.5 Links and References 

Reference to Open Specification, DB Anonymizer  

22.2.6 Versions 

Only one version of the Open Specification is currently supported.  

22.2.7 Extensions 

The DB Anonymizer GE supports implementation-specific extensions, through the methods 
specified in Common aspects in FI-WARE Open Restful API Specifications.  

22.2.8 Faults 

22.2.8.1 Synchronous Faults 

Fault Element 
Associated Error 
Codes 

Expected in All 
Requests? 

Return Message  

GET 
/getPolicyResult 

HTTP 204 NO  
Error in retrieving the 
requested result  

http://catalogue.fi-ware.eu/sites/default/files/storage/enablers/db_anonymizer_xml_schema_specifications.zip
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Optional_Security_Enablers.DBAnonymizer
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Common_aspects_in_FI-WARE_Open_Restful_API_Specifications
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GET 
/getPolicyResult 

HTTP 400 NO  Error in Request ID  

GET 
/getPolicyResult 

HTTP 400  NO  
Error: The DB file is not in 
ZIP format  

GET 
/getPolicyResult 

HTTP 400  NO  Error: Problem with input file  

GET 
/getPolicyResult 

HTTP 400  NO  
Error: Problem with input DB 
dump  

GET 
/getPolicyResult 

HTTP 400  NO  
Error: fault in policy parsing 
and/or setting  

GET 
/getPolicyResult 

HTTP 500  NO  
Error: DB communication 
problem  

GET 
/getPolicyResult 

HTTP 500  NO  Error: fault in DB setup  

Remark: HTTP Status 204 in response to /getPolicyResult indicates that computation result 
is not yet available (coherently with the HTTP Status definition "No Content").  

22.2.8.2 Asynchronous Faults 

No Asynchronous Faults are used by DB Anonymizer  

22.3 API Operations 

22.3.1 Operations  

A WADL specification for these methods can be found on the FI-WARE Catalogue.  

 

Verb  URI  Description  

POST  /evaluatePolicy  
starts the re-identification risk 
computation on the input: a MySQL DB 
table dump and a disclosure policy.  

GET  /getPolicyResult/{RequestID}  
Retrieve all available information about 
the context entity (flat, without attribute 
domains)  

POST  /evaluateColumnRisk  starts a per-column estimation of the 

http://catalogue.fi-ware.eu/sites/default/files/storage/enablers/DBA_FIWARE.Release.2.2.3.wadl
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impact on re-identification risk on the 
input: a MySQL DB table dump.  

GET  /getColumnRisk/{RequestID}  
Retrieve all available information about 
the context entity (flat, without attribute 
domains)  

POST  /evaluateDeepSearch  

starts to compute all disclosure policies 
that matches a certain upper-bound value 
for re-identification risk on the input: a 
MySQL DB table dump, an initial 
disclosure policy and an upper-bound 
value for re-identification risk.  

GET  /getDeepSearch/{RequestID}/{count}/{offset}  
Retrieve all available information about 
the context entity (flat, without attribute 
domains)  

NOTE: The following resources must be provided in a HTML FORM ("multipart/form-data" or 
"application/x-www-form-urlencoded")  

Description: evaluatePolicy  

 Correct Response: HTTP 200  

 Input:  

o a zipped MySQL table dump id: "dbDump", containing only a single table 
called "working_table", together with its elements. Allowed SQL commands: 
CREATE TABLE, INSERT  

o a disclosure policy file id: "policyFile", compliant with this XML Schema 
definition, for example:  

 

<Policy> 

 <Column> 

  <Name>Gender</Name> 

  <Type>identifier</Type> 

  <Hide>false</Hide> 

 </Column> 

 <Column> 

  <Name>Wine</Name> 

  <Type>sensitive</Type> 

  <Hide>true</Hide> 

 </Column> 

</Policy> 

 Return type: it returns a RequestID (string).  

A sample of the required inputs is available on the FI-WARE Catalogue at this link.  

http://catalogue.fi-ware.eu/sites/default/files/storage/enablers/policy_example_and_schema.zip
http://catalogue.fi-ware.eu/sites/default/files/storage/enablers/dbanonymizer-test.zip
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Description: getPolicyResult  

 Correct Response: HTTP 200 .  

 Alternative: HTTP 204 (No Content), when computation result is not ready.  

 Input: a RequestID (string)  

 Return type: the likelihood (0->impossibility, 1->certainty) that an attacker can 
reconstruct exactly a table's content, that is anonymized using a certain obfuscation 
policy.  

 
Description: evaluateColumnRisk  

 Correct Response: HTTP 200  

 Input:  

o a zipped MySQL table dump id: "dbDump", containing only a single table 
called "working_table", together with its elements. Allowed SQL commands: 
CREATE TABLE, INSERT  

 Return type: it returns a RequestID (string). If invoked with 800x600 Normal 0 21 
false false false FR X-NONE X-NONE MicrosoftInternetExplorer4 "Content-type" 
HTTP header equals to "application/x-www-form-urlencoded", the result is encoded in 
an XML message using [ResultID] XML Schema.  

Description: getColumnRisk  

 Correct Response: HTTP 200 .  

 Alternative: HTTP 204 (No Content), when computation result is not ready.  

 Input: a RequestID (string), as part of the URL (URL Param).  

 Return type: an indication of the impact on the re-identification risk, computed for 
each column of the dataset. The result is embedded into a RiskColumnResult XML 
document (described by [this] XML Schema).  

 
Description: evaluateDeepSearch  

 Correct Response: HTTP 200  

 Input:  

o a zipped MySQL table dump id: "dbDump", containing only a single table 
called "working_table", together with its elements. Allowed SQL commands: 
CREATE TABLE, INSERT  

o a disclosure policy file id: "policyFile", compliant with this XML Schema 
definition  

o a string id: "maxRisk", containing a floating point number. It represents an 
upper bound for the re-identification risk of the alternative policies to be 
returned.  

 Return type: it returns a RequestID (string). If invoked with "Content-type" HTTP 
header equals to "application/x-www-form-urlencoded", the result is encoded in an 
XML message using ResultID XML Schema.  

A sample of the required inputs is available on the FI-WARE Catalogue at this link.  

Description: getDeepSearch  

http://catalogue.fi-ware.eu/sites/default/files/storage/enablers/db_anonymizer_xml_schema_specifications.zip
http://catalogue.fi-ware.eu/sites/default/files/storage/enablers/db_anonymizer_xml_schema_specifications.zip
http://catalogue.fi-ware.eu/sites/default/files/storage/enablers/policy_example_and_schema.zip
http://catalogue.fi-ware.eu/sites/default/files/storage/enablers/db_anonymizer_xml_schema_specifications.zip
http://catalogue.fi-ware.eu/sites/default/files/storage/enablers/dbanonymizer-test.zip
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 Correct Response: HTTP 200 .  

 Alternative: HTTP 204 (No Content), when computation result is not ready.  

 Input as part of the URL (URL Param):  

o a RequestID (string)  

o an integer "count", that represents the number of alternative policies to 
return  

o an integer "offset", that specifies how many policies to ignore for creating 
the return entity. E.g., /gid/10/20 would return 10 policies starting from 
alternative #20.  

 Return type: a set of anonymization policies, whose re-identification risk is below 
the specified maxRisk paramenter. The result is embedded into a 
PolicyProposalResult XML document (described by this XML Schema). Example:  

 

<PolicyProposalResult> 

    <PolicyProposal> 

        <PolicyProposalID>0</PolicyProposalID> 

        <ComputedRisk>0.25125</ComputedRisk> 

        <Policy> 

            [...policy description, in the same format as the input 

policy...] 

 

        </Policy> 

    </PolicyProposal> 

    <PolicyProposal> 

        [...another policy proposal element...] 

    </PolicyProposal> 

</PolicyProposalResult> 

http://catalogue.fi-ware.eu/sites/default/files/storage/enablers/db_anonymizer_xml_schema_specifications.zip
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23 FIWARE OpenSpecification Security 
Optional_Security_Enablers 
SecureStorageService 

You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

Name  FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.SecureStorageService  

Chapter  Security,  

Catalogue-Link to 
Implementation  

Secure Storage Service  

Owner  Thales, Lucie Gaspard  

23.1 Preface  

Within this document you find a self-contained open specification of a FI-WARE generic 
enabler, please consult as well the FI-WARE_Product_Vision, the website on http://www.fi-
ware.eu and similar pages in order to understand the complete context of the FI-WARE 
project.  

23.2 Copyright  

Copyright © 2012-2013 by Thales  

23.3 Legal Notice  

Please check the following Legal Notice to understand the rights to use these specifications.  

 

 

 

23.4 Overview 

The Secure Storage Service provides a storage for labelled (i.e. XML DSIG protected) data. 
It comes with an application-level filter which authorizes read access in function of the 
identity of the authenticated requester (for example, a service provider) and in function of the 
sensitivity of the data.  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Optional_Security_Enablers.SecureStorageService
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Category:Security
http://catalogue.fi-ware.eu/node/
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Thales
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php?title=Lucie_Gaspard&action=edit&redlink=1
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_Product_Vision
http://www.fi-ware.eu/
http://www.fi-ware.eu/
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Thales
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Open_Specifications_Interim_Legal_Notice
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Glossary  

SSS Secure Storage Service  

SP Service Provider  

23.5 Basic Concepts 

The data is labelled before being stored, i.e. it is previously protected by its owner. Once the 
data are stored by SSS, it can be accessed only by trusted service providers (SP) selected 
and authorized by the User owning the data. A trusted service is a service which is 
authenticated by a certificate which has been delivered by a dedicated Certification Authority.  

23.6 Main Interactions 

The interactions between the SSS and a user or a SP are made through Web Services 
developed with the RESTful technology. The user needs to connect through a web page 
which downloads an signed applet on the secured Web Desk. This applet labellizes the data 
and sends it to the SSS via the WS available. The SP, authenticated and authorized, 
accesses the data in the SSS via the WS available.  

 
Sequence diagram : Saving data  
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Sequence diagram : Retreiving data  

 

23.7 Basic Design Principles 

The functions (WS) available for the data owners are:  

 Registration to the service  

 Data injection  
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 Data update  

 Data access  

 Data deactivation  

 Access to the list of authorized SPs  

 
The functions (WS) available for the service providers:  

 Data request  

 
NB :  

 These functions are defined according to European rules : 95/46/CE, 2002/58/CE, 
COM(2010) 609  

23.8 Re-utilised Technologies/Specifications  

The Repository GE is based on SOAP/WSDL Design Principles. The technologies and 
specifications used in this GE are:  

 RESTful web services  

 HTTP/1.1  

 XML and XML DSig data serialization formats  

 

23.9 Terms and definitions  

This section comprises a summary of terms and definitions introduced during the previous 
sections. It intends to establish a vocabulary that will be help to carry out discussions 
internally and with third parties (e.g., Use Case projects in the EU FP7 Future Internet PPP). 
For a summary of terms and definitions managed at overall FI-WARE level, please refer to 
FIWARE Global Terms and Definitions  

 

 SSS: Secure Storage Service, the service provided to store securely data.  
 Credentials: A credential is an attestation of qualification, competence, or authority 

issued to an individual by a third party with a relevant de jure or de facto authority or 
assumed competence to do so. In this document, we define digital credentials to be 
lists of attribute-value statements certified by an Issuer. Here we abstract from the 
concrete mechanism (cryptographic or other) by which the authenticity of the attribute 
values can be verified. We do not impose any restrictions on which attributes can be 
contained in a credential, but typically these either describe the identity of the 
credential's owner or the authority assigned to her.  

 Data: Data means any information stored by a user.  
 SP: Service Provider, any authorized ans authentified service needing some of the 

data stored.  
 WSDL: Web Services Description Language, an XML-based language that is used 

for describing the functionality offered by a Web service. A WSDL description of a 
web service (also referred to as a WSDL file) provides a machine-readable 
description of how the service can be called, what parameters it expects, and what 

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.Glossary.Global
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data structures it returns..  
 Applet: any small application that performs one specific task that runs within the 

scope of a larger program, often as a plug-in. An applet typically also refers to Java 
applets, i.e., programs written in the Java programming language that are included in 
a web page.  
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24 Secure Storage Service Optional GE Open API 
Specification 

You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

24.1 Copyright  

Copyright © 2012-2013 by Thales  

24.2 Legal notice  

Please check the following Legal Notice to understand the rights to use these specifications.  

24.3 Introduction to the Secure Service Storage Optional GE 

API  

Please check the FI-WARE Open Specifications Legal Notice to understand the rights to use 
FI-WARE Open Specifications.  

 

24.3.1 Overview 

The Secure Storage Service provides a storage for labelled (i.e. XML-DSig protected) data. It 
comes with an application-level filter which authorizes read access in function of the identity 
of the authenticated requester (for example, a service provider) and in function of the 
sensitivity of the data.  

 

 

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Secure%20Storage%20Service%20Optional%20GE%20Open%20API%20Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Thales
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_Open_Specifications_Legal_Notice
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_Open_Specifications_Legal_Notice
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24.3.1.1 Basic Concepts 

XML-DSig (for XML Digital Signature) defines an XML syntax for digital signatures and is 

defined in the WC3 recommendation XML Signature Syntax and Processing. Functionally, it 
has much in common with PKCS#7 but is more extensible and geared towards signing XML 
documents. XML signatures can be used to sign data –a resource– of any type, typically 
XML documents, but anything that is accessible via a URL can be signed. An XML signature 
used to sign a resource outside its containing XML document is called a detached signature; 
if it is used to sign some part of its containing document, it is called an enveloped signature; 
if it contains the signed data within itself it is called an enveloping signature.  

 
The data is labelled before being stored, i.e. it is previously protected by its owner. Moreover, 
the owner himself has initialised the sensitivity level of the different fields of his data (for 
example : mail address > private, main interest > public, job > public, etc...). Once the data 
are stored by SSS, the public fields (i.e. the fields that have been tagged 'public') can be read 
by anyone. The private one can be read by trusted service providers (SP) only. A trusted 
service is a service which is authenticated by a certificate which has been delivered by a 
dedicated Certification Authority.  

 

24.3.2 Intended Audience  

This specification is intended for Service Consumers (with development skills) and Users. 
For the Service Consumers, this document provides a full specification of how to interoperate 
with the Secure Storage Service API. For the latter, this specification indicates the interface 
to be provided to the client application developers to provide the described functionalities. To 
use this information, the reader should firstly have a general understanding of the Optional 
Generic Enabler service Secure Storage . The API user should be familiar with:  

 RESTful web services  

 HTTP/1.1  

 XML data serialisation formats.  

24.3.3 API Change History  

Current version is: Version 1.1.0, 27/05/2013  

The most recent changes are described in the table below:  

Revision Date  Changes Summary  

May 27, 2013   Version 1.1 of the Secure Storage Service Optional GE API Guide.  

24.3.4 Additional Resources  

More documentation related to the architecture is available at Secure Storage Service  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Optional_Security_Enablers.SSS
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Optional_Security_Enablers.SSS
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24.4 General SSS API Information 

24.4.1 SSS Optional GE API Core  

1. CreateUser(Credentials) is a RESTful method accessed via HTTPs that creates a 
user in the database. The method takes one parameter, the credentials.  

2. DeleteUser(Credentials, userID) is a RESTful method accessed via HTTPs that 
deletes a user on the SSS. The method takes two parameters; one for the 
credentials, and the second for the user ID.  

3. AddUserData(Credentials, userID, XML data) is a RESTful method accessed via 
HTTPs that stores files in a user storage. The method takes three parameters; one 
for the credentials the second for the user ID and the third for the file added in the 
user storage.  

4. UpdateUserData(Credentials, userID, UniqueID, File) is a RESTful method 
accessed via HTTPs that updates a user in the database. The method takes four 
parameters; one for the credentials, the second for the user ID, the third for the file 
UniqueId, the fourth for the new File.  

5. GetUserData(Credentials, userID, FilesList) is a RESTful method accessed via 
HTTPs that retrieves files in a user storage. The method takes three parameters; one 
for the credentials, the second for the user ID and the third for the files listed by their 
UniqueIDs in the FilesList.  

6. DeleteUserData(Credentials, userID, FilesList) is a RESTful method accessed via 
HTTPs that deletes files in a user storage. The method takes three parameters; one 
for the credentials, the second for the user ID and the third for the files listed by their 
UniqueIDs in the FilesList.  

7. AddUserServices(Credentials, userID, ServicesList) is a RESTful method accessed 
via HTTPs that adds new user’s registered services. The method takes three 
parameters; one for the credentials, the second for the user ID and the third for the 
list of new services associated to the UniqueIDs.  

8. GetUserServiceList(Credentials, userID) is a RESTful method accessed via HTTPs 
that retrieves the list of SPs which the user has subscribed to. The method takes two 
parameters; one for the credentials, and the second for the user ID.  

9. ActivateProfile(Credentials, userID, boolean) is a RESTful method accessed via 
HTTPs that (de)activates a profile. The method takes three parameters; one for the 
credentials, the second for the user ID and the third for the Boolean specifying 
whether the profile is (de)activated.  

 

24.4.2 Representation Format 

The Secure Storage Service Optional GE API supports the transmission of XML files and 
Strings. Content-Type header and is required for operations that have a request body. The 
response format is always in plain text ("text/plain") or ("application/xml").  

In order to manipulate the different XML elements of the SSS within the application, XML 
representations using JAXB (Java Annotation Xml Binding, see http://jaxb.java.net/ for more 
information) were used.  

http://jaxb.java.net/
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24.4.3 Representation Transport 

Resource representation is transmitted between client and server by using HTTPs 1.1 
protocol. Both client and server may use as many HTTP headers as they consider 
necessary.  

 

24.5 API Operations 

In this section we go in depth for each operation.  

 

24.5.1.1 Glossary  

Credentials: X509 Digital certificate or login/password to authenticate the User or SP  

SP: Service Provider  

SPID: Unique ID associated to each SP  

 

24.5.2 Operations  

Verb  URI  Description  

POST  /createUser/{Credentials}  
Creates a new user in the 
SSS database.  

POST  /deleteUser/{Crendentials}/{userID}  Deletes an existing user.  

POST  /addUserData/{Crendentials}/{userID}/{XML File}  
Adds data (XML File) 
associated to the User in 
the SSS.  

POST  
/updateUserData/{Crendentials}/{userID}/{UniqueID}/{XML 
File}  

Updates data (XML File) 
identified by the given 
UniqueID.  

GET  /getUserData/{Crendentials}/{userID}/{FilesList}  

Gets data (a list of XML 
File) identified by the given 
FilesList (list of 
UniqueIDs).  

POST  /deleteUserData/{Crendentials}/{userID}/{FilesList}  

Deletes data (a list of XML 
File) identified by the given 
FilesList (list of 
UniqueIDs).  
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POST  /addUserServices/{Credentials}/{userID}/{ServicesList}  
Add SPs authorized to 
access Files (SP IDs 
associated to Unique IDs).  

GET  /getUserServicesList/{Credentials}/{userID}  
Retrieve a list of SPs 
authorized to access data 
from a User.  

POST  /ActivateProfile/{Credentials}/{userID}/{boolean}  
(De)activate a user if 
needed.  

 

24.5.2.1.1 Create a User identified by his Credentials  

/sss POST 
 

Parameter: 

Content: plain/text  Return: plain/text 

userID String 

{"uniqueId" : uid } password String 

Creates the User entry in the table identified 
by the given UserId and Password. 

Return 

201 
User successfully 

created  

500 
User not created, an 

error occured  

 

24.5.2.1.2 Delete a User identified by his Credentials  

/sss POST 
 

Parameter: userId, password Content: Return: plain/text 

Deletes a user identified by the given UserId and Password. 
 

Return 

200 If User found 
  

404 If User not found 
  

 

24.5.2.1.3 Store a file (XML) associated to its user  

/sss POST 
 

Parameter: Content: application/xml  Return: plain/text 
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file File 

{"uniqueId" : uid } owner String 

Stores an XML file 

Return 

201 File successfully stored 
 

500 File not stored, an error occured 
 

 

24.5.2.1.4 Update a File identified by the its UniqueId and UserID  

/sss POST 
 

Parameter: 

Content: application/xml Return: plain/text 

uniqueId Long 

{"uniqueId" : uid } 

file File 

userID String 

Updates an XML File identified by the 
given UniqueId and UserID  

Return 

200 
File successfully 

updated  

500 
File not updated, an 

error occured  

404 File not found 
 

 

24.5.2.1.5 Delete a File identified by its UniqueId and UserId  

/sss/deleteUserData POST 
 

Parameter: 

Content: application/json Return: application/json 

uniqueId Long 

{“deleted” : boolean} 

userID String 

Delete a File identified by theUniqueId and UserID 
 

Return 200 See response body 

|}  
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25 FIWARE OpenSpecification Security 
Optional_Security_Enablers 
ContentBasedSecurity 

You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

Name  FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Optional Security 
Enablers.ContentBasedSecurity  

Chapter  Security,  

Catalogue-Link to 
Implementation  [ Content Based Security]  

Owner  Thales, Adrian Waller  

25.1 Preface  

Within this document you find a self-contained open specification of a FI-WARE generic 
enabler, please consult as well the FI-WARE_Product_Vision, the website on http://www.fi-
ware.eu and similar pages in order to understand the complete context of the FI-WARE 
project.  

25.2 Copyright  

Copyright © 2013 by Thales  

25.3 Legal Notice  

Please check the following Legal Notice to understand the rights to use these specifications.  

25.4 Overview 

25.4.1 Description 

Content-Based Security (CBS) refers to the concept of protecting data and its metadata at its 
source and integrating access control in a managed way. The data is protected (e.g. by 
encrypting or signing) at the time of its creation. The cryptographic means, e.g. the algorithm 
or key, is chosen according to the sensitivity of the data. Instead of controlling access to the 
information at processing entities, access to the data is managed by restricting access to the 
cryptographic material needed to remove protection from the data. This type of content 
protection allows the data to be freely distributed over the physical networks.  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Optional_Security_Enablers.ContentBasedSecurity
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Category:Security
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Thales
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php?title=Adrian_Waller&action=edit&redlink=1
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_Product_Vision
http://www.fi-ware.eu/
http://www.fi-ware.eu/
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Thales
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_Open_Specification_Legal_Notice_(implicit_patents_license)
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The Content Based Security Optional Generic Enabler (OGE) API provides services that 
protect and remove protection from data. It has three services: the Producer, the Consumer 
and the Broker. The Producer protects the data by encrypting and/or signing the data, 
depending on which operations were requested. Each Producer has a relationship with a 
Broker, which is referred to as the producer's native key broker. When this relationship is 
established (which may be an offline process), they exchange keys. This enables the key 
broker to be able to regenerate the keys used to protect containers.  

The Consumer is used to remove protection from the content of digital containers by applying 
a decryption algorithm and/or verifying the digital signature. Each Consumer has a 
relationship with a Broker, which is referred to as the consumer's native broker. A Consumer 
applies to its native broker for the digital container’s decryption key.  

Brokers process each request for a decryption key by using the Access Control GE to reach 
an automated decision on whether to grant the container consumer access to the decryption 
key. A Consumer is only able to open the digital container and view its contents if the key 
broker provides the decryption key.  

 

 
Content Based Security OGE Block Diagram 

25.4.2 Support for Multi Domain Deployments  

A Security Domain is a collection of Producers and Consumers that have a relationship with 
a single Broker. The CBS OGE is able to support deployments consisting of more than one 
security domain. A Broker can only regenerate keys for containers that were protected by 
Producers in its security domain. If a key request relates to a digital container that was 
generated by a Producer in a different Security Domain, the broker refers the request to the 
Producer’s native broker. This implies that trust relationships must exist between key brokers 
in different Security Domains. However, trust relationships between container producers and 
container consumers (either in the same Security Domain, or in different domains) are not 
necessary; hence the solution is scalable to large numbers of producers and consumers.  
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Support for multiple domains is important where data produced by one enterprise is 
protected and then made available for consumption by other enterprises. To support this 
model, the concept of a referred key request is introduced. This involves an instance of the 
CBS OGE in one domain referring a request for a container decrypt key to an instance of the 
CBS OGE in another domain. The mechanics of the multi domain model are show in the 
figure below and are described below, using the example of Enterprise A producing 
containers that are subsequently consumed by Enterprise B.  

 
Multi-domain 

 

25.4.3 Target Usage 

The Content Based Security OGE is used to apply protection, e.g. encryption and/or signing, 
at the application layer to items of data (mp3, jpeg, .doc, etc.). It controls access to content in 
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an information container, rather than controlling possession of the information container. This 
provides:  

 Medium, content and channel independent protection  

 Protection at rest or in flight  

 Fine-grained control  

It cryptographically attaches metadata to the protected data items to give:  

 Cradle to grave protection  

 Sticky policies  

It controls access using policy based authorisation so that:  

 I let you have the key for information I want to share with you  

 I just let you see the metadata for information I don’t want to share with you  

 I put the information that I don ’t want you to know that I’ve got inside another layer 
of protection  

25.5 Basic Concepts 

The CBS architecture consists of three main components:  

 Producer - this component creates Digital Containers by adding protection to data 
by applying an encryption operation and/or attaching a digital signature. The digital 
container can be stored or sent with no restrictions. The content is still protected and 
the key must be retrieved from the Broker.  

 Consumer - this component is used whenever access to the data is needed. It 
requests the decryption keys from the Broker and extracts data from Digital 
Containers by removing protection from data by applying a decryption operation 
and/or verifying an attached digital signature.  

 Broker - this component regenerates keys required to decrypt the data inside Digital 
Containers. The Broker uses the Access Control GE[1] to check the user’s credentials 
and the information about the data object against a set of policies of use.  

The CBS OGE offers two interfaces:  

 Protect - This interface, offered by the Producer, is used to request the protection of 
data. A request to protect data includes the data to be protection, metadata, headers 
and the protection mode and returns the protected Digital Container.  

 Unprotect - This interface, offered by the Consumer, is used to request the removal 
of protection from data in a digital container. The user sends the protected Digital 
Container to the CBS OGE. The metadata in the Container is used to determine 
whether a particular user is authorised to remove protection from the data.  

The CBS OGE uses the following concepts:  

 Digital Container - this is a wrapper document that protects digital content with an 
encryption algorithm and/or a digital signature. In addition to the protected content, 
the Container also encapsulates the protection mode, metadata, headers, a unique 
container ID, and additional parameters required to extract the unprotected payload 
(e.g. cipher transformation, and algorithm parameters).  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE.Deliverables.Typographical.Conventions
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 protection mode - this is the type of protection to apply to the container. The 
acceptable values are: ENCRYPT - encrypt the container; SIGN - sign the container; 
and SIGN_THEN_ENCRYPT - sign the container and then encrypt it.  

 metadata - this is a a set of attribute-value pairs that includes labels that can be 
used to determine whether a particular user is authorised to protect the data, e.g., the 
classification or category of the data. The metadata may be used to determine the 
type of protection to apply, e.g., the choice of encryption algorithm or key.  

 headers - this is a set of attribute-value pairs that provide additional parameters to 
be included in the container. They may contain information on how to reconstruct the 
protected data, e.g. the mime-type or the filename extension.  

25.5.1 Example Scenario 

There is a major fire incident at a shopping mall. Alice is the Chief Fire Officer at the 
Command and Control Centre. She needs to share some information about the incident with 
some of the Fire Fighters on the ground. She wants to protect the information to make sure 
that only Incident Commanders can access it. Alice generates labels describing the 
information. She uses the CBS Producer service to encrypt the data and includes the 
metadata in the request. The CBS Producer generates an encryption key and encrypts the 
data. It returns the encrypted data to Alice, who then publishes the encrypted data.  

Bob, an Incident Commander receives the protected data and uses the CBS Consumer to 
access the data. He sends the encrypted data to the CBS Consumer along with his 
credentials. The CBS Consumer requests the decryption key from the CBS Broker service. 
The Broker sends a request to the Access Control GE[1] to authorise the request to access 
the information. Bob is authorised to access the information, as he has the role of Incident 
Commander, so the CBS Consumer generates the decryption key and decrypts the data. It 
then returns the decrypted data to Bob.  

Charlie, who is a Fire Fighter, also receives the protected data. He uses the CBS Consumer 
to access the data, sending the protected data and his credentials to the CBS Consumer. 
The CBS Consumer requests the decryption key from the CBS Broker service. The Broker 
sends a request to the Access Control GE to authorise the request to access the information. 
Charlie is not authorised to access the information, as he does not hold the role of Incident  
Commander. The CBS Consumer returns a ‘rejected’ decision to Charlie.  

Alice needs to share information about the incident with the Police Service. Dave, an Incident 
Commander with the Police Service receives the protected data and uses the Police 
Service’s CBS Consumer to access the data. The CBS Consumer requests the decryption 
key from the CBS Broker service in the Police Service’s domain. Since the data was 
protected in the Fire Service’s domain, the Police Service’s Broker refers the request for the 
decryption key to the Fire Service’s Broker, which then sends a request to the Access 
Control GE [1] to authorise the request. Dave is authorised to access the information, as he 
has the role of Incident Commander, so the Fire Service’s CBS Broker generates the 
decryption key and sends it to the Police Service’s Broker. The Police Service’s Broker 
sends the decryption key to the Consumer, which decrypts the data and returns it to Dave.  

25.6 Main Interactions 

It is advisable to consider using a secure connection, e.g. using Transport Layer Security 
(TLS), when interacting with the CBS OGE.  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE.Deliverables.Typographical.Conventions
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE.Deliverables.Typographical.Conventions
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25.6.1 Protecting Data  

The protect interface enables a user to encrypt and/or sign data. The user sends the data 

to be protected, the metadata and the data protection mode (e.g. Encrypt, Sign or 
EncryptAndSign) to the CBS Server. The CBS Producer may request an authorisation 
decision from the Access Control GE as to whether the user is allowed to perform the 
requested operation. If the user is authorised, the CBS Producer generates a key and then 
protects the data. The protected data is returned to the user in a Digital Container. Sequence 
diagrams for the protect interaction are shown below.  

 

 
User is authorised to protect data 

 

 
User is not authorised to protect data 
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25.6.2 Removing Protection from Data  

The unprotect interface enables a user to decrypt and/or verify the signature of a Digital 

Container. The user sends the container to be unprotected to the CBS Server. The container 
encapsulates the protection mode, e.g. ENCRYPT or SIGN, and additional parameters 
required to remove protection from the data, e.g. the cipher algorithm and the cipher mode. 
The CBS Broker checks whether to refer the request for a decryption key to a Broker in 
another domain. If referral is not needed, it uses the Access Control GE to authorise the 
request. If the request is accepted, the Broker regenerates the key needed to remove 
protection from the container and returns it to the CBS Consumer. The CBS Consumer then 
removes protection from the data. Sequence diagrams for the unprotect interaction are 
shown below.  

 

 
User is authorised to remove protection from data 
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User is not authorised to remove protection from data 

The follow sequence diagrams show a scenario where two security domains are involved.  

 
Referred request where user is authorised to remove protection from data 
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Referred request where user is not authorised to remove protection from data 

 

25.7 Basic Design Principles 

The CBS OGE applies protection directly to content. This offers a number of advantages. 
The content is protected throughout its lifetime, regardless of what communication links it is 
transferred over, or how it is stored during that time. By not controlling access at the level of 
network or system connections, it becomes easier to share information. The data produced 
by systems is protected regardless of what other systems or networks they are connected to, 
thus allowing more systems to connect to and communicate with each other without harming 
security of their data. Fine grain protection and access control is now possible; protection can 
be applied to paragraphs or sections within documents, fields within data structures or 
frames of a video, for example. Applying protection to data can be significantly more efficient 
and the architecture scales well to large amounts of information with large numbers of 
producers and consumers. Data need only be protected once for all possible end-users, 
without the overheads of having to set up secure tunnels between producers and each 
potential endpoint.  

25.8 References 

1. ↑ 1.0 1.1 1.2 FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Access Control Generic Enabler 

25.9 Detailed Open Specifications 

Following is a list of Open Specifications linked to this Generic Enabler. Specifications 
labelled as "PRELIMINARY" are considered stable but subject to minor changes derived 
from lessons learned during last interactions of the development of a first reference 
implementation planned for the current Major Release of FI-WARE. Specifications labelled 
as "DRAFT" are planned for future Major Releases of FI-WARE but they are provided for the 
sake of future users.  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE.Deliverables.Typographical.Conventions
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE.Deliverables.Typographical.Conventions
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE.Deliverables.Typographical.Conventions
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Access_Control_Generic_Enabler
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25.9.1 Open API Specifications 

 FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Optional Security 
Enablers.ContentBasedSecurity.Open RESTful API Specification  

 FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.AccessControlGE.Authorization.Open 
RESTful API Specification (PRELIMINARY)  

25.9.2 Other Open Specifications 

 XACML 2.0  

25.10 Re-utilised Technologies/Specifications 

The Content-Based Security Optional GE is based on RESTful Design Principles. The 
technologies and specifications used in this GE are:  

 RESTful web services  

 HTTP/1.1  

 JSON and XML data serialization formats  

25.11 Terms and definitions 

This section comprises a summary of terms and definitions introduced during the previous 
sections. It intends to establish a vocabulary that will be help to carry out discussions 
internally and with third parties (e.g., Use Case projects in the EU FP7 Future Internet PPP). 
For a summary of terms and definitions managed at overall FI-WARE level, please refer to 
FIWARE Global Terms and Definitions  

 Attack. Any kind of malicious activity that attempts to collect, disrupt, deny, degrade, 

or destroy information system resources or the information itself  
 Authentication protocol: "Over-the-wire authentication protocols are used to 

exchange authentication data between the client and server application. Each 
authentication protocol supports one or more authentication methods. The OATH 
reference architecture provides for the use of existing protocols, and envisions the 
use of extended protocols which support new authentication methods as they are 
defined." (OATH)  

 Access control: is the prevention of unauthorized use of a resource, including the 

prevention of use of a resource in an unauthorized manner. (ITU-T-X-800_Link). 
More precisely, access control is the protection of resources against unauthorized 
access; a process by which use of resources is regulated according to a security 
policy and is permitted by only authorized system entities according to that policy. 
RFC 2828  

 Account: A (user) account is “typically a formal business agreement for providing 

regular dealings and services between principal sand business service providers.” 
OASIS Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML)  

 Authentication (AuthN): We adopted the following definition of authentication from 

RFC 3588"Authentication is “the act of verifying the identity of an entity (subject)”  

TrustInCyberspace adds the term “level of confidence” to this definition:  

Authentication is the process of confirming a system entity’s asserted identity with a 
specified, or understood, level of confidence.” This definition holds all necessary parts 

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Optional_Security_Enablers.ContentBasedSecurity.Open_RESTful_API_Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Optional_Security_Enablers.ContentBasedSecurity.Open_RESTful_API_Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.AccessControlGE.Authorization.Open_RESTful_API_Specification_(PRELIMINARY)
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.AccessControlGE.Authorization.Open_RESTful_API_Specification_(PRELIMINARY)
http://www.google.com/url?q=http://docs.oasis-open.org/xacml/2.0/access_control-xacml-2.0-core-spec-os.pdf&sa=U&ei=F9ecUZvUFaqI7AbryYHwBg&ved=0CB0QFjAA&sig2=R2xD1x1B0pq0bToYqKuR7w&usg=AFQjCNHLDMuLnZLQBudqIIT_xwRWv_4wjg
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.Glossary.Global
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2828
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3588
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to examine authentication in broad sense. First of all it does not narrow the 
authentication to human users, but refers to a generic “system entity”. See 
authentication reference architecture description for a closer look at different identities 
that could be authenticated.  

Secondly it introduces the often neglected concept of “level of confidence” which 
applies to each authentication of an identity. No computer program or computer user 
can definitely prove the identity of another party. There is no authentication method 
that can be secured against any possible identity-theft attack, be it physical or non-
physical. It is only possible to apply one or more tests, which, if passed, have been 
previously declared to be sufficient to go on further. The problem is to determine 
which tests are sufficient, and many such are inadequate.  

The original Greek word originates from the word 'authentes'='author'. This leads to 
the general field of claims and trust management, because authentication could also 
mean to verify the “author” / issuer of any claim.  

The confirmation or validation process of authentication is actually done by 
presenting some kind of proof. This proof is normally derived from some kind of 
secret hold by the principal. In its simplest form the participant and the authentication 
authority share the same secret. More advanced concepts rely on 
challenge/response mechanisms, preventing the secrets to be transmitted. Refer to 
Authentication Technologies for a detailed list of authentication methods used today.  

As stated above, each authentication method assures only some level of trust in the 
claimed identity, but none could be definite. Therefore it makes sense to distinguish 
the different authentication methods by an associated assurance level, stating the 
level of trust in the authentication process.  

As this assurance level depends not only on the technical authentication method, but 
also on the overall computer system and even on the business processes within the 
organization (provisioning of identities and credentials), there is no ranking of the 
authentication methods here.  

 Countermeasures. Action, device, procedure, technique or other measure that 

reduces the vulnerability of an information system.  
 Cyber attack. An attack, via cyberspace, targeting an entity (industrial, financial, 

public...) and using cyberspace for the purpose of disrupting, disabling, destroying, or 
maliciously controlling a computing environment/infrastructure; or destroying the 
integrity of the data or stealing controlled information  

 Exploit. A program or technique that takes advantage of vulnerability in software and 

that can be used for breaking security, or otherwise attacking a host over the network  
 Federation: The term federation “is used in two senses - "The act of establishing a 

relationship between two entities. An association comprising any number of service 
providers and identity providers.” OASIS Security Assertion Markup Language 
(SAML)  

“A federation is a collection of realms that have established a producer-consumer 
relationship whereby one realm can provide authorized access to a resource it 
manages based on an identity, and possibly associated attributes, that are asserted 
in another realm.  

Federation requires trust such that a relying party can make a well-informed access 
control decision based on the credibility of identity and attribute data that is vouched 
for by another realm.” WS-Federation @ IBM  

Remark: Federation according to WS-Federation @ IBM is similar to the concept of a 
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Circle of Trust.  

 FI. Future Internet.  
 Forensics for evidence. The use of scientifically derived and proven methods 

toward the preservation, collection, validation, identification, analysis, interpretation, 
documentation and presentation of digital evidence derived from digital sources for 
the purpose of facilitating or furthering the reconstruction of events found to be 
criminal, or helping to anticipate unauthorized actions shown to be disruptive to 
planned operations.  

 Identity. In the narrow sense, identity is the persistent identifier of users (user name), 

things or services by which other parties “remember” them and, hence, are able to 
store or retrieve specific information about them and are able to control  their access 
to different resources. In the wider sense, identity also covers further attributes of 
users, things and services; e.g. for users, such information may include personal 
information such as context, group membership and profile.  

 Identity (Digital): The term identity and its meaning have been discussed 

controversially in the “identity community” for many years. Until now, there is no 
commonly agreed definition of that notion. : : The IdM && AAA reference architecture 
applies the following three definitions of identity.  

The Identity Gang defines the term digital identity as follows:  

A digital identity is “a digital representation of a set of Claims made by one party 
about itself or another digital subject.”  

The following comments were added:  

A digital identity is just one set of claims about a digital subject. For any given digital 
subject there will typically be many digital identities.  

A digital identity can be created on the fly when a particular identity transaction is 
desired or persistent in a data store to provide a representation that can be 
referenced.  

A digital identity may contain claims made by multiple claimants.  

A digital identity may be signed by a digital identity provider to provide assurance to a 
relying party.  

This definition emphasizes two facts:  

Normally, a principal (subject) has multiple digital identities or personas.  

Identities are made out of attributes (claims).  

Therefore, the scope of identity management in the reference architecture has two 
viewpoints: For once it focuses on identities and personas itself, and on the other 
side, it deals with the attributes of these identities and personas.  

The Liberty Alliance Project (LAP) defines digital identity as follows:  

Digital identity is “the essence of an entity. One’s identity is often described by one’s 
characteristics, among which may be any number of identifiers. A Principal may wield 
one or more identities.”  

RSA uses the following definition of digital identity:  

“Digital identity consists of an identity assertion and the characteristics, sometimes 
called attributes that are collected or observed through our computerized 
relationships. It is often as simple as a user name and password.”  
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The definition of RSA adds one important aspect to the identity discussion: Even the 
simplest user name and password combinations without any additional attributes or 
claims constitute an identity.  

 Identifier: Identifiers can be understood as a dedicated, publicly known attribute of an 

identity that refers to that identity only. Typically, identifiers are valid within a specific 
domain. Special types of identifiers are valid globally, due to the use of popular 
domain naming and resolution protocols such as DNS, which implies addressing 
capabilities to the identity. OASIS Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) 
defines identifier as follows:  

An identifier is “a data object (for example, a string) mapped to a system entity that 
uniquely refers to the system entity. A system entity may have multiple distinct 
identifiers referring to it. An identifier is essentially a "distinguished attribute" of an 
entity.”  

 Identity context: is “the surrounding environment and circumstances that determine 

meaning of digital identities and the policies and protocols that govern their 
interactions.” (Identity Gang)  

 Identity management (IdM): comprises “the management of identity information both 

internally and when it is passed from one entity to another.” Open Mobile Alliance 
(OMA)  

 Identity provider: The Open Mobile Alliance (OMA) defines the term identity provider 

(IdP) as follows - An identity provider is “a special type of service provider […] that 
creates, maintains, and manages identity information for principals, and can provide 
[…] assertions to other service providers within an authentication domain (or even a 
circle of trust).”  

Another notion defines identity provider as “an agent that issues a digital identity [that] 
is acting on behalf of an issuing Party.” (Identity Gang)  

The following definition of identity provider descends from WS-Federation @ IBM: “An 
identity provider is an entity that acts as an authentication service to end requestors 
and as data origin authentication service to service providers […]. Identity providers 
are trusted (logical) 3rd parties which need to be trusted both by the requestor […] 
and the service provider which may grant access to valuable resources and 
information based upon the integrity of the identity information provided by the identity 
provider.”  

The Identity Provider is part of the Identity Management infrastructure.  

 Impact. The adverse effect resulting from a successful threat exercise of 

vulnerability. Can be described in terms of loss or degradation of any, or a 
combination of any, of the following three security goals: integrity, availability, and 
confidentiality.  

 Partial identity: a partial identity is a set of attributes of a user. Thus, an identity is 

composed of all attributes of a user, a partial identity is a subset of a user's identity. 
Typically, a user is known to another party only as a partial identity. A partial identity 
can have a unique identifier. The latter is a strong identifier if it is allows for a strong 
authentication of the user (holder) of the partial identity, such a cryptographic 
"identification" protocol  

 Privacy. Dictionary definitions of privacy refer to "the quality or state of being apart 

from company or observation, seclusion [...] freedom from unauthorized intrusion" 
(Merriam-Webster online [MerrWebPriv]). In the online world, we rely on a pragmatic 
definition of privacy, saying that privacy is the state of being free from certain privacy 
threats.  
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 Privacy threats. The fundamental privacy threats are: traceability (the digital traces 

left during transactions), linkability (profile accumulation based on the digital traces), 
loss of control (over personal data) and identity theft (impersonation).  

 Risk analysis. The process of identifying security risks, determining their magnitude, 

and identifying areas needing safeguards. An analysis of an organization's 
information resources, its existing controls, and its remaining organizational and MIS 
vulnerabilities. It combines the loss potential for each resource or combination of 
resources with an estimated rate of occurrence to establish a potential level of 
damage  

 Security monitoring. Usage of tools to prevent and detect compliance defaults, 

security events and malicious actions taken by subjects suspected of misusing the 
information system.  

 Service impact analysis. An analysis of a service’s requirements, processes, and 

interdependencies used to characterize information system contingency requirements 
and priorities in the event of a significant disruption.  

 Single sign-on: is “From a Principal’s perspective, single sign-on encompasses the 

capability to authenticate with some system entity—[…] an Identity Provider - and 
have that authentication honored by other system entities, [termed] Service Providers 
[…]. Note that upon authenticating with an Identity Provider, the Identity Provider 
typically establishes and maintains some notion of local session state between itself 
and the Principal’s user agent. Service Providers may also maintain their own distinct 
local session state with a Principal’s user agent.” Liberty Alliance Project (LAP)  

 S&D: Security and Dependability  
 Threat. An event, process, activity being perpetuated by one or more threat agents, 

which, when realized, has an adverse effect on organization assets, resulting in 
losses (service delays or denials, disclosure of sensitive information, undesired patch 
of programs or data, reputation...)  

 USDL and USDL-Sec: The Unified Service Description Language (USDL) is a 

platform-neutral language for describing services. The security extension of this 
language is going to be developed FI-WARE project.  

 Vulnerability. A weakness or finding that is non-compliant, non-adherence to a 

requirement, a specification or a standard, or unprotected area of an otherwise 
secure system, which leaves the system open to potential attack or other problem.  

 WADL. The Web Application Description Language is a machine-readable XML 

description of HTTP-based web applications used typically with REST web services.  
 WS-SecurityPolicy: It is an extension to SOAP to apply security to web services. It is 

a member of the WS-* family of web service specifications and was published by 
OASIS.  

 The protocol specifies how integrity and confidentiality can be enforced on 

messages and allows the communication of various security token formats, such as 
SAML, Kerberos, and X.509. Its main focus is the use of XML Signature and XML 
Encryption to provide end-to-end security.  
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25.12 Content Based Security Glossary  

 Broker: the component that generates keys to remove protection from data  
 Consumer: the component that removes protection from data  
 Content Based Security: the concept of protecting data and its metadata at its 

source and integrating access control in a managed way  
 Metadata: labels describing data content  
 Producer: the component that applies protection to data  

25.12.1 Acronyms  

 CBS Content Based Security  
 JKS Java KeyStore  
 OGE Optional Generic Enabler  
 SSL Secure Sockets Layer  
 WAR Web Archive  
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26 FIWARE OpenSpecification Security Optional 
Security Enablers ContentBasedSecurity Open 
RESTful API Specification 

You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

26.1.1 Introduction to the Content Based Security GE API  

Please check the FI-WARE Open Specifications Legal Notice to understand the rights to use 
FI-WARE Open Specifications.  

26.1.1.1 Content Based Security API Core  

The Content Based Security (CBS) API provides services that encrypt, decrypt, sign and 
verify data. It is a RESTful API accessed via HTTP that uses XML-based and JSON-based 
representations for information interchange. Note that data to be protected need not be either 
XML or JSON.  

26.1.1.2 Intended Audience  

This specification is intended for software developers and reimplementers of this API. For the 
former, this document provides a full specification of how to interoperate with the Content 
Based Security API to encrypt, sign, decrypt and/or verify data. For the latter, this 
specification describes the interface to be provided to allow clients to interoperate with the 
Content Based Security.  

In order to use this specification, the reader should first have a general understanding of the 
Content Based Security Optional Generic Enabler supporting the API.  

Throughout this specification it is assumed that the reader is familiar with:  

 RESTful web services  

 HTTP/1.1  

 XML and JSON data serialization formats.  

26.1.1.3 API Change History  

Current version is: Version 1.0.0, 15/4/2013  

This version of the Content Based Security API Guide replaces and obsoletes all previous 
versions. The most recent changes are described in the table below:  

Revision Date  Changes Summary  

Apr 19, 2013   Version 1 of the Content Based Security GE API Guide.  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Optional%20Security%20Enablers.ContentBasedSecurity.Open%20RESTful%20API%20Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_Open_Specifications_Legal_Notice
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.ArchitectureDescription.Security.Optional_Security_Enablers.ContentBasedSecurity
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26.1.1.4 How to Read This Document  

All FI-WARE RESTful API specifications will follow the same list of conventions and will 
support certain common aspects. Please check Common aspects in FI-WARE Open Restful 
API Specifications.  

For a description of some terms used along this document, see 
FIWARE.ArchitectureDescription.Security.Optional Security Enablers.ContentBasedSecurity  

26.1.1.5 Additional Resources  

You can download the most current version of this document from the FIWARE API 
specification website at FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Optional Security 
Enablers.ContentBasedSecurity.Open RESTful API Specification. For more details 

about the Content Based Security Service that this API is based upon, please refer to 
FIWARE.ArchitectureDescription.Security.Optional Security Enablers.ContentBasedSecurity.  

26.1.2 General CBS API Information  

26.1.2.1 Resources Summary  

The mapping of CBS functionality to a resource tree is shown in the figure below.  

 

26.1.2.2 Authentication  

Users authenticate using Basic or Digest authentication prior to accessing the service.  

26.1.2.3 Representation Format  

The Content Based Security API supports the transmission of XML and JSON documents. 
The request format is specified using the Content-Type header and is required for operations 
that have a request body. The response format can be specified in requests using the Accept 
header.  

26.1.2.4 Representation Transport  

Resource representation is transmitted between client and server by using HTTP 1.1 
protocol, as defined by IETF RFC-2616. Each time an HTTP request contains payload, a 
Content-Type header shall be used to specify the MIME type of the wrapped representation. 
In addition, both client and server may use as many HTTP headers as they consider 
necessary.  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Common_aspects_in_FI-WARE_Open_Restful_API_Specifications
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Common_aspects_in_FI-WARE_Open_Restful_API_Specifications
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.ArchitectureDescription.Security.Optional_Security_Enablers.ContentBasedSecurity
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.ArchitectureDescription.Security.Optional_Security_Enablers.ContentBasedSecurity
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26.1.2.5 Limits  

Limits are not yet specified for Version 1 of the Content Based Security GE.  

26.1.2.6 Versions  

Querying the version is not supported in Version 1 of the Content Based Security GE.  

26.1.2.7 Extensions  

Querying extensions is not supported in Version 1 of the Content Based Security GE.  

26.1.2.8 Faults  

Fault Element 
Associated 
Error Codes 

Expected in 
All 
Requests? 

Description  

Bad Request 400 Yes 

The request could not be processed 
because it contains missing or invalid 
information (such as validation error on an 
input field, a missing required value, and so 
on).  

Unauthorised 401 Yes Client authentication is required.  

Forbidden 403 Yes 

The request was a valid request and the 
server understood it, but is refusing to fulfil it, 
e.g. because the rule set installed in the 
server does not permit the request.  

Not Found 404 Yes 
The request specified a URI of a resource 
that does not exist.  

Method Not 
Allowed 

405 Yes 
The HTTP verb specified in the request 
(DELETE, GET, HEAD, POST, PUT) is not 
supported for this request URI.  

Not 
Acceptable 

406 Yes 

The resource identified by this request is not 
capable of generating a representation 
corresponding to one of the media types in 
the Accept header of the request.  

Internal Server 
Error 

500 Yes 
The server encountered an unexpected 
condition which prevented it from fulfilling 
the request.  

Not 501 Yes The server does not (currently) support the 
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Implemented functionality required to fulfil the request.  

Service 
Unavailable 

503 Yes 
The server is currently unable to handle the 
request due to temporary overloading or 
maintenance of the server.  

26.1.3 Data Types  

This subsection describes the data structures used in the Content Based Security API.  

26.1.3.1 Type: UnprotectedContainer  

A data type representing an unprotected data container (i.e. before encryption and/or signing 
have been applied).  

Name Type Required Description  

mode text true 

The data protection mode to be applied to the protected 
representation of this container. Possible values are:  

 ENCRYPT  

 SIGN  

 SIGN_THEN_ENCRYPT  

 ENCRYPT_THEN_SIGN  

headers 
keyValue 
[0..*] 

false 

A collection of keyValue entries representing headers to be 
included in the container. If there are no header entries, this 
may be omitted.  

In some cases a particular implementation or deployment 
may require particular header entries to be present, e.g. the 
mime-type of the data. The difference between container 
headers and container metadata is that metadata is 
included as input to the container key generation algorithm, 
while headers are not.  

metadata 
keyValue 
[0..*] 

false 

A collection of keyValue entries representing metadata to 
be included in the container. If there are no metadata 
entries, this may be omitted.  

In some cases a particular implementation or deployment 
may require particular metadata entries to be present. The 
difference between container headers and container 
metadata is that metadata is included as input to the 
container key generation algorithm, while headers are not.  

payload 
base64 
encoded 
binary 

true 
The data (plaintext) to which the specified protection mode 
will be applied to the protected representation of this 
container.  
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26.1.3.2 Type: ProtectedContainer  

A data type representing a protected container (i.e. after encrypting and/or signing).  

Name Type Required Description  

protectedContainer 
base64 
encoded 
binary 

true 
This is the protected data returned to the user. 
The protected data is returned in a base64 
encoded container.  

26.1.3.3 Type: KeyValue  

The KeyValue type is used in container headers and metadata to map a key to a value. The 
key name is used as the element name, while the value is the element content.  

Name Type Required Description  

key text true Key with which the specified value is to be associated  

value text true Value to be associated with the specified key  

26.1.4 API Operations  

In this section we describe each operation in depth. The operations are divided into two 
functions: CBS Producer and CBS Consumer. The CBS Producer functionality performs 
encryption and/or signs the provided data. The CBS Consumer decrypts and/or verifies the 
signature on the provided container.  

26.1.4.1 CBS Producer  

26.1.4.1.1 Request  

POST //{serverRoot}/fiware.cbs.producer.service.webapp/api/cbss/protect  

26.1.4.1.2 Request Parameters  

None.  

26.1.4.1.3 Request Body  

A representation of the unprotected container to which the CBSS will apply protection.  

26.1.4.1.4 Response  

200 OK – The request was successful. The response body contains a representation of the 
protected container.  

403 Forbidden - The user was not authorised to protect the data  

26.1.4.1.5 Example Request  

XML request:  
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POST /api/cbss/protect HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/xml 

Content-type: application/xml 

 

<unprotectedContainer> 

 <mode>SIGN_THEN_ENCRYPT</mode> 

 <headers> 

  <key>value</key> 

  ... 

 </headers> 

 <metadata> 

  <key>value</key> 

  ... 

 </metadata> 

 <payload>TWFuIGlzIGRpc3Rpbmd1a...</payload> 

</unprotectedContainer> 

JSON request:  

 

POST /api/cbss/protect HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Content-type: application/json 

 

{ 

    "mode":"SIGN_THEN_ENCRYPT", 

    "headers":{ 

        "key":"value", 

        ... 

    }, 

    "metadata":{ 

        "key":"value", 

        ... 

    }, 

    "payload":"TWFuIGlzIGRpc3Rpbmd1a..." 

} 

26.1.4.1.6 Example Response (Success)  

XML response:  
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HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Content-Type: application/xml 

 

<protectedContainer>dWVkIGFuZCBpbmRlZmF0aWdhY...</protectedContainer

> 

JSON response:  

 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Content-Type: application/json 

 

{    

    "protectedContainer":" dWVkIGFuZCBpbmRlZmF0aWdhY..." 

} 

26.1.4.1.7 Example Response (Failure)  

If the installed rule set does not permit the client to make the request, the following response 
will be returned:  

 

HTTP/1.1 403 Forbidden 

 

Encrypt failed (not authorised). 

26.1.4.2 CBS Consumer  

26.1.4.2.1 Request  

POST //{serverRoot}/fiware.cbs.consumer.service.webapp/api/cbss/unprotect  

26.1.4.2.2 Request Parameters  

None.  

26.1.4.2.3 Request Body  

A representation of the protected container from which the CBSS will remove protection.  

26.1.4.2.4 Response  

200 OK – The request was successful. The response body contains a representation of the 
unprotected container.  

400 Bad Request - The signature verification failed.  

403 Forbidden - The user was not authorised to remove protection from the data.  
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26.1.4.2.5 Example Request  

XML request:  

 

POST /api/cbss/unprotect 

Accept: application/xml 

Content-Type: application/xml 

 

<protectedContainer>dWVkIGFuZCBpbmRlZmF0aWdhY...</protectedContainer

> 

JSON request:  

 

POST /api/cbss/unprotect HTTP/1.1 

Accept: application/json 

Content-type: application/json 

 

{ 

    "protectedContainer":" dWVkIGFuZCBpbmRlZmF0aWdhY..." 

} 

26.1.4.2.6 Example Response (Success)  

XML response:  

 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Content-Type: application/xml 

 

<unprotectedContainer> 

 <mode>SIGN_THEN_ENCRYPT</mode> 

 <headers> 

  <key>value</key> 

  ... 

 </headers> 

 <metadata> 

  <key>value</key> 

  ... 

 </metadata> 

 <payload>TWFuIGlzIGRpc3Rpbmd1a...</payload> 

</unprotectedContainer> 
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JSON response:  

 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Content-Type: application/json 

 

{ 

    "mode":"SIGN_THEN_ENCRYPT", 

    "headers":{ 

        "key":"value", 

        ... 

    }, 

    "metadata":{ 

        "key":"value", 

        ... 

    }, 

    "payload":"TWFuIGlzIGRpc3Rpbmd1a..." 

} 

26.1.4.2.7 Example Response (Failure)  

If the installed rule set does not permit the client to make the request, the following response 
will be returned:  

 

HTTP/1.1 403 Forbidden 

 

Decrypt failed (not authorised). 

If the signature verification failed, the following response will be returned:  

 

HTTP/1.1 400 Bad request 

 

Signature verification failed. 
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27 FIWARE OpenSpecification Security 
Optional_Security_Enablers 
MalwareDetectionService 

You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

Name  FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Optional Security 
Enablers.MalwareDetectionService  

Chapter  Security,  

Catalogue-Link to 
Implementation  Morphus  

Owner  Inria, Jean-Yves Marion  

27.1 Preface  

Within this document you find a self-contained open specification of a FI-WARE generic 
enabler, please consult as well the FI-WARE_Product_Vision, the website on http://www.fi-
ware.eu and similar pages in order to understand the complete context of the FI-WARE 
project.  

27.2 Copyright 

 Copyright © 2012-2013 by Inria  

27.3 Legal Notice 

Please check the following Legal Notice to understand the rights to use these specifications.  

27.4 Overview 

Malware are programs designed to have an unwanted behavior seen from the legitimate 
user's side. They may be used to disrupt services, organise data leaks, or give access to 
some non-authorized security levels on a system. Malware are a very common threat, more 
than 70 million of such programs are known (cf. McAfee's report [1]). Furthermore, malware 
use some more and more sophisticated techniques thus complicating their detection. A virus 
such as Duqu has been revealed only six month after its deployment (see Symantec's report 
on Duqu [2]).  

One of the main issues in malware detection is that there is no way to characterise definitely 
a program by its behaviour, neither syntactically nor semantically. A malware may hide its 
code by means of many techniques such as encryption, self-rewriting, and so on.  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Optional_Security_Enablers.MalwareDetectionService
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Category:Security
http://catalogue.fi-ware.eu/node/ID
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Inria
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php?title=Jean-Yves_Marion&action=edit&redlink=1
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_Product_Vision
http://www.fi-ware.eu/
http://www.fi-ware.eu/
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Inria
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_Open_Specification_Legal_Notice_(essential_patents_license)
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"Morphus" is a software capable of extracting (partly) a morphological signature from binary 
code, that corresponds to the behavior of malware. Doing so, it may by-pass some standard 
encryption techniques. The software can be used within many scenarios. The main GE offers 
an access to "Morphus" through a web service.  

27.4.1 Target Usage 

The malware detection service GE provides a mechanism for determining if the submitted 
executable binary file is sane or infected by a malware. Depending on yours needs, the 
service can answer SANE/INFECTED or by a distance vector to the malware database. The 
second option, distance vector, offers a finer analysis of suspicious cases by indicating the 
composition of the infected binary (shows the percentage of components from others 
malware).  

27.4.2 Use Case 

This is a typical scenario: the user has a suspicious binary file F whom he would like to 

estimate how dangerous it is. He sends a copy to "Morphus" which provides a distance 
vector to known malware. The report describes which malware occur in F and provides for 
each malware M an estimate of the level of the infection of F by M, that is a distance 
between the signature of F and the signature M. Morphus provides two options of analysis, 

static or dynamic. A static analysis is fast but not very precise, a dynamic analysis is finer but 
less efficient because binary must be executed in a monitored environment.  

27.5 Basic Concepts 

Morphus reads input binary files and extracts from them signatures. Signatures are 
composed of sites, that is, abstract descriptions of the behaviour of the input program. For 
instance, one of the sites could correspond to the initialisation of an RSA-encrypted channel. 
Binary files are then matched against malware sites. The signatures depend on some 
selectable options such as dynamic/static analysis, or security thresholds. The system 
provides currently only the static/dynamic choice. The other options are left for further 
releases. Morphus takes into account a white list database, that is, a list of known and safe 
signatures. Generally speaking, it contains signatures from basic operating system services.  

 
Three consumers can be implemented from the delivered WSDL file:  

 scan client returns SANE/INFECTED string or an error message when service 
can not extract a morphological graph (e.g. GRAPH_TOO_SMALL string, TIMEOUT 
string),  

 distance client returns a distance matrix to a malware database. This distance 

evaluation indicates the distance of the input sample with respect to the malware of 
the database,  

 malware list consulting client returns the list of all malware names that can 
be detected by the service.  

A selectable option can be set for determining how the binary must be analysed (e.g. when 
response of first static analysis is GRAPH_TOO_SMALL, you can select dynamic mode and 
submit the binary file once more) .  
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27.5.1 Example Scenario 

In an information system, it very important to control that all executable binary files incoming 
from external sources are not infected by a malware. For instance, suppose that you have a 
mail gateway in your company for which you should decide which joint files can be delivered. 
In that case, it is possible to submit all executable binaries to the Malware Detection Service 
and take it as a filtering process.  

27.6 Main Interactions 

The Morphus software is available either as a web-service or through a direct connection to 
the website.  

27.6.1.1 Description 

End-user applications send requests in order to submit a binary file for evaluation to 
determine if it is sane or infected. Additionally, it is possible to list all recognized malware 
contained in the database.  

27.6.1.2 Operations 

27.6.1.2.1 Scan a binary file 

Given a submitted binary files, this action make it scanned by Morphus. It answers by either 
INFECTED for an infected binary file, or by SANE otherwise. When a binary file is submitted 
for analysis, the MODE option can be selected as either static or dynamic.  

Direct submission through a browser 

 Once authenticated, a normal user can submit a binary file by filling a form (local 
binary path, scan action, mode between static and dynamic). The result is directly 
displayed in the browser.  

Sequence diagram: binary scan from browser  
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Web Services client application 

 The client application submits a binary file through the scan web service and waits 
until Morphus returns the distance vector result.  

Sequence diagram: binary scan from web service application client  

 

27.6.1.2.2 Distance of a binary file 

For this action, the user submits a binary file to the scanner as above, but in this case, 
Morphus will reply with the distance vector between the malware of the database and the 
submitted file.  

The string format is DIST: "Submitted binary name"|percent (binary detected sites/malware 
sites), percent (binary detected sites/database sites): detected malware name| another 
distance vector |...  
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Example: DIST:"Backdoor.Win32.Hupigon.bhes.exe"|7.53% (125/1660), 14.63% (125/854): 
"HLLC.Asive"|15.12% (251/1660), 41.97% (251/598): "AutoRun.tl"|23.1% (382/1660), 
90.30% (382/423): "KillApp.y"|  

where  

 "Backdoor.Win32.Hupigon.bhes.exe" is the submitted binary file  

 7.53% (125/1660) is the distance to the database  

 14.63% (125/854) is the distance to the malware  

 "HLLC.Asive" is some detected malware name  

 

Direct submission through a browser 

 Once authenticated, a normal user can submit a binary file by filling a form (local 
binary path, distance action, mode between static and dynamic). The result is directly 
displayed in the browser.  

Sequence diagram: binary distance evaluation from browser  

 

Web Services client application 

 The client application submits a binary file through the distance web service and 
waits until Morphus returns a distance vector result.  

String format is DIST:"Submitted binary name"|percent (binary detected sites/database 
sites), percent (binary detected sites/malware sites): detected malware name| another 
distance vector |...  

Sequence diagram: binary distance evaluation from web service application client  
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27.6.1.2.3 List malware database 

This action provides a listing of malware's name in the database.  

Example of result: 
1337Crypter.a|2005.or|ACVE.am|ACVE.az|AF.20|AFtp.10|AIMJaker.10|AInfBot.co|AInfBot.c
q|AInfBot.o|...  

Sequence diagram: consult malwares list from browser  
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27.6.2 Architecture 

Malware Detection System architecture specification 

 

 

 Malware Detection Service is based on Application Server and Enterprise Service 
Bus from WSO2 enterprise middleware corporation http://wso2.com for transporting 
binary file into the High Security Lab.  

 The morphological detection engine technology (Morphus) is developed by INRIA.  

http://wso2.com/
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27.7 Basic Design Principles 

27.7.1 Design Principles 

Malware Detection Service uses the "Axis2" Web service engine for the deployment of the 
web service. This means that they inherit all the power and versatility of Axis2, which 
implemented most of the WS-* family specifications.  

 

27.8 Detailed Specifications  

Following is a list of Open Specifications linked to this Generic Enabler. Specifications 
labeled as "PRELIMINARY" are considered stable but subject to minor changes derived from 
lessons learned during last interactions of the development of a first reference 
implementation planned for the current Major Release of FI-WARE. Specifications labeled as 
"DRAFT" are planned for future Major Releases of FI-WARE but they are provided for the 
sake of future users.  

27.8.1 Open API Specifications 

 Malware Detection Service Open API Specification  

27.9 References 

[1] Mc Afee, Threat Quarterly report. http://www.mcafee.com/us/resources/reports/rp-
quarterly-threat-q3-2011.pdf  

[2] Symantec, The Precursor to the Next Stuxnet 
http://www.symantec.com/connect/w32_duqu_precursor_next_stuxnet  

[3] Isabelle Gnaedig, Matthieu Kaczmarek, Daniel Reynaud, Stéphane Wloka. Unconditional 
self-modifying code elimination with dynamic compiler optimizations, 5th International 
Malicious and Unwanted Software Conference (Malware 2010)  

[4] Guillaume Bonfante, Jean-Yves Marion, Daniel Reynaud. A Computability Perspective on 
Self-Modifying Programs,7th IEEE International Conference on Software Engineering and 
Formal Methods.  

[5] Jean-Yves Marion, Daniel Reynaud. Dynamic Binary Instrumentation for Deobfuscation 
and Unpacking, presentation at the In-Depth Security Conference Europe 2009inria-
00330022, version 1  

[6] Guillaume Bonfante, Matthieu Kaczmarek, Jean-Yves Marion. Architecture of a 
Morphological Malware Detector, Journal in Computer Virology 5, 3 (2009).  

[7] Guillaume Bonfante, Matthieu Kaczmarek, Jean-Yves Marion. Morphological Detection of 
Malware, 3rd International Malicious and Unwanted Software Conference (Malware 2008)  

27.10 Terms and definitions  

This section comprises a summary of terms and definitions introduced during the previous 
sections. It intends to establish a vocabulary that will be help to carry out discussions 
internally and with third parties (e.g., Use Case projects in the EU FP7 Future Internet PPP). 

http://axis.apache.org/axis2/java/core/download.cgi
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Malware_Detection_Service_Open_API_Specification
http://www.mcafee.com/us/resources/reports/rp-quarterly-threat-q3-2011.pdf
http://www.mcafee.com/us/resources/reports/rp-quarterly-threat-q3-2011.pdf
http://www.symantec.com/connect/w32_duqu_precursor_next_stuxnet
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For a summary of terms and definitions managed at overall FI-WARE level, please refer to 
FIWARE Global Terms and Definitions  

 Attack. Any kind of malicious activity that attempts to collect, disrupt, deny, degrade, 
or destroy information system resources or the information itself  

 Authentication protocol: "Over-the-wire authentication protocols are used to 

exchange authentication data between the client and server application. Each 
authentication protocol supports one or more authentication methods. The OATH 
reference architecture provides for the use of existing protocols, and envisions the 
use of extended protocols which support new authentication methods as they are 
defined." (OATH)  

 Access control: is the prevention of unauthorized use of a resource, including the 
prevention of use of a resource in an unauthorized manner. (ITU-T-X-800_Link). 
More precisely, access control is the protection of resources against unauthorized 
access; a process by which use of resources is regulated according to a security 
policy and is permitted by only authorized system entities according to that policy. 
RFC 2828  

 Account: An (user) account is “typically a formal business agreement for providing 

regular dealings and services between principal sand business service providers.” 
OASIS Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML)  

 Authentication (AuthN): We adopted the following definition of authentication from 

RFC 3588"Authentication is “the act of verifying the identity of an entity (subject)”  

TrustInCyberspace adds the term “level of confidence” to this definition:  

Authentication is the process of confirming a system entity’s asserted identity with a 
specified, or understood, level of confidence.” Th is definition holds all necessary parts 
to examine authentication in broad sense. First of all it does not narrow the 
authentication to human users, but refers to a generic “system entity”. See 
authentication reference architecture description for a closer look at different identities 
that could be authenticated.  

Secondly it introduces the often neglected concept of “level of confidence” which 
applies to each authentication of an identity. No computer program or computer user 
can definitely prove the identity of another party. There is no authentication method 
that can be secured against any possible identity-theft attack, be it physical or non-
physical. It is only possible to apply one or more tests, which, if passed, have been 
previously declared to be sufficient to go on further. The problem is to determine 
which tests are sufficient, and many such are inadequate.  

The original Greek word originates from the word 'authentes'='author'. This leads to 
the general field of claims and trust management, because authentication could also 
mean to verify the “author” / issuer of any claim.  

The confirmation or validation process of authentication is actually done by 
presenting some kind of proof. This proof is normally derived from some kind of 
secret hold by the principal. In its simplest form the participant and the authentication 
authority share the same secret. More advanced concepts rely on 
challenge/response mechanisms, preventing the secrets to be transmitted. Refer to 
Authentication Technologies for a detailed list of authentication methods used today.  

As stated above, each authentication method assures only some level of trust in the 
claimed identity, but none could be definite. Therefore it makes sense to distinguish 
the different authentication methods by an associated assurance level, stating the 
level of trust in the authentication process.  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.Glossary.Global
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2828
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3588
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As this assurance level depends not only on the technical authentication method, but 
also on the overall computer system and even on the business processes within the 
organization (provisioning of identities and credentials), there is no ranking of the 
authentication methods here.  

 Cyber attack. An attack, via cyberspace, targeting an entity (industrial, financial, 

public...) and using cyberspace for the purpose of disrupting, disabling, destroying, or 
maliciously controlling a computing environment/infrastructure; or destroying the 
integrity of the data or stealing controlled information  

 Exploit. A program or technique that takes advantage of vulnerability in software and 

that can be used for breaking security, or otherwise attacking a host over the network  
 Federation: The term federation “is used in two senses - "The act of establishing a 

relationship between two entities. An association comprising any number of service 
providers and identity providers.” OASIS Security Assertion Markup Language 
(SAML)  

“A federation is a collection of realms that have established a producer-consumer 
relationship whereby one realm can provide authorized access to a resource it 
manages based on an identity, and possibly associated attributes, that are asserted 
in another realm.  

Federation requires trust such that a relying party can make a well-informed access 
control decision based on the credibility of identity and attribute data that is vouched 
for by another realm.” WS-Federation @ IBM  

Remark: Federation according to WS-Federation @ IBM is similar to the concept of a 
Circle of Trust.  

 Forensics for evidence. The use of scientifically derived and proven methods 

toward the preservation, collection, validation, identification, analysis, interpretation, 
documentation and presentation of digital evidence derived from digital sources for 
the purpose of facilitating or furthering the reconstruction of events found to be 
criminal, or helping to anticipate unauthorized actions shown to be disruptive to 
planned operations.  

 Identity. In the narrow sense, identity is the persistent identifier of users (user name), 

things or services by which other parties “remember” them and, hence, are able to 
store or retrieve specific information about them and are able to control their access 
to different resources. In the wider sense, identity also covers further attributes of 
users, things and services; e.g. for users, such information may include personal 
information such as context, group membership and profile.  

 Identity (Digital): The term identity and its meaning have been discussed 

controversially in the “identity community” for many years. Until now, there is no 
commonly agreed definition of that notion. : : The IdM && AAA reference architecture 
applies the following three definitions of identity.  

The Identity Gang defines the term digital identity as follows:  

A digital identity is “a digital representation of a set of Claims made by one party 
about itself or another digital subject.”  

The following comments were added:  

A digital identity is just one set of claims about a digital subject. For any given digital 
subject there will typically be many digital identities.  

A digital identity can be created on the fly when a particular identity transaction is 
desired or persistent in a data store to provide a representation that can be 
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referenced.  

A digital identity may contain claims made by multiple claimants.  

A digital identity may be signed by a digital identity provider to provide assurance to a 
relying party.  

This definition emphasizes two facts:  

Normally, a principal (subject) has multiple digital identities or personas.  

Identities are made out of attributes (claims).  

Therefore, the scope of identity management in the reference architecture has two 
viewpoints: For once it focuses on identities and personas itself, and on the other 
side, it deals with the attributes of these identities and personas.  

The Liberty Alliance Project (LAP) defines digital identity as follows:  

Digital identity is “the essence of an entity. One’s identity is often described by one’s 
characteristics, among which may be any number of identifiers. A Principal may wield 
one or more identities.”  

RSA uses the following definition of digital identity:  

“Digital identity consists of an identity assertion and the characteristics, sometimes 
called attributes that are collected or observed through our computerized 
relationships. It is often as simple as a user name and password.”  

The definition of RSA adds one important aspect to the identity discussion: Even the 
simplest user name and password combinations without any additional attributes or 
claims constitute an identity.  

 Identity context: is “the surrounding environment and circumstances that determine 

meaning of digital identities and the policies and protocols that govern their 
interactions.” (Identity Gang)  

 Identity management (IdM): comprises “the management of identity information both 
internally and when it is passed from one entity to another.” Open Mobile Alliance 
(OMA)  

 Identity provider: The Open Mobile Alliance (OMA) defines the term identity provider 

(IdP) as follows - An identity provider is “a special type of service provider […] that 
creates, maintains, and manages identity information for principals, and can provide 
[…] assertions to other service providers within an authentication domain (or even a 
circle of trust).”  

The Identity Provider is part of the Identity Management infrastructure.  

 Impact. The adverse effect resulting from a successful threat exercise of 

vulnerability. Can be described in terms of loss or degradation of any, or a 
combination of any, of the following three security goals: integrity, availability, and 
confidentiality.  

 Malware refers to software programs designed to damage or do other unwanted 

actions on a computer system.  
 Partial identity: a partial identity is a set of attributes of a user. Thus, an identity is 

composed of all attributes of a user, a partial identity is a subset of a user's identity. 
Typically, a user is known to another party only as a partial identity. A partial identity 
can have a unique identifier. The latter is a strong identifier if it is allows for a strong 
authentication of the user (holder) of the partial identity, such a cryptographic 
"identification" protocol  

 Privacy. Dictionary definitions of privacy refer to "the quality or state of being apart 
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from company or observation, seclusion [...] freedom from unauthorized intrusion" 
(Merriam-Webster online [MerrWebPriv]). In the online world, we rely on a pragmatic 
definition of privacy, saying that privacy is the state of being free from certain privacy 
threats.  

 Privacy threats. The fundamental privacy threats are: traceability (the digital traces 

left during transactions), linkability (profile accumulation based on the digital traces), 
loss of control (over personal data) and identity theft (impersonation).  

 Risk analysis. The process of identifying security risks, determining their magnitude, 

and identifying areas needing safeguards. An analysis of an organization's 
information resources, its existing controls, and its remaining organizational and MIS 
vulnerabilities. It combines the loss potential for each resource or combination of 
resources with an estimated rate of occurrence to establish a potential level of 
damage  

 Security monitoring. Usage of tools to prevent and detect compliance defaults, 

security events and malicious actions taken by subjects suspected of misusing the 
information system.  

 Service impact analysis. An analysis of a service’s requirements, processes, and 

interdependencies used to characterize information system contingency requirements 
and priorities in the event of a significant disruption.  

 Single sign-on: is “From a Principal’s perspective, single sign-on encompasses the 

capability to authenticate with some system entity—[…] an Identity Provider - and 
have that authentication honored by other system entities, [termed] Service Providers 
[…]. Note that upon authenticating with an Identity Provider, the Identity Provider 
typically establishes and maintains some notion of local session state between itself 
and the Principal’s user agent. Service Providers may also maintain their own distinct 
local session state with a Principal’s user agent.” Liberty Alliance Project (LAP)  

 S&D: Security and Dependability  
 The protocol specifies how integrity and confidentiality can be enforced on 

messages and allows the communication of various security token formats, such as 
SAML, Kerberos, and X.509. Its main focus is the use of XML Signature and XML 
Encryption to provide end-to-end security.  

 Threat. An event, process, activity being perpetuated by one or more threat agents, 

which, when realized, has an adverse effect on organization assets, resulting in 
losses (service delays or denials, disclosure of sensitive information, undesired patch 
of programs or data, reputation...)  

 USDL and USDL-Sec: The Unified Service Description Language (USDL) is a 

platform-neutral language for describing services. The security extension of this 
language is going to be developed FI-WARE project.  

 Vulnerability. A weakness or finding that is non-compliant, non-adherence to a 

requirement, a specification or a standard, or unprotected area of an otherwise 
secure system, which leaves the system open to potential attack or other problem.  

 WS-SecurityPolicy: It is an extension to SOAP to apply security to web services. It is 

a member of the WS-* family of web service specifications and was published by 
OASIS.  

 WS-* family is a prefix used to indicate specifications associated with Web Services 

and there exist many WS* standards including WS-Addressing, WS-Discovery, WS-
Federation, WS-Policy, WS-Security, and WS-Trust.  

 Web Services Description Language (WSDL) is an XML-based interface 
description language that is used for describing the functionality offered by a web 
service.|}  
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28 Malware Detection Service Open API 
Specification 

You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

28.1 Introduction to Malware Detection Service  

28.1.1 Malware Detection Service Core  

This document provides a description of the available interface for submitting a binary file to 
malware detection service.  

28.1.2 Intended Audience  

This document is addressed to both software developers and to the consumers of malware 
detection service.  

28.1.3 Service Change History  

The most recent changes are described in the table below:  

Revision Date  Changes Summary  

January, 2012   Initial version  

October, 2013  
 Web portal version  

 Dynamic functionality  

28.1.4 How to Read This Document  

The following list summarizes these special notations.  

 A bold, mono-spaced font is used to represent code or logical entities, e.g., HTTP 
method (GET, PUT, POST, DELETE).  

 An italic font is used to represent document titles or some other kind of special text, 
e.g., URI.  

 The variables are represented between brackets, e.g. {id} and in italic font. When 
the reader find it, can change it by any value.  

For a description of some terms used along this document, see the Architecture Description 
document.  

28.1.5 Additional Resources  

Additional information about WSO2 Application Server and Enterprise Service Bus open 
source solution can be found on official WSO2 Documentation Web Pages:  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Malware%20Detection%20Service%20Open%20API%20Specification
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 http://wso2.com/products/application-server/  

 http://wso2.com/products/enterprise-service-bus/  

28.2 General Malware Detection Service Information 

28.2.1 Resources Summary 

The WSDL description file is delivery at http://av.loria.fr:8280/services/AV?wsdl2 or you can 
find a representation in annexes section of "User and Programmers Guide".  

Web portal of Malware Service is accessible from URL https://av-portail.loria.fr 
(152.81.67.99). Once authenticated, you can submit a binary to Malware Service directy from 
your browser and display the result.  

28.2.2 Authentication 

The restrict access to malware detection service is based on WS-Security Username Token 
specifications. So you must send an email to INRIA Carte Team for receiving your 
login/password authentication.  

28.2.3 Representation Format 

The Malware Dection Service supports the SOAP protocol. The request and the response 
format are specified using the XML Content-Type header.  

28.2.4 Representation Transport 

Local binary file is transmitted to server via MTOM.  

28.2.5 Resource Identification 

Integrity and confidentiality in transport binary and response are supported by "rampart 
module from Apache Software Foundation"  

28.2.6 Links and References 

Report to "Additional Resources" for references.  

28.2.7 Limits 

28.2.7.1 Malware Detection Engine Limits 

Malware Detection engine is a software capable of extracting (partly) a morphological 
signature from executable binary code, that corresponds to the behavior of malware.  

 In this release only executable files for Windows and Linux OS system are 
supported.  

http://wso2.com/products/application-server/
http://wso2.com/products/enterprise-service-bus/
http://av.loria.fr:8280/services/AV?wsdl2
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Malware_Detection_Service_-_User_and_Programmers_Guide
https://av-portail.loria.fr/
http://axis.apache.org/axis2/java/rampart/
http://axis.apache.org/axis2/java/rampart/
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28.2.7.2 Absolute Limits 

Under test.  

28.2.8 Versions 

We are V1.0 release.  

28.2.9 Extensions 

Two extensions are forecasted for the moment:  

 Apple OS Binary support  

 Android OS Binary support  

28.2.10 Faults 

The faults are saved in log files and also indicated on line when executing.  

28.3 Malware Detection Service Operations 

28.3.1.1 Scan a binary file 

 SOAP action: urn:Scan  

 Operation type: Request-response  

 Input type: ScanWrapper  

Data type ScanWrapper is composed by a complex type (DataRequest) that has itself 4 
parameters:  

1- filename: name of the binary file to scan  

2- binaryData: binary file body transformed into base64 format  

3- mode: scan mode switch between static (default) and dynamic  

4- sha256: binary file hash in SHA-256 format  

  

  <xs:element name="ScanWrapper"> 

    <xs:complexType> 

       <xs:sequence> 

          <xs:element minOccurs="0" name="Datas" 

type="ns1:DataRequest"/> 

       </xs:sequence> 

    </xs:complexType> 

  </xs:element> 
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  <xs:complexType name="DataRequest"> 

    <xs:sequence> 

       <xs:element minOccurs="0" name="filename" nillable="true" 

type="xs:string"/> 

       <xs:element maxOccurs="unbounded" minOccurs="0" 

name="binaryData" nillable="true" type="xmime:base64Binary"/> 

       <xs:element minOccurs="0" name="mode" nillable="true" 

type="xs:string"/> 

       <xs:element minOccurs="0" name="sha256" nillable="true" 

type="xs:string"/> 

    </xs:sequence> 

  </xs:complexType> 

   

 Output type: ResponseWrapper  

Data type ResponseWrapper is composed by 1 parameter:  

1- result: Will indicate INFECTED for an infected binary file, SANE otherwise  

  

  <xs:element name="ResponseWrapper"> 

      <xs:complexType> 

        <xs:sequence> 

           <xs:element minOccurs="0" name="result" nillable="true" 

type="xs:string"/> 

        </xs:sequence> 

      </xs:complexType> 

  </xs:element> 

   

 
This action makes any submitted a binary file to be scanned by Morphus, which itself will 
answer either 'INFECTED' for an infected binary file, or 'SANE' otherwise.  

28.3.1.2 Distance vector of a binary file 

 SOAP action: urn:Distance  

 Operation type: Request-response  

 Input type: DistanceWrapper  

Data type DistanceWrapper is composed by a complex type (DataRequest) that has itself 4 
parameters:  

1- filename: name of the binary file to scan  

2- binaryData: binary file body transformed into base64 format  
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3- mode: scan mode switch between static (default) and dynamic  

4- sha256: binary file hash in SHA-256 format  

  

  <xs:element name="DistanceWrapper"> 

    <xs:complexType> 

       <xs:sequence> 

          <xs:element minOccurs="0" name="Datas" 

type="ns1:DataRequest"/> 

       </xs:sequence> 

    </xs:complexType> 

  </xs:element> 

 

  <xs:complexType name="DataRequest"> 

    <xs:sequence> 

       <xs:element minOccurs="0" name="filename" nillable="true" 

type="xs:string"/> 

       <xs:element maxOccurs="unbounded" minOccurs="0" 

name="binaryData" nillable="true" type="xmime:base64Binary"/> 

       <xs:element minOccurs="0" name="mode" nillable="true" 

type="xs:string"/> 

       <xs:element minOccurs="0" name="sha256" nillable="true" 

type="xs:string"/> 

    </xs:sequence> 

  </xs:complexType> 

   

 Output type: ResponseWrapper  

Data type ResponseWrapper is composed by 1 parameter:  

1- result: Will indicate the distance from malwares that are already in database  

  

  <xs:element name="ResponseWrapper"> 

      <xs:complexType> 

        <xs:sequence> 

           <xs:element minOccurs="0" name="result" nillable="true" 

type="xs:string"/> 

        </xs:sequence> 

      </xs:complexType> 

  </xs:element> 
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This action also submits a binary to the scanner, but in this case, Morphus will reply with the 
distance from malwares that are already in database.  

(example: Backdoor.Win32.Hupigon.bto: 100.00% Backdoor.Win32.Hupigon.bto, 59.33% 
Backdoor.Win32.Hupigon.bhes, 6.57% Packed.Win32.CPEX-based.e)  

28.3.1.3 List malware database 

 SOAP action: urn:MalwareList  

 Operation type: Request-response  

 Input type: MalwareListRequest  

Data type MalwareListRequest is composed by 1 parameter:  

1- limit: maximum malware names in the list (0 for unlimited)  

  

    <xs:element name="MalwareListRequest"> 

      <xs:complexType> 

         <xs:sequence> 

             <xs:element minOccurs="0" name="limit" nillable="true" 

type="xs:string"/> 

         </xs:sequence> 

      </xs:complexType> 

    </xs:element> 

 

 Output type: ResponseWrapper  

Data type ResponseWrapper is composed by 1 parameter:  

1- result: Will indicate the malwares list  

  

  <xs:element name="ResponseWrapper"> 

      <xs:complexType> 

        <xs:sequence> 

           <xs:element minOccurs="0" name="result" nillable="true" 

type="xs:string"/> 

        </xs:sequence> 

      </xs:complexType> 

  </xs:element> 

   

 
This action provides a listing of malware's name in the database.  
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29 FIWARE OpenSpecification Security 
Optional_Security_Enablers 
AndroidFlowMonitoring 

You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

Name  FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Optional Security 
Enablers.AndroidFlowMonitoring  

Chapter  Security,  

Catalogue-Link to 
Implementation  6LowFuzzer  

Owner  Inria, Alexandre Boeglin  

29.1 Preface  

Within this document you find a self-contained open specification of a FI-WARE generic 
enabler, please consult as well the FI-WARE_Product_Vision, the website on http://www.fi-
ware.eu and similar pages in order to understand the complete context of the FI-WARE 
project.  

29.2 Copyright 

 Copyright © 2012-2013 by Inria  

29.3 Legal Notice 

Please check the following Legal Notice to understand the rights to use these specifications.  

29.4 Overview 

29.4.1 Description 

The goal of the Android Flow Monitoring Optional Enabler is to allow Android devices users 
as well as their company's IT administrators to monitor the network usage of the devices. 
This allows users and administrators to determine which application make use of the 
network, and how often, as this might generate cost and cause faster battery drain.  

The exported information can also be used to detect unusual network traffic, which might 
indicate that the device has been compromised, and is now leaking information.  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.OpenSpecification.Security.Optional_Security_Enablers.AndroidFlowMonitoring
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Category:Security
http://catalogue.fi-ware.eu/node/ID
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Inria
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php?title=Alexandre_Boeglin&action=edit&redlink=1
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_Product_Vision
http://www.fi-ware.eu/
http://www.fi-ware.eu/
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Inria
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_Open_Specification_Legal_Notice_(essential_patents_license)
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Finally, in addition to the usual network related information that the probe reports, it also 
adds geolocation information to the exported data, which might be relevant, given the mobile 
nature of Android devices.  

29.4.2 Note on NetFlow Architecture 

This Optional Security Enabler only covers the exporter part of the NetFlow architecture – the 
software that is intended to run on Android devices. To be able to gather and analyze the 
exported flow records, one also has to setup a NetFlow v9 capable collector, usually on a 
server that allows it to be reached by the exporters.  

Many free software and proprietary NetFlow v9 Collectors are currently available, such as 
NfSen.  

The exporter supports NetFlow v9, and uses the UDP protocol to transport Flow Export 
packets, and the IP address and port number of the Collector can be configured through the 
Android Netflow Probe. Please refer to the User Guide for detailed instructions.  

29.4.3 Architecture 

 

The diagram above depicts the architecture of the Android Flow Monitoring software and its 
interactions with the Android platform. The Android Netflow Probe and the Native Capture 
Daemon are the two components of the Android Flow Monitoring tool, whereas the Dalvik 
VM and the Android Platform are part of the Android Operating System.  

The Native Capture Daemon is a unix daemon, and it communicates with the Android 
Platform (actually, the Linux kernel) in order to capture traffic from other running applications, 
which it then sends to the Android Netflow Probe (it actually only sends the headers of the 
captured packets, not the application payload).  

The Android Netflow Probe is an Android application written in Java and running on the 
Dalvik VM. It has the following roles:  

 it can start, configure and stop the Native Capture Daemon;  

http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3954
http://nfsen.sourceforge.net/
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 it receives packet headers from the Native Capture Daemon through a socket, and 
aggregates them into NetFlow records;  

 it sends NetFlow export packets to the configured collector (not depicted in this 
diagram).  

29.4.4 Use Case 

In a typical installation, the NetFlow probe is installed on a 3G/4G capable Android device, 
and a NetFlow collector is installed on a server, which must be reachable by the device 
(public IPv4 address). The probe has to be configured to report to this particular collector, 
and then runs in the background, monitoring the network and periodically sending flow 
records to the collectors.  

On the collector side, filters can be applied, to ease the analysis of data, and alarms can be 
set, to automatically warn administrators when certain conditions are met.  

29.5 Basic Concepts 

NetFlow is a network protocol that allows monitoring network devices by generating network 
statistics, which is more efficient than completely mirroring the traffic. The version 9 of the 
protocol introduces templates, which allow to precisely define what data to export, based on 
device capabilities and/or network administrators requirements.  

Its architecture is based on NetFlow Exporters (or Probes) running on the equipment to be 
monitored (typically routers and switches), and a NetFlow Collector, that aggregates and 
stores NetFlow information received from the Exporters, and offers visualization and analysis 
tools.  

Network packets going through a network interface on a monitored device are classified 
using their source and destination IP addresses, their protocol number, and port numbers. 
Collected information includes packet count, total size, and timestamps of first and last 
packets. Once a connection is closed or has expired, the collected information is sent to the 
collector.  

http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3954
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29.6 Main Interactions 

29.6.1 Flow Export 

 

When applications generate network traffic, a copy of this traffic is sent to the probe by the 
Linux kernel. When the network connections are closed or expire, the probe sends the record 
it generated using the captured network packets to the (remote) NetFlow Collector using the 
NetFlow v9 protocol.  

29.7 Basic Design Principles 

 The Native Capture Daemon is a system daemon that listens to network traffic 
using the pcap library, sends captured packet headers to the Android NetFlow Probe;  

 The Android NetFlow Probe is composed of several components:  

o A GUI Interface that allows starting, stopping and configuring the Flow 
Monitoring service;  

o A Network Connectivity Service that listens to system events indicating 
changes in network connectivity, and reconfigures the Capture Daemon when 
necessary;  

o The actual NetFlow probe, which listens for packet headers on a socket, 
aggregates them into NetFlow Records, and periodically sends them to the 
configured collector.  

29.8 Detailed Specifications  

Following is a list of Open Specifications linked to this Generic Enabler. Specifications 
labeled as "PRELIMINARY" are considered stable but subject to minor changes derived from 
lessons learned during last interactions of the development of a first reference 
implementation planned for the current Major Release of FI-WARE. Specifications labeled as 
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"DRAFT" are planned for future Major Releases of FI-WARE but they are provided for the 
sake of future users.  

29.8.1 Open Specifications  

 Android Flow Monitoring Open Specification  

29.9 Re-utilised Technologies/Specifications  

 NetFlow v9 RFC  

29.10 Terms and definitions  

This section comprises a summary of terms and definitions introduced during the previous 
sections. It intends to establish a vocabulary that will be help to carry out discussions 
internally and with third parties (e.g., Use Case projects in the EU FP7 Future Internet PPP). 
For a summary of terms and definitions managed at overall FI-WARE level, please refer to 
FIWARE Global Terms and Definitions.  

 Attack. Any kind of malicious activity that attempts to collect, disrupt, deny, degrade, 

or destroy information system resources or the information itself  
 Authentication protocol: "Over-the-wire authentication protocols are used to 

exchange authentication data between the client and server application. Each 
authentication protocol supports one or more authentication methods. The OATH 
reference architecture provides for the use of existing protocols, and envisions the 
use of extended protocols which support new authentication methods as they are 
defined." (OATH)  

 Access control: is the prevention of unauthorized use of a resource, including the 
prevention of use of a resource in an unauthorized manner. (ITU-T-X-800_Link). 
More precisely, access control is the protection of resources against unauthorized 
access; a process by which use of resources is regulated according to a security 
policy and is permitted by only authorized system entities according to that policy. 
RFC 2828  

 Account: A (user) account is “typically a formal business agreement for providing 

regular dealings and services between principal sand business service providers.” 
OASIS Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML)  

 Authentication (AuthN): We adopted the following definition of authentication from 

RFC 3588"Authentication is “the act of verifying the identity of an entity (subject)”  

TrustInCyberspace adds the term “level of confidence” to this definition:  

Authentication is the process of confirming a system entity’s asserted identity with  a 
specified, or understood, level of confidence.” This definition holds all necessary parts 
to examine authentication in broad sense. First of all it does not narrow the 
authentication to human users, but refers to a generic “system entity”. See 
authentication reference architecture description for a closer look at different identities 
that could be authenticated.  

Secondly it introduces the often neglected concept of “level of confidence” which 
applies to each authentication of an identity. No computer program or computer user 
can definitely prove the identity of another party. There is no authentication method 
that can be secured against any possible identity-theft attack, be it physical or non-
physical. It is only possible to apply one or more tests, which, if passed, have been 

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Android_Flow_Monitoring_Open_Specification
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3954
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.Glossary.Global
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2828
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3588
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previously declared to be sufficient to go on further. The problem is to determine 
which tests are sufficient, and many such are inadequate.  

The original Greek word originates from the word 'authentes'='author'. This leads to 
the general field of claims and trust management, because authentication could also 
mean to verify the “author” / issuer of any claim.  

The confirmation or validation process of authentication is actually done by 
presenting some kind of proof. This proof is normally derived from some kind of 
secret hold by the principal. In its simplest form the participant and the authentication 
authority share the same secret. More advanced concepts rely on 
challenge/response mechanisms, preventing the secrets to be transmitted. Refer to 
Authentication Technologies for a detailed list of authentication methods used today.  

As stated above, each authentication method assures only some level of trust in the 
claimed identity, but none could be definite. Therefore it makes sense to distinguish 
the different authentication methods by an associated assurance level, stating the 
level of trust in the authentication process.  

As this assurance level depends not only on the technical authentication method, but 
also on the overall computer system and even on the business processes within the 
organization (provisioning of identities and credentials), there is no ranking of the 
authentication methods here.  

 Countermeasures. Action, device, procedure, technique or other measure that 

reduces the vulnerability of an information system.  
 Cyber attack. An attack, via cyberspace, targeting an entity (industrial, financial, 

public...) and using cyberspace for the purpose of disrupting, disabling, destroying, or 
maliciously controlling a computing environment/infrastructure; or destroying the 
integrity of the data or stealing controlled information  

 Exploit. A program or technique that takes advantage of vulnerability in software and 

that can be used for breaking security, or otherwise attacking a host over the network  
 Federation: The term federation “is used in two senses - "The act of establishing a 

relationship between two entities. An association comprising any number of service 
providers and identity providers.” OASIS Security Assertion Markup Language 
(SAML)  

“A federation is a collection of realms that have established a producer-consumer 
relationship whereby one realm can provide authorized access to a resource it 
manages based on an identity, and possibly associated attributes, that are asserted 
in another realm.  

Federation requires trust such that a relying party can make a well-informed access 
control decision based on the credibility of identity and attribute data that is vouched 
for by another realm.” WS-Federation @ IBM  

Remark: Federation according to WS-Federation @ IBM is similar to the concept of a 
Circle of Trust.  

 FI. Future Internet.  
 Forensics for evidence. The use of scientifically derived and proven methods 

toward the preservation, collection, validation, identification, analysis, interpretation, 
documentation and presentation of digital evidence derived from digital sources for 
the purpose of facilitating or furthering the reconstruction of events found to be 
criminal, or helping to anticipate unauthorized actions shown to be disruptive to 
planned operations.  

 Identity. In the narrow sense, identity is the persistent identifier of users (user name), 
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things or services by which other parties “remember” them and, hence, are able to 
store or retrieve specific information about them and are able to control  their access 
to different resources. In the wider sense, identity also covers further attributes of 
users, things and services; e.g. for users, such information may include personal 
information such as context, group membership and profile.  

 Identity (Digital): The term identity and its meaning have been discussed 

controversially in the “identity community” for many years. Until now, there is no 
commonly agreed definition of that notion. : : The IdM && AAA reference architecture 
applies the following three definitions of identity.  

The Identity Gang defines the term digital identity as follows:  

A digital identity is “a digital representation of a set of Claims made by one party 
about itself or another digital subject.”  

The following comments were added:  

A digital identity is just one set of claims about a digital subject. For any given digital 
subject there will typically be many digital identities.  

A digital identity can be created on the fly when a particular identity transaction is 
desired or persistent in a data store to provide a representation that can be 
referenced.  

A digital identity may contain claims made by multiple claimants.  

A digital identity may be signed by a digital identity provider to provide assurance to a 
relying party.  

This definition emphasizes two facts:  

Normally, a principal (subject) has multiple digital identities or personas.  

Identities are made out of attributes (claims).  

Therefore, the scope of identity management in the reference architecture has two 
viewpoints: For once it focuses on identities and personas itself, and on the other 
side, it deals with the attributes of these identities and personas.  

The Liberty Alliance Project (LAP) defines digital identity as follows:  

Digital identity is “the essence of an entity. One’s identity is often described by one’s 
characteristics, among which may be any number of identifiers. A Principal may wield 
one or more identities.”  

RSA uses the following definition of digital identity:  

“Digital identity consists of an identity assertion and the characteristics, sometimes 
called attributes that are collected or observed through our computerized 
relationships. It is often as simple as a user name and password.”  

The definition of RSA adds one important aspect to the identity discussion: Even the 
simplest user name and password combinations without any additional attributes or 
claims constitute an identity.  

 Identifier: Identifiers can be understood as a dedicated, publicly known attribute of an 

identity that refers to that identity only. Typically, identifiers are valid within a specific 
domain. Special types of identifiers are valid globally, due to the use of popular 
domain naming and resolution protocols such as DNS, which implies addressing 
capabilities to the identity. OASIS Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) 
defines identifier as follows:  
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An identifier is “a data object (for example, a string) mapped to a system entity that 
uniquely refers to the system entity. A system entity may have multiple distinct 
identifiers referring to it. An identifier is essentially a "distinguished attribute" of an 
entity.”  

 Identity context: is “the surrounding environment and circumstances that determine 

meaning of digital identities and the policies and protocols that govern their 
interactions.” (Identity Gang)  

 Identity management (IdM): comprises “the management of identity information both 

internally and when it is passed from one entity to another.” Open Mobile Alliance 
(OMA)  

 Identity provider: The Open Mobile Alliance (OMA) defines the term identity provider 
(IdP) as follows - An identity provider is “a special type of service provider […] that 
creates, maintains, and manages identity information for principals, and can provide 
[…] assertions to other service providers within an authentication domain (or even a 
circle of trust).”  

Another notion defines identity provider as “an agent that issues a digital identity [that] 
is acting on behalf of an issuing Party.” (Identity Gang)  

The following definition of identity provider descends from WS-Federation @ IBM: “An 
identity provider is an entity that acts as an authentication service to end requestors 
and as data origin authentication service to service providers […]. Identity providers 
are trusted (logical) 3rd parties which need to be trusted both by the requestor […] 
and the service provider which may grant access to valuable resources and 
information based upon the integrity of the identity information provided by the identity 
provider.”  

The Identity Provider is part of the Identity Management infrastructure.  

 Impact. The adverse effect resulting from a successful threat exercise of 

vulnerability. Can be described in terms of loss or degradation of any, or a 
combination of any, of the following three security goals: integrity, availability, and 
confidentiality.  

 Partial identity: a partial identity is a set of attributes of a user. Thus, an identity is 

composed of all attributes of a user, a partial identity is a subset of a user's identity. 
Typically, a user is known to another party only as a partial identity. A partial identity 
can have a unique identifier. The latter is a strong identifier if it is allows for a strong 
authentication of the user (holder) of the partial identity, such a cryptographic 
"identification" protocol  

 Privacy. Dictionary definitions of privacy refer to "the quality or state of being apart 

from company or observation, seclusion [...] freedom from unauthorized intrusion" 
(Merriam-Webster online [MerrWebPriv]). In the online world, we rely on a pragmatic 
definition of privacy, saying that privacy is the state of being free from certain privacy 
threats.  

 Privacy threats. The fundamental privacy threats are: traceability (the digital traces 

left during transactions), linkability (profile accumulation based on the digital traces), 
loss of control (over personal data) and identity theft (impersonation).  

 Risk analysis. The process of identifying security risks, determining their magnitude, 

and identifying areas needing safeguards. An analysis of an organization's 
information resources, its existing controls, and its remaining organizational and MIS 
vulnerabilities. It combines the loss potential for each resource or combination of 
resources with an estimated rate of occurrence to establish a potential level of 
damage  
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 Security monitoring. Usage of tools to prevent and detect compliance defaults, 

security events and malicious actions taken by subjects suspected of misusing the 
information system.  

 Service impact analysis. An analysis of a service’s requirements, processes, and 

interdependencies used to characterize information system contingency requirements 
and priorities in the event of a significant disruption.  

 Single sign-on: is “From a Principal’s perspective, single sign-on encompasses the 

capability to authenticate with some system entity—[…] an Identity Provider - and 
have that authentication honored by other system entities, [termed] Service Providers 
[…]. Note that upon authenticating with an Identity Provider, the Identity Provider 
typically establishes and maintains some notion of local session state between itself 
and the Principal’s user agent. Service Providers may also maintain their own distinct 
local session state with a Principal’s user agent.” Liberty Alliance Project (LAP)  

 S&D: Security and Dependability  
 Threat. An event, process, activity being perpetuated by one or more threat agents, 

which, when realized, has an adverse effect on organization assets, resulting in 
losses (service delays or denials, disclosure of sensitive information, undesired patch 
of programs or data, reputation...)  

 USDL and USDL-Sec: The Unified Service Description Language (USDL) is a 

platform-neutral language for describing services. The security extension of this 
language is going to be developed FI-WARE project.  

 Vulnerability. A weakness or finding that is non-compliant, non-adherence to a 

requirement, a specification or a standard, or unprotected area of an otherwise 
secure system, which leaves the system open to potential attack or other problem.  

 WADL. The Web Application Description Language is a machine-readable XML 
description of HTTP-based web applications used typically with REST web services.  

 WS-SecurityPolicy: It is an extension to SOAP to apply security to web services. It is 

a member of the WS-* family of web service specifications and was published by 
OASIS.  

 The protocol specifies how integrity and confidentiality can be enforced on 

messages and allows the communication of various security token formats, such as 
SAML, Kerberos, and X.509. Its main focus is the use of XML Signature and XML 
Encryption to provide end-to-end security.  
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30 Android Flow Monitoring Open Specification 
You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

30.1 Introduction to the Android Flow Monitoring Open 
Specification  

30.1.1 Android Flow Monitoring Open Specification Core  

The Android Flow Monitoring Open Specification defines a set of NetFlow v9 templates that 
specify what data is monitored and exported by the application. The use of these templates 
allows the application to export geolocation information, as well as Android specific 
information, when available.  

30.1.2 Intended Audience  

This specification is intended for both software developers and reimplementers of this GE. 
For the former, this document provides a full specification of what data is available. For the 
latter, this specification provides a full specification of what data might be expected by 
software developers.  

30.1.3 Specification Change History  

This version of the Android Flow Monitoring Open Specification Guide replaces and 
obsoletes all previous versions. The most recent changes are described in the table below:  

Revision Date  Changes Summary  

Jun 28, 2013  
 Added Device ID and App Name fields  

 Updated templates to reflect R2.3 software usage  

Apr 22, 2013   Initial Release  

30.1.4 Additional Resources  

You can download the most current version of this document from the FIWARE specification 
website at Android Flow Monitoring Open Specification. For more details about the Android 
Flow Monitoring that this specification is based upon, please refer to High Level Description. 
Related documents, including an Architectural Description, are available at the same site.  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Android%20Flow%20Monitoring%20Open%20Specification
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3954
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Android_Flow_Monitoring_Open_Specification
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FIWARE.ArchitectureDescription.Security.Optional_Security_Enablers.AndroidFlowMonitoring
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30.2 General Android Flow Monitoring Open Specification 
Information  

30.2.1 Geolocation Field Type Definitions  

In order to be able to export geolocation information, we had to extend NetFlow v9, adding 
the following field type definitions, in addition to using the ones defined in the Section 8 of the 
RFC:  

Field Type  Value  
Length 
(bytes)  

Description  

LOCATION_ALGORITHM  347  1  

Can take two values:  

 100 if the location was determined 
using cell towers and WiFi access 
points  

 200 if the location was determined 
using GPS satellites  

LOCATION_TIME  348  4  
Time at which the location was acquired, in 
seconds since EPOCH  

LOCATION_LATITUDE  349  4  Integer part of the latitude, as a uint32  

LOCATION_LATITUDE_DEC  350  8  Decimal part of the latitude as a uint64  

LOCATION_LONGITUDE  351  4  Integer part of the longitude, as a uint32  

LOCATION_LONGITUDE_DEC  352  8  Decimal part of the longitude as a uint64  

30.2.2 Android Field Type Definitions  

In addition to geolocation information, some Android specific application are also exported:  

Field Type  Value  
Length 
(bytes)  

Description  

ANDROID_DEVICE_ID  353  4  
Unique Identifier of the Android device running 
the probe  

ANDROID_APP_NAME  354  50  
Name of the application that initiated the 
network traffic  

30.3 Templates Specifications  

The Android Flow Monitoring GE chooses the template it uses among four different 
possibilities, depending on the version of the IP protocol used in the flow, and the availability 

http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3954#section-8
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3954#section-8
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of geolocation information (which can be configured in the User Interface, please refer to the 
User Guide).  

30.3.1 IPv4, TCP  

Field Type  Value  Length (bytes)  

IP_PROTOCOL_VERSION  60  1  

IPV4_SRC_ADDR  8  4  

IPV4_DST_ADDR  12  4  

IN_BYTES  1  4  

PROTOCOL  4  1  

L4_SRC_PORT  7  2  

L4_DST_PORT  11  2  

TCP_FLAGS  6  1  

ANDROID_APP_NAME  354  50  

FIRST_SWITCHED  22  4  

LAST_SWITCHED  21  4  

IN_PKTS  2  4  

ANDROID_DEVICE_ID  353  4  

LOCATION_ALGORITHM  347  1  

LOCATION_TIME  348  4  

LOCATION_LATITUDE  349  4  

LOCATION_LATITUDE_DEC  350  8  

LOCATION_LONGITUDE  351  4  

LOCATION_LONGITUDE_DEC  352  8  
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30.3.2 IPv4, UDP  

Field Type  Value  Length (bytes)  

IP_PROTOCOL_VERSION  60  1  

IPV4_SRC_ADDR  8  4  

IPV4_DST_ADDR  12  4  

IN_BYTES  1  4  

PROTOCOL  4  1  

L4_SRC_PORT  7  2  

L4_DST_PORT  11  2  

ANDROID_APP_NAME  354  50  

FIRST_SWITCHED  22  4  

LAST_SWITCHED  21  4  

IN_PKTS  2  4  

ANDROID_DEVICE_ID  353  4  

LOCATION_ALGORITHM  347  1  

LOCATION_TIME  348  4  

LOCATION_LATITUDE  349  4  

LOCATION_LATITUDE_DEC  350  8  

LOCATION_LONGITUDE  351  4  

LOCATION_LONGITUDE_DEC  352  8  

30.3.3 IPv4, ICMP  

Field Type  Value  Length (bytes)  

IP_PROTOCOL_VERSION  60  1  

IPV4_SRC_ADDR  8  4  
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IPV4_DST_ADDR  12  4  

IN_BYTES  1  4  

PROTOCOL  4  1  

FIRST_SWITCHED  22  4  

LAST_SWITCHED  21  4  

IN_PKTS  2  4  

ANDROID_DEVICE_ID  353  4  

LOCATION_ALGORITHM  347  1  

LOCATION_TIME  348  4  

LOCATION_LATITUDE  349  4  

LOCATION_LATITUDE_DEC  350  8  

LOCATION_LONGITUDE  351  4  

LOCATION_LONGITUDE_DEC  352  8  

30.3.4 IPv6  

In case IPv6 is used instead of IPv4, the above templates are still used, with the only 
difference being that the fields:  

Field Type  Value  Length (bytes)  

IPV4_SRC_ADDR  8  4  

IPV4_DST_ADDR  12  4  

are replaced by the fields:  

Field Type  Value  Length (bytes)  

IPV6_SRC_ADDR  27  16  

IPV6_DST_ADDR  28  16  
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31 FI-WARE Open Specifications Legal Notice 
You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

31.1.1.1 General Information  

"FI-WARE Partners” refer to Parties of the FI-WARE Project in accordance with the terms of 
the FI-WARE Consortium Agreement"  

31.1.1.2 Use Of Specification - Terms, Conditions & Notices  

The material in this specification details a FI-WARE Generic Enabler Specification 
(hereinafter “Specification”) in accordance with the terms, conditions and notices set forth 
below. This Specification does not represent a commitment to implement any portion of this 
Specification in any company's products. The information contained in this Specification is 
subject to change without notice.  

31.1.1.3 Copyright License  

Subject to all of the terms and conditions below, the copyright holders in this Specification 
hereby grant you, the individual or legal entity exercising permissions granted by this 
License, a fully-paid up, non-exclusive, nontransferable, perpetual, worldwide license, royalty 
free (without the right to sublicense) under its respective copyrights incorporated in the 
Specification, to copy and modify this Specification and to distribute copies of the modified 
version, and to use this Specification, to create and distribute special purpose specifications 
and software that are an implementation of this Specification.  

31.1.1.4 Patent Information  

The FI-WARE Project Partners shall not be responsible for identifying patents for which a 
license may be required by any FI-WARE Specification, or for conducting legal inquiries into 
the legal validity or scope of those patents that are brought to its attention. FI-WARE 
specifications are prospective and advisory only. Prospective users are responsible for 
protecting themselves against liability for infringement of patents.  

31.1.1.5 General Use Restrictions  

Any unauthorized use of this Specification may violate copyright laws, trademark laws, and 
communications regulations and statutes. This Specification contains information which is 
protected by copyright. All Rights Reserved. This Specification shall not be used in any form 
or for any other purpose different from those herein authorized, without the permission of the 
respective copyright owners.  

This Specification shall not be used in any form or for any other purpose different from those 
herein authorized, without the permission of the respective copyright owners.  

For avoidance of doubt, the rights granted are only those expressly stated in this Section 
herein. No other rights of any kind are granted by implication, estoppel, waiver or otherwise  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE%20Open%20Specifications%20Legal%20Notice
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_Project_Partners
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_Project_Partners
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31.1.1.6 Disclaimer Of Warranty  

WHILE THIS PUBLICATION IS BELIEVED TO BE ACCURATE, IT IS PROVIDED "AS IS" 
AND MAY CONTAIN ERRORS OR MISPRINTS. THE FI-WARE PARTNERS MAKE NO 
WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, WITH REGARD TO THIS 
PUBLICATION, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTY OF TITLE OR 
OWNERSHIP, WARRANTY OF NON INFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS, 
IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR WARRANTY OF FITNESS FOR A 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR USE.  

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FI-WARE PARTNERS BE LIABLE FOR ERRORS CONTAINED 
HEREIN OR FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, 
RELIANCE OR COVER DAMAGES, INCLUDING LOSS OF PROFITS, REVENUE, DATA 
OR USE, INCURRED BY ANY USER OR ANY THIRD PARTY IN CONNECTION WITH THE 
FURNISHING, PERFORMANCE, OR USE OF THIS MATERIAL, EVEN IF ADVISED OF 
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.  

The entire risk as to the quality and performance of software developed using this 
Specification is borne by you. This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an essential part of the 
license granted to you to use this Specification.  

31.1.1.7 Trademarks  

You shall not use any trademark, marks or trade names (collectively, "Marks") of the FI-
WARE Partners or the FI-WARE project without prior written consent.  

31.1.1.8 Issue Reporting  

This Specification is subject to continuous review and improvement. As part of this process 
we encourage readers to report any ambiguities, inconsistencies, or inaccuracies they may 
find by completing the Issue Reporting Procedure described on the web page http://www.fi-
ware.eu.  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_Project_Partners
http://www.fi-ware.eu/
http://www.fi-ware.eu/
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32 Open Specifications Interim Legal Notice 
You can find the content of this chapter as well in the wiki of fi-ware. 

32.1.1.1 General Information 

FI-WARE Project Partners refers to Parties of the FI-WARE Project in accordance with the 
terms of the FI-WARE Consortium Agreement.  

32.1.1.2 Use Of Specification - Terms, Conditions & Notices 

The material in this specification details a FI-WARE Generic Enabler Specification 
(hereinafter “Specification”) in accordance with the terms, conditions and notices set forth 
below. This Specification does not represent a commitment to implement any portion of this 
Specification in any company's products. The information contained in this Specification is 
subject to change without notice.  

32.1.1.3 Copyright License 

Subject to all of the terms and conditions below, the copyright holders in this Specification 
hereby grant you, the individual or legal entity exercising permissions granted by this 
License, a fully-paid up, non-exclusive, nontransferable, perpetual, worldwide license 
(without the right to sublicense) under its respective copyrights incorporated in the 
Specification, to copy and modify this Specification and to distribute copies of the modified 
version, and to use this Specification, to create and distribute special purpose specifications 
and software that are an implementation of this Specification, and to use, copy, and distribute 
this Specification as provided under applicable law.  

32.1.1.4 Patent License 

“Specification Essential Patents” shall mean patents and patent applications, which are 
necessarily infringed by an implementation of the Specification and which are owned by any 
of the FI-WARE Project Partners. “Necessarily infringed” shall mean that no commercially 
reasonable alternative exists to avoid infringement.  

Each of the FI-WARE Project Partners, jointly or solely, hereby agrees to grant you, on 
royalty-free and otherwise fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory terms, a personal, 
nonexclusive, non-transferable, non-sub-licensable, royalty-free, paid up, worldwide license, 
under their respective Specification Essential Patents, to make, use sell, offer to sell, and 
import software implementations utilizing the Specification.  

The FI-WARE Project Partners shall not be responsible for identifying patents for which a 
license may be required by any FI-WARE Specification, or for conducting legal inquiries into 
the legal validity or scope of those patents that are brought to its attention. FI-WARE 
specifications are prospective and advisory only. Prospective users are responsible for 
protecting themselves against liability for infringement of patents.  

32.1.1.5 General Use Restrictions 

Any unauthorized use of this Specification may violate copyright laws, trademark laws, and 
communications regulations and statutes. This Specification contains information which is 
protected by copyright. All Rights Reserved. This Specification shall not be used in any form 

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/Open%20Specifications%20Interim%20Legal%20Notice
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_Project_Partners
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_Project_Partners
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or for any other purpose different from those herein authorized, without the permission of the 
respective copyright owners.  

For avoidance of doubt, the rights granted are only those expressly stated in this Section 
herein. No other rights of any kind are granted by implication, estoppel, waiver or otherwise  

32.1.1.6 Disclaimer Of Warranty 

WHILE THIS PUBLICATION IS BELIEVED TO BE ACCURATE, IT IS PROVIDED "AS IS" 
AND MAY CONTAIN ERRORS OR MISPRINTS. THE FI-WARE PARTNERS MAKE NO 
WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, WITH REGARD TO THIS 
PUBLICATION, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTY OF TITLE OR 
OWNERSHIP, WARRANTY OF NON INFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS, 
IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR WARRANTY OF FITNESS FOR A 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR USE.  

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE FI-WARE PARTNERS BE LIABLE FOR ERRORS CONTAINED 
HEREIN OR FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, 
RELIANCE OR COVER DAMAGES, INCLUDING LOSS OF PROFITS, REVENUE, DATA 
OR USE, INCURRED BY ANY USER OR ANY THIRD PARTY IN CONNECTION WITH THE 
FURNISHING, PERFORMANCE, OR USE OF THIS MATERIAL, EVEN IF ADVISED OF 
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. The entire risk as to the quality and performance 
of software developed using this Specification is borne by you. This disclaimer of warranty 
constitutes an essential part of the license granted to you to use this Specification.  

32.1.1.7 Trademarks 

You shall not use any trademark, marks or trade names (collectively, "Marks") of the FI-
WARE Project Partners or the FI-WARE project without prior written consent.  

32.1.1.8 Issue Reporting 

This Specification is subject to continuous review and improvement. As part of this process 
we encourage readers to report any ambiguities, inconsistencies, or inaccuracies they may 
find by completing the Issue Reporting Procedure described on the web page http://www.fi-
ware.eu.  

https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_Project_Partners
https://forge.fi-ware.eu/plugins/mediawiki/wiki/fiware/index.php/FI-WARE_Project_Partners
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